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DECLINING FEDERAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
STANDARDS: FIRE SAFETY

MONDAY, JULY 28, 1986

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTMENT, JOBS, AND PRICES

OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:45 a.m., in the
Frederick County Commissioners' Hearing Room, 12 East Church
Street, Frederick, Maryland, Hon. Paul S. Sarbanes (member of the
subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senator Sarbanes.
Also present: William Buechner, professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES, PRESIDING
Senator SARBANES. Today, the Joint Economic Committee's Sub-

committee on Investment, Jobs, and Prices meets to hear testimony
on the consequences and economic implications of a diminished
Federal role in fire prevention, research, and safety.

Our hearing today is the second in a series the subcommittee is
holding on the status of a broad range of health and safety pro-
grams. The series began last week in Washington with a review of
air transportation safety and will continue next week with an ex-
amination of child health and environmental issues. These hear-
ings are prompted by a rising concern in the Congress, in the press,
and the public at large that health and safety standards in a
number of critical areas are being eroded by arbitrary budget cuts
and in some cases by sweeping deregulation and the interplay be-
tween the two.

In July 1984, a study published by former Deputy Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency, William Drayton, con-
cluded that, where health and safety are concerned, the Federal
Government is "failing pretty much across the board, irrespective
of program or government agency" and that the Administration's
chief policy weapon toward this end, budget cuts, "have fallen most
unrelentingly on the relatively new and more vulnerable health
and safety agencies."

These comments of Mr. Drayton's most certainly apply to Feder-
al fire prevention and control programs. Fire prevention and con-
trol had historically been only a State and local responsibility. But
the 1973 blue-ribbon report, entitled "America Burning," under-
scored the unacceptably high rates of death, injury, and property
loss from fire in this country. At that time, the United States had
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the world's highest rate of fire deaths per capita, and the report
called for a Federal role in fire protection. Congress responded, and
I remember this well because I was involved in the effort, by pass-
ing the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974 for the
purpose of providing-Federal support to local communities- ftm-pre-
vention and control efforts.

The act established several programs, including the U.S. Fire Ad-
ministration, the National Fire Academy, and the Center for Fire
Research in the National Bureau of Standards. Since passsage of
the act, loss of life by fire in this country has declined 30 percent.
Property losses due to fire have declined dramatically during this
period, saving approximately $5 billion in property. Firefighter
deaths in the line of duty have also decreased, although at a slower
rate and, in my view, much remains to be done in this particular
area.

Notwithstanding these encouraging trends, deep cuts have been
proposed in the past several years in the budgets of the U.S. Fire
Administration, the Center for Fire Research at the National
Bureau of Standards in Gaithersburg and the National Fire Acade-
my here in Frederick County in Emmitsburg. Indeed, for the past 4
years the Administration has recommended elimination of some of
these programs. The current budget request proposes to eliminate
the U.S. Fire Administration and to reduce the National Fire Acad-
emy budget by nearly one-fourth.

Congress has consistently refused to approve the Administra-
tion's requests. Nonetheless, a number of other factors threaten to
erode significantly future Federal support for fire safety and pro-
tection. Among them are the effects of Gramm-Rudman, the im-
pending elimination of general revenue sharing, which many mu-
nicipalities have used effectively for fire protection, and reduction
or delays in the fire regulatory efforts of the Consumer Product
Safety Commission and other Federal agencies which are part of
the Administration's program to reduce all aspects of Federal regu-
lation.

Our purpose today is to review the Federal contribution over the
past 12 years to improve fire protection and then look to the job
that lies ahead. The first question is the record of the past dozen
years and the cost effectiveness of our fire safety programs. Look-
ing to the future, we must consider other equally important ques-
tions, among them:

What is the relationship between our investment in research ad
the long-term effectiveness of fire safety programs?

What would the Nation stand to lose ifthe Administration's pro-
posals to reduce and eliminate these programs were approved?

Who will assume the responsibilities now borne by the Federal
Government if the Federal role is substantially diminished?

Is there more that could or should be done to reduce the loss oflife, injury, and property dame from fire?
In this connection, it should be remembered that despite the very

major improvement in our fire safety record, some 6,000 persons
die and 100,000 more are injured nationwide in fires every year. It
helps to put these figures in perspective if we recall that the
annual death toll from fire is nearly 20 times the number of deaths
caused by all other kinds of natural disasters combined. It is also
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sobering to remember the dimensions of financial loss-over $6 bil-
lion annually in property damage.

This hearing will seek to build a record that we can carry back
to our colleagues in Washington to substantiate the need for the
continuation of these programs. We are fortunate to have with us
today very knowledgeable and experienced witnesses who appear
before the subcommittee in three panels. First, we will have a
panel of State and local fire officials, then a panel of representa-
tives of fire service organizations, and finally, a panel of individual
experts.

The witnesses on the first panel, and I'd ask them to come for-
ward and take their seats, are Rocco Gabriele, the Maryland State
Fire Marshal, John Frazier, bureau chief of the Baltimore City Fire
Department, and John Droneburg, regional coordinator of the
Maryland Fire and Rescue Institute, who has also been asked to
represent here today at this hearing the Federick County Commis-
sioners and the Federick County Fire and Rescue Association.

Gentlemen, we'll proceed in the order in which you came to the
table. Your entire statement will be included in the record as sub-
mitted and you may proceed as you choose. You can summarize it
or abridge it if you choose to do so.

Please proceed, Mr. Gabriele.

STATEMENT OF ROCCO J. GABRIELE, MARYLAND STATE FIRE
MARSHAL

Mr. GABRIELE. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it's an
honor and pleasure for me to have the opportunity to appear
before you today. I bring you greetings from Governor Harry
Hughes, Secretary Frank Hall of the Department of Public Safety
and Correctional Services, Mr. C. Oscar Baker, the chairman of the
Maryland State Fire Prevention Commission, and the officers and
staff of the Office of the Maryland State Fire Marshal.

You have a copy of my prepared statement, of which I will high-
light just a few of the activities and programs that Federal general
revenue sharing funds have accomplished for over a decade.

I believe the role of the Federal Government is to support the
fire services of the State and local governments, not to supplant
that service. State and local governments accept the primary re-
spon ibility to provide the day-to-day services necessary to address
the fire problems. The reason that I am here today is to express my
concern as a fire marshal for the State of Maryland that the Feder-
al general revenue sharing funds for the Federal programs that
support State and local fire services are about to be drastically re-
duced. If funding for these programs is allowed to be decreased, I
fear that all that has been accomplished with Federal support will
go for naught.

The programs that I am concerned about are in the area of fire
prevention, fire safety education, fire research, arson prevention,
and fire data collection.

Federal revenue sharing funds originally utilized through the
U.S. Fire Administration and now through the parent organization,
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, have been responsi-
ble for the research and development, for example, that brought
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about the early warning devices we now know that are so impor-
tant-smoke detectors. As a result of this accomplishment, fire
deaths in the United States have decreased from approximately
9,000 deaths in the 1970's to 6,000 deaths in the 1980's, a decrease
of 33 percent in just over a 10-year-period.

Further research has led to the development of the quick re-
sponse residential sprinkler systems. This new phenomenon, once
totally accepted, will result in a further decrease in fire deaths, we
believe, by as much as 50 percent.

Programs formulated and presented at the National Fire Acade-
my right here in Frederick County, Maryland, in the community of
Emmitsburg, have been responsible for training tens of thousands
of firefighters and fire administrators from across the United
States in fire prevention, fire safety, fire service administration,
hazardous material identification, arson recognition, arson detec-
tion, and fire data management, to mention just a few. All of these
programs are specialized programs and courses that support State
and local programs.

Training programs must continue to be available to all personnel
of the fire service. These programs are used to bring the latest in-
formation and techniques to a profession that is still considered
one of the most dangerous in the country.

Research must be continued to discover the ramifications of tox-
icity and material flammability, for example. Firefighters are still
suffering from long-term illnesses and, yes, death, as a result of
toxic byproducts of combustion.

If my figures are correct, the proposed budget for the Federal
Emergency Management Agency indicates funding for 1987 at
$462.2 million, or a decrease of $393.5 million below the 1986
budget. The U.S. Fire Administration has been zero budgeted and
the budget for the National Fire Academy has been decreased by
$2.6 million for 1987. In fact, the total proposed decrease for train-
ing and fire programs is $15.3 million from the 1986 budget of $50.8
million. So that the proposed 1987 budget reflects a 'total of $35.5
million.

This budget proposal equates to a dramatic decrease in the
amount of support that will be available to State and local govern-
ment fire services. It will decrease the research dollars necessary
for the Center for Fire Research and the National Bureau of Stand-
ards to continue their studied in toxicity and material flammability
and the other programs that they are now working on.

Therefore, I ask this committee to oppose the prospective de-
creases in the budget for training and fire programs and to urge
your distinguished colleagues in the Congress to continue Federal
general revenue sharing funds at the 1986 level and to insist that
the Federal Government continue to accept the responsibility to
support State and local government fire services as Congress did
over 10 years ago when it adopted the recommendations of the Na-
tional Commission on Fire Prevention and Control.

Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Gabriele, together with an at-

tachment, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROCCO J. GABRIELE

IN 1971 THE U.S. CONGRESS FUNDED THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON FIRE PREVENTION

AND CONTROL 'rO STUDY FIRE PROBLEMS IN THE UNITED STATES AND MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS

"WHEREBY THE NATION CAN REDUCE THE DESTRUCTION OF LIFE AND PROPERTY CAUSED BY

FIRE IN THE CITIES, SUBURBS, COMMUNITIES, AND ELSEWHERE". THE ENABLING

LEGISLATION WAS NOT RESTRICTIVE IN SCOPE AND DEFINED SEVERAL AREAS SUCH AS:

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES, CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES ANn IMPROVED INSPECTION

PROCEDURES THAT WOULD PREVENT FIRES EFFECTIVELY, TRAINING, IMPROVEMENT OF FIRE

FIGHfING EQUIPMENT AND STANDARDIZATION, JUST TO MENTION A FEW.

THE COMMISSION ESTABLISHED A GOAL OF 50% REDUCTION IN DEATHS, INJURIES

AND FIRE LOSSES OVER TEN YEARS OR 5% PER YEAR. TO THIS END THE COMMISSION MADE

MANY RECOMMENDATIONS. AMONG THEM WERE: TO ESTABLISH A U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION

TO PROVIDE A NATIONAL FOCUS FOR THE NATIONS FIRE PROBLEM AND TO PROMOTE A

COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM WITH ADEQUATE FUNDING TO REDUCE LIFE AND PROPERTY LOSS

FROM FIRE; THAT A NATIONAL FIRE DATA SYSTEM BE ESTABLISHED TO PROVIDE A

CONTINUING REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE ENTIRE FIRE PROBLEM; PROVIDE SUPPORT FOR

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN EARLY WARNING DETECTION SYSTEM AND IMPROVED AUTOMATIC

SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS; DEVELOP A PROGRAM WITH ADEQUATE FUNDING TO ASSIST, AUGMENT

AND EVALUATE EXISTING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE FIRE SAFETY EDUCATION EFFORTS. THESE

ARE PUT A FEW OF THE MANY RECOMMENDATIONS MADE BY THE COMMISSION OVER A DECADE

AGO.

BY AND LhRGE OVER THAT DECADE OR SO, SOME CF THESE RECOMMENDATIONS WERE

FOLLOWED. rHE UNITED STATES FIRE ADMINISTRATION AND IHE NATIONAL FIRE ACADEMY

BECAME A REALITY. rHE U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION DID THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

THAT BROUGHT ABOUT THE EARLY DETECTION SYSTEM. THIS SYSTEM OP HARD WIRED AND

BATTERY OPERATED SMOKE DETECTORS WAS INITIALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE REDMUCTION
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IN FIRE DEATHS BY APPROXIMATELY 33% SINCE THEY HAVE BEEN IN USE. IN MARYLAND

LEGISLATION WAS PASSED REQUIRING SMOKE DETECTORS IN ALL RESIDENTIAL UNITS. IN

THIS ENDEAVOR ALONE THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FEDERAL, STATE, COUNTY, AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS CAN BE MEASURED BY THE ACTUAL REDUCTION IN FIRE DEATHS. NATIONWIDE

THE FIGURE DROPPED FROM APPROXIMATELY 9000 DEATHS TO APPROXIMATELY 6000 DEATHS

PER YEAR. IN THE STATE CF MARYLAND WE EXPERIENCED A DROP IN FIRE DEATHS FROM

A HIGH OF 178 IN 1975 TO 127 RECORDED IN 1985. IN THE CITY OF BALTIMORE FIRE

DEATHS DROPPED FROM A HIGH OF 66 IN 1981 TO 43 IN 1985.

DURING RECLUT YEARS, SINCE APPROXIMATELY 1978, THE FIRE SERVICE HAS BEEN

EXPLORING NEW AND MORE EFFICE.4T WAYS TO SAVE LIVES AND PROPERTY FROM THE RAVAGES

OF FIRES THROUGH TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS. ONE SUCH DEVELOPMENT IS COMMONLY

REFERRED TO.AS A RESIDENTIAL ;UICK RESPONSE SPRINKLER SYSTEM. MUCH OF THIS

RESEARCH HAS BEEN PROVIDED THROUGH 7HE U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION, PARTICULARLY

DURING THE 1970'S AND 1980'S, THROUGH THE FORMER ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, MR. HARRY

SHAW. FEDERAL RESEARCH HAS SHOWN, FOR EXAMPLE, THAT WITH THE COMBINATICN OF

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER SYSTEMS AND SMOKE DETECTION SYSTEMS IN ALL BUILDINGS AND

RESIDENCES, LOSS OF LIFE AND OVERALL INJURIES CAN BE REDUCED BY AS MUCH AS 50%.

NATURALLY, THE IDEAL WAY 70 REDUCE FIRE DEATHS AND LOSSES IS TO PREVENT

FIRES COMPLETELY BUT THIS SCLUT:!'; :S IMPRACTICAL. AS LONG AS THERE ARE MEN,

WOMEN AND CHILDREN THERE WILL ALWAYS BE SOME FORM OF A FIRE PROBLEM. RESEARCH

CONDUCTED THROUGHOUT THE COtNTPY AND FOR THAT MATTER, THE WORLD, IS SHOWING US

THAr RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLER SYSTEMS AT THIS POINT IN TIME ARE PROBABLY THE BEST

ANSWER FOR RESIDENTIAL FIRE PROTECTION AND LIFE SAFETY ALONG WITH THE WELL

RAINED AND WELL EQUIPPED FIREFIGHTER.

RESIDENTIAL QUICK RESPONSE SPRINKLERS ARE OFTEN REFERRED TO AS THE 90

PERCENT SOLUTION TO OUR FIRE ;RCBLEMS. WE IN THE FIRE SERVICE AGREE THAT TO

MINIMIZE FIRE DEATHS AND FIRE DAMAGE, FIRES MUST BE DETECTED AND SUPPRESSED WHILE
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THEY ARE STILL IN THEIR INCIPIENT STAGE. IF A FIRE IS NOT EXTINGUISHED DURING

ITS INITIAL PHASE, HEAT, FLAMES, CARBON MONOXIDE AND OTHER TOXIC GASSES WILL

.... KILL EVERY OCCUPANT OF A ROOM WITHIN MINUTES. IN 1985, 127 MARYLANDER'S DIED

AS A RESULT OF FIRES. OF THAT NUMBER, 52 PERCENT, OR 66 PEOPLE, DIED AS A

RESULT OF ASPHYXIATION, 35.4 PERCENT, OR 44 PEOPLE, DIED AS A RESULT OF SEVERE

BURNS AND 12.6 PERCENT, OR 16 OTHERS, DIED FROM A COMBINATION CF CAUSES. THE

VAST MAJORITY OF CUR FIRE DEATHS, A TOTAL OF 103 MARYLANDER'S, DIED IN EITHER

APARTMENT :R HOME FIRES. IF RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLER SYSTEMS WERE INSTALLED IN

JUST THESE TWO OCCUPANCIES, LESS THAN 50 MARYLANDER'S WOULD HAVE DIED AS A RESULT

OF FIRES THIS PAST YEAR.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CAN ASSIST US IN REDUCING FIRES AND FIRE DEATHS EY

PROVIDING THE STATES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WITH FUNDS FOR FURTHER FIRE RESEARCH

IN THE AREAS CF BUILDING MATERIALS AND FURNISHINGS AND TOXICITY AS WELL AS FUNDS

FOR FEDERAL HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES TO BE EQUIPPED

WITH QUICK RESPONSE RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLER SYSTEMS.

AS PRESIDENT FEAGAN ONCE POINTED OUT, THE NEW "QUICK REACTION SPRINKLER

SYSTEM IS A SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENT BECAUSE IT WILL PLAY A MAJCR ROLE IN FEDU::NG

LOSS OF lIFE AND PR?'PERIY FROM FIRES". ! AGREE WITH PRESIDENT REAGAN'S -:CMENT

AND WE !N THE FIRE SERVICE ENDORSE THIS POSITION, BUT WE MUST HAVE FEDERAL

ASSISTANCE AND FUNDING TO CONTINUE THIS EFFORT.

THE NATIONAL FIRE ACADEMY BECAME A REALITY AAD IS HOUSED RIGHT HERE :N

FREDERICK CZuNrY, MARYLAND AT THE SITE OF THE FORMER ST. JOSEPHS COLLEGE :ANCS

IN EMMITSBURG. rsIS ACADEMIC SETTING HAS PROVIDED THE NATIONAL FOCUS NECESSARY

TO PROVIDE STANDARDIZED PROGRAMS AND TRAINING TO MEMBERS OF THE FIRE SERVICE.

CONSEQUENTLY, LITERALLY TENS OF 'THUSANDS OF FIREFIGHTERS AND FIRE SERVICE

ADMINISTRATORS HA'E TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF THE EXCELLENT PROGRAMS PROVIDED. fHE

FACT THAT THESE PROGRP4S WERE FEDERALLY SUBSIDIZED PLAYED AN EXTREMELY LARGE
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ROLE IN THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL IN THE FIRE SERVICE WHO WERE ABLE TO TAKE

ADVANTAGE CF THIS OPPORTUNITY. EVEN THOUGH MANY FIRE SERVICE PERSONNEL HAVE

TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY, IT MUST BE ALLOWED TO CONTINUE SIMPLY

BECAUSE THERE ARE STILL AN UNTOLD NUMBER OF PERSONNEL WHO ARE IN DIRE NEED OF

THE TRAINING YET THEY CANNOT AFFORD TO GO AT THEIR OWN EXPENSE AND IN MANY CASES

THE FIRE DEPARTMENT CANNOT AFFORD TO ALLOCATE THE FUNDS NECESSARY TO HAVE THEIR

PERSONNEL ATTEND. NEEDLESS TO SAY. FAILURE TO CONTINUE THE FEDERAL SUBSIDY FOR

TRAINING AT THE NATIONAL ACADEMY WILL NOT ONLY BRING ABOUT THE DEMISE OF THE

NATIONAL FIRE ACADEMY BUT WILL STIFLE ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS

EVER MADE TO THE FIRE SERVICE BY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, NOT TO MENTION WHAT IT

WILL DO TO THE ECONOMY OF THE TOWN OF EMMITSBURG, TO "REDERICK COUNTY AND THE

STATE CF MARYLAND IN THE LOSS OF JOBS AND VARIOUS REVENUES CREATED BY THIS TYPE

.F FAC:LUTY.

IN :984, THE FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY, WORKING IN CONJUNCTION

WITH THE 2.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION AND THE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FIRE SERVICE

INSTRUCWZRS, BEGAN THE NATIONAL COMMUNITY VOLUNTEER FIRE PREVENTION PROGRAM

NCVFPP) "PARTNERSHIPS AGAINST FIRE". UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE FEDERAL FIRE

PPEVENTIZN AND CONTROL ACT OF 1974, THE NCVFPP BEGAN WITH TEN STATES IN 1984

AND HAS SPREAD TO TWENTY STATES IN !965, ONE OF WHICH IS THE STATE OF MARYLAND.

.MiE NCVFPP :S INTENDED TO INCREASE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LOCAL FIRE PREVENTION

EFFORTS THROUGHH THE :COPERATION AND UTILIZATION OF STATE, LOCAL AND FEDERAL

REScUR:ES. THIS PROGRAM ALSO ENHANCES PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVEMENT IN FIRE SAFETY

AND FIRE PREVENTION EFFORTS.

-HE STATE OF MARYLAND WAS SELECTED THROUGH AN ANALYSIS OF OUR NATIONS'S

FIRE PROBLEMS AND STATE'S FIRE PROBLEMS WITH CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO THE FACTORS

Cr:

6
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AI RISK 0V FIRE DEATH PER MILLION IN POPULATION, AND,

B) RISK OF FIkE DEATH PER THOUSAND CF FIRES.

THE PROGRAM AS INITIATED BY THE U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION WAS THE FIRST SUCH

C :.NCENFPATF') FEDERAL EFFORT TO ' "RMBINE THE RESOURCES OF GOVERNMENT AT ALL LEVELS

WITH TH',SE F HE FIRE SERVICE, COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS AND Tf;E PRIVATE SECTOR TO

BU:LD AL" .UPRCFT SJC-_CESSFUL FIRE SAFETY EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AT THE STATE AND

- LEVELS. HIS PROGRAM. IN EACH CF THE STATES, WAS TO CONTINUE FOR A THREE

iAP LUlCD ZSSISrED SY FEDEPAl. FUNDS, AFTER WHICH TIME THE PROGRAM WOULD EITHER

R E zLIE<-UPPliTING OR BE HEAVILY CUPPYRTED BY PRIVATE SECTOR INVOLVMENT..

ALITIUNALLY, HE OTHER THIRTY CrlATES :N THE NATION WOULD BE PLACED INTO THIS

PF-7RAM NY THE END S:F THIS rEC-DE AN THEY ALSO WOULD BE DEVELOPING PROGRAMS 'AT

C 'CAL LEVEL TO HELP S' 'LV CUR FIRE PROBLEMS IN THE UNITED STATES.

. IT'H RPEL ,.T: :'; ."N :NZ, THE ECCN-,MIC :MPACr APPEARS TO BE

- CE -LE&E N THIS HIGHLY SPECIALIZED AND VALUABLE PROGRAM. WE IN MARYLAND,

r NZ--* N F, 'HAVE BEEN ATVI'FD THAT T-lE THIFR YEAR CF ,"OCR THREE YEAR NCVFTP IS

IN ;-AE J-PAR Y AND THAT IF WE -ANNOT FIND EITHER STATE FUNDING OR PRIVATE

_ EUNDINO BY OILY. i-?7, T)IN THE FEDERAL EFFORTS F THE NCVFPP IN MARYLAND

WIL:B ESEUF .ELY HINDERED.

P.ESENTLY, WE HAVE lTHREEr .:-TNDIN; NOVFPP PROJECT'S UNDERWAY IN OUR STATE

AM.L T -"T APPI:.ATEIY ,C THIS PAST YEAR IN FEDERAL ASSISTANCE. THESE

PfR.'Gt'AAMS ARE FIRE SAFETY FT.,R THE ELDERLY PROJECT CONDUCTED BY THE SCROPTIMIST

'LLB C? .PETERIFCF.OUNTY, LARLY "L><OD EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT PRODUCED BY THE

:-!ARYLAND CCYIMETTEE FOR THE PVUCATI:N F YOUNG CHILDREN AT THE UNIVERSITY OF

"-AR% LANE TM PRINCE ZECRGE'S C. UNTY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION THROUGH THE

Lt.'.'-N %'S: URN -URRICULUo IlN ST. '4ARY'S COUNTYY. ALL CF THESE PROGRAMS, I

,ILL NAVF A DEFINITE IFACT :; FUTURE YEARS ON THE SEVERITY CIF THE FIRE

AND BURN PROBLEMS IN THE STATE OF .!ARYLAND. ADDITIONALLY, WE HOPE TO BE ABLE TO

FEEL: IATE THESE PROGRAMS IN 'THEN COCIJIES I'N OUR STATE AND ALSO SHARE THESE

70-823 17
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PROGRAMS WITH OTHER STATES AS WELL.

SHOULD WE FALL SHORT CF FEDERAL FUNDING FOR THE THIRD YEAR OF OUR PROGRAM.

THE TRUE SUCCESS AND GOALS OF THE NCVFPP IN MARYLAND MAY NEVER BE FULLY REALIZED.

THE CONCEPT OF COMMUNITY-WIDE FIRE SAFETY PROGRAMS IS TO STIMULATE CITIZEN

INVOLVEMENT. IT IS QUITE CLEAR THAT FIRE PROBLEMS BEGIN AT THE LOCAL LEVEL,

PUr "HE LCAL FIRE SYSTEM ALONE 'ANNGT CONTROL THE RISING INCIDENTS CF FIRE THAT

DAILY DESTROY LIVES AND PROPERTY THROUGHOUT THIS STATE AND NATION WITHOUT

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO HELP FUND FDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, RESEARCH PROGRAMS AND

INFORMArION COLLECTION PROGRAMS.

DURING THE 1986 GENERAL ASSEMBLY, THE MARYLAND LEGISLATURE PASSED LEGISLATION

WHICH FEQUIRES AS OF JULY 1, I986 FOR THE STATE FIRE PREVENTION COMMISSION AND

STATE FIFE MARSHAL TO PRODUCE SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES ON FIRE SAFETY EDUCATION

AND PREVENTION PROGRAMS. FOR MANY YEARS, OUR STATE AND, IN PARTICULAR, THE

OFFICE OF THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL, HAS PRODUCED THE MARYLAND FIRE SAFETY SYMPOSIUM,

PFEV:OUSLY REFERRED TC AS THE GOVERNOR'S STATE-WIDE CONFERENCE CN FIRE PREVENTION.

EUZ WE HAVE FOUND, AND HAVE REALIZED FOR SEVERAL YEARS, THAT A ONCE A YEAR OR

rWICE A YEAR FIRE SAFETY SYMPOSIUM CANNOT IDENTIFY AND SOLVE OUR VARIOUS FIRE

PROBLEMS :N THIS STATE. WITH 'HIS PASSAGE CF THIS LEGISLATION, WE HOPE TO

INCREASEE STATE FUNDING FOR FIFE SAFETY EDUCATIONAL MATTERS BUT, WE MUST WORK WITH

FcDEFAL ASSISTANCE I- TRULY ACHIEVE OUR PARTNERSHIP AGAINST FIRE.

THE STATE OF MARYLAND WAS ONE OF THE FIRST STATES IN THE NATION TO PARTICIPATE

IN rHE NATIONAL FIRE INCIDENr REPORTING SYSTEM. TODAY, MARYLAND UNDERWRITES

THE COST OF THE MARYLAND FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM FROM THE GENERAL FUND

,F THE OFFICE OF THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL AT APPROXIMATELY $150,000 PER YEAR WITH

APPROXIMATELY 99 PERCENT CF ALL THE FIRE DEPARTMENTS IN THE STATE PARTICIPATING.

I BROUGHT WITH ME TODAY COPIES OF THE ANNUAL FIRE REPORT PREPARED BY THE OFFICE

OF THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL TITLED "FIRE IN MARYLAND, 1985". THE INFORMATION
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CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT COMES FROM THE FIRE COMPANIES PARTICIPATING IN THE

REPORTING SYSTEM. THIS INFORMATION IS THEN FORWARDED TO THE NATIONAL FIRE

INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM.

SINCE THE REPORT AMERICA BURNING WAS WRITTEN FIRE RESEARCH HAS BECOME VITAL

TO UNDERSTANDING FIREFIGHTER SAFETY ISSUES AND HELPING TO CREATE A MORE FIRE

SAFE LIVING ENVIRONMENt FOR OUR CITIZENS.

SC'ME C-F THE MOST IMPORTANT HAZARDS IN OUR ENVIRONMENT ARE NOT COVERED BY

BUILDING CDES. FIRE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH CODES APPLY MOSTLY TO

'ONSrRUCTION MATERIALS AND INTERIOR MATERIALS USED ON WALLS AND CEILINGS. THESE

CODES GENERALLY SPEAKING DO NOT APPLY TO THE ACTUAL FURNISHINGS PLACED IN

RESIDENTIAL OCCUPANCIES SUCH AS HOTELS, MOTELS, OR APARTMENT BUILDINGS. MOREOVER,

SELDOM." D0 FIRE CODES APPLY 10 PRIVATE DWELLINGS.

WHILE FURNISHINGS ARE LIKELY TO REMAIN OUTSIDE OF CODE PROVISIONS, THEY IN

FACT CC;fPIBUTE SICNIFICANTLY TO COMBUSTION HAZARDS.

%;ITH THE EXCEPTION OF APPLIANCES SUCH AS COFFEE MAKERS, ELECTRIC IRONS AND

PORrABLE HEATERS TO MENTION JUST A FEW, THERE ARE FEW MATERIALS THAT GO INTO

RESIDENrIAL OCCUPANCIES WITH SOME FORM OF FIRE RESEARCH VERIFYING THEIR SAFETY.

THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION CREATED IN THE EARLY 1970'S HAS

BEEN RESTING CERTAIN PRODUCtS AND MATERIALS THAT GO INTO RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT.

THIS COMMISSION HAS PROVED EXTREMELY VALUABLE TO US IN MARYLAND OVER THE PAST

SEVERAL YEARS IN THE EXAMINATION OF CERTAIN PRODUCTS THAT HAVE BEEN FOUND TO

CAUSE FIRES. HOWEVER THIS COMMISSION HAS ALSO BEEN FACED WITH BUDGET CUTS,

WHICH ULTIMATELY ALTERS THEIR EFFECTIVENESS AND VALUE.

THE MARYLAND STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE URGES THIS COMMITTEE TO REVERSE

ANY PROPOSED CUTS IN FIRE RESEARCH - EITHER AT THE CENTER FOR FIRE RESEARCH AT

THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS OR THE CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION. THE
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HAZARDS CF MATERIALS IN OUR LIVING ENVIRONMENTS WILL NEVER BE COMPLETELY

ELIMINATED. EARLY WARNING DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS COUPLED WITH AUTOMATIC

SPRINKLERS ARE HELPING US TO DEAL WITH THESE HAZARDS IN A FIRE SITUATION.

HOWEVER. 1 DO NOT FEEL THAT WE CAN OR SHOULD RELY ON THESE VARIOUS SYSTEMS TO

PROTECT US. CONTINUED RESEARCH AND FLAMMABILITY STUDIES NEED TO BE CONTINUED

AND EXPANDED BY THE CENTER FOR FIRE RESEARCH AT THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

IN AN EFFORT TO SEE NATIONAL STANDARDS IMPLEMENTED FOR THE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF

FIRE - SAFE FURNISHINGS. FOR DETECTION AND SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS WITHOUT IMPROVING

THE FIRE SAFETY ASPECTS OF FURNISHINGS LEAVES A GAP IN THE PROTECTION OF OUR

CITIZENS THAT CAN AND PROBABLY WILL LEAD TO FUTURE DISASTERS.

I AM CONCERNED AS THE FIRE MARSHAL FOR THE STATE OF MARYLAND THAT THE

RECENT ENACTMENT OF THE GRAMM-RUDMAN BILL, THE PROPOSED ELIMINATION OF GENERAL

REVENUE SHARING FUNDS AND THE FUTURE EROSION OF FEDERAL SUPPORT WILL SERIOUSLY

IMPACT ON FIRE SAFETY, FIRE PROTECTION AND FIRE PREVENTION PROGRAMS THROUGHOUT

THE STATE OF MARYLAND. THE ELIMINATION OR THE REDUCTION, FOR THAT MATTER, OF

GENERAL REVENUE SHARING FUNDS WILL REQUIRE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO RELY

SOLELY UPON BUDGET ALLOCATIONS FROM THEIR RESPECTIVE JURISDICTIONS. IN MANY

CASES, 7HE ELIMINATION OR REDUCTION IN FUNDING ON THE FEDERAL LEVEL WILL MEAN

T.E REDUCTION OF SERVICES, THE ELIMINATION OF PLANNED FIRE SAFETY AND/ R FIRE

PREVENTION PROGRAMS AND rHE REDUCTION IN TRAINING COURSES AVAILABLE TO FIRE

SERVICE PERSONNEL IN MARYLAND. BUT MORE IMPORrANTLY, HE REALITY CF 7HE LOSS ,F

FEDERAL ;ENFRAL REVENUE SHARING FUNDS IS THAT THE EXCELLENT RECORD ACHIEVED IN

THE REDUCTION OF THE LOSS OF LIFE AND PROPERTY FROM FIRE WILL BE IMPACTED. THE

NUMBER OF PEOPLE DYING FROM FIRES AND THE AMOUNT OF DOLLARS LOST IN PROPERTY

DAMAGE WILL BEGIN TO INCREASE AGAIN. THEREFORE, I ASK YOU ON BEHALF OF THE FIRE

SERVICES OF MARYLAND AND THE CITIZENS OF THIS GREAr STATE, WHOM WE HAVE TAKEN
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THE RESPONSIBILITY TO PROTECT, THAT FULL CONSIDERATION AND A FAVORABLE

RECOMMENDATION BE GIVEN BY THIS COMMITTEE FOR CONTINUED FEDERAL GENERAL REVENUE

SHARING AT THE LEVEL THAT WILL PROVIDE CONTINUED RESOURCES TO STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENTS FOR FIRE SAFETY, FIRE PREVENTION AND FIRE SUPPRESSION. THANK YOU.
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STATISTICAL DATA COMPILED FROM THE MARYLAND FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM
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REPORT

Written and Prepared by

ROBERT B. THOMAS, JR.
Deputy Chief State Fire Marshal

SHIRLEY FENNELL-KELSO
Administrative Aide

SALLY JOHNSON
Secretary

DARLENE MILLER
Secretary

For

ROCCO 1. GABRIELE
Maryland State Fire Marshal

MARYLAND STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE
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DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

FRAN* A. FIAL GIlT9 $14 ,*+Vl
,,€077, e AC 41STROSTOWN NOAO *oC0O X eA9.ftIL9

A € .k. . OALTIN0 9. KAN LAPF D l 2S0tl
4101) TeI4IlI3

JUDO III$

TO: All Marylmard rire Service Personnel and CitteoIs oF Maryland

I am proud to present to you the LIS Annual Report of the
Maryland Stale Tire MarShil a Office. This report highlightI and
mumltss the work or the State rire Meushat's Office and these
Departments in the Maryland T8re Service wich participate lnd
suipily information to the Maryland irte Incident Reporting System
(WTIRS). the central fir, dole collection program for the state I
am pleased to report that approximately 65 7 percent of the fire
service otil]Sld the Maryland Fire Incideot Reporting System and.
thus, provided u with the valuable sttatistica data concerning the
mgnit1dm of our lire problems

The 19$5 Canerat Assembly legimlated ttste aid in funding to
Fie desarmeonts in the amount ot 84.1 million. One of the
requirements of thirs legisleton Is that I file department most
utilite the MerayaInd rite Incident Reporting System to receive State
funds I believe this will go a long eay to assist my efforts to
achieve one at the goaltI semt when I become your State rire
Marshul. tO0 percent partlipaltion by all firm department in UTIRS.

I i also very pleased to nnovne to you that. since taking
office on November t. IS11. the number of tire mafaty irnetilatiors
and mresto he remained rltivJly constant. while ivspoctrons
increased more thin tOO pelCOnt during Ibs seas time. Although the
workload of the agency his increased dramtically, tre number of
personnel sod resource$ has not increased since before 9I1

I as extremely proud or the work psrformed by the men and mosen
of the State fire Met miml's Office as they continue to do an
exemplary job tor you. tire citonu of Maryland

After reviewing the firle sItatlstics contained In thil report.
we can so* the serious nature of our sata's fire problem The
present tatom of Ilosse in lit, sad property by fires nelds to be
reduced. The question raised then i. whirt level of tol as
acceptable'

As I have stated on several occrslom, one of this Agency'a
goall rl to mm lhe number of fire deaths in our larm reduced below
t0 by the snd of this decade With the help and support of the
fira service sad the citizens of Maryland, we can together minimlte
our lorge& tllouh Ihoughtful. comprehensrv and aensable file
olatV Oducotiron ad lire plOleclion programs

Sincerely,

Roo Orll
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FIRES BY MAJOR CLASSIFICATION
MARYLAND FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM

NUMBER OF FItES

1985 1984
10,924 8,037 RESIDENTIAL

MERCANTILE679 654

INDUSTRIAL281 163

281 114 r~d" - 3 SCHOOLS

427 360

6,037 5,761

7,851 5,027

6I1 lI"

PUBLIC
ASSEMBLY

VEHICLE

TREE & BRUSH

A)

f?
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REPORT OVERVIEW

The Maryland Fire Incident Reporting System (MFIRS) is the
central data coordinating end collection agency for the fire
service in the state. Incident reports from nearly 300 career
and volunteer fire departments throughout the state provide
essential information about the causes and effects of fire, the
nature of any equipment involved in these fires, the burn injury
and fire death problems, as well as other elements of overall
fire service activities.

For many years. fire departments nationally have recognized
the importance and useful purposes which data serves. In 1963.
after nearly nine years of tireless and dedicated efforts, 85.?
percent of Maryland fire service participated in the MriRS
program. Those counties which had 100 percent participation in
the Maryland Fire Incident Reporting System during 1985 were:
Allegany, Anne Arundel, Baltimore City, BWI Airport, City of
Annapolis. Calvert. Caroline. Cecil. Frederick. Carrelt, Hartord.
Howard. Kent, Montgomery. Prince Ceorge's, Oueen Anne's. St.
Mary's, Talbot. Washington and Wicomico.

On the state and local level, the date gathered from the
fire incident reports can be used to identify problems areas,
determine fire trends, supply information necessary for
appropriate legislative actions and formulate improvements for
the fire service in general.

After reviewing the 1983 data obtained from the Maryland
Fire Incident Reporting System, some of the highlights that were
noted Included:

-- Fire departments responded to i54,725 incidents in the
State of Maryland

-- There were 10.924 reported residential fires.

-- There were approximately 2.955 residential fires where
no smoke detector was found.

127 people died as a result of fires, Including one
firefighter who lost his life in the line of duty.

411 civilians and 389 firefighters were injured as the
result of fires

Cooking related fires in the kitchen/cooking area was
the leading cause of residential fires accounting for
20.0% of all residential fires.

Kerosene heaters resulted in 189 fire incidents.

6
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REPORT OVERVIEW (ontinu)

-- Chimney and wood stove fire incidents continued to be a
major fire problem in the state amounting to
approximately 2.082 fire incidents.

-- False alarm incidents increased by 9.2 percent in 1985
over 1984 totals.

-- Approximately $89,428,411 in property was destroyed or
damaged by fire throughout the State of Maryland.

There is no single, simple solution to our state's fire
problem. However, by using infoi'stion discussed in this report,
fire chiefs, administrators, fire prevention officers.
resesrcherr and governmental officials, as well as others
concerned about our state's fire problems, can move forward
together to reduce these tragedies from fires.
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CHAPTER 1
S"'Knotwledge is qf to kinds. We know ai s:ibjort out'sr'I'r's, or

ivt? kniou, u'hirvef 'cO U find iisrfoiwinotiop, iiopo it
SAMUEL JOHNSON

A SYNOPSIS OF THE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
OF THE MARYLAND STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE

The Office of the State Fire Marshal was officially created
as at exists today in 1964. but has functioned in one manner or
another since 1890 The responsibilities. powers and duties of
the State Fire Marshal are multi-faceted. The responsibilities
include, but are not limited to. the establishment and
enforcement of fire safety practices throughout the state.
preventive inspection and correction activities, review of new
construction projects, coordination of fire safety programs with
career and volunteer fire departments, and develop critical
analysis and evaluation of Maryland fire loss statistics for
determination of problems and solutions.

The duties include the enforcement of all laws of the state
having to do with: prevention of fire, storage sale and use of
any explosive; the installation and maintenance of equipment
intended for fire control, detection and extinguishmenti building
construction and adequacy of exitsi and, the suppression of
arson.

To accomplish the mandated duties of fire investigation,
fire prevention inspections, explosive licensing and regulation.
and public fire safety education, the State Fire Marshal's Office
is manned by a staff of 46 people Of this number. 32 conduct
inspections and investigations, 4 are fire protection engineers
which conduct plan reviews and assist field personnel with
technical advice on matters of fire protection I fire safety
education specialist, and 10 clerical staff individuals.

Over the past several years. the role of the State fire
Marshal's Office has changed from a reactive to a proactive role.
Consequently, the agency has increased the number of quality fire
safety inspections from 3,450 in 1982 to approximately 14,510 in
1985 Also, requests for fire investigations has remained
constant over the past three (3) years at 1.436 in 1983, 1.372 in
1984 and 1,328 in 1985, respectively

The agency also maintains the only Bomb Squad and Hazardous
Materials Response Team on the state level in the public safety
arena The squad of ten (10) personnel utilize six (6) special
equipped vans to address requests for situations where explosive
devices are utilized or explosive substances require their
services, These calls for service are steadily increasing.
particularly in the area of hasardous materials.

As a result of proper utilization of manpower, establishment
of strict priorities and the adoption of sound law enforcement
techniques, the State Fire Marshal's Office Is continuing to make
an impact on the fire problems in the State of Maryland.

7
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STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE

STATISTICS

The State Fire Prevention Commission and Fire Marshal operate in
conformity with Sections I through 36 and 47 through 55 of Article 38A
of the Annotated Code o1 Maryland. The State Fire Marshal is charged
with the responsibility of safeguarding life and property from the
hazards of fire and explosion. The State Fire Marshal's Office
inspects a wide range of buildings and occupancies to ensure
compliance with statutes and regulations relating to fire and life
safety. The agency also investigates fires end explosions, and
arrests those individuals who violate the lire laws of the State of
Marvland.

The statistics below indicate a broad spectrum of the work
conducted by the State Fire Marshal's Office during Calendar Year
1984 During CY 1984. more fire safety inspections were conducted
than ever before. The,14.560 inspections which were conducted
represented an increase of 5Z percent over the 1984 figure of 9,569.

1984 1985

Fire Prevention Inspections and Re-inspections

Review of Construction Plans and Specifications

License Approvals for Manufacturers, Dealers and
Users of Explosives

Permits for Displays of Fireworks

Deactivation/Removal of Explosives and Heaardous
Mat I e a Is

Fire Investiostions

Fires Determined As Arson

Number of Arson Cases Closed by Arrest

Receipts from Licenses Issued

9.589 14,560

2.326 2,S71

594 349

135 145

239 267

1.270 1,328

498 !11

228 126

627.670 629.250

8
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FIRE INVESTIGATION AND INSPECTIONS
(Statistics For Calendar Year 1985)

STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE
Total Irte lvestigations -
Accidental
Incendiary 
Undetermined

Closed by Arrest
Total Inspections

EASTERN REGION
Total tire Investigations -
Accidental 
Incendilry
Undeteismned

Closed by Arrest
Total Inspections -

CENTRAL REGION
Total rite Investigations -
Accidental,
IncendIary 
Undetermined

Closed by Arres
Total Inspections

1 .328
692
sit
5all91
ta6

II 160

NORTHEAST REGION
Total rite Investigations -
AccIdental I
Incerdiary
Undetermined
Closed by Arrest

Total Inspections

SOUTHERN REGION
222 Tot. rIte Investigations -
t0$ Accidental

55 Incendiary -
28 Undetermined -

S Cloned by Attest l
1.861 Total Inspections -

366
I98
146

21

39
3.450

WESTERN REGION
Total rire Investigations -
Accidentl]
Incendiary
Undetermined

Closed by Arrest
Total Inspections

373
i81
161

21
35

3 290

201
1?
64

23
2.077

166

it1

3,231
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STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE
FIRE INVESTIGATIONS

1985

The graph below shows a month-by-month comparison of the total
number of fires investigated as well as those fires determined to
be arson. During 1985. 1.328 fires were investigated by the
State Fire Marshel's Office throughout the State of Maryland. Of
the 1.328 fires investigated, 511 were arson.

INVESTIGATIONS

183

C Y 1985

10
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STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE
TOTAL INSPECTIONS

1985

The graph below indicates a month-by-month analysis of the total
fire prevention inspections conducted during 1985 by members of
the State Tire Marshal's Office. in 1985, 14,560 inspections
were conducted by the State rire Marshels Offices the most ever
recorded in the history of the agency.

INSPECTION TOTALS
260. ,

198 .

le8s-

17004-

159o.

1488.

"668

1321 1383

1388.I

1280.

11s.

1295

L33
1189 1182

1118
1833
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C Y 1985
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BOMB SQUAD STATISTICS

The State Fire Marshal has the responsibility to enforce the lows
and regulations regarding the sale, manufacture, possession and
Inspection of sites where explosives are used.

To help perform these responsiblities, the State Fire Marshal
operates a ten (10) member expert bomb squad. The bomb squad responds
in the case of some types of bomb threats or in the event of a
suspected explosive device is found. Bomb squad personnel dispose of
old or discarded commercial explosives, fireworks end military
ordnance.

in addition to the explosives assistance the State Fire Marshal
provides throughout the state, the office also has the responsibility
to assist those slate agencies end fire departments that respond to
situations involving the leek or spill of arty hasardous chemicals or
mater I a Is.

Detonated Ignition

1984

BOMB INCIDENTS
A. Explosive
I. Incendiary

EXPLOSIVES
A, Recovered Explosives
B. Military Ordnance
C. Pvrotechnics

(Fireworks)

CHEMICALS
A. Hatardous Chemicals
8 Haiardous Materiels

HOAXES
A. Hoaxes (Fake Bombs)
8 Suspicious Packages
C Bomb Threats

RAD
A. Radioactive Materials

TOTALS

23
1

0
8

i!

15

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0

33 44

Non- Non-
Detonated Ignition

17 15
0 0

t9 47
29 65

59
a

3
38
13

35
13

t
13

9

*06 223

12
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FIRE INVESTIGATION STATISTICS
FOR AFFILIATED JURISDICTIONS

FISCAL YEAR 1985

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY
Total Fire Investigations - 322

Accidental 113
Undetermined - 109
Incendiary 100

BALTIMORE CITY
Total Fire Investigations - 1,558

Accidental - 702
Undetermined - 218
Incendiary - 638

BALTIMORE COUNTY
Total Fire Investigations - 427

Accidental - 126
Undetermined - 29
Incendiary - 272

MONTOOMERY COUNTY
Total Fire Investigations - 572

Accidental 177
Undetermined 5
Incendiary - 390

OCEAN CITY
Total Fire Investigations - 183

Accidental 173
Undetermined - 6
Incendiary 4

PRINCE GEOROE'S COUNTY
Total Fire Investigations - 560

Accidental - 225
Undetermined - 58
Incendiary - 277

WICOMICO COUNTY
Total Fire Investigations - Ite

Accidental - 77
Undetermined - 17
Incendiary - 22

WORCESTER COUNTY
Total Fire Investigations - 68

Accidental - 34
Undetermined - 20
Incendiary - 14

STATE-WIDE TOTALS
Total Fire Investigations - 3.806

Accidental - 1,137
Undetermined - 462
Incendiary - 1,71?

13
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STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE
PERSONNEL AND OFFICES

BALTIMORE OFFICE
Headquerters
6774 Relalrstown Road, Suite 314
Baltimore. Maryl nd -2121-2330
PHONE: 301-744-4324

Rocco J. Qebriele
Joh H. Farrel
John r' Bonder
Robert B. Thomas, Jr.
Shirley M fennelt-Kel
Sally J. Johnson
[sthy A. Reilly
Roslyn L. Loney
Darlene V Miller

Tire Marshal
Chief Deputy Fire Marial

Chief Fre Protection Engineer
Deputy Chief Fire Msrhal
Administrative Aide, MFIRS Coordinator
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary
Secretary

NORTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICES - Harford, Cecil and Kent Counties
Elkton Office
170 East Main Street
Elkton. MD 21:21
PHONE: 301-333-4214 Eat 30

Iet Air Office
Diet. Court/Multi-seryice Ctr.
2 South Bond Street
1et Air. MD 101t
PHONE 30t 836-4044

Allen L Ward - Deputy Chief State Fire Marshal
Herford. Cecil 9 Kent Counties

DFM z Deputy Fire Marshal

DFM Michael D. Bond
DrM Samuel t Powetl
DFM Joseph 0 Zuvolo. Jr
DFM Thomas A. SharplesS
DrM w. raron Taylor
DFM C Mark Venisaten
SEC M Eliabeth Weidahold

Herford
Kent
Cecil
Cecil
Harford
Harford

CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICES - Carroll, Frederick and Howard Counties
Ellicott City Office
DisatrCt CourIMu11i -Service Center
3431 Court House Drive
Ellicott y. M 21043
PHONE: 301-45S-0745

Frederick Office
137 W. Patrick Street
Frederick. MD 11701
PHONEi 301-494-2561

Charles M Cronsuer - Deputy Chief State Fire Marshal
Frederick 6 Howard Counties

DFM
DrM
DFM
DrM

DFM
Drm

DFM
rPE
SEC

Ruxton R BRemble
John R Earp. JR.
J Ellwood Kauffme
Frank M Reuschnberg
Jerry L Chipley
Rtchard 0 LaBrocco
Harry T. Memingen, Jr
A Larry ltemiogen. Jr
Cynthia A Aeon:

Howard
Howard

Csr roll
Carroll
Frederick
Sta ta-Wide
Fr edenrick
Carroll. Frederick. Howard

14
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL OFFICES - Calvrt, Charles and St. Mary's Counties

Waldorf Office
Ilx 263. Sub-Sttlon load
Weldorf. MD 30601
PHONE9 301-445-4049

William A. Mitchell - Deputy Chief State Fite Marshel
Calvert, Charles & St. Mary's Counties

ODM Clyde A. Lawrence
orM Warren D. Golt
DrM Maurice Cox
DIM lobby Wedlcok
rPE Harry L. Bradley
SEC. Martha loons

St Mary's
Cal ver t
Cher I a i
Ch a Jea
Calvert, Charles a St. Mary's

WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICES - Allegany, Garrett and Washington Counties

Hagerstown Office
33 West Washington Street
Hagerstown, MD 91740
PHONEi 301-751-4758

Cumberland Office
(no mailing address)
PHONE: 303-777-8106

Robert H. Shimer - Deputy Chief State Fire Mershul
Allegany, Garrett 1 Washington Counties

DFM Ronald U. Moer
DrM James L. Kittel
DIM Jemes A. Mailin
DFM Guy L. Care
DFM William D Ramsey
rPr A. Larry ilesmnoer, Jr
SEC. Heidi Ritchie

Washington
Washington
Allegany
Oarrett
State-Wide
Allegany. Garrett A Washington

EASTERN REGIONAL OFFICES - Caroline, Dorchester, Queen Anne's, Somerset,
Talbot, Worcester and Wicomico Counties

Keaton Office
Aurora Park Drive
Easlton. MD 21601
PHONE: 302-82-7409

John H Farrell - Chief Deputy Fire Marshal
All of the Above Counties

DIM Vernon V. Delin
DrM David C. Herring
DrM Corl C Coventry
DIM George C. Kifhert
FP Kenneth 9. lush
SEC Donna Towers

Talbot A Queen Anne's
Dorchester A Wicomito
Caroline
Somerset A Worcester
All of the Above Counties
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MARYLAND STATE
FIRE PREVENTION COMMISSION

The Stale Fire Prevention Commission, which consists of nine (9)
persons, has the power to promulgate, amend and repeal
regulations for the safeguarding of life and property from the
hazards of fire and explosion. The Commission meets bi-monthly
throughout the year to hear appeal hearings regarding the State
Fire Prevention Code as well as receive reports from the State
Fire Marshal on general matters concerning the Office of the Tire
Marshal and fire safety in the State of Maryland. The offices of
the Commission are located at the Mary E. W. Rlisteau Multi-
Service Center. 2 S. Bond Street. Bl Air, Maryland 31014,
telephone no. 836-4844.

The current members of the State Fire Prevention Commission are:

C. Oscar Baker - Chairman
4049 Boteler Road
Mt. Airy, MD 21771

Merhl Remsberg - Vice-Chairman
3898 Jefferson Pike
Jefferson. MD 2175S

Leslie B Thompson
R. 1. Box 177
Pear Tree Point
Chestertown, MD 21020

Jack T. Dorsey
501 W. Chesapeake Beach Rd.
Box 26

Owinos, MD 20836

Earl W Smith
1809 Alto Vista Avenue
Baltimore. MD 2120?

Daniel B. Smith. St.
137 Edmund Street
Aberdeen, MD 21001

W. McNeil Baker
818 Ridgeleigh Road
Baltimore. MD 21212

Wayne D. Smith
835 Mulberry Avenue
Hagerstown, MD 217tO

Michael C. Gibbons
10721 Tucker Street
Beltville. MD 20705

U. Elisabeth Weiderhold
Secretary
2 South Bond Street
Sel Air, Maryland 21014
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CHAPTER 2
"It is a capital mistake to theorize

before one has data."

SIR ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE

MARYLAND STATE FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM
STATE-WIDE SELECTED STATISTICS FOR 01/01/85 -12/31/86

FIRES
Building Fires
Vehicle Fires
0ther Fies

Total Fires

OVERPRESSURE RUPTURES

RESCUE CALLS
Emergency Medical

Treatment
All 0th.:l

Total Re cu Cell.

HAZARDOUS CONDITION CALLS

SERVICE CALLS

O00D INTENT CALLS

FALSE CALLS
MI!ciOUs Calls
Other alle. Cells

Total False Calls

ALL OTHER CALLS

TOTAL CALLS

TOTAL INCIDENTS WITH
EXPOSURE FIRES
Total E Pose Fire.

NUMBER OF TIMES MUTUAL AID

NUMBER OF TIMES MUTUAL AID

TOTAL TIRE DOLLAR LOSS
TOTAL NOR-FIRE DOLLAR LOSS

CASUALTY SUMARY
CIVIL IAN
rFle , Rlated Iniur tee
Non-rile Intraol
Fe+ Related Daaths
Non-FIre Deaths

FIRE SERVICE
Fare Relatad Injuries
Non-Fire Inluries
FIre Related Deaths
Moe-Fire DIthe

MUTUAL AID
TOTAL GIVEN

20,306 1.302
1.8S6 all

15.114 2,71
42.479

330

41.253

10.502

4,422

13. 354

111103

21,090

1.452

154,1725

A.114
2.101

6?5
2.801

27
32

OIVEN 97.492

RECEIVED 21,177

1119.309.1127
I 111.444

MUTUAL AID REC'D
OR NO MUTUAL AID

10,564
8.037

12,535
13.343

6

4.215

1.402

2.689

2.118

3.276

222

27,482

39,139
5,068

9,913
71901

2

1l* 136

322

44 .207

6.597

15,985

17,814

1.230

127.243

2s
30

150.0000 189.30.027
. a .i.444

111
14I'S

12 5

31
2|

416
14

IRS

2

381
It

a

17
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MARYLAND FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM
FIRE, RESCUE & FALSE ALARM INCIDENTS

1984 and 1985
A comparison of overall state-wide fire, rescue and false
incidents is shown in the graph below for 1984 and 1985.
increased by 23.9 percent in 1985 over the 1984 figures.
rescue and false alarm incidents increased by 18.3 percent
I percent, respectively, over 1984 totals. Total fire,

e end false alarm incidents increased in 1985 by 17.474
I or 18.4 percent over 1984.

49,412

6osaw

go"

1009t
394

209

jo s

9.oof

H-
RESCUE CALLS FALSE AIARM

* 1984 -TOTAL INCIDENTS = 1631,866

1985 - TOTAL INCIDENTS = 154,725

18

alarm
YTres
while

and 9
I ascu
calls

42,479
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NON-FIRE EMERGENCY INCIDENTS

A variety of emergency incidents, in addition to fires.
continued to increase during 835. These included calls for
overpressure ruptures, rescues, hazardous conditions, service
calls, good intent calls and others. Rescue calls accounted for
53.1 percent of the total non-fire emergency incidents in
Maryland in 185.

OVERALL STATE-WIDE
EMERGENCY INCIDENTS

OTHER THAN FIRE

Type of Incident 1084 1985

Overpressure Rupture 137 330

Rescue Calls 40,919 46.422

Hazardous Condition Calls 11,832 13.354

Service Calls 7,5689 0495

Oood Intent Calls 16,497 13.103

All Other Calls 1,24 1,452

Total Emergency Incidents 76.268 1.156

Source: Maryland Fire Incident Reporting System
Office of the State Fire Marshal
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STATE-WIDE
FALSE ALARM INCIDENTS

During 1985, there was a total of 21,090 reported false
alarm incidents in Maryland. This indicates an Increase of 2.132
(alse alarms over 1983 figures and 1.773 more false calls than in
1964 Of the 1.090 false alarm incidents, 10,506 or 50.2
percent of all falls alarms were malicious In nature.

FALSE ALARMS 1985

MARYLAND FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM

FIRE DEPARTMENTS IN REPORTING SYSTEM

Malicious 10.588
Callsa

Other False 10.502
Call s

Total False 21.090
Calls

Source: Maryland Fire Incident Reportinq System
Office of the State Fire Marshal
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DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL FIRE INCIDENTS
BY HOUR

1985

0000-0051 llmee msmslm$:sm 843
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U :100-1l9 l9llllllllllll9lllUlllllllll9lllll9 1,310.14
9 1300-1359 llal99t199l9lllllllllelU/l9lllllllllllltlll I.693

1400-2459 91l9ll3l3llE99l3l1l9llEllla9l869llll1ll1lll5l 1,770
1300-2559 99ltl9S9l9l19ll9l59l5lllilllll1llllllllltltll9llllll ,0231.00:-:. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2,013
1400 -1658 006919g999995919Cg98899s9e39 2.069
200-9 75 IIII9ll5lll9ll3lllllllllllll9lllll 9llll9llll I 0SZ

2900-1019 I9itliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiit1539 2.739
tlOO-2t9 llllll9llllllllllllitl39lll9llllttllllll 1,9

2200- 1.239 IIIIIII1989199e1 1 111 1htli , 2
2300-2311 II193111111111tliiitliii11111111 2.125

'1 I I |

z1O So0 7sO 1000 l220 270 2000

NmIJNER Or INCIDENTS

The graph above represents a breakdown of total fire incidents by
hour of the day based on a 24-hour clock The most number of fire
Incidents occusred between 1600-1259 hours (400-4:59 p m) . while the
lowest number of incidents occurred between 0400-0459 (4:00-4:59 a m )
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DISTRIBUTION OF TOTAL FIRE INCIDENTS
BY DAY OF WEEK

1985

SUNDAY *ieiiieai iim ea, SS9 SCS eSa 4.296

MONDAY CSSCCaSaUSSeaEiSESESeSSSS* 4,331

D TUESDAY atettteeteiet e easm te8 3.S77

A WEDNESDAY 3.0aeeseejaesem aaaglalbig alieaa ,900

Y THURSDAY CCSSISESSSISSSS99CSS9CSSISCSSCCSICSSCSU 4.t32

S FRIDAY gllllllllllellllllllellllllllllllllll 3,907

SATURDAY lllllllllllllltllllltllllllllllllllll lll 4.486

.000 2.000 3,000 4.000 5.000

NUMBER OF INCIDENTS

Source: Maryland Fire Incident Reporting System

The graph above shows the total fire department responses to
flire incidents by day of the week. Fire incidents appeared to be
evenly distributed throughout the week, although Saturday
revealed the highest number of incidents at 4.464.
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CHAPTER 3
"Out of the air, a voice without a face proved

by statistics that some cause was jusL"
W. H. AUDEN

FIRE CAUSE FACTORS

One of the benefits of the Maryland i'lre Incident Reporting
System (uVIRS) has been the Increasing ability to help identify
and analyie cause! factors which lead to fires. The 1985
statistics obtained from MPIRS indicates that cooking fires in
the kitchen ware the leading cause of one and two family dwelling
fire incidents, accounting for approximately 20.0 percent of
these fires.

Kitchen/cooking fires were also found to be the leading area
of origin of apartment fires. These fires accounted for 43.1
percent of all fire incidents in multi-family residential
buildings. The predominant ignition factor in kitchen/cooking
fires was listed as "unknown" at 33.1 percent of all calls.

The leading areas of origin of school fires were trash
containers at 34.6 percent of all incidents, while the leading
ignition factor of school fires was once again reported as
"unknown" at 38.4 percent of all such incidents.

Finally, field fires represented the highest number of
outdoor fires, accounting for approximately 38.7 percent of these
fire incidents. "Unknowns" were listed as the leading cause of
outdoor property fires, accounting for 77.3 percent of all such
fires, while matches ware the cause In 7.6 percent of all such
incidents.

23
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WHERE FIRES OCCURRED
IN RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

1985

1. KITCHEN 20.0%
2. CHIMNEY 13.8%
3. SLEEPING AREA 9.1%
4. LOUNGE AREA 7.9%

Statistics from MFIRS indicates that kitchens were. for
the second consecutive year. the leading "Area of
Origin" of fires which occurred in residentlat
occupancies. Fires in the kitchen areas of residential
buildings resulted in 20.0 percent of the fire problem
in these structures. Chimneys, which were the leading
area of origin in 1983. remained a significant problem
area in 1985, as the second leading area of origin at
13 8 percent. The graph above indicates the four most
frequently found areas of origin in all residential
buildings durinq 1985.
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CHAPTER 4
"And I lie even among the children of men,

that are set on fire"
PRAYER BOOK

ARSON IN MARYLAND
(A Statistical Summary)

During the past several years. much more attention has been
brought upon both our state and national arson problem. For
decades, very little information was gathered on a state-wide
basis regarding this most destructive crime. Arson was perceived
by many as solely an urban problem, restricted to inner city
neighborhoods, However, today, we have come to the reallration
that arson is a problem that affects us from the mountains of
Western Maryland to our lower Eastern Shore and permeates all
geographic areas in Maryland.

As we learn more about arson, we continue to develop
innovative programs to help combat this problem. Examples of
such innovative programs are the arson task forces which operate
in several local juriodictionsi OPERATION EXTINOUISH and
Firehawks juvenile fire setters counseling programs in Montgomery
and Prince Oeorge's Counties, respect-.1vely, as. wail as the
juvenile fire setters programs in Baltimore City and Washington
County. These programs and special projects are but a lew of the
many efforts being made by fire, police and community civic
organizations in a continual attempt to reduce our state's fire
and, particularly, arson problems.

In preparing this section, data collected by the Maryland
Uniform Crime Reporting Program was used. The statistical data
compiled by the Maryland Uniform Crime Reporting Program is based
on information gathered from law enforcement agencies throughout
the State of Maryland.

25



ARSON IN MARYLAND (continued)

Based on the date collected, arson offenses rose
approximately 10 percent during 1985, as compared with 1984.
During 1985, 2.960 arson were reported as compared with 2,898
durinQ 1964.

The Eastern Shore Region of the state, which includes the
counties of Caroline, Cecil, Dorchester. Kent, Queen Anne',
Somerset, Talbot, Wicomico and Worcester. experienced'the most
significant rise in reported arson cases during 198s at 35
percent. The largest increase in arson in this region occurred
in Dorchester County. where 24 reported arson cases occurred in
1985 as compared with just 8 such cases in 1984. The largest
decline in arson on the Eastern Shore occurred in Talbot County,
where arson dropped from 15 cases in 1984 to 8 such incidents in
1985.

The Washington Metropolitan Region of Montgomery and Prince
George's Counties had the second highest increase in arson
offenses, with a 17 percent increase in 1985 totals over 1984.
Montgomery County records indicated the highest increase in this
region with 311 reported cases in 1984 to 634 such incidents in
1985. Prince Oeorge's County had an increase of only 4 arson
cases. tallying 248 in 1985 as compared with 244 in 1984

The Western Maryland Reqion, which includes Allegany.
Garrett. Washington, Frederick and Carroll Counties. experienced
an increase of only 6 percent during 1985

The Baltimore Metropolitan Region of Baltimore C ty. Anne
Arundel, Baltimore, Harford and Howard Counties developed a 3
percent increase in reported arson offenses. The Baltimore
Metropolitan Region revealed a slight increase from 1,391 arsons
in 1984 to 1.432 in 1985

Although the Baltimore Metropolitan Region indicated only a
3 percent increase in arson, Baltimore City had an approximate 14
percent increase in arson during 1985. There were 664 parsons
reported in Baltimore City during 1985, as compared with $00 such
incidents in 1984.

The sharpest decline in arson occurred in Southern Maryland
in the counties of Calvert, Charles and St. Mary's. This region
of the state experienced a 24 percent reduction in arson, falling
from 75 reported cases in 1984 to 5? such incidents in 1985.
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1985 ARSON DATA

C Y 1985

JURISDICTION

( i
BALTIMORE AREA

(1432)

1

iASHINGTON AREA
(882)

WESTERN HARYLAND
(165)

32.4%

1-

6.1%

SOUTHERN "AVAD2.1%

(5?)

EASTERN SHONE
(104)

6.8%

0 " 4* BA 4610 660 608 1600 1360 1406 1i6i0 136i

ARSON OFFENSES
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CHAPTER 5
"Chanqe is ievitabl, in ci pir)gressive country

ch( u ge is corastr t.

BENJAMIN DISRAELI

RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLERS

"The Lifesavers"

urn" -q
.During the past two years, Marylanders, particularly our

fit* service, have learned a great deal about the latest
technology in fire protection and life safety. This latest
technology is residential sprinklers - "The Lifesavers".

In cooperation with the Maryland State Firemen's
Association, the Maryland Fire and Rescue Institute and other
organstations, the State rire Marshal's Office. beginning with
Project Zero in June of 1904, has been promoting through various
seminars and demonstrations the benefits of residential sprinkler
systems. At this time, we are happy to report we have an active
program throughout the State.

As a result of two years of effort, we are starting to see
positive results in the way of systems being installed and others
planned

Presently, some 2.000 dwelling units have been or soon will
be provided with residential sprinklers. For the most part.
these Installations are being made on a voluntary basis.

A synopsis of the installations, which have been made across
the state, and the various types of occupancies are as follows:

-- University of Maryland - campuses at College Park.
Saltimore County and Eastern Shore. It is now a
standard requirement In all-new dormitories and the
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renovation of dormitories to install complete
residential sprinkler systems. Additionally, at least
two (2) off-campus fraternity houses have been retro-
fitted with residential sprinkler systems.

Prince Coorge's County - has implemented a local
amendment to the County building code to require
residential sprinkler protection in all new multi-family
residential occupancies of wood frame or ordinary type
construction.

Montgomery County - has established a local task force
by executive order to develop regulations which will
require the mandatory installation of residential
sprinkler systems in all new multi-family construction.
These regulations are to be developed and implemented
within one year.

Harford and Carroll County - Both counties have
organized a local task force to review the feasibility
and determination of incentives and/or acceptable
"trade-offs" for implementrng a voluntary residential
sprinkler program.

Ocean City - Has developed a local task force which is
currently considering a medatory requirement to retro-
fit alt multi-family residential buildings with more
than fifteen (15) guest rooms or apartments aed which
are wood frame or ordinary construction and are more
than two (2) stories in height,

Additionally, several lodging or rooming houses, commonly
referred to as "Country InnsO or "Bed and Breakfast Inns", are
being provided with residential sprinklers when renovated, in
part due to the higher cost associated with bringing these
facilities into compliance with the fire code while attempting to
preserve the historical features of the buildings.

These are but a few of the examples of the impact
residential sprinklers are having. In several other local
jurisdictions, code officials are recommending residential
sprinklers, as an alternative, on a case-by-case basis where
there is a water supply deficiency.

A key concept which must be kept in mind of our state's
residential sprinkler program is that we should strive to promote
the installation of a new generation of "quick-response" fire
sprinkler systems as a cost-effective alternative to conventional
fire protection methods designed to save lives and property from
fire in residential occupancies.

These programs are really just a beginning and much more
needs to be done to support these efforts and resolve some of the
technical and political questions which have been raised.
However, it is our belief that as public awareness and education
develops towards this technology, and with the working
partnerships of these various task forces at both the State and
local level, these issues can and will be resolved and, thus,
fire protection and fire safety greatly enhanced throughout our
state.
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CHAPTER 6
"Any mans death diminishes me,
because I am involved in Mankind"

JOHN DONE

CASUALTIES AND DEATHS
In 1915. 127 people died in Maryland as the result of fires.
including 2 Baltimore City firefighters who died in the line of
duty. A detailed analysis of the fire death victims, including
age factor, sex, causes of death, locations of victims at their
time of death and the cause factors of fires in which deaths
occurred, is shown below.

LOCATIONS

Home
Auto
Mobile Home
Out a ide
Oar age
Barn
Mercantile
Apartment ,Bldg.
Truck
Vacant Bldg.

AOE OF VICTIMS

04
4
4
5

2
6

19

0-6
7-IS
16-24
25-33
34-42
43-51
52-80
61-69
70-78
79-87
a8,

33

12
to
10
13
11
13
10
4

CAUSES OF DEATHS

Burns 45
Asphyxiation 66
Other le

SEX

Ma te
Fame I a

80
47

FIRE CAUSES IN WHICH

DEATHS OCCURRED

Explosion ?
Smoking 37
Others z0
HeaterFurnace/Stove to
Arson 4
Children with Matches to
Flammable Liquids 4
Electrical 7
Suicide 7
Cooking Appliance a
Wood Stove S

a Includes Undetermined,
Miscellaneous. Burning
Trash
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FIRE CASUALTIES BY COUNTY
1985

The dat& compiled by the Maryland Fire Incident Reporting
System for 1985 Indicates an increase in casualties in all
counties throughout the state. l't should be noted, that the
relatively high number of injuries listed for Prince George's
County is the result of a concerted effort on the part of the
Prince George's County Fire Department to Identify all types of
injuries over the past several years, particularly fire related
injuries. It is hoped that through research the identification
of causal factors involved in fire injuries will ultimately
result in a reduction of injuries within the stat, during the
next decade.

CIVILIAN FIRE SERVICE
INJURY DEATH INJURY DEATH

ALLEGANY COUNTY 22 4 24 0
ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY 13 9 17 0
BALTIMORE CITY 208 43 184 2
BALTIMORE COUNTY - 25 - -

CALVERT COUNTY 12 4 12 0
CAROLINE COUNTY I1 0 1 0
CARROLL COUNTY 3 I 5 0
CECIL COUNTY 8 1 1 0
CHARLES COUNTY 10 5 I 0
DORCHESTER COUNTY 2 3 2 0
FREDERICK COUNTY 6 5 2 0
GARRETT COUNTY 2 2 1 0
HARFORD COUNTY 23 6 18 0
HOWARD COUNTY 12 1 9 0
KENT COUNTY I 0 a 0
MONTGOMERY COUNTY 57 0 64 0
PRINCE OEOROE'S COUNTY 100 7 0 0
OUEEN ANNE'S COUNTY 3 0 I 0
ST. MARY'S COUNTY 6 0 16 0
SOMERSET COUNTY 4 3 2 0
TALBOT COUNTY 2 0 4 0
WASHINGTON COUNTY 23 1 14 0
WICOMICO COUNTY 4 7 3 0
WORCESTER COUNTY 4 0 9 0
CITY OF ANNAPOLIS 0 0 0 0
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INJURIES
FIREFIGHTERS AND CIVILIANS

4 , 
411

480- 381

249
258 .4.- .: ,!, :"'::: - *

180 -4- :l,+" l +::t''

.TT

IR ,IT Gas CI,?LERM OELso?++i? :,,,+

.++,-+ , , ,:::Lp

FIR 4 IAL TOITLIA INU I 5 AL

mT 1984 - TOTAL INJURIES 571

1985 TOTAL INJURIES 792
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in IemLrtanm

In 1985, two Baltimore City Fire Department officers
result of firefighting and rescue activities.

lost their lives as the

LT. JOHN KILLIAN
OF ENGINE CO. 51

died in the line of duty on March 10, 1985 at a dwelling fire at 3203 Hudson Street
in Baltimore.

LT. NELSON TAYLOR
OF ENGINE CO. 8

sustained critical injuries during suppression efforts on November 21, 1985 at a
dwelling fire at 2668 Lauretta Avenue in Baltimore. I Taylor died the following
morning as a result of his injuries.

These two officers gave their lives in a valiant effort to protect and defend
the citizens of their community and the State from fire.
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FIRE DEATHS BY JURISDICTION
1985

JURISDICTION

(N)

ANNE ARUNDL (9) 7.1%
ML,,.oZ CITY (43) 33.9%

BALTIMORE CO. (25) 19.7%

MONTCOMERYe 0.0%

PRINCE GEORGE'S (M) 5.*5%

CENTRAL REGION (7) 5.5%

EASTERN REGION (3) 2.4%

NORTHEAST REGION (M 5.56

SOUTHERN REGION (191 15.0%

WESTERN REGION M7) 5.5%

a As as 39 46 so

DEATHS
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STATE OF MARYLAND

LOCATION WHERE
FIRE DEATHS OCCURRED

1985

OTHER

11 .

VEHICLE

3.9%
MOBILE HOME

3.2% .
. . ... ' I*..1! .'' t

A PARTM ENT .. ,,,, ,
15.0%

w5

HOME
66.1%
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STATE OF MARYLAND

CAUSES OF FIRES
WHERE DEATHS OCCURRED

1985

,94XING (37)

CHILD 1IHITCH ; (19)

H A Et/FU R ACEKS T04 K
( 10)

COOXiNG APPLIANCE
(a)

SUICIDE (7)

EXPLOSION (7)

ELECTRICAL (7)

WOODSTOUZ (5)

ARSON (4)

F AMMBLE LIQUIDS

OTHER (26)

29.1%

14.2%

U7.9%
E16.3%

6.5%

5.5%

5.6%

3.1%

13.1%
~1.7%

5 16 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 59

DEATHS

38 4

I
"I

!10
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STATE OF MARYLAND

CAUSES OF FIRE DEATHS
1985

OTHER

12.6%

ASPHYXIATION

52.0%

SEX OF DEATH VICTIMS

MALES

63.0%

FEMALES

37.0%

37

BURNS

35.4%

,w
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STATE OF MARYLAND

AGES OF.V FIRE VICTIMS

AGE RANGES
(N)

(4) 3.1%

(10) 7.9%

( 13) 10.2%

(,,) 8.7%

(13) 10.2%

(19) 7.9%

(16) 7.9%

(12) 9.4%

(6 i 6.3%

(1) 8.7%

(215)

DEATHS

a I 3Ias 25a 361

38

OUER 87

79-67

7W-70

61-69

52-60

43-51

34-42

25-33

LG-24

7-15

0-6 U 1lg.7%
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CHAPTER 7
he"W never our ?wighbors house is on fire, it cannot be amiss

for the. engines to play a little on our own.'

EDMUND BLAKE

FIRE SUMMARY BY JURISDICTION

ALLEGANYCOUNTY Population: 80,230

Allegany County ranked 12th in total fire Incidents.
In 1985. there wore 446 structure fires. Its vehicle fires
and 164 outside fires. totalling approximately 759 fire

incidents, Four civilians died in fires in l95. Property
damaged or destroyed by fire totalled $1.131,744.'

There wes 17asnfrsi h ounty during 1985.

one more then an 194.

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY Population: 378,200

Anne Arundel County ranked 2nd in terms of total fire
incidents. There were 6,032 structure fires. 1.169 vehicles
fires and 3.417 outside tires, totalling 10,614 fire
t;ncident. Wine people died in fires in the county during
1965 Property damaged or destroyed by fire totalled
approximately t15.478,406l

There were 188 reported arson fires in the county during
loess, 29 ol th n the E13 repolted in 1964

BALTIMORE CITY Population: 776.100

Baltimore City ranked 3rd in total fire Incidents, with
4,165 structure fires. 1,61 vehicles fires and 3.709 outside
fires reported in 1985. Forty-three people died in Ualtimor.e
during 185 from fire, two of these fatalities were
firefighters.

Additionally, fire destroyed more than $30 million in
property in Baltimore Cty

There ware 464 reported aisons In the City In 1965. an
increases of 14 percent over the 560 such incidents reported
in 104.

CALVERT COUNTY Population: 36.950 -

Calvert County ranked loth in terms of fire incidents in
the state during 1089. There were Sol structure fires, 66
vehicle fires and 306 outside fires for a total of 895 fire
incidents. Four people died in fires during the year. three
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FIRE SUMMARY BY JURISDICTION continuedd)

CALVERT COUNTY (continued)

of which died in a single fire during the Christmas holiday
sson.

rire destroyed or damaged approximately 81.50.043 of
property in Calver.t County In 185.

Arson offenses dropped from BE incidents in 1544 to only
7 in lOSS, one of the sharpest reductions in the state.

CAROLINE COUNTY Population: 83,340

Caroline County ranted lith overall in the state in fire
incidents. There were 2I1 structure fires. 48 vehicle fires
end approximately 109 outside fire incidents reported in
185. The County also reported approximately 0511.$3 in
property damaged by fire during the past year.

Caroline was one of only ? jurisdictions where saro fire
fatalities occurred.

The County also experienced a slight reduction in arson
offenses In ISS with I aisons reported in iSIS as compared
with I in 184

CECIL COUNTY Population: 61,,00

Cecil County ranked Ilth in the state in terms of lire
incidents. There ware 414 structure fires, 138 vehicle
fires and 333 outside fires for a total of 885 reported fire
incidents Only I person died as a result of lire in 198S.

Additionally, approximately S4.9O5S508 in property was
either destroyed or damaged in the County last year.

There wa 58 reported cases of arson in the County in
185. an increase from the 41 cases recorded In 1984.

CHARLES COUNTY Population? 77.200

Charles County ranked 20th in the state in terms of fire
incidents, with 135 structure fires. AS vehicle fires and Si
outside firis for a total of approximately Bi1 fire
incidents.

Property damaged or destroyed by fire in the County is

estimated at 6538.405.

rive civilians died in fires in the County during 198S.

Arson offenses declined during the post year from 34 in
1984 to 84 in 1985.
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DORCHESTER COUNTY Population: 30.400

Dorchester County ranked 2ist in the state in fire
incidents. There were 94 structure fires. 45 vehicle fire$
and 69 outside fires for a total of 1II fire incidents
reported during 195. Also, approximately 9251,26O in
property was either destroyed or damaged.

Files claimed the lives of 3 civilians during the year.

Arson offenses rose drastically during 1965, from # in
1984 to 26 such incidents.

I

FREDERICK COUNTY Population! 110,400

rrederick County ranked 5th in the state in reported
fire incidents There were 1.9,5 structure fires. 280
vehicle fires and $04 outside fires, for a total of 2.02S
fire incidents. Estimates of property either destroyed or
damaged in 1185 totalled ,1718.741.

Five people died in fires in the County during 1995.

Arson rose dramatically in the County during the past
year with Si reported incidents as opposed to 34 such
incidents in 1984.

GARRETT COUNTY Population: 21,360

artel County ranked 17th in reported fire incidents in
Maryland last year. These were 184 structure fires. 44
vehicle fires and 62 outside fires, for e total of
approximately 200 fire incidents. These fires resulted iq an
estimated $1,509.180 in property damage in the County.

Additionally, Oarrett County suffered the loss of 2
civilians as the result of fires during 1985.

Arson offenses increased slightly in 1985, with I
reported incidents as compared with 9 such incidents in 1984.

HARFORD COUNTY PopulatIon: 149,570

Herford County ranked 6th in the state during 195 in
fire incidents. There were 913 structure fires, 248 vehicle
fires and 492 outside fires, for a total of approximately
1.711 fire incidents. Property damaged or destroyed by fires
amounted to 83,373,6863

41
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FIRE SUMMARY BY JURISDICTION (continued)

HARFORD COUNTY (continued)

A total of S Harford Countiens lost their lives in fires
during the year.

Total reported incidents of arson were 73. which was
down I IncidePts from the 74 cases recorded in 184.

HOWARD COUNTY Populetiont 114.80

Howard County ranked 6th in the state during 1389 In
fire incidents. There were 962 structure fires. 308 vehicle
tires and 502 outside fires, for a total of 1,362 fire
incidents. The total of estimated property damaged or
destroyed by fires in 1085 amounted to $1.347.254.

Only I citisen In the County died as the result of fire
during the year.

Arson Increased dramatically in 165 over 1984. with 6
reported cases as compared with 45 incidents the previous
Veagr

KENT COUNTY Population: 6,11P30

Kent County ranked 16th overall in the state last year
in total fire incidents There were 174 structure fires, 43
vehicle fires and 78 outside fires, for a total of 395
incidents. Approximately 1855,88 in property was either
destroyed or damaged by fires in the County.

Kent was also one of the few counties in the state which
had sero fire deaths in 1985

The number of reported arson Incidents in the County
remained the same for both 190 and 198S at 6.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY population: 590.130

Montgomery County ranked 4th in the state during 185 in
total fire incidents There were 1.134 structure fires, 833
vehicle fires &nd 2t157 outside fires, for a total of 4,120
reported fire incidents. These incidents resulted in the
loss of approximately £6,064,840 in property damages.

Mortgomesy County also experienced an excellent record
in reducing fire deaths during o iS-month period beginning in
16984 and ending in 1$5 with sero fire deaths.

Arson, however. increased sharply during the past year.
with a reported 634 arson offenses in 1i6 as compared with
Sit such incidents in t184.
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PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY Population: 167,OlO

Prince Oeorge's County ranked tat in the state in 185
in total fire incidents. The County sustained ,146
structure fires, 2.145 vehicle fires and 396 outside fires,
for a total of approximately 12.187 fire incidents.

Additionally, fires damaged an estimated 111 ,440.1SO in
property.

The County also ranked 4th in the state last year in
fire deaths with a total of 7.

Arson increased only slightly during tg55, with a
reported 248 incidents as compared with 241 such cases in
198 .

QUEEN ANNE'S COUNTY Population: 86.76.

Queen Anne's ranked 14th of the counties in Maryland
during 1985 in total fire incidents. There ware 344
structure fires, SB vehicle fires and 153 outside fires, for
a total of 183 fire incidents. These fire incidents resulted
in an estimated 61,639,390 in property either destroyed or
damaged.

Queen Anne's was also one of the seven counties In the
state which had tart fire deaths in the pest year.

Arson rose, however, during 1985 with 17 reported cases
as compared with 13 arson offenses in 1984.

ST. MARY'S COUNTY Population: 50,830

St. Mary's County ranked 9th in the state last year in
total fire incidents. There were 860 structure fires, itt
vehicle fires and 373 outside fires, for a total of 1.052
fire incidents The property destroyed or damaged by fire in
the County amounted to approximately S.528.S4.

St. Mary's was also ohe of the few counties in the state
which did not have a fire death reported in 195.

Arson rose sharply in the County during 1988 with 26
reported cases as compared with 10 such incidents in 1t4

SOMERSET COUNTY Popultiont 19,030

Somerset County ranked 19th In the state during 128 in
total fire Incidents. There were a total of 6? structure

r
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FIRE SUMMARY BY JURISDICTION (continued)

SOMERSET COUNTY (continued)

fires. 40 vehicle fires and 80 outside fires, for a total of
235 fire incidents in the County. These fires accounted for
approximately $714,870 in property damages.

Somerset sustained 3 fire deaths during 1,5.

Arson climbed dramaticelly in the County during the post
year as compared with 1064. There were I reported arsona
during 1I8I as opposed to only 5 such incidents in 1641.
This sharp increase in arson in Somerset ranked It second
only to Dorchester County in a rise in arson offenses on the
Eastern Shore in 1985.

TALBOT COUNTY Population: 2,780

Talbot County ranked 18th among the various
jurisdictions in the state last year in total fire incidents.
There were 153 structure fires, 38 vehicle fires and 02
outside fires. for a total of approximately 073 fire
incidents. Tires in the County destroyed or damaged
approximately 1401,550 in property.

Talbot was also one of the fortunate counties which did
not suffer any fire fatalities during the year.

Arson declined during 1985 in Talbot, with a reported 8
incidents as compared to IS such cases In 1964.

WASHINGTON COUNTY Population: 112,560

Washington County ranked 7th in the state last year in
teems of total fire incidents. There were 770 structure
(ires. 252 vehicle fires and 367 outside fires, for a total
of 1,197 fire incidents. Damaoes from these fires amounted
to approximately 12,148.648.

Only I civilian died as the result of fire in the County
durino 1065.

Arson offenses increased slightly last year with 58reported incidents as compared with 53 such cases in 1104.

WICOMICO COUNTY Population: 04,og9

Wicomico"County ranked 13th of the iurisdictions in the
state lost year in total fire incidents. There were 260

Ilcue4 r* iI..'0vohioi te-nd25Olfd*fe76V.....
I total of 853 reported fire Incidents. Additionally, these
fires caused an estimated 6,ll0,629 In property damages.
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WICOMICO COUNTY (coninued)

WiCorico .lstied with Prince Ocorge's County ranking
4th among all Jurisdictions with a total of 7 fire deaths
during 198S.

Arson offenses increase by tO reported cases last year.
with 33 incidents tallied in ti5 as compared with 83 in
1984.

WORCESTER COUNTY Populationt 31,460

Worcester County ranked 2tnd in the state during 198 In
total fire incidents. There were 109 structure fired, 46
vehicle fires and 33 outside fires, for a total of tO0 fire
incidents. Damages from these fires were estimated at
approximately $f13,300

Worcester was one of the few counties in the state last
year that had zero fire deaths.

Arson offenses declined in the County during 1985. with
It reported cases as compared with 17 such incidents in 1064.

1 The county fire incident summaries data was compiled by
the Maryland fire Incident Reporting System.

It No summery information is provided in this report for
Baltimore or Carroll Counties, as neither county participated
In the MFIRS program during 118S. Both of these counties
have begun participating in the program.in 1086 and their
date will be presented in next year's report.
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Selected Statistical Data By County And Department

ALLEGANY COUNTY

Cumberland Fire Dept.

LaVale Vol. Fire Dept.

Bedford Road Vol.

Baltimore Pike Vol.

Corriganville Vol.

Ellerslie Vol.

District Sixteen Vol.

Bowling Green Vol.

Community Vol.

Bowman's Addition Vol.

Flintstone Vol.

Oldtown Vol.

Clarysville Vol.

Mount Savage Vol.

Frostburg Vol.

Shaft Vol.

Midland Vol.

Barton Hose Co.

Goodwill fire Co.

Luke Vol.

Potomac Vol. Fire Co.

McCoole Vol. fire Co.

Orleans fire CO.

Total
Incidents

1.167

223

98

95

33

27

79

?I

154

29

72

72

75

45

221

107

47

74

86

3

136

141

61

Service
Cal ls

93

24

a

4

. 7

4

6

z2

13

4

z

13

51

10

9

22

19

2

41

10

False
CalIs

I?

9

4

2B

1

2

4

3

8

2

4

4

36

21

S

I

3

46

70-823 - 87 - 3

Structure Vehicle
Fires Fires

Rescue
Calls

298

79

46

22

6

6

20

10

43

3

32

16

35

16

44

1

12

26

33

46

74

19

91

24

30

13

19

12

17

17

26

16

14

14

8

10

17

36

11

14

10

18

21
?!

Total Est.
Dollar Loss

735,775

49,625

100,500

7.340

30.000

300

59.201

1.650

43.148

35.050

61.650

8,075

710

16,100

92.330

5,700

800

43.350

35.00

10,300

225.200

28,.00
28,400
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ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY

total Service False Rescue Structure Vehicle Total (it.
Com"ny Incident$ Cal Calls Calls Fires fires Dollar Loss

Gulesville Vol. • 396 12 38 130 111 17 8.578

woodland Beach Vol. 848 63 14 314 157 26 245,135

Riva Vol. 630 21 73 178 17 51 121,910

Waugh Chapel Fire Station 12S 43 88 231 142 52 310,110

Herald Harbor Vol. 534 38 40 216 90 12 111,079

Arundel Vol. 1.013 83 87 359 188 21 54,925

Paramedic 8 259 4 7 164 13 2 182.425

HArwood Lothim Fire Dept. 89 - 6 s8 IS 3 2.200

Orchard Beach Vol. 419 92 22 86 82 is 48,797

Earleigh Heights Vol. 1.485 144 113 454 305 42 307.49

Rivera Beach Val. 1.102 84 54 387 130 58 360.658

Green Haven Vol. 928 94 41 251 233 25 364.217

Powhatan Beach Vol. 805 103 69 261 170 21 84.229

Lombardee Beach Vol. 203 90 10 35 27 4 8,595

Arnold Vol. 805 69 123 246 1i 31 81.734

Rarley Vol. 1.328 76 157 413 180 69 642,325

Cape St. Claire Vol. 521 47 ?4 157 44 25 94,802

Lake Shore Vol. 768 38 48 ?60 100 29 146,445

Hereans Dorsey Fire St. 876 43 74 459 119 42 1.215.445

Jones Station 1.209 67 117 516 284 40 226,320

Ith ist. Rescue Squad 1 - I -

South Glen Burnel Station 1,477 41 118 502 194 121 601.502

Karyland City Vol. 648 s0 66 211 108 35 120.764

Odenton Vol. 1,339 79 134 519 206 68 358,220
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ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY (continued)

Total Service False Rescue Structure Vehicle Total [st.Coe any Incideots Calls Ca sll Fires Fires Dollar Loss

Jessup Vol. 622 24 93 204 148 39 2.288,149

Brooklyn Vol. 1,295 83 77 642 123 78 426,455

Linthicum Fire Co. 1.10 53 160 349 268 60 378,097

Glen Burnie Vol. 2.290 86 235 1.096 435 84 214.363

Ferndale Vol. 1,187 169 128 337 ?29 22 82,853

West Annapolis Fire Co. 1,007 129 147 397 156 38 888,131

Avalon Shores Vol. 309 35 13 91 57 9 89,699

Deale Vol. 614 29 34 286 2 !? S,300,800

Battalion 1 946 6 207 95 413 14

Battalion 2 731 7 119 84 360 18

Battalion 3 554 6 111 101 22 11

Battalion 4 566 5 91 69 284 9

fire Investigation Bureau 13 1 - 5 1 15,950
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CITY OF ANNAPOLIS

SErvice False Rescue
Calls I Call1 Calls

9

33

3

20

14

105

122

15

155

297

835

22

18

2i

Structure Vehicle Total Est.
Fires Fires Iollar Loss

94

92

9

70

56

28

25

34

108.835

554,824

5.9w0

327,599

315

49

cro~mny

27035

2036

21037

?7038

27039

V0040

total
InCidents

891

1.386

94

2.206

479

1
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BALTIMORE CITY

CaayTotal Service False Rescue Structure Vehicle Tot l Est
Incidents Calls Calls CIlls Fires Fires Dollar Loss

55,045 2,218 10.098 24.527 4.165 1,625 20,149.363

W0
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BWI AIRPORT

Total Service

Incident$ Calls

1.158 a? t
ri2se

COTT

Rescue Structure Vehicle rotal (St.
Calls Fires Fires Dollar Loss

721 36 21 32,460

61
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CALVERT COUNTY

False
Cuils

Rescue Structure Vehicle Total I[St.
Calls r Fires Fire I Dollar loss

363.357

329,729

647,550

118,908

199.499

i I -- 1 1. - -

S

26

12

19

20

148

150

91

74

96

105

123

43

127

103

15

36

10

14

13

52

I

K.

Total Service
Incidents Calls

Company

North Reach Vol.

Calvert Co. Vol.

Solomons Vol.

DunOirk Vol.

muntingtour Volt

459

610

310

388

426

41

114

43

39

55
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CAROLINE COUNTY

otal Serv ce False Rescs. Stru
Idents CAlls CAll I Ctls Fl

3

6

1

16

8

8

3

8
21

S2

21

S7

35

46

44

19

27

21

3A

44

15
Is

25

46

148

91

171

124

74

119

100

cture Vehicle Total Est.
rts Fires Dollar Loss

]1

10

3

2

2

6

185.300

103.176

148.5S0

34.749

.I150

1.650

P1.399

53

T
IncConeany

Federalsbur9 Vol.

Preston Vol.

Oenton Vol.

Aidgely Vol.

Mlary-Del Vol.

Greensboro Vol.

Goldsboro Vol.

I

I

I
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CECIL COUNTY

Tutal Serv1c! Fatse Rescue Structure Vehile Total Est.
Incidents CallI Calls CIls Fires Fires Dollar toss

Cecslton Vol. 98 7 25 23 10 1.636.100

Chesapeaue City Vol. 14? 3? is 30 15 a 3,000

Singerly Vol. 699 30 43 247 97 55 2.042.074

Northeast Vol. 356 24 11 85 68 26 279.629

Charlestown Vul 91 21 4 19 26 3 10.586

Perryville Vol. 173 i8 6 54 31 16 74.498

Fort Deposit Fire Dept. 273 22 3 91 38 3 71.420

Rising Sun fire Dept. 320 31 8 76 I04 15 426.750

Hacks Point Fire Dept. 44 2 1 18 5 1 5,000
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CHARLES COUNTY

Total Service
lncideits Calls

53

131

84

249

False
Calls

10T PA TIC I PAT I NG

1401 PARTICIPATING

NOT

NOT I

4

14

21

NOT e

33

ANT

ART

ART

4

11

6

ART

8

IC

IC

IC

IC I

PAT ING

PALIMG

PA TI NG

12

42

17

PAT I NG

104

Rescue Structure Vehicle Total Est.
Calls Fires Fires Dollar Loss

21

24

21

49

6

4

,4 55

54.000

12,550

30,840

LaPlata Vol.

Hughesville Vol.

Waldorf Vol.

Manjemoy Vol.

Senedict Vol.

Fifth District Vol.

Potomac Heights Vol.

Tenth District Vol.

Indian Head Vol.

Bel Alton Vol.

Sryans Road Vol.

coovany

!

I

p
p
0
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DORCHESTER COUNTY

Company Total Service false Rescue Structure Vehicle Total Est.
Incidents Calls Calls Calls Fires Fires Dollar Loss

Rescue Fire Co. 232 3 4 5 43 25 134.330

HurlOCk Vol. 48 - 18 6 3 19.000

Vienna Vol. 19 2 - 6 - 4 8,200

Secretary Vol. 4 - 1 198

East New Karket Vol. 28 Is 5 17.500

(idorado-Srockvlew Vol. 14 *I6 3 203

Neck Oistrict Vol. 6 so 0

Lloyd Vol. 16 1 8 - 6,800

taes & Strait% Vol. 2 1

Church Creek Vol. 17 1 2 16.004

Kadison Vol. 4 - I
Linkwood-Salem Vol. 21 2 1 1 6 7.050

faylor's Island Vol, 1 . - - I

56
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FREDERICK COUNTY
Total Service False Rescue Structure vehicle Total Ist.

Company Incidents CAlls Calls Calls Fires ;ire$ Dollr Loss

Independent Fire Dept. 640 18 85 210 80 41 110,692

Juniors fire Dept. 563 15 73 58s 90 35 156,700

United Steam 83 902 84 ]1 333 91 42 184.035

Citizens Fire Dept. 356 20 107 8 140 6

Brunswick Vol. 226 27 S 42 34 3 136,800

Etittsburg File Dept. 243 19 34 51 67 is 52,175

Middletown Vol. 289 St 1 103 18 5 34.950

Myersville Vol. 142 i8 3 42 28 16 28,450

New Midway Vol. 210 48 6 87 36 6 119,600

Thrmont Fire Dept. 203 20 9 74 66 4 39.575

Walkersville fire Dept. 200 12 8 48 68 15 42,115

Braddock Heights Vol. 212 18 13 48 1 61 13 19.150

Rocky Rkidge Vol. .08 1 8 4S 39 5 SS.4S0

Carroll Manor N 0 1 P A I T I C I P A T I N

New Market Dist. 401 42 ]1 02 96 21 185.890

Woodsboro Vol. " 171 7 5 $9 85 I 167,100

Libertytown Vol. 159 S 9 41 55 a 19.800

Graceham Vol. 41 2 4 8 18 1 51,100

Jefferson Fire Dept. 185 13 17 41 48 6 337.465

aolfsvtlle Vol. 130 14 69 2 1 51 .100

Lewistown Fire Dept. 71 51 19 37 1? 5 126.269

Urbana Fire Dept. ?74 21 62 62 84 15 187.426

hew Market Green Valley 5 2 - 2 100
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GARRETT COUNTY
Total Service False Rescue Structare Vehicle Total tot.

Covany incidents Call5 Calls CaIls Fires Fires Dollar Loss

Bloomington Vol. 104 37 4 24 5 5 13.300

Friendsville Communqy Vol. 31 3 - 16 6 3 381.400

Gorian Vol. 43 7 1 16 11 S 54.100

Deer Park Comm. I1 2 27 25 31 3 53.340

Deep Creek Vol. 101 a 7 39 17 6 63.100

Oakland Vol. 318 115 34 44 46 10 734,470

Accident Vol. 38 1 - 8 14 1 28.150

Grantsville Vol. 129 34 1 34 24 7 59,120

Kittmiller Vol. 30 6 2 4 4 3 20.700

Eastern-Garrett City Vol. 41 4 1 5 9 1 1,500

BIttinger Vol. 33 5 1 7 11 IO0O.00

68
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HARFORD COUNTY

Comny Total Servtce Fil$ ReIue Structure Vehicle lotal Ist.
Incidents Cul$ Calls Cdli Fires Fires Oollar LosS

revel Vol. 278 12 is 81 88 1s 77.500

Aberdeen Vol. 329 20 48 25 70 30 122,000

Bet Air Vol. 1,021 32 82 412 184 46 1,490.689

Abingdon Vol. 635 25 37 274 61 37 265.20I

Susquehanna Hose 349 9 56 67 81 19 189,105

Delta-Cardiff Vol. 169 2 2 69 5 9 60.230

Jarrettsville Vol. 388 10 is lOS 139 16 272.335

Joppa-Magnolia Vol. 635 2? 39 220 70 50 640.874

Darlington vol. g 10 17 84 111 7 93.900

Citizens VOl. 100 I 5 22 S3 2 545

Aberdeen Proving Ground I - - I

Fallston Vol. 323 30 20 113 56 1 99,960
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HOWARD COUNTY
tutal Ser Ice False Rescue Structure Vehicle Totl st.

Coany I ncIdents Calls Calls Calls Fires Fires Ooll r Loss

1lkridge Vol. 791 38 104 32? 92 41 150.339

(llicott City Vol. 617 26 74 351 48 36 339.5S

West Friendship Vol. 374 37 26 129 61 11 187.040

Lisbon Vol. 260 9 2S 89 36 13 84.704

Fifth Dist. Vol. 282 24 27 82 24 11 242.290

Savage Vol. . 1.049 29 70 319 120 75 769.747

Sanneker Road Vol. 972 22 175 385 69 36 260.780

Bethany Lane Station 313 10 48 76 25 24 S3.22S

lamar Drive Station 990 56 164 387 70 42 249.514

JHUl tab Fire Dept.- 260 2 104 SS 14 9 9.110
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KENT COUNTY
Total Service Fa Rescue Structure vehicle Totil t.

Oany incident Calls Ca Calls Fires -Fires 0ol1ar Loss

Killington Vol. 174 j 91 39 7 14.100

Galena Vol. 93 4 - 41 18 2 21.100

Kennedyvt Ile Vol. 6 1 3 6 21 I ".000

Setterton Vol. 80 2 4 41 it 2 2.000

Chestertown Vol. 25S 4 1$ S2 SS 25 09,19,

Rock mall Vol. - 4 19 24 6 119.299
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY

Total Service False Rescue Structure Vehicle total Est.
Cofefny Incidents CAlls Calls Calls Fires Fires Collar Loss

41120 2.173 3.472 1.124 839 *$8.064.840

The totals listed for Montgomery County are a combined total of the County
as supplied by each of the fire departments In Montgomery County.
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PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY

vTo ta Service False rescue Structure Vehicle I ot1 (st.
Incets Calli Cels Calls Fires Fires olar Loss

1 1.491 54 is 345 16S 34

2 904 14 4 183 531 12

3 1,128 54 13 458 141 27

4 593 36 8 63, 182 0

5 845 18 3 264 318 13

6 1,545 68 20 194 222 37

7 1.111 74 7 243 213 23

8 1,83 63 26 788 403 so

9 1.38 83 29 386 269 66

10 1.441 83 12 289 204 93

11 2739 397 274 89

12 15 74 99 334 145 32

14 1.644 46 7 466 268 37

17 1.190 31 16 2102 179 28

18 140 22 2 161 82 13

19 542 36 4 114 136 21

20 1,240 48 4 244 142 36

21 1,222 48 Is 269 430 32

22 1,254 21 9 354 428 28

23 1.029 27 16 374 220 91

24 496 6 2 144 68 26

2S 1.378 44 17 416 166 51

26 1.788 77 40 392 225 62

27 2,093 59 21 877 525 39
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PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY (continued)

Structure Vehicle Total (st.
Fires Fires Dollar toss

175

172

38

22

I

36

4

m
-79

Service Iase
Calls Call

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43
44

45

46

4 ?

48

49

R1

A3

total
incldents

1.458

2,369

966

1.067

1.01

2.832

1.314

982

404

804

906

982

830

921

1.390

687

1.068

418

945

847

974

94?

4,259

3.910

71

137

4?

2?

37

131

80

32

1

25

32

30

18

39

78

29

if

13

54

4S

84

38

6

6

ResCue
Callsi

331

846

180

284

273

1.472

33?

267

146

306

18

280

249

217

424

198

274

116

412

353

267

471

4.068

3,748

8

9

14

13

64

75

119

48

48

34

41

82

10

26

54

47

4

58

73

43

32

13

76

41

135

278

139

112

393

371

Ill

76

118

251

107

143

11

280

110

170

81

131

149
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QUEEN ANNE'S COUNTY
i

Tutal Service False R:%,ue Structure eH icle Total Kst.

Incidents Calls CalIs Cals Fires I F res Dolar LO

Kent Island Vol. 223 4 10 90 39 13 Z5,255

Grasonville Vol. 279 18 20 65 56 is 549.375

Queenstown Vol. 182 ? 15 51 67 10 1.495

Goodwill Vol. 156 8 12 44 32 20 334.600

Church Hill Vol. 127 8 31 ?4 47 6 198,550

Sudlersville Vol. 98 6 5 18 38 1 191,7S0

LruwvtOn V01. 88 1 1 50 19 1 128:650

Queen Anne-HP1lsboro 173 6 6 93 28 4 147,325

United Comm. Vol. 66 6 18 17 1 5i. 39 0
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ST. MARY'S COUNTY

Structure Vehicle Total st.
Fires Fires Dollar Loss

122

99

127

24

44

11

133

21

36

28

6

4

19

694,464

170.131

197,109

77.061

141.450

141,300

148.434

False eoscae
CallIs tIllI s

Leonardtown Vol.

iechanlcsvlIle Vol.

Say 01st. Vol.

Ridge Vol.

Seventh Dist. Vol.

Second Oit. Vol.

Hollywood Vol.

315

439

98

It?

205

343

Is

14

1;'

11

6

34

31

51

27

36

33

27

?5

79

26

31

-I -

-- I --- .--:,-",,X). - - - - -- -

I
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SOMERSET COUNTY

Well Vol.

Crisfield Vi.

Karion Vol.

Deal Islano-Chance Vol.

Princess Anne Vol.

Mt. Vernon Vol.

TotlI Service
In"Idents Calls

/2

S4

?0

1 2

19

NOT

3

2

Fa se Resce Str uct re I ehicle I Total [st.CAlls I :als IFies f ires Dolla o Lois

AR T IC

S

13

'PA tila

21

0

ST

11

8

3

26

1

22,548

31.925

2s9.000

369,397

32.000

8

1

1 -I
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TALBOT COUNTY

Totll ServIce False Rescue Structure Vehicle Tota9 Est.Incidents Calls Clls Calls Fires Fires Oollar Loss

Oxford Fire Co. 42 8 1 7 15 17,300

Trappe Vol. 78 6 6 25 i5 6 0.050

St. Michael's Vol. 119 1 12 36 30 4 128.850

Cordova Vol. 94 9 2 24 26 5 75,575

Caston Vol. 455 13 56 133 56 22 159.750

Tilghrrtn Vol. 31 1 1 6 11 1 30.025

68
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WASHINGTON COUNTY

Total Service False tescue Structure Vehicle Total 1st.
Incidents Calls Calls CIlls Fires Fires Dollar Loss

Sharpsburg Vol. 170 26 12 19 95 8 150

Williamsport Vol. 483 28 43 164 72 23 200.380

Clear Spring Vol. 173 22 9 46 42 12 46.150

Hancock Vol. 274 31 10 109 48 25 238.100

Boonsboro Fire Dept. 232 26 14 42 73 14

Snlthsburg Vol. 232 10 11 65 s8 it 50.100

Lettersburg Vol. 101 is 8 30 21 5

Funkstown Vol. 307 34 48 69 50 21 84,491

Potomac Valley Fire Co. 135 3 35 27 is

Fairp ay Com. Vol. 206 18 16 105 36 2 118.719

Goodwill Vol. 309 27 33 99 65 14 132.086

Mt. Aetna Vol. 165 17 11 78 17 6 29.100

City of Hagerstown 1,214 124 228 119 101 58 1.199.731

Halfway Vol. 992 45 49 308 61 30 36.910

Long Meadow Vol. 287 22 35 122 48 S 100

Blue Ridge Suenit Vol, 2.079 2 2 7 3 2.075

69
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WICOMICO COUNTY

Total Serv~ce Fals Rescue Strvctre Tehtcle otal Ist.Coseviy Incidents Calls calls Calls Fires Fires Dollar Loss

Salisbury No. J 620 22 121 39 121 SY 401,174

Salisbury No. 2 379 2S 69 38 69 2S 268,917

Fruitland Vol. 151 1 Is is 26 16 337,S00

Delmer Vol. 44 6 2 1s 7 2 7,700

Hebron Vol. 121 8 16 to 19 S 7,000

Parsob srg Vol. 101 I 9 27 20 13 34.100

Pittsville Vol. 39 1 I 14 7 1 2,100

Villards Vol. 16 - 6 3 1 2.S00

Nardela SWIngs Vol. 28 1 2 12 S -

PowellvIlle Vol. 6 5 2 2 I S,000

westide Vol. 24 3 7 4 I 1.800

Shlarptous Vol. 47 9 4 10 6 4 42,130

Allen Vol. 2 1 2 7 3 200

Salisbury Kdtrs. 1 2 50

70
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WORCESTER COUNTY

Total Service False Mescue Structure Vehicle Total (St.many nCients C lS Calls Cells Fires Fires Dollar Loss

Pocomoke City Vol. 23 2 - 10 5 50.150

Stockton Vol. 21 12 - 2.6S0

Girdletree Vol. 10 1 1 5 1 97,600

Snow ill Vol. NOT ART IC I PAT IN G

Newark Vol. 8 2 2 1 1 1 1,000

Berlin Vol. 31 - 2 6 a 5 183.460

Ocean City Vol. $63 8 157 125 64 31 225,743

Showell Vol. 13 2 3 4 1 19.Soo -

Sishopille Vol. 2; 3 1 iS 3 10,000

Ocean Pines Vol. is 1 3 2 2 23,200

K!

71
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THE MARYLAND STATE
FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE

it is with great pride that we express our thanks to those individuals and organizations who
assisted in the production of Fire In Maryland 1985. They are:

Mr. Richard A. Tambersino and Mr. Thonas Stough, Department of Public Safety and Correc-
tional Services for the computer graphic analysis of Fires and Fire Deaths; Deputy Chief Allen Ward,
Deputy Fire Marshal Mike Bond and Fire Protetion Engineer Ken Bush, Maryland State Fire Marshal's
Office; At Bagley, A Touch of Memories, John Gallagher, Bel Air Fire Company, and Jim Schoettler,
The Aegis, Bel Air, Maryland for photographs used in this report.

We also wish to thank the staff of the State Fire Marshal's Office for their assistance with this
project. Special recognition is alsn paid to Mr.,Daniel B. Smith, Jr. and the Printing Press publisher
of the report.

Finally, we want to express our appreciation and thanks to the Maryland State Firemen's
Association and the Fire Service of Maryland for their support of the Maryland Fire Incident Reporting
System.

Shirley Fennel-Kebo Rolert 8. Thoma, I.
AdministrativeAide Deputy Chief
M4FIRSCoordinator State Fire Marshal
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Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Gabriele.
Mr. Frazier, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. FRAZIER, BUREAU CHIEF, BALTIMORE
CITY FIRE DEPARTMENT

Mr. FRAZIER. Mr Chairrran, honorable members of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee of the Congress of the United States, thank you
for allowing me to address this committee on behalf of the Balti-
more City Fire Department.

The Baltimore City Fire Department, which serves a population
of some 750,000 citizens, is charged with a mission to provide pro-
tection to lives and property from fire, public fire education, and
medical services. The fact that Baltimore is a major seaport, indus-
trial center, and railhead provides not only its economic suste-
nance, but also its occupational diversity. The city's industries in-
clude tourism, food processing, metal and oil refining, and the pro-
duction of chemicals, to name but a few. Over 25.4 million tons of
cargo of every description were handled in the Port of Baltimore in
1985.

Clearly, the City of Baltimore relies heavily upon the fire depart-
ment to provide protection at a level which is commensurate with
the needs of every citizen, both in the home as well as the work
place. This undertaking requires not only enormous sustained re-
sources to maintain the current level of protection, but also must
provide for planning, research, and evaluation in anticipation of
improvements in methods of fire prevention and suppression, and
for monitoring the technological changes in industry to keep us
abreast of what is evolving in the community we serve.

In view of the foregoing and, due to the strain on -municipal
funds, the impending elimination of general revenue sharing funds
cannot help but have an unforgiving negative impact on the Balti-

- more ity-Fire-Departmentsabilityto-deliver-ttde-same, i lizrg
ly sophisticated and costly level of fire protection that is required.

Ba6ltimore City has met the growing costs of fire service in part
by reliance on Federal general revenue sharing funds. For the past
3 years, 1983, 1984, and 1985, the general revenue sharing funds
comprised $17.5 million, $15.6 million, $15.7 million, of the Balti-
more City Fire Department's operating budget. This represents a
cumulative sum of $48.7 million of the aggregate of $180.9 million
operating budget during the 3-year period.

It goe without saying that the loss of these funds will result in a
curtailment in fire prevention, research, and safety activities or an
equivalent reduction in other city services.

Regarding social costs, the risk to life and limb is of utmost con-
cern in Baltimore; while there is no way to forecast with reasona-
ble accuracy the impact of a reduction in fire service funding, the
increased threat to the physical safety of Baltimore's population
ranks highest in the fire service's priorities. Indirect costs would
also include the loss of employment possibilities, increased insur-
ance costs in both homes and industry, and diminished fire loss
management.

In addition to the need for supplementing local ability to provide
public service, there is a further direct role which the Federal Gov-
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ernment must fulfill. It is only at the national level that data on
the many aspects of fire prevention, the threats in industrial set-
tings, and suppression techniques, for example, can be effectively
collected, analyzed, and disseminated. In this area, the highest pri-
ority should be accorded to the development of programs designed
to reduce injuries and fatalities.

In Baltimore City, we are proud of three programs which were
developed following extensive research which greatly relied on na-
tional data available because of Federal programs. These are Juve-
nile Fire Setter Intervention, Hazardous Material Control, and
Public Education with regard to installation and maintenance of
smoke detectors.

Both local and national statistics indicate that juvenile fireset-
ting represents a serious local and national concern. Whether we
weigh the cost in terms of property loss, fatalities, or human pain
and suffering, fires caused by children present a substantial risk to
our communities and our children themselves.

The good things that chemicals bring into our lives have become
indispensable to us. The fire service, however, with every increas-
ing incident, is being confronted with emergencies and efforts must
be made to ward off indifference vnd complacency.

The public must be reminded that periodic testing and mainte-
nance of smoke detectors is an ongoing chore. Upgrading and re-
placement of existing units is likewise essential whqn damage or
defects are discovered or a change in residential liing arrange-
ments require additional units or relocation of smoke detectors to
accommodate interior modifications.

.. These merely illustrate the many problems and tasks which
urban ire departmen-s face in our, increasingly complex society.
Without the continued technical support of each component of the
U.S. Fire Administration and their ability to collect data, interface
with the greatest number of fire service experts and anciliary r-

-- tetn-ot and - s-e t0efi -d disiemiiiati--
the same, the clock of progress will be turned back.

Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Chief.
Mr. Droneburg, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN W. DRONEBURG, REGIONAL COORDINA-
TOR, MARYLAND FIRE AND RESCUE INSTITUTE, REPRESENT-
ING THE FREDERICK COUNTY BOARD OF COUNTY COMMIS.
SIONERS AND THE FREDERICK COUN11T FIRE AND RESCUE
ASSOCIATION
Mr. DRONCBURO. Thank you. It's a pleasure to be here with-you

today. I'd like to thank the noard of Frederick County Commission-
ers and the local fire service for the opportunity to testify and to be
with you this morning.

I'd like to touch on three points briefly in the comments. The
first are the National Fire Academy," the second, the Federal sup-
port of local fire programs, and the third, the identity of the fire
service as a whole and related to the Federal focus.

In looking at the impact on the local level and using Frederick
County as an example throughout the"United States, the National
Fire Academy is a very important link in the chain of fire service
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training. As we all in this room know, the National Fire Academy
has been under attack in the Federal budget system for several
years. There are some inadequacies in the program, certainly, but
the National Fire Academy provides a national focus for training
which can't be duplicated anywhere else.

We need to realize the importance of the National Training
Center for Fire Service Personnel. We need to support the type of
interactive learning which can only occur when people are brought
together from across the Nation to study and to share ideas. This is
learning and education which will truly benefit the citizens of the
cities and communities across the Nation.

The education of fire service officers and leaders which occurs at
the National Fire Academy is perhaps the most important meas-
urement and important idea that can be found in the National Fire
Academy system.

Perhaps we need to survey those who attended the National Fire
Academy and measure the local dollars that have been saved, or
the property that has been saved, or the lives that have been
saved, and use this measurement to justify the existence of the Na-
tional Fire Academy system. It's a difficult measurement, for sure,
but it's something that we urge you and your committee to contin-
ue to look at, and your fellow legislators.

The fire service is the most important link in the protection of
life and property in almost every situation. The action taken in the
first few minutes of any incident has proven to be the most critical
to the outcome of the problem. Let's change our philosophies and
move the training of those who arrive first and bear the burden of
initial decisions to a place foremost in our Federal focus and fund-
ing.

We urge you to continue the National Fire Academy. We urge
you to continue it and to implement its larger realm and its addi-
tional personnel which have been funded, but have not been al-
lowed in the last several years.

Another area of concern for the fire service personnel is the sup-
port of local fire programs by Federal revenue sharing and other
Federal programs.

It's obvious that in almost any emergency services system, the fi-
nancial support of the local government agency is paramount to
the continued existence of the emergency services system. Al-
though we feel that this is a financial responsibility that should be
borne by the local government, it would appear that the continued
reduction of Federal funds to local jurisdictions would further cur-
tail the ability of these jurisdictions to adequately fund public
safety programs.

The Federal county system can be viewed as an example of the
need for governmental support. It has been proven cost effective
for Frederick County to operate predominantly with a volunteer
system with a few, full-time paid personnel. Even with this volun-
teer system, the financial support of city and county government
agencies is essential. The workload on the volunteer is such that
fundraising is becoming an ever increasingly more difficult task.
We believe that a close examination of the fire service programs
throughout the country would show the same effect.
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It would seem that the most effective approach to maintaining
Federal assistance to the local fire and emergency services pro-
grams would be to continue to provide revenue sharing or other
funding programs with certain percentages of Aollars ea marked
for public saTlety.

I think it would be justified for the Federal Government to
assure that funds allocated for public safety were being spent to
the best benefit of all. With a controlled system of expenditures to
the local government units for common good, it would seem the
continued spending levels would be amply justified.

The last area which I'll address in testimony is the overall pic-
ture of the fire service in relation to the Federal programs and
focus.

We must recognize that there is, indeed, a fire problem, as we
have illustrated in the past. We feel that the Federal role is to con-
tinue to focus on this fire problem and to continue to bring to light
new technologies and methods for preventing and combating ire.
The Center for Fire Research has had a tremendous impact on the
knowledge base available in the science of fighting fire. Programs
such as this can only be effective on the Federal level so that all
may benefit from the knowledge gained.

National seminars such as the National Fire and Burn Safety
Symposium should be reviewed by the Federal system as they are a
major benefit in bringing innovations and ideas from all across the
Nation to a single point and provide a tremendous vehicle for dis-
semination of information.

Again, programs such as these can be effective only on the Fed-
eral level. The continued support and creation of additional nation-
al data banks for fire safety information is critical to the continued
success of the fire programs. National programs to support smoke
detectors and residential sprinklers would save lives across the
Nation.

The Federal support of these life-saving technologies would be a
major benefit to all citizens throughout the Nation. This, again,
can only reach everyone with an effective and well-coordinated na-
tional program.

The Federal Government must realize that public protection
from fire and accident is a major concern to be addressed. We
should not allow the safety of the citizens to take a backseat to any
other programs. We have the abilities and technologies to make the
United States more fire safe. We must realize the importance of
these programs at election and budget times to continue to provide
the public protection which can be the best in the world.

In conclusion, I'd like to point out that public safety is one of themajor problems facing the legislators of today. There are problems
in the current systems and the further reduction of funds to the
local level operating units and to the national fire programs would
have a profound and noticeable effect on the ability to protect our
citizens.

It should be remembered that protection from fire and accident
is only evident when it is not provided. It would be foolish to lose
the progress made to this point with the loss of funding and pro-
grams. Let's focus on the fire safety programs and justify these pro-
grams on their own merits.

70-823 - 87 - 4
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I think you will find that the public support of every person who
deals with or votes on the Federal budget can sleep better at night
knowing that the best has been done to provide protection for
themselves and everyone.

Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Droneburg follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN W. DRONEBURG

This testimony is submitted representing the Board of
Frederick County Commissioners and the Frederick County
Volunteer Fire and Rescue Association. The opinions contained
herein are mine and those of the above named groups and are not
meant to reflect the official position of my employer.

It is a pleasure to be able to address some of the needs and
problems of the local fire service in relation to Federal funding
and programs. I would like to address three major areas of
concern. These areas are the National Fire Academy, the Federal
support of local fire programs and the identity if the fire
service as a whole as related to the Federal focus.

The National Fire Academy has been under attack in the
Federal budget system for several years. While there are some
inadequacies in the program and system, the Fire-Academy provides
a national focus for fire training that is vital to the continued
success of fire service forces across the United States. In
examining the system, it can be seen that the National Fire
Academy has led a stepchild existence since its beginning. While
under FEMA and the USFA the Fire Academy has had to continually
fight for its place in these large Federal bureaucracies. Many
fire service officials and lawmakers tell us that the Academy
must be kept under the larger organizations to maintain its
existence at all. My question to this logic is why ? We need to
realize the importance of a National training center for fire
service personnel. We need to support the type of interactive
learning which can only occur when people are brought together
from across the nation to study and share ideas together and
solve problems in a learning environment. This is the learning
and education which will truly benefit the citizens of cities and
communities across the nation. This education of the Fire
Service officers and leaders can only lead to a better protected
nation. Perhaps the problems arises from the measurement of the
results of the learning which takes place at the National Fire
Academy. Perhaps we need to survey those who have attended and
measure the local dollars that have been saved, or the property
value that has been saved, or the human lives that have been
saved all due to a better educated fire service. It certainly is
a difficult measurement, but I am sure you would find ample
justification for the dollars spent in the training programs. I
am sure that the National Fire Academy alone could exist on its
own merit rather than buried in other organizations and fighting
for its existence yearly.

Lets consider some of the problems which have recently
surfaced within FEMA. A review of these problems will show that
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the National Fire Academy has continued to fulfill its mission to
the best of its ability throughout the political fighting and
alleged corruption. Look at the picture as a whole, no matter
how much planning and training is done by FEMA and EMI, when the
fire, accident, or disaster occurs, it will be the fire service
that will be first on the line to control or maintain the
situation until "civil defense" help can arrive, hours or days
after the incident. Let's face the fact that the fire service is
the most important link in the protection of life and property in
almost every situation. The action taken in the first few
minutes of any incident have proven to be the most critical to
the outcome of the problem. Let's change our philosophy and move
the training of those who will arrive first and bear the burden
of initial decisions to a place foremost in our Federal focus and
funding rather than buried under a sea of bureaucratic agencies
fighting for existence. I urge you to continue your
investigative work to determine the most important link in the
protection of the lives and property of our citizens throughout
the United States. I am confidant that you will find that the
Fire Service is the initial and most critical link in this chain
of citizen protection and that every lawmaker can justify the
funding of a training program which improves the citizen
protection by training fire service personnel.

In light of the comments above, it can be seen that I do not
feel that the continued funding of FEMA as a whole is the best
answer for the Federal budget or the fire service. I feel the
organization must be restructured to achieve the most benefit
from the dollar spent. The National Fire Academy should rate
high on the list of spending priorities based on its own merit.
I urge all of those who review the budget to make your decisions
based on the best interest of the safety and welfare of the
citizens. I feel that it will become obvious during these and
other hearings, that the National Fire Academy does benefit every
citizen who has a need for emergency services and is deserving of
the continued funding. As budget cuts are made, it must be kept
in mind that the "civil defense" is a second line approach and
that as long as the fire service must justify its existence in an
organization headed by retired Generals, the battle is uphill and
the only losers are the citizens.

Another area of concern for fire service personnel is the
support of the local fire programs by Federal revenue sharing and
other Federal programs. It is obvious that in almost any
emergency services system, the financial support of the local
governmental agency is paramount to the continued existence of
the emergency services system. Although I do feel that this
financial responsibility should be borne local governmental
level, it would appear that the continued reduction of Federal
funds to local jurisdictions would further curtail the ability of
these Jurisdictions to adequately fund public safety programs.
The Frederick county system can be shown as an example of the
need for governmental support. It has been proven most cost
effective for Frederick county to operate with a predominately



volunteer system with a few full time paid personnel in the
Frederick city area. Even with this volunteer system, the
financial support of both city and county governmental agencies
is essential. The work load on the volunteer is such that fund
raising is becoming an ever increasingly more difficult task. I
believe that a close examination of fire service programs
throughout the country would show the same effect. It would seem
that the most effective approach to maintaining the Federal
assistance to the local fire and emergency services programs
would be to continue to provide revenue sharing or other funding
program with certain percentages or dollars earmarked for public
safety. This would also provide an opportunity to insure the
equal protection of all citizens. The funds could be audited to
assure that the systems funded were providing protection to
everyone in the closest response area and not governed by
political boundaries or special district lines. Training of
personnel and adequate equipment standards are also areas which
cold be addressed in the funding program. Although I feel that
money with "strings attached" is sometimes more useless than no
money at all, I think that it would be justified for the Federal
government to assure that funds allocated for public safety were
being spent to the best benefit for all. With a control system
and expenditures to the local governmental units for the common
good, it would seem that the continued spending levels could be
amply justified.

The last area which I will address in this testimony is the
overall picture of the fire service in relation to the Federal
programs and focus. We must recognize that there is indeed a
fire problem in the United STates. Whether we choose to address
the problem on the local or National level the problem must be
addressed. I feel that the Federal role is to continue to focus
on this fire problem and continue to bring to light new
technologies and methods of preventing and combatting fire. The
Center for Fire Research has shown a tremendous impact on the
knowledge base available in the science of fighting fire.
Programs suich as this can only be effective on the Federal level
so that all may benefit from the knowledge gained. National
seminars such as the National Fire and Burn Safety Symposium
should be revived by the Federal system as they are a major
benefit in bringing innovations and ideas from all across the
nation to a single point to provide a tremendous vehicle for
dissemination of information. Again, programs such as these can
only be effective on the Federal level. The continued support of
and the creation of additional National data banks for fire
safety information is critical to the continued success of the
fire programs throughout the United States. National programs to
support smoke detectors and residential sprinklers would save
many lives across the nation. The Federal support of these life
saving technologies would be a major benefit to all citizens
throughout the nation. This again can only reach everyone with
an effective and well coordinated National program. The Federal
government must realize that public protection from accident and
fire is a major concern to be addressed. There is a fire problem
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which must be addressed. We should not allow the safety of the
citizens take a back seat to any other programs. We have the
abilities and technologies to make the United Stated more fire
safe. We must realize the importance of these programs at
election time and budget time and continue to provide the public
protection which can be the best in the world.

In conclusion, I would like to point out the public safety
is one of the major problems facing the legislators of today.
There are problems in the current systems and the further
reduction of funds to the local level operating units and to the
National fire programs could have a profound and noticeable
effect on the ability to protect our citizens. It should be
remembered that protection from fire and accident is only evident
when it is not provided. It would be foolish to lose the
progress made to this point with the loss of funding and
programs. Let's put the focus on the fire safety programs and
justify these programs on their own merit. I am sure we will
find the public support and every person who deals with or votes
on the Federal budget can sleep better at night knowing that the
best has been doni to provide protection for themselves and
everyone across the United States.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this information
and a look forward to other chances to present information to
support the fire programs and the operation of the emergency
services for our county and for all.
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Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you very much.
Let me ask this question. When the programs were put into

place, one of the points, and I want to particularly get your per-
spective from the State and local level, was that it was important
that the Federal effort was to supplement and not supplant the
State and local effort.

In other words, this was all to be, as it were, complementary to
what State and local governments were doing and the main respon-
sibility for firefighting and prevention was to stay at those levels.

Has it worked that way, as you see it, over the years? Have you
been satisfied with the working relationships, or have you per-
ceived any problems in it?

Mr. GABRIELE. I think that relationship has been a good relation-
ship and I think that's what was intended when that committee
was put together back in 1973 or 1974.

What we're seeing at the State level is that the State govern-
ment is now beginning to contribute even more moneys to the local
fire services and in our office particularly, we're beginning to see
some extra funding for various programs on the State level.

That's where it's supposed to be. We're supposed to take care of
the day-to-day fire prevention programs and what have you. But
there are many, many programs and, for example, there's a pro-
gram right now, the National Community Volunteer Fire Preven-
tion Program, that is a federally funded program. It's a unique pro-
gram. It s unique because it's not being headed up by the fire serv-
ice; it's headed up by a community service. In this case right here
in Frederick County, for example, the Soroptomists are putting to-
gether a fire prevention program with the help of Federal dollars
directed toward the elderly. Those are the kinds of things that
we're needing from the Federal Government, those ideas that are
generated as a result of the minds that are put together at FEMA
and the U.S. Fire Administration.

I don't believe we can spend the time trying to generate those
kinds of ideas. We have the problems of doing the day-to-day fire
prevention programs. And many of us, for example, in our case on
the State level, are hindered simply by the amount of dollars that
are invested and by the amount of people that are invested in that
kind of effort.

Senator SARBANES. Chief, do you have anything?
Mr. FRAZIER. I would like to say when the first money started

coming into Baltimore back around 1973, we went out and updated
our fleet, which dated back into the 1940's, some of the rigs that
were running around the city. We were able to buy 26 pumpers
and 6 ladder trucks and have them on the street in less than a
year.

If you look at the life of those units, it's projected at 15 years.
Just 2 or 3 years down the road, we're faced with another problem.
But we were able to upgrade our fleet instantly and it was strictly
through this program.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Droneburg.
Mr. DRONEBURG. I can only echo what Mr. Gabriele said. I think

we do have a good working relationship as we move from State to
the local government level. Of course, at each lower level of gov-
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ernment, we're more concerned with operating and with the pro-
tection of the people in the street, so to speak.

But the funding of the programs, the national programs which
the local people participate in, as well as the funding of local pro-
grams, has Worked very well and has allowed the fire service in the
local areas, and speaking specifically for this area, to advance and
to work closely with the county government and the local govern-
ment units to do things that would not be available without the
Federal support.

Senator SARBANES Well, let me just pick up on that last point
and ask all three of you, the people who wield the pencils at OMB
sort of assert that if the Federal Government receded from this
area and the things that it's been doing under these various pro-
grams with the Fire Administration and the Fire Academy and the
Center for Fire Research, that the State and local governments
would move in and pick it up.

I'd like to ask you whether you see any prospect that that would
happen from two points of view-first, just from the dollar and
cents, from the money point of view, in other words, where's that
money going to come from; and second, and perhaps even more im-
portantly, how's it going to be put together?

In other words, the Federal role in this is effective, as I perceive
it, as sort of a catalyst and a coordinator. It can sort of plan thing,
work out all the cooperative effort, institute the program. And a lot
of it is actually then carried out by the State and local people. But
if the Federal Government pulls out of it, who's going to move in to
be the catalyst to pull it all together and to coordinate it and to, in
effect, make it work?

And I'd appreciate it if you would address that point.
Mr. GABRIELE. I think the easiest part, to answer your question,

is the dollar part. I would find it very difficult, for example, for the
State of Maryland government to come up with the amount of
money that's being cut out of the Federal budget that's expended
toward State and local government.

And I could speak as a State fire marshal in a budget in the de-
partment of public safety where we're one of the smallest agencies
in that department. I find it very difficult to justify just a few thou-
sand dollars. I don't know how we would be able to justify, for ex-
ample, the loss of dollars in the millions across the State of Mary-
land.

As far as who would coordinate the activities across the State, I
don't know. One of the problems, obviously, in the fire service is
the parochialism of fire service, no different, obviously, than law
enforcement was years ago, but still going through that problem
right now. And maybe that should be so. The parochialism works
very well. Many of the larger services have their own training
academies. They have much of their own services that they provide
for their local government. And I don't know that there's a State
agency together, including the fire marshal's office right now, that
could pool together and coordinate all of those programs.

I think that's probably the major role that's being accomplished
by Federal involvement. And I think that's the thing we have to
get across to the Congress, that they must continue their role. They
must support the State and local governments, not only with their
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money, but with the fact that they're there to pull this group to-
gether and make it a cohesive effort.

Senator SARBANES. Did any of the others have a comment on
that?

Mr. FRAZIER. I think, Senator, back when the committee got to-
gether after the civil disturbance in 1968 and then you came out
with "America Burning," you had a shocking number in there of
over 12,000 people dying in fires in the United States. And I think
since your report, we've cut that in half throughout the United
States.

So I see a lot of good coming out by the coordination of the Fed-
eral Government into the State and local governments in coordi-
nating this program.

Senator SARBANES. Yes, Mr. Droneburg.
Mr. DRONEBURG. I can only also say, in fact, to the Fire Academy

and to your question on coordination, there is still a tremendous
need for a national focus for fire training as well as for fire educa-
tion. The information that's gained by the people coming together
from across the United States in these types of programs could not
be supplanted by State and local programs because you would not
have that national interaction, that national knowledge base that
you would have now with the Federal coordinated programs.

Senator SARBANES. That's a good point. I want to pursue it, be-
cause some who are trying to cut these budgets assert that we
don't need to bring people together at the Fire Academy for train-
ing programs, that they could stay in their own localities and that
training could be done simply through correspondence or through a
local training program there.

What's your reaction to that and how much do you think you
would lose by the fact that they weren't interacting with people
from other fire services and other parts of the country in gaining
the perspective-plus, I guess you don't get the same concentrated
focus that you would have. 1

Mr. FRAZIER. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to respond to that by saying
that members of the Baltimore City Fire Department that have
taken advantage of coming up here to the National Fire Academy,
including myself, I think one of the greatest lessons we learned was
the exchange of ideas by talking to other fire officials from around
this country who got together.

You can read a book or write a letter, but to sit down and talk
one on one and exchange ideas has been very valuable to the fire
service.

Mr. GABRIELE. I think what will happen, Senator, if the National
Fire Academy is allowed to go by the wayside is that we will see
true parochialism. You'll see the inbreeding in training, what have
you, within the various departments and they'll get that very
narrow focus that they would not have if they were given the op-
portunity to continue to go to the National Fire Academy and to
meet and talk and discuss issues that are occurring all over the'
United States

I had the opportunity to attend the executive development course
at the National Fire Academy. The discussions that went on were
far beyond the academic routine of the day. After the hours, many
discussions took place that were a learning experience, one that I
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would not have received had I not had the opportunity to meet
with fire service personnel from all over the United States.

Senator SARBANES. Yes, because otherwise you're exchanging
perspectives with the people you exchange perspectives with
a hy hoW.

Mr. GABRIELE. Every day, that's right.
Senator SARBANES. Yes. Let me ask you this question.
It's easy to look at the budget and the dollars that this program

costs; it's more difficult to put a dollar figure on the achievements
of the. programs, in reducing the loss of life, which I think has been
very impressive, actually, over this period of time. We've gone
from, what, about 10,000 deaths nationwide to 6,000?

Mr. FRAZIER. About 12,500, and we cut that in half since the
report came out.

Senator SARBANES. From 12,000 to 6,000. And there is also the
reduction in property damage loss. How do we make people under-
stand that but for these programs, the property loss would be much
hi her than it is?

Wouldn't you say that what we've achieved many, many, many
times outweighs the amount of money that's been spent in order to
achieve it?

Mr. FRAZIER. What price human life?
Senator SARBANES. Yes.
Mr. GABRIELE. I think that as long as we are experiencing the

loss of lives and the great loss of property that we're having today,
we need the Federal support that we re getting today and we need
the National Fire Academy. We need the Center for Fire Research.
We need the National Bureau of Standards.

It's an effort where everyone has to participate so that we can
accomplish what it is that we're trying to accomplish; that is, cut
down to the minimum the number of deaths that occur across
these United States. Knowing, for example, that we're not going to
be able to cut down every fire death as longas we have those of us
who are human beings, men, women, and children, in this country,
there are bound to be fires.

All we're trying to do is get it down to some reasonable area
where we can say, well, maybe that's acceptable.

Japan, with the number of people and the population they have,
have one of the lowest fire death rates in the world. Why? Because
of the programs that they have put together over there and the en-
forcement of those programs.

We're not ready to accept that kind of stringent enforcement in
this country, but I think that we should begoing in that direction.

Senator SARBANES. So do you have any observations on the ques-
tion of emphasizing fire prevention, as opposed to emphasizing fire
suppression?

Mr. GABRIELE. Well, maybe I ought to let Chief Frazier talk
about that, but just let me make a comment.

I think, historically-
Senator SARBANES. Is that sort of a phony argument?
Mr. GABRIELE. Well, I think, historicaly the fire suppression

forces of this country have been there-the ire services have been
there to suppress fires, to put out fires. That goes back to God
knows when.
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But what is difficult to do is to change the mindset of fire sup-
pression to a fire prevention program and our firefighters across
the State of Maryland. I may be totally wrong in that perception,
but I think that that's one of the problems that we have in the fire
servire-not necessarily a problem, but it's one of those issues that
has to be addressed.

Fire prevention, like crime prevention, like any other kind of
prevention, is very difficult to put dollar signs to-what have you
stopped by going into a good fire prevention program?-it's also dif-
ficult to get across to those people who have been in the profession
for years andyears that maybe we ought to look at another way of
handling the fire issues in this country.

I'm not sure that's going to fit well with the fire service people
who are here today, but I think that's an observation that I would
make.

Senator SARBANES. Chief.
Mr. FRAZIER. Yes. Our whole philosophy has changed, I think

since I joined the department, where we had prevention people and
we had medical people and we had suppression people.

We have geared our fire department, using the maximum out of
all of our resources, and we have our suppression people now heav-
ily involved in prefire planning of buildings, fire prevention inspec-
tions, as well as in the first responder in the medical field. We
have changed the philosophy. We have made them part of the
whole fire department. Instead of having 20 specialists out here to
serve 90 square miles and 750,000 people, we have involved the
whole department.

We feel that it has not been a problem with the younger people
coming in, they come in with the change and they grow with it.
The older fellows have accepted it.

That's how we're doing the job. We're just not dependent on
about 20 fire specialists. We have trained our people in arson.
We've trained them in going out and doing fire education programs
to the community groups.

It's a total involvement of the fire service. You just don't wear
the helmet of the guy charging in on the fire scene any more.

Senator SARBANES. Right.
Mr. DRONEBURG. What the chief illustrated in the metropolitan

area is really working the same in the rural areas and in other
areas that we see around here. The fire departments are evolving
and changing. There's not really the dichotomy between prevention
and suppression.

The protection of lives has become an overall job. So the fire-
fighter has to be aware of residential sprinkler systems to support
those programs, as well as has to continue suppression activities
when the systems are not in effect.

It's obvious that the prevention is not going to do away with the
fire service, not going to do away with the suppression end of the
fire service. But it is the area that we are trying to emphasize now
is the best fire, of course, is one that doesn't start.

So I think the whole fire service is moving toward that end and
moving in a very coordinated fashion, as long as there are pro-
grams available that allow us to do that throughout the United
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States and with the impetus of the Federal funding and the Feder-
al programs.

Senator SARBANES. The Federal Emergency Management Agency
has had some administrative problems, to put it kindly, and some
abuses, which have kept that top administrative structure in some
turmoil. It's been reflected, to some extent, I think, in the Fire Ad-
ministration and in the Fire Academy. You have a lot of turnover,
and so forth.

I really want to ask you a pretty pointed question-how much
has that impeded the effectiveness of the programs, as you see it
from your perspective?

Mr. GABRIELE. I would suspect that it's impeded the program
simply because they've lost the confidence of the Congress, if noth-
ing else. I'm hoping that General Becton, who is the new adminis-
trator, will be able to pull things together and get the programs on
the road again.

It's a sad commentary when you have those things happen to
those people that high up in the administration and, unfortunately,
it all flows downhill.

There are many, many excellent people in the Federal Emergen-
cy Management Agency. It's unfortunate that a few people had to
go the way they did because it has hurt the Federal support that
the State is getting, the States and local governments, are getting,
simply because that support has been lost in the Congress because
they don't have the confidence in the people that are there today.

I m hoping, and I think we're seeing that now, that General
Becton will come in, pull the forces together, and begin to build the
confidence in the Congress in the fire service in the United States.

Senator SARBANES. I just want to make an observation. I think it
partly reflects the failure to take this whole effort seriously
enough. In other words, if you were talking about the Department
of Defense and an important position involving the security of the
Nation, you'd make sure that whoever held that position was
highly competent and committed.

I happen to think that this effort is of great importance. It's one
I have followed closely and been involved in for many years. When
we responded to this report, "America Burning," which I think is
one of the really find documents ever produced by a commission in
this country, we were facing a situation of 12,000 deaths a year,
little attention paid to firefighters and how to protect them, give
them better equipment, better protective gear, we did not have the
kind of fire education safety programs we have now, not the new
techniques like the automatic sprinkler. These have had a tremen-
dous impact.

We seem to get inured to this thing. If we had a tragedy that
killed 6,000 people all at once, the country would be in a turmoil
over it. Yet that's what happens each year, but we don't pull it to-
gether to develop the techniques to address it. We want to keep
pressing this.

You've been a very helpful panel. We appreciate your testimony
very much.

Mr. GABRIELE. Senator, thank you very much.
Mr. DRONEBURO. Thank you, sir.
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Senator SARBANES. We'll go on to our second panel, the repre-
sentatives of the fire service organizations.

Lt. Col. Ward Caddington is here from the Prince Georges
County Fire Department and the International Association of Fire
Chiefs, I gather.

Mr. Gerard, Washington representative of the National Fire Pro-
tection Association.

Is Mr. Rouse here?
Mr. CADDINGTON. I don't believe so, Senator.
Senator SARBANEs. No.
Mr. CADDINGTON. I don't believe he's here.
Senator SARBANES. Okay. Clarence Carpenter, the president of

the Maryland State Firemen's Association.
And Sgt. Romeo Spaulding, the national legislative liaison of the

International Association of Black Professional Fire Fighters.
Colonel Caddington, why don't you start off.

STATEMENT OF LT. COL. WARD W. CADDINGTON, SPECIAL OPER-
ATIONS, PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT, ON
BEHALF OF CHIEF M.H. "JIM" ESTEPP, PRINCE GEORGES
COUNTY FIRE DEPARTMENT AND THE INTERNATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF FIRE CHIEFS
Mr. CADDINGTON. Okay, Senator. Good morning. Chief Estepp

sends his regrets for being unable to attend this morning.
Mr. Chairman, I want to take this opportunity to thank you for

inviting me as a representative of the International Association of
Fire Chiefs to testify on this matter of vital importance, not only to
the American fire service, but to the citizens of this country threat-
ened by fire, medical emergencies, and other hazards requiring
emergency response.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, the Interna-
tional Association of Fire Chiefs, representing this nation's chief
fire officers, is here to speak for those fire chiefs who are charged
with managing and administering the fire departments that are
our Nation s first line of defense against fires, medical emergen-
cies, floods, earthquakes, hazardous material emergencies, and an
endless number of manmade and natural disasters.

In other words, our members are charged with protecting the
public.

Therefore, I appear before this subcommittee today to defend
those Federal programs that help our members do a more effective
job of protecting the public.

What do you think would be the reaction if every month one
fully loaded 747 took off from Washington, DC, and another took
off from Los Angeles and they collided somewhere over the Mid-
west, killing everyone aboard both planes. The official and public
outcry would be deafening. The attention given this problem would
fill newspapers and television screens across the country. Yet, that
is approximately how many Mple we kill in fires every month in
this country, and the outcry is far from deafening.

Before this hearing is over, another three people will die in fires
because fires kill approximately one person an hour. Unfortunate-
ly, most of those killed will be over 65 or under 10 years of age.
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The human suffering and loss from fire is tragic. However, the
economic loss is staggering. The overall annual loss from arson
alone is in excess of $4 billion. From fires in general, the loss is in
the tens of billions of dollars. The point that we will try to make
this morning is that with a modest amount of seed money-the $25
million devoted to the Federal fire programs-those programs over
the last several years have reversed the national trend and have
caused the decline in this country's human and financial fire loss
statistics.

Any reduction or cutoff of Federal support would cause a direct
negative effect on current improving trends in the area of fire pre-
vention and safety. It would be disastrous to have worthwhile pro-
grams that are providing effective public safety fall under the
budget cut ax.

Since the Federal fire programs were started in the mid-1970's,
we can register the following successes primarily resulting from
stimulus provided by the U.S. Fire Administration and the Nation-
al Fire Academy:

Since the US FA and NFA programs have been in operation, life
and property loss from fire has turned downward. In a 6-year
period, deaths are down to 6,000 annually from a high of almost8,000.

As a result of USFA public education programs and leadership,
smoke detectors have been installed in more than 60 percent of
this nation's homes.

The USFA's National Fire Incident Reporting System was estab-
lished and now links more than 11,000 fire departments in 39
States. This information exchange network is invaluable both as a
gauge of the fire problem and our success in combating it. It can be
managed effectively only at the Federal level.

The USFA has developed one of the world's most effective re-
sources for fighting arson. This includes juvenile firesetter pro-
grams, arson early warning systems, an arson information manage-
ment system and development support for local antiarson activi-
ties.

Statistics now show that total incendiary and suspicious struc-
ture fires are down 35 percent from a peak in 1977. Civilian deaths
in these same fires are down 24 percent from the peak in 1977.

The U.S. Fire Administration has taken the lead in developing a
number of important firefighter health and safety programs, in-
cluding Project FIRES, the purpose of which is to design new,
state-of-the-art protective clothing for firefighters. It is important
to point out that Project FIRES did not reinvent the wheel, but
took proven "spinoff" technology from NASA's space program and
adapted it to the fire service. Project FIRES also has involved the
private sector in developing materials for the protective clothing.

The U.S. Fire Administration is a much-needed clearinghouse of
fire information. It has played a leading role in disseminating in-
formation on fire prevention, the use of smoke detectors and sprin-
kler systems and a five-step planning process for public fire safety
education program managers.

The U.S. Fire Administration has made a special effort to reach
out to children-the frequent victims of deadly fires. In fact, chil-
dren under 5 account for 17 percent of all fire deaths. This effort
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has included the successful production of the Sesame Street pre-
school fire awareness program.

The National Fire Academy serves as an advanced training facil-
ity for the American fire service at all levels of government. The
National Fire Academy has played a major role in standardizing
the use of proven fire protection programs and grooming the pro-
fessional men and women called upon to use them.

Recent years have seen a marked increase in public concern over
toxic chemical accidents. In communities across the country, it is
nearly always the fire service that must respond when these acci-
dents occur. The National Fire Academy is the only Federal train-
ing facility, and I emphasize, the only Federal training facility,
with a clear mandate to give hazardous material training to local-
level emergency response personnel.

In a recent IAFC survey, more than half of the public fire de-
partments that responded said that they received their outside
training from the National Fire Academy. The elimination of the
academy's student stipends will eliminate the primary affordable
source of hazardous materials training available to the fire service.
It also will mean that the emergency response personnel expected
to handle hazardous materials accidents will not have anywhere to
go to get this vital training.

The fire community worked for more than a decade to convince
Congress of the need for a Federal focus on fire, particularly fire
prevention. The justification for these programs, the U.S. Fire Ad-
ministration and the National Fire Academy has not changed.

Although I realize that it is the subject of another hearing, I
would like to say a word in defense of the Center for Fire Research
at the National Bureau of Standards.

The center is an internationally respected scientific research fa-
cility. The elimination of the center would destroy the only Federal
scientific body that has aggressively researched and analyzed the
chemistry and physics of fire. This pioneering effort has led to a
fundamental understanding of the nature of combustion and the
development of fire-resistant materials and building techniques.

It is also worth pointing out that the Center for Fire Research
was primarily responsible for developing the technology that led to
the smoke detector and the quick response sprinkler-two technol-
ogies that the fire administration is using to promote improved fire
safety across the country. This is a good example of the flow of
technology and information from the center to the fire administra-
tion to the public.

Finally, elimination of the Center for Fire Research would leave
the United States as the only industrialized nation without a cen-
tral Federal fire research facility, an embarrassment in light of the
fact that the United States has one of the highest fire death rates
of any of the industrialized nations.

We realize the need for a balanced Federal budget and the abso-
lute necessity to reduce our sizable Federal deficits, and we realize
that there will be some changes as a result. However, we also real-
ize that Federal involvement is needed:

To continue the essential downward trend in fire deaths and in-
juries;

To continue the reduction in property loss from fire;
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To have a sound fire prevention program across the country;
To educate fire officers in all aspects of fire protection;
To continue fire research programs;
To maintain and improve the national fire data systems; and
To promote to the fullest extent automatic detections, alarm and

suppression systems.
Federal funding for fire prevention programs is extremely cost

effective. Few Federal programs can boast as many accomplish-
ments with a total budget of less than $25 million a year.

The $25 million needed to fund Federal fire programs is an insig-
nificant amount compared to the $312 billion requested for defense
programs in the fiscal 1987 budget. In fact, it would cost the tax-
payers $10 million less to fund all Federal fire programs than to
purchase one F-18 fighter aircraft.

Twenty-five million dollars, and the prospects are good we can
continue the downward trend in the terms of billions of dollars we
lose in this country every year from fire.

How can we measure the value to our society of those who are
still alive because of these programs? Statistically, it is likely that
someone in this room or a family member of someone in this room
right now might number among the almost 10,000 lives saved over
the last 5 years. Funding for these programs is more than dollars;
it is a statement and commitment on the part of the whole country
that fire is a problem with which we must deal.

I have attached a detailed list of the U.S. Fire Administration's
major accomplishments from fiscal year 1983 through fiscal year
1985. If you have no objection, I would like to have that list includ-
ed as a part of the official record.

Senator SARBANES. It will be. It's very helpful.
Mr. CADDINOTON. Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
[The information referred to follows:]
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U.S. FIRE ADMNISTRATION

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS: FY 83-85

Reorganization matters

o Completed transition to NETC/TFPO (FY 83.84)
o New organizational plan approved by Director
o Consolidated In now offices in ON' building
o Recruited staff for 20 Fr!

o Established now working relationships with National Fire Academy and
Emergency Management Institute (FY 83-84)

o Developed now program priorities In consultation with Joint Council of
Fire Service Organizations (FY 83)

o Completed several carry-over FY 82 projects (FY 83)

o Completed 100% funding of program plan despite transition period (FY 83)

Program Accomplishments Estimated
Funds Expanded

I. Policy and Coordtnation (Fire & Rescue Service Mgmt)

o NU Prolram Planning

Initiated planning for several now programs. I.e.
National Cmmunty Volunteer Fire Prevention,
national residential sprinkler, and private sector
participation programs. (FT 83-85) 175 k

o Integrated Emergency Management

Developed and funded with support from FEMA/SLPS
a major Intetrated Emergency management System (tENS)
project with the International Association of Fire
Chiefs (IAFC). This effort, started in FY 83, hs
developed and promoted Improvements In emergency
management planning and operations from the fire and
public safety perspective. Promoted and monitored
by a national advisory committee, this project has
produced many Important products including 1S regional
ItES workshops; varieties of Information through a
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Clearinghouse, Fire Chief Magazine, and other publica-
tions; a planning guide for community leaders; and an
lENS workshop kit; and also provides analysis and input
Into SLPS programs in data collection and use, Conti-
nuity of government and emergency support services.

(FY 83-85) 300 k

o Fire Executive Fellowship Program

Established the FEMA Fire Executive Fellowship Program
at Harvard University in cooperation with the JFK School
of Government and the National Fire Acade (NFA). A
national competition Is used to select senior fire
executives to attend a three-week program at Harvard.
Sixteen Follows have been selected over three years.
This program is now Incorporated Into the master
curriculum of the WrA*

(FY 83-85) 125 k

o National Leadership Conferences

With support from the National Fire Academy, carried
out several national leadership conferences. One, the
'Partnerships Against Fire' attracts fire officials,
educators, community groups and others. Mother
conference brought the 50 State Fire Marshals together
In cooperation with the Fire Marshals Association to
focus on the unique and changing Issues facing states.

(FY 83-S5) 27S k

o Volunteer Fire Service Conunications

In cooperation with the National Volunteer Fire
Council, supported effort to improve information
network among nation's volunteers. Also supported
Stonebridge planning conference with WFA.

(FY 83-8S) 60 k

o Consensus Codes Program

In fulfillment of mandates of PL 93-498, supported the
ongoing consensus codes process of the National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) The promulgation and
adoption of improved codes will lead directly to a
further decline of the loss of life and property due
to fire.

(FY 83-85) 875 k
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o Alternative Fire Service Methods A Management

Assessment of the various methods that local govern-
mants are using to provide fire protection and other
fire prevention. Information shared with state and
local fire services Including manuals, other publica-
tions and materials.

(FY 83-85) 60 k

o FEMA Regional Support

Provision of funds to Regions to support regional
fire Information centers.

(FY 83.85) 45 k

o Basic Fire Research (CFR)

Reinstituted joint research projects with NS/Center
for Fire Research (CFR) supported by USFA funds. These
projects Involve basic testing, modeling and analysis
on subjects such as smoke detectors, extension of use of
residential sprinkler technology, fire safety, trade-offs
and cost/benefit analysis of firefighting protective
equipment. (FY 85) 300 k

o Fire Safe Cigarette Research (CPSC)

USFA Administrator appointed as Vice-Chair of Inter-
agency Committee established by Cigarette Safety Act
of 1984. Technical Advisory Committee (1S) repre.
senting public health, fire safety, furniture and
tobacco industries oversees the research activities
of this program. (FY 8S) IS0 k

II. Firefighter Health and Safety

o Project FIRES (Firefighters Integrated Response
LQuipment system)

During the past three years, the Fire Administration
has been involved In a program to improve the design
and performance of structural firefighters protective
clothing and equipment. This project has produced
and field tested three versions of prototypes aimed
at lowering the metabolic load of firefighting without
sacrificing protection. Prototypes have been field
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tested in 14 cities. The next version of NFPA 1971
(standard on protective clothing for structural fire-
fighting) will reflect the research findings of

(FY 83-85) 370 k

o Firefighting CqulE2ont

The United States Fire Administration has been
active In the development and testing of tools and
equipment for firefighting. Two of the units which
are being developed are a short-range radio for
foreground communication and an oxyen rebreather
breathing apparatus for special Incidents. These
units have reached the prototype stage and are
currently In field testing. 83.85) 300 k

o Standards Making Activities

The U.S. Fire Administration has been active on
the committees that set standards for sprinkler
systems and for firefighter protection. This has
included work with the National Fire Protection
Association and the American Society for Testing
and Materials.

(FY 83-85) 2 k

o Stress Management and Model Program for Firefightor
Physical f witness

Developed the framework for a program to address both
firefighter physical fitness and stress management. The
physical fitness program will be for firefighters who
require extensive work to pass the initial physical
fitness performance examination. The stress management
effort Is for reducing stress affecting the fire service
In todays environment. (Fy 85) 210 k

o Apprenticeship Program

In cooperation with the International Association of Fire
Chiefs (IAFF), the USFA has supported the program to develop,
promote and Implement apprenticeship training for firefighters
and emergency medical technicians. This program serves to
standardize the training received by departments throughout
the country.

(FY 83-85) 1 .S Nil
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o Northwest Firefighter Mortality Study

The University of Washington Harborview
Medical Center Is conducting a mortality
Study of firefighters In the City of
Seattle, Washington, This study looks
at all causes of deaths that may be '
associated with changes In fire smoke
exposure in recent decades.

(FY 85) 82 k
o Smoke Detector Effectiveness

Single station smoke detectors have been in general
usage for tan years. To determine smoke detectors long.
term effectiveness, the USFA conducted a study of public
education, proper installation, maintenance, and reliability
of smoke detector components.

(FY 83) 30 k

o Smoke Inhalation Stu4y

The USFA has contracted with the American College
of Emergency Physicians to develop a diagnosis
and treatment protocol for victims of smoke
Inhalation. This project Is nearing completion
(June 1986) and the results will be disseminated
to the medical community.

(FY 83) 76 k

o Fire Department Safety Officer's Reference Guide

The Fire Administration funded the Fire Department
Safety Officer's Reference Guide. The work was
Performed by the National Fire Protection Association
(FPA) and it will be made available through (published
by) the NFPA.

(FY 83.85) 29 k

a Protective Clothing

The Fire Administration Is actively working with the
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTh) F-23
Committee on Protective Clothing to develop standards
for chemical protective clothing for use by the fire
service. This Is a continuing 1984 initiative and
complements USFA's participation on the newly formed
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 1971
Subcommittee on Hazardous Materials Protective Clothipig.

(FVy 85)
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I1. Fire Prevention and Arson Control

o Community-Based Anti-Arson Program

Developed and funded through competitive grants
to various community organizations. Over 30
grants provided to create nelghborhood based
anti-arson programs to mitigate arson related fires.

(FT 644S) 570 k

o Cowunity Volunteer fire Prevention

Ccngressionally mandated effort to increase the
scope and effectiveness of local fire prevention
through a merger of federal, state and local
resources with the private sector to support new
community prevention, education and protection
programs. Grants awarded to States (20 and DC to
date) who In turn fund local projects (61 projects
currently). (FY 84-8S) 3 111

o Residential Sprinkler Program

Application of quick response sprinkler technology
offers a means to dramatically reduce loss of life
and destruction to property. Since 1974, USFA has spent
considerable resources to develop quick response sprinkler
heads. With a significant Increase in funds from Congress in
FY S, the USFA has been able to extend the application
of this technology through additional research,
demonstration and information dissemination. Examples
are:

- Research: unique occupancies, cost-benefit analysis,
ant local fire tests (San Francisco, CA and Lisle, IL)

-Demonstrations: Regional and local fire demonstrations,
retrofit demnstrations in high risk occupancies
and continuation of retrofitted mobile trailers (20).

- Info dissemination and technical assistance: Local
documenation and publications printed materials,*Ounce of Prevention," Regional workshops, national
conference, and technical assistance (Operation Life
Safety). . .

Z lI|(FY 83-85)
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o Juvenile Firesetter Program

Sesame Street and the Childrens Television Workshop,
In conjunction with other youth projects, has resulted
in development of guides for juvenile counseling to
be used by local tre services and schools as well
as by the WA in Its field programs. 8345) 300 k

o Arson Information Management System

Designed to run on the various microcomputers used
by the fire service today, the USFA has developed and
refined this technical program for case management use
at the local level to identify potential arson.

(FY 83.85) 130 k

o Arson Research and Development

A variety of efforts are supported by USFA to
Identify and mitigate the worst effects. of arson.
These RIO efforts Include the study of rural
arson, support of the federal arson task force,
and development of a model urban arson strike force.

(FY 83-85) 150 k

o Arson Education and Resource ProJects

Continued support of the Arson Resource Center,
housed at the Learning Resource Center/NETC;
information provision through the ABA, and the
production of several arson and education
directives provides the USFA with several
methods for continuing to provide Information
to the fire services and related groups.(Fl 83.85) 200 k

o Teleconferences

In conjunction with FEKA, USFA has funded and
provided program management for a number of
national teleconferences In arson, residential
sprinklers and hazardous materials. (FY 84.85) 200 k

o Codes Administration Project

Developed and funded project to produce a
computer.assisted, reality.based codes training
program for local administrators and fire service
officials.

(FY 83.8S) 100 k
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o Public Education and Awareness

Responding to Congressional Interest In
expnded public education and awareness,
USFA is carrying out a broad.based program
In support of all USFA programs. In addition,
targeted education programs are being carried
out starting with two efforts aimed at smoke
detector maintenance and cmmn-ity volunteer
fire prevention activities. (FY 65) 1.1 PitI

IV. Fire Data and Analysis

o National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS)

With the cooperation and support from the National
Fire Information Council (NFIC), the USFA operates
the WFIRS program. Program collects accurate fire
data from throughout the U.S. with 38 states and 20
metro areas reporting on a voluntary basis.,

(FY 83-85) 800 k

o Data Analysis Support

Manage a comprehensive program of data collection
and analyses on issues and incidents relating to
fire In response to requirement of P.L. 93.498.
Publications and reports, such as Fire in the U.S.,
are disseminated to Interested groups and the
public at large. (FY 83-85) 600 k

o Kanaement Applications Project

Improvement of both long, and short-range planning
and tactical decisions of fire executives through
the development, testing and adoption of automated
management Information systems. Pilot sites
I Arlinton, VA; Prince William County, VA; and
othfrold$ Michigan) are testing the data systems

and additional sites will replicate the data packages.
Flexible and adoptable automated data systems will be
available to other fire departments.

(FY 83-85) $00 k
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o IPlaor Fires Analysis

In Conjn action with support from the 46S/
Center for Fir* Research, the USFA Investigates
and analyzes selected fires of special significance.
Reports are developed for publication by national
fire Journals and for use by WFA In resident
program. (FT 8.65s) 300o

o Special Studies and Reports

Completion of special studies and reports on current
Issues facing the fire and rescue service. xamples
are a lecture video series with WPA, alternate
Mating studies, State-by.State analysis for
Community Volunteer Program, firefighter health
and injury surveys, public service announcements,
and others.

(FY 83.85) 425 k

February 86
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Senator SARBANES. Thank you for some very helpful testimony.
Mr. Gerard, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN C. GERARD, WASHINGTON
REPRESENTATIVE, NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
Mr. GERARD. Thank you, Senator.
I want to thank you for the opportunity to be here this morning

and congratulate you for seeing that the fire programs really are
an investment. I think it's appropriate that the subcommittee is
looking at the money spent on fire programs because it truly is an
investment.

The National Fire Protection Association is a nonprofit, techni-
cal, and educational organization. We were founded in 1896 and
from our inception, we've prided ourselves on being the principal
public advocate for fire safety in the United States.

Our membership is drawn from all the disciplines that are in-
volved in, and concerned about, fire safety. We're not a trade or an
industry association. The one common denominator in our member-
ship is a concern for fire safety.

Our members include the fire service personnel, fire marshals,
electrical inspectors, city managers, architects, engineers, educa-
tors, groups from commerce, industry, insurance, Federal, State,
local government, in fact, everyone who has a concern about fire
safety.

You've asked us this morning to address the economic and the
social costs of reductions in Federal support for fire protection, as
well as our view of the appropriate Federal role in this area. Let
me first address the economic and social costs.

While the picture has improved, and I think you outlined that
quite well at the beginning of this hearing, the American people, as
each one of us will say, I suppose, as we come before the micro-
phone, we still destroy nearly $7 billion in property, snuff out 6,000
lives and injure over 30,000 people every single year as a result of
fire.

Trying to reduce those losses even further continues to be one of
the major goals of the NFPA. Since the formation of the U.S. Fire
Administration, we've worked with the Federal focus as a partner,
trying to improve fire and life safety for the American people.

We have as a part of our association mission collected and ana-
lyzed the data necessary to accurately identify the elements of the
ire problem and we've developed materials and delivered pro-
grams leading toward the goal of reducing fire and life loss in the
United States. We've been doing that since 1896. However, for the
past 10 or 12 years, we've been helped enormously in that work by
the U.S. Fire Administration.

Another key e., nent in the Federal fire focus is the National
Fire Academy. The National Fire Academy provides essential
training for fire personnel, both career and volunteer. One severely
threatened program element at the National Fire Academy is the
stipend. The National Fire Academy has traditionally provided sti-
pends to help defray the cost of attending courses there.

This is an essential element in their program. Many people don't
keep in the front of their mind that 90 percent of the fire service in
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the United States is volunteer. For a volunteer to attend the Na-
tional Fire Academy, he or ihe must take time away from work, to
start with. They can't come as a paid attendee the way a career
firefighter might. If that sacrifice is then. multiplied by requiring
the volunteer to pay for their transportation and full per diem
while they're there, the sacrifice they make becomes prohibitive
and the volunteer fire service especially begins to stagnate from
lack of professional training and the American people once again
pay a price that exceeds any savings that are made in the Federal

budet.
T e Center for Fire Research is another strong part of the fabric

of the Federal fire focus. The center has done much creative and
worthwhile research leading to direct benefits to the American
reoplq. Smoke detector improvements and quick response sprin-

lers are just two examples, and we saw how effectively both
smoke detectors and the sprinkler worked in the trailer outside
before this hearing began.

The U.S. Fire Administration, the National Fire Academy, the
Center for Fire Research, they've all delivered cost-effective prod-
ucts of direct and immediate benefit to the American taxpayer-
smoke detectors, quick-response sprinklers, improved firefighter
protective equipment, support for community-based volunteer fire
safety programs-the list is long and it is distinguished.

An investment here has always paid immediate dividends. These
are not "'growth stocks" with only a value in the future. Invest-
nients here are "income investments"-the return is immediate
and their elimination would have an immediate and impoverishing
effect on many programs.

The activities that are supported by the U.S. Fire Administration
would be hard, if not impossible, to deliver if funded solely by non-
profit associations. You heard before that State and local govern-
ment does not have the resources to pick up the whole program.
And I can tell you that the private sector doesn't have the fill re-
sources to pick up the program, either.

I'm sure that all private sector organizations that work in this
field would agree that the supplementary support from the U.S.
Fire Administration, from the Federal Government, is an essential
element in delivering and developing top quality programs. With-
out that support, the programs will languish and the recent im-
provements in fire and life safety will begin to erode at a signifi-
cant cost in lives and dollars.

Regarding the appropriate Federal role in the area of fire protec-
tion, I think it's fair to note that from its inception, the NFPA has
been concerned about the Federal involvement in this program,
concern that there would be a loss of local or private sector influ-
ence and control in fire protection.

Fire protection is essentially a local issue. It's a generally accept-
ed premise that the Federal Government should not assume the
powers of State and local government and I think the State fire
marshal from Maryland assured all of us that that is not occurring,
and I think that's good.

It's equally unacceptable to compete with the private sector. For
the past 10 years, we've seen the U.S. Fire Administration supple-
ment, improve, and disseminate successful programs that are de-
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veloped at the local level and in the private sector and to act as a
catalyst to see that these programs expand and are delivered on a
broader range.

There are joint, cooperative relationships established to foster
and maintain a coordinated attack on the fire problem. Such part-
nerships are the cornerstone of an effective Federal role in fire pro-
tection. It's essential that Congress be watchful for creeping compe-
tition with local government and private sector programs, and I
think Congress has done a good job of that up to now. Such compe-
tition, of course, merely duplicates that which already exists and at
a considerable and unnecessary cost in Federal dollars.

The funding level necessary to maintain the Federal fire pro-
gram is not a number that comes easily. The current funding level
is probably a good starting point. You know, "America Burning"
recommended a funding level at 10 times what it is now. So I think
that the current funding level is a good place to start. But this
should be enhanced by making a stronger commitment to providing
Federal support for State-level fire incident reporting systems.

Now if we don't know what the fire problem is, we can't very
well deal with it, the U.S. Fire Administration or anyone else. So
knowing what the problem is is really essential to working the pro-
gram. The data systems are State data systems. The data are col-
lected at the State level and then merged together at the Federal
level. But they're essentially State programs.

In addition, the National Fire Academy needs stipends to support
participation in executive development programs for fire managers.
If there's a key' element that will improve fire safety in America,
it's better fire chiefs. I've been a fire chief. I know that when I was
in Los Angeles, our problem was not that the firefighters didn't
know their job. Our problem was making fire chiefs better manag-
ers, a very, very critical element and that is the one thing that the
National Fire Academy can do that nobody else can do, regardless
of money.

You can give all the money in the world to State and local pro-
grams, but they cannot bring that group of people together from
across the country to share information and to work together to see
what other people are doing.

That, I don't really believe, is a money issue. It is something that
is so critical, that it has to continue.

So to put it in one paragraph, the programs are good. They're
cost effective. They're successful. They provide direct and immedi-
ate benefits for the American taxpayer and are unquestionably a
proper and desirable expenditure of tax money.

I'd be happy to answer any questions. Mr. Chairman.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much. We'll complete the

panel and then come back to questions directed to some or all of
you.

Mr. Carpenter, please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF CLARENCE D. CARPENTER, JR., PRESIDENT,
MARYLAND STATE FIREMEN'S ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED
BY LEONARD KING, IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Mr. CARPENTER. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, my name is Clarence

Carpenter, president of the Maryland State Firemen's Association.
With me is Leonard King, immediate past president of the associa-
tion. We appear before you on behalf of the Maryland State Fire-
men's Association. We have a membership of some 340 companies
with over 20,000 members in the State of Maryland.

We are appreciative of the opportunity to address this committee
today because we believe that Congress has the responsibility to
provide the funding necessary to maintain the U.S. Fire Adminis-
tration, the Center for Fire Research v'. the National Bureau of
Standards, and the National Fire Academy at Emmitsburg, Mary-
land.

In 1973, the report of the National Commission on Fire Preven-
tion and Control, "America Burning," was published. Chapter 1 of
this report is entitled "The National Fire Problem." We believe the
life and property loss by destructive fire is a national problem, as
well as a State and local problem.

In recent years, the allocation for the U.S. Fire Administration
has been far short of the recommendations suggested in the report
of "America Burning." There have been significant personnel cuts
which have forced the Administration to move toward contractual
arrangements for delivery of services.

We believe that these contractual arrangements have been detri-
mental to the overall effectiveness of the U.S. Fire Administration.
Permanent staff people provide a better continuity of service andexpertise.Mr. Chairman, we urge your committee and Congress to support

adequate funding so a strong permanent staff can be established,
viable programs can be developed, and technical support and assist-
ance can be provided on fire data, public fire safety, education, and
fire prevention.

We also feel the Center for Fire Research at the National Bureau
of Standards should be adequately funded to continue their role in
fire suppression, prevention, and firefighter safety research.

We are continually facing new hazards from fire with the devel-
opment of new materials that are hazardous when burning and we
need new types of equipment and techniques to combat these haz-
ards, as well as updating our present equipment with new develop-
ments.

The National Fire Academy, with its residential and field pro-
grams, has been of great benefit to the more than 500 volunteer
and career fire departments in the State of Maryland as attach-
ment I to this statement shows. We believe that all levels of gov-
ernment realize the importance of the firefighters' contribution
when natural or manmade disasters occur. We urge the Federal
Government to adequately fund the National Fire Academy that
the residential and field programs may be continued. There is a
great need for the specialized technical training and management
skills that can be more cost effectively provided at the Federal
level to all States.
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We have copies of excerpts from "America Burning." We urge
you to review the complete book. And I was very pleased to see
that you have it right there with you.

If I may, I would like to allow Mr. King to give a few remarks.
[Attachment I to Mr. Carpenter's statement follows:]
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(Attachment I)

MARYLAND 'FIELD" ACTIVITY 1981 - 1986 YTD

DIRECT DEL.
COURSES/STU.

ST. WKNDS.
COURSES/STU.

WEO's
COURSES/STU.

TOTAL
COURSES/STU.

81 4 135 NA 21 184 25 319
82 2 95 NA 21 107 23 202

83 4 119 2 144 12 88 18 351

84 5 165 3 135 14 97 22 397

85 9 314 3 118 13 174 25 606

86 4 136 4 191 9 60 17 387
. . . . . . -I. - i

ST. WKNDS. a NO) State Weekend Program at KETC
WEO's a Weekend Educational Opportunities at NETC

KARYLAND RESIDENTIAL ATTENDANCE AT NETC

I ~ LJ ,COC? oq 1C 58 vu IIu

F 821 83 84 851 86 1TOTAL

NFA 90 1121 193 134 1165 1 593

EMI 97 94 90 76 1 29 485

FISCAL
YEAR

I U IALa
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Senator SARBANES. Certainly.
Mr. KING. Senator, just to add a couple of things. I would agree

that the State and local governments are the first line of fire de-
fense and that, yes, we should and can provide the day-to-day pro-
grams.

However, the Federal Government, the Federal involvement,
should be involved in the development and coordination of these
programs.

To give an example, the fire prevention and education programs,
the research and development, the administration, management,
and leadership training are so vital, that why should the local and
State governments reinvent the wheel, in each State, and in each
county government.

One program that you saw outside just a few moments ago, why
should every State, why should every county, why should every lo-
cality reinvent the same program to spin off time, energy, money
savings?

It's there, a fine program developed at the Federal level with
input from all around the country.

The National Fire Academy is a very needed leadership role in
this particular area, as pointed out by that program right there.
The Center for Fire Research, another very important and needed
area in this country, the only emphasis that we have at the Feder-
al level.

We must be adequately funded in those areas, though, and be
adequately staffed. Here's another problem that's hit both the Na-
tional Fire Academy and FEMA all over, and also at the Center for
Fire Research.

The social and economic effects. On the homefront, we pointed
out, where would we be with our fire problem, as it continues, even
with the strides that we've made, with less homes, no jobs, and less
people in our country?

We're still killing more people by fire than the Vietnam war did,
and look at the money there. Look at the money and effort that's
put into fire safety. It's nothing, no emphasis.

To close, the problem that we're still having is with the Federal
Government cuts and the public apathy. It's still our biggest prob-
lem.

And gentlemen, America is still burning. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, sir. Very good testimo-

ny.
Sergeant Spaulding, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF SGT. ROMEO 0. SPAULDING, NATIONAL LEGISLA.
TIVE LIAISON, INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK PRO.
FESSIONAL FIREFIGHTERS
Mr. SPAULDING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I hope this is not the way that things will continue downhill.

[Laughter.]
I'm Romeo Spaulding. I'm the national legislative liaison for the

International Association of Black Professional Fire Fighters. But
before I get into this, Mr. Chairman, I'd certainly like to commend
you for holding this series of hearings and, most specifically, this
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one today, to deal with the safety aspect from a national perspec-
tive.

And also, I remember your stand on education. I was one of
those on the Maryland State Board for the Conference of Parents
and Teachers when you stood behind us with education here in the
State of Maryland and also on a national basis, and I see your com-
mitment still continuing and being transferred into this area. So I
know we have a good advocate in that area. So I want to thank you
for that.

The International Association of Black Professional Fire Fighters
is comprised of approximately 10,000 black and minority firefight-
ers across the country. We're located in 40 States and we have 85
chapters. Additionally, we have some 25 chiefs who are chiefs of
major fire departments, metropolitan fire departments also a part
of this organization.

. During our 16 years of existence, the IABPFF attempted to ad-
dress several areas of major concern within the fire service. They
were, No. 1, the need to increase the recruitment, hiring, and ad-
vancement of black and minority citizens. No. 2, to identify, ad-
dress, and take appropriate actions to eradicate racial injustices in
all areas of the fire service. And No. 3, to promote the development
and implementation of effective, proactive fire service delivery pro-
grams.

The actual addressing of these concerns required implementing
new strategies designed to dismantle traditional behavior that was
found to exist throughout the fire service which served as the main
basis of maintaining and promoting discrimination.

After making tremendous strides in these areas over the past 16
years, we now find ourselves faced with many of the same perilous
conditions in 1986. There is an attempt by the present Administra-
tion to dismantle all of our affirmative action gains which has
caused a resurfacing of racial discrimination against blacks and mi-
norities within the fire service. Also, the Administration's waiver-
ing support of the U.S. Fire Administration and fire programs in
the past and present abandonment of same in the fiscal year 1987
Federal Emergency Management Agency's authorization proposal
demonstrates again the insensitivity of this Administration's atti-
tude toward a unified Federal fire focus. These attitudes will result
in an increase in fire deaths, injuries, property loss, insurance pre-
miums, and incident 'deficiencies which will cost the American
public hundreds of billions of dollars.

The economic impact within the first year alone ranges around
$25 billion in losses and increased cost of support services. So that
would show you the type of economic impact that the present direc-
tion would take us on.

Basically, when you pose the question as to what, I guess in my
view, are the economic and social costs of the reduction in Federal
support for fire prevention research and safety, if you had listened
very carefully to what I read initially about some of the things that
the fire service was working on to try to overcome, and then if you
would take into account the present direction of the Administra-
tion in dealing with the fire service and what we term as a very
insensitive approach, you would find that some of the social ills

70-823 - 87 - 5
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that we thought that we had overcome have resurfaced, and I indi-
cated those to be within the judicial area.

If you would look at the economic aspect, you've heard all of the
other speakers give you all of the different statistical analyses
about the cost. But collectively, we see that that would range in the
area of about $25 billion of actual cost to the American public.

Now if that doesn't raise an eyebrow, I don't know what will, be-
cause we're talking about the collectiveness of all of the different
types of reductions that would cause an increase in cost in one way
or another to the American public. That's out of their pocket ex-
penditures, and one of the areas that was mentioned was insurance
premiums because, indeed, as you know now, the insurance compa-
nies began to evaluate their approach and how they manage them-
selves.

I use the term "manage themselves" because it appeared that
they have been-so doing in the past. But now they want to make
more money off the American public, so they are raising the premi-
ums or cutting off premiums to certain citizens, so they desire.

So we want to just bring your attention to that area.
The other area is the fact that the U.S. Fire Administration deal-

ing with the Center for Fire Research at the National Bureau of
Standards, in looking at what those entities have done in the past,
I don't think we can underestimate the impact that they have had
and neither can we underestimate the impact that they will have if
they are not continued.

The funding level of those areas have never been attained as rec-
ommended from the issuance of "America Burning." As a matter
of fact, it has been underfunded, understaffed. The Administration
has been, I would say, more politicized than anything else you can
think of, just about, in the Federal Government. And that has led
to a demise of the type of leadership that you would expect to have
within an agency with that particular type of mandate.

You had asked the question earlier about some of the problems
that had occurred in the change of leadership there and, of course,
with the past leadership, and how does that affect the State and
local levels.

I would submit to you today, Mr. Chairman, that it does directly
affect State, local, and any other level that receives any funds
coming through that particular conduit because deficiency within
the administrative aspect that subsequently affects its personnel,
and personnel is not there to handle it properly, with it you would
have a delay in program administration-excuse me-program dis-
tribution, problems in the administrations of those programs to the
effect that when the funding year ends, you have millions of dol-
lars that you can't get through the process and where you'd have
programs affected, that does indeed affect the State and locallevels.

So those are some of the things that have happened. And if you
would continue that particular trend of thought and look at the
types of proposals that are being directed through the Administra-
tion impacting on that particular agency today, you would find
that it would be even more tragic.

We heard mention about the student stipends. I would submit
that from the International Association of Black Professional Fire
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Fighters' standpoint, we've had a very difficult time just trying to
get students from our organization through the maze of admittance
procedures into the National Fire Academy. That has been worked
on and they haven't really corrected it even to date. But if it is al-
lowed to change where there are no student stipends, where
they're not there, then I would submit that we would probably
have no one there, or very little, if any.

So that's a very direct impact. And the reason why I'm raising
this problem from, say, the black and minority aspect is because if
you look at the fire problem, the statistics, rather, over the past
and you use the term 6,000 deaths, approximately, I think, 4,000 of
those deaths are occurring within residential facilities. Approxi-
mately 85 percent of those deaths that are occurring at residential
facilities are black and minorities.

The people who have been burning up in this country even when
America was burning and even today are your black and minority
citizens, those who reside within the ghettos of your cities, those
who, for the most part, are residing within substandard housing
within your rural areas.

That does not mean that others aren't burning up, but I'm
saying that they have been the most victimized part of your popu-
lation.

So that's what I want to raise your attention to today and to say
that we do have a keen interest in this particular approach, a keen
interest in maintaining, and not only maintaining, but in increas-
ing the Federal focus and the Federal direction toward the fire
problem, reducing, rather, the fire problem in this country.

To change the Federal Government's role in managing and over-
seeing what we call the Federal fire focus I think would be a trage-
dy. There are several things that have happened, I think, in the
past that would point that out.

You can't turn over to the private sector the types of initiatives
that are needed within research and development, the handling of
new materials and things that would deal with firefighter health
and safety, the aspect that you would deal with the residential
sprinkler development.

The reason being is that, for instance, residential sprinklers,
when that was being developed, it's a very good device. We recom-
mend it, highly recommend it. But we had the private industry,
that is, plastics and everyone else coming in saying, no, plastics are
not good. We had those kinds of fights. But it takes a neutral party
to come up with the development, effective development of those
types of initiatives. And that s where the Federal Government falls
into play because I don't think the private sector is ready to do
that and I don't think they can. It hasn't been demonstrated in the
past in this country.

The other thing is that when you look at the training of the
people within the fire service profession, we were speaking earlier
about the National Fire Academy. The fire service has just begun
within the past decade to unify its administrative approach to miti-
gating emergencies. And it has Qome somewhat under the scrutiny
or under the type of context that you would find within the mili-
tary training of its officers, of how they unify their approach in
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mitigating what we call national emergencies or the types of things
that they would encounter within the military.

That's where you're sort of going with the fire service. To turn
around at this point and say, OK, we'll turn the training back over
to the States-the States at this point have not come up to the uni-
fied level of what we call a training approach with the fire service.
Even though there has been a considerable amount of development
to this point, it is not to that point where that can happen.

The other thing is that the States do not have the dollar re-
sources to even take over that which the Federal Government is
now saying we're going to give to you. We feel that it is your right
to do these things and then the fire service, they don't have it.

You were speaking about the termination of revenue sharing.
The Federal revenue sharing dollars have benefited the States over
the past years very much. In the fire service or emergency services
area, they had done a tremendous job in helping police services,
fire service, emergency medical, all of those areas, to improve their
equipment, to improve their training, improve their whole ap-
proach in emergency management concepts. They're not ready at
this point to take it over because they do not have the structure,
the dollars, and neither without the commitment of the Federal
Government and, most importantly, without the commitment of
the Administration, you will not have a commitment at the State
level, because it seems as though you're dumping something onto
the States, that you're saying that, you take this problem and do
what you can with it.

And, believe me, that's where the fire service was before the es-
tablishment of the U.S. Fire Administration. There were so many
fragmented approaches to the whole fire problem and there was no
way that you could get an understanding of it, statisticwise or any-
thing else, until they started pulling it together.

That brings me to another point, the gathering of statistics.
The statistical base that is now developed is not fully developed

as related to what is happening within the fire service area. We
have been working on that in the past 10 years, pulling it together,
and even today we do not have a complete statistical network that
we can tell you exactly what's happening any place within the
United States within the fire service because we do not and have
not tapped in all of the fire departments across this country.

So that would just tell you that it is not the time for the way
that the Administration is dealing with this. And I would submit to
you also the way that the Administration is forcing the Congress of
the United States to come up with a showdown of trying to take
the reflection off of its own shortsightedness and inadequacies
within these areas.

I put it into the same focus as it has done with the South African
roblem, and what they did with the Gramm-Rudman, with the
udget cutting, and what they have done with the tax.
I would submit that it's a strategy that is being employed by the

Administration to force the Congress to do what it can't do and, of
course, try to save face in some sense with the American public.
And I would submit that that is not the right way to approach any
type of problematic areas within the United States and more spe-
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cifically, the fire problem or the emergency areas that you're deal-
ing with here today.

So those are just some of the things that we have seen here.
Now the second question you raised was what do you see as the

appropriate Federal role in fire safety research and prevention.
And I think I've sort of hit on those as I went through here just to
try to balance them out as I walked through the scenario that I
gave to you.

I do have a written document that goes back into some of the
things with specific responses that I will provide to you subsequent
to this.

Senator SARBANES. We would like to have that.
Mr. SPAULDING. So that was just an impromptu talk through this

particular process to give you the perspective as we see it, and of
course we certainly encourage full funding and the reversal of the
present approach to underfunding, zerofunding of the U.S. Fire Ad-
ministration, the Center for Fire Research, and of course any of the
other areas that impact within the emergency services area.

So thank you very much for giving me an opportunity to appear
before you today and I will be happy to answer any questions that
you have.

Senator SARBANES. Than rou very much, Sergeant Spaulding.
Mr. Rouse, the Maryland State president of the International As-

sociation of Firefighters, has submitted his testimony. I gather he's
not been able to make this morning. And that testimony will be
included in the appendix to the record.

I just have a few questions to ask the panel members.
As you know, the Administration's budget request is for no ap-

propriations whatever for the U.S. Fire Administration, no appro-
priations whatever for the Center for Fire Research, and cuts in
the appropriation of the National Fire Academy of about 25 per-
cent for the current year.

In the budget request, the Administration justifies the elimina-
tion of the Center for Fire Research in the National Bureau of
Standards and, in fact, they've made the same argument in other
areas as well, on the grounds that the activities are more properly
the role of private sector and State and local governments.

I'd like to *et some reaction from some of you at least to that
assertion, which accompanied the budget request that, in effect,
eliminated these agencies.

Mr. CADDINOTON. Senator, if I may, the fire service traditionally
has a major role with enforcing the fire codes of this country. It s
essential that we have a governmental agency that we can go to for
technical guidance regarding the application of fire codes, building
product, development, as it relates to fire spread, smoke genera-
tion, and so forth.

We have relied heavily in the past on the Center for Fire Re-
search to provide us with technical information upon which the
local governments can base the development and application of
building code and technology.

We feel it would be devastating if we did not have the availabil-
ity of the Center for Fire Research to assist us in that effort.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Gerard.
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Mr. GERARD. You know, we've heard this argument several
times. In fact, it becomes an annual argument. It's as ridiculous
today as it was 3 years ago or 5 years ago.

I think a couple of examples that are current right now-you
know, 50 years ago, I think the first bill was introduced in Con-
gress to begin to regulate cigarettes. And coming from a tobacco
State, I'm sure you're very sensitive to tobacco legislation and how
it moves through Congress.

One of the issues in dealing with fire-safe cigarettes has been the
research. The Center for Fire Research is the only place where
someone can do that kind of research. It cannot be done in the pri-
vate sector. It is absolutely impossible. It must be done, because
when the research is finished, there has to be someone With the
credibility of the National Bureau of Standards to say, these are
the facts. Anyone who can tell us how much a pound weighs or
how long an inch should be can- tell us reliably whether this is
going to be a fire-safe cigarette or not.

I don't think the private sector can do that. There would always
be the question, were they biased one way or the other? The Center
for Fire Research is unbiased. I think they've demonstrated that
over time.

Second, from the standpoint of doing this in the private sector,
there is no place in the private sector that has the type of research
facility that exists in Gaithersburg. Underwriters Laboratories does
have some research facilities, but they're scheduled full time on re-
search that industry pays for. Factory Mutual Research is in the
same situation, Southwest Research. I think those are probably the
three largest private research laboratories and they are paid to do
what they do.

So there isn't any place in the private sector. Having come from
one of the larger cities in the United States, Los Angeles, we did
some research there, but not the kind of research that can be done
at the Center for Fire Research.

And even the research that we did was paid for by the Federal
Government. We worked with the U.S. Fire Administration to do
some research, early research on the sprinkler programs and the
smoke detectors. But it strictly is ad hoc, in-the-field type of re-
search and it's not laboratory research. There isn't any place
where what the Administration would like to assume could be
transferred to the private sector or to State and local government,
there isn't any place to do that and there aren't any funds to do it,
either.

And the third element that I think is really critical, a lot of the
research that's done in the universities on fire is funded through
the Center for Fire Research. There are credible, responsible scien-
tists at the National Bureau of Standards that can evaluate pro-
grams that are being conducted in universities and that are funded
through the Center for Fire Research.

Without that oversight by competent, qualified scientists, then
there would be no coordination at the university level in their re-
search and there would be maybe three or four places working on
the same thing.
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So I think it pretty much has been laid down over time that
while it may be a wonderful idea, it is totally impractical and is
not possible to do.

Senator SARBANES. Unfortunately it keeps coming back and I
don't know how you finally put it to rest. It is in some ways very
frustrating to have to keep confronting it. Obviously OMB is
hoping that the context in which the issue is considered-you
know, worsening budget situation, tighter budgets, assaults of this
sort taking place across the board-is going to work to their advan-
tage, so that they can either succeed or at least partially succeed in
the amount of these appropriations.

Actually, the appropriation last year was less than it was in
1985, total for the three activities. That reflects the situation, al-
though I think we've managed to keep them going.

Let me ask you this. I'm extremely concerned that if these orga-
nizations are dismantled or so severely cut that they are crippled,
that even if you were subsequently to come to your senses and seek
to rebuild them, that there would be enormous difficulties in
achieving that. I mean, with all the problems, at least you've put
together an organization, you have some competent people and
there are programs that are working and ongoing.

Now if all of that is either terminated or severely crippled, even
if you later realize that you made a mistake, how much of a prob-
lem is involved in gearing back up to anything approximating the
level that we're at now?

Mr. GERARD. I think that's perhaps part of the problem that the
U.S. Fire Administration and the National Fire Academy are deal-
ing with right now.

Senator SARBANES. Yes.
Mr. GERARD. Three years ago, I think it was, they did dismantle

the U.S. Fire Administration and the National Fire Academy. At
least they made a strong effort to do that.

Senator SARBANEs. Right.
Mr. GERARD. Congress reinstated the money, but by the time the

money was back in, the people were gone and the U.S. Fire Admin-
istration and the National Fire Academy had to start almost all
over again to rebuild their staff. And since that time, every year
there's a zerofunding recommendation coming out of the Adminis-
tration and I don't think it's any surprise that Federal Government
employees look at an organization that's teetering on the brink of
extinction and they don't want to go to work there.

So it's very difficult.
Senator SARBANES. And, of course, the ones who have the best

employees are the ones who have the best opportunities to go else-
where.

Mr. GERARD. That's correct.
Senator SARBANES. So they see this situation-the people who

move out, often, although many of them are very dedicated, hang
on because they're committed. But if they make a judgment, the
best ones are the ones who most easily can go somewhere else.

Mr. GERARD. That's right. They really do have a problem in re-
cruiting and maintaining the best qualified people. They are doing
that. But I think the US. Fire Administration has authorization
for 20 people.
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Senator SARBANES. I know. Let me ask a more far-reaching ques-
tion. I was interested in the figure that said 90 percent of all the
firefighters are volunteers. And Mr. Carpenter, you and Mr. King
may want to get into this one as well.

As firefighting becomes more complicated, is there a morale
problem in getting volunteers? I know they're an enormously dedi-
cated and enthusiastic group of people. But how much of a morale
problem is it if we can't give there the training that they feel
brings them up to something approximating a professional level?

In other words, you get some guy who's terribl, enthused. He
really is committed to doing this. Then you get him in. Then he
starts confronting really complicated situations.

How important is it, in terms of holding on to good people on the
volunteer side of firefighting, that they get the kind of training
that takes them to a level of some professionalism?

Mr. CARPENTER. It's very important. We've noticed this. It even
comes down to if a department becomes a little lax in drills, they'll
find people getting unhappy.

The volunteers want the training. They want to be the best fire-
fighter they can be. They're begging for training all the time. The
Maryland State Firemen's Association just worked on a 10-year
training plan that we just developed. We're right now going to An-
napolis trying to get some State funding to build regional training
centers.

But this, in my opinion, doesn't replace the need for the type of
training that can be gotten in Emmitsburg where we would only be
supplying a few people and then a few from some other State and
some other State, and bring them together to give them a special-
ized program that we couldn't afford to give them on the basis of
just one or two people from an area.

But definitely, the volunteers I know have always, they're always
begging for training and they fill up the classes when we offer
them classes.

Our problem is not getting the classes filled as much as it is get-
ting the funding to give the class. That's the problem.

Mr. KING. Volunteerism, from the current Administration, a few
years ago, a big emphasis, media blitz all across the world about
volunteerism in our wonderful country.

What's happened to it? President Reagan, specifically, volunteer-
ism-do this for your community. This is the volunteer spirit.

A term that's used around the country-professional firefighter.
Professional fireman. That does not say whether you are a volun-
teer or a career- paid person. The term 'professional" refers to that
individual and the amount of training, deication, experience that
that individual, whether it be a male or a female or black or white,
whatever, the term professional, it might be a volunteer.

I am a professional, a volunteer, and darn proud of it. I've also
been on the career side of it for years until I retired.

But the biggest problem that we're having with the volunteerism
in our State, and this is quite true across the country, is the time
problem. Today's social, economic, the individual is working two,
three, four jobs to put bread on the table. They have a time to give
to their community to volunteer. How much time do they have?
With the amount of requirements that are placed on that individ-
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ual to become that professional firefighter and the amount of train-
ing that's required, a lot of it is through the EMS fields. You have,
starting out with a basic type of first aid or first responder pro-
grams and then going to the emergency medical technician level,
then going to an IV tech, then going to a CRT and an EMT, para-
medic-some people are calling them at this point, they might as
well be doctors. And then recertification.

Well, it's getting to be the same thing in the firefighter level as
well. How much time does that individual have after he's working
two and three jobs, has to mow his grass, he has to maintain his
automobiles, has to spend a little time with his kids and his wife,
how much time does that individual have?

He has to go out and get the training. He has to also maintain
fire apparatus, his fire station in his community. They also have to
raise their own funding to take this training to put fuel in the fire
apparatus, to paint the firehouse, this type of thing.

So -tliink ot biggest problem is time. And through the Federal
level, some of these requirements of training and so forth can be
developed and coordinated at that particular level, which you
would send one person to the National Fire Academy, the spinoff,
the trainer program that is involved a lot with the National Fire
Academy. That brings it back down to your community.

Instead of that individual having to go umpteen miles or days or
weeks financially and time, he can do it back at his own fire sta-
tion. A lot has come about in recent years with a lot of the video
programs. An individual can at his own time and convenience take
a lot of the training to become more professional, to do the volun-
teerism at his own department.

Senator SARBANES. Sergeant Spaulding.
Mr. SPAULDING. I was going to say they have another thing,

that's the liability factors. The liability factors are increasing on all
kinds of things. So that's added pressure. And especially in light of
what he's talking about. If you don't have the training, if you can't
get the time to do certain things and all of a sudden you're getting
information about liability of response, you know, what happened,
that's added.

Whether or "not someone wants to volunteer to do something
when they know that maybe they may not have the liability back-
ing that they used to have, and it's changing.

So that's a new area.
Senator SARBANES. Do any of you perceive that the U.S. Fire Ad-

ministration or the National Fire Academy or the Center for Fire
Research is currently engaged in activities that would be done else-
where to any significant degree? Or is it your perception that if
these agencies didn't exist, most of those activities would not take
place?

Mr. CADDINGTON. I think that's a fair statement, speaking for the
International Association of Fire Chiefs. There's just no other agen-
cies or organizations out there that could supplant what the Feder-
al Government is providing through the USFA at this time.

It's just not there, nonexistent. ,
Mr. SPAULDING. Your quality of programs would drop. Your con-

sistency of programs would drop.
In other words, it couldn't happen.
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I was listening to Mr. Gerard explain one aspect. There's another
area which-I'll give you an example-the Center for Fire Re-
search is involved in: smoke toxicity.

In the private industry, if you turn that loose, I don't think
anyone would tell you that my product is more toxic than someone
else's because that's not a good PR approach to it. However, the
Center for Fire Research can actually do that type of research and
utilizing the collegiate levelIof impacting within that area and give
the type of informational base within toxicity reporting that could
be used not only by the fire service, but would be most amenable to
the general public of the United States.

That couldn't be done any place else.
Senator SARBANES. Actually, I don't think it squares with reality

to assert that if the Federal Government withdraws-assuming it s
playing a proper role, which I believe it is doing here-others will
move in and pick it up, I don't think squares with reality.

In fact, what may happen is that the example set by the Federal
Government will be followed by others. In other words, they then
withdraw to some extent because the idea is communicated, that
the problem isn't as pressing as everyone thought it was. What you
really need is an overall coordinated approach, which it seems to
me we've been trying to develop here.

I think it was you, Mr. Gerard, who pointed out the amount of
money committed is far less than what 'America Burning" recom-
mended and less, I think, than the problem requires.

But, nevertheless, we at least have these systems working. We
have a training academy. We have a research center. We have the
U.S. Fire Administration moving these programs out and across
the country, bringing people together in a coordinating role.

I think that if that who e program is undercut, it's all going to go
back to people operating within a small environment, not fully
aware of what's taking place elsewhere. You may be able to afford
to do a certain training program. But you need a second to relate
to in order to make the first a success.

Mr. KiNG. Project FIRES is another example of what you're
saying there. If Project FIRES was dissolved, with the development
and research and testing into protective clothing for the firefighter,
is private industry going to take that over? What are they going to
be into it for? To make the dollar. That's what they're going to be
into it for. So they're going to try to prove that theirs is the best.

If they're successful at that, look at the cost that's going to go
there. It would be prohibitive to the individual firefighter from
purchasin that particular ty of gear.

Project FRES, even thoug it's slowly moving right now, they
are evaluating all phases of this. It's at an accreditable level.
That's another thing-accreditation with the Federal involvement
in it.

Senator SARBANES. Well, gentlemen, thank you very much.
You've been a very helpful panel. We appreciate the time and
effort you've put into this.

Mr. KIN. Thank you.
Senator SARBANES. Our concluding panel will consist of Mr. Fred-

eric Clarke, president of the Benamin/Clarke Associates, a fire
risk consulting firm, and former Director of the Center for Fire Re-
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search; Ralph Jackson of the Allstate Insurance Co., the advocacy
programs director; Mr. John Bryan, chairman of the Department of
Fire Protection Engineering at the University of Maryland; and
Mr. Walter Berl from the applied physics laboratory of the Johns
Hopkins University.

Gentlemen, we're very pleased to have you with us. We appreci-
ate your patience in waiting through the morning and into the
lunch hour.

Mr. Clarke, why don't you lead off.

STATEMENT OF FREDERIC B. CLARKE III, PRESIDENT, BEN.
JAMIN/CLARKE ASSOCIATES, INC., AND FORMER DIREC-
TOR, CENTER FOR FIRE RESEARCH, NATIONAL BUREAU OF
STANDARDS
Mr. CLARKE. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Frederic Clarke and I'm president of Benjamin/

Clarke Associates, which is a fire protection consulting firm located
in Kensington, Maryland. Before we established that firm in 1981,
I spent 3 years as the Director of the Center for Fire Research and
at the same time I was also the science adviser to the U.S. Fire Ad-
ministration.

I appreciate the opportunity to be here today and to share with
you the perspective that we have gained from practicing modern
fire protection both in the public and private sector.

It's been pointed out today already that our fire death rate has
declined in this country sizably since the Federal Government rec-
ognized the need in the early 1970's to take an active role in some
aspects of the fire protection needs of this country.

Our fire death rate has declined over 25 percent and that means
that there are 14,000 people who are alive today who would not be
here if our fire rate had not so come down. Some 300 of those are
Marylanders.

And, of course, there have been lots of developments that have
contributed to this, some of which have already been discussed
today, notably smoke detectors. That is a device for which the tech-
nical underpinnings and the test methodology were developed by
the Center for Fire Research.

Two other measures that we don't think about, but are very im-
portant in bringing down fire loss is our existing Federal require-
ments for ignition resistance in carpets and mattresses. The mat-
tresses that you can buy today and the carpets that you can pur-
chase today will not ignite from a small ignition source like a lit
cigarette. That requirement is the direct result of research done
over the years at the Center for Fire Research.

We have upholstered furniture which traditionally in this coun-
try, along with mattresses, has contributed to 40 to 50 percent of
all fire deaths. There is now a program developed by industry
based on research at the Center for Fire Research which is a code
of manufacturing whereby for the first time you can buy ignition-
resistant upholstered furniture. So now it's possible for the con-
sumer to go out and to recognize that he can purchase furniture
which is not going to contribute the same degree of flammability as
things in the past.
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Those measures, among others, are things that I don't think we
would have if we didn't have the Center for Fire Research.

Those are also yesterday's challenges and they don't necessarily
respond, other than establishing a record for an effective program,
they don't necessarily respond to the challenges of tomorrow.

Indeed, there's a particularly tough task facing the fire commu-
nity right now which Sergeant Spaulding alluded to, which is one
of smoke toxicity. There's great public concern over the effects of
toxic fumes generated when materials burn. That issue has a
strong emotional component, commercial implications, and liability
implications, as well as just the normal technical difficulty of
trying to unravel all of the materials, toxic smoke effects and its
other flammability effects, all of which are very important in con-
tributing to its overall hazard.

I don't propose to talk about the pros and cons of that technical
issue today, but it's important to note that the State of New York
is contemplating writing a toxicity testing requirement into its
building code, and other States, including Maryland, have had
similar legislation proposed.

Mr. Chairman, to put it in single terms, the smoke toxicity issue
has the potential for a real catfight between various commercial in-
terests, taking place in front of a regulatory community which
wants to do its -best to protect its citizens, but is confused and is
troubled by the various claims and counterclaims which surround
the smoke toxicity issue.

We need a neutral party, one which has no ax to grind, in this
debate on combustion product toxicity. But furthermore, they have
to be technically skilled enough to be able to provide sound and
practical advice.

It is not the sort of research that can easily be done at the State
and local level. It requires sophisticated experimental facilities,
highly specialized personnel and at least for the moment, sizable
computational capabilities; that is, big computers.

These are and have been supplied by the Center for Fire Re-
search, which functions as an adviser to the building code officials,
the fire marshals, and others within public safety, as well as to the
private sector interested in maintaining and improving the fire
safety of its products.

It doesn't require a profound analysis to realize what would be
required to duplicate that kind of facility. Even at the State level,
to multiply it by a factor of 50 doesn't strike one as a tremendously
efficient use of resources.

This notion that has been suggested before that the Center for
7 -Fire-Research, and I think by extension, other parts of the Federal

fire program, that they could be established as an independent re-
search organization and solicit funds from industry for their con-
tinued support, just isn't going to work. The smoke toxicity issue is
a very good case in point.

Making the center a captive of one sector of the economy auto-
matically makes it beholden to any one side in an area here
public safety needs have to be balanced against private costs. Even
if the research done is absolutely right, as Mr. Gerard pointed out,
even if the Center for Fire Research is able to say, without any
technical doubt, that a given set of technical facts obtains, its
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source of support from the private sector calls into question those
conclusions. It, at the very least, slows their adoption by various
building codes and regulatory authorities because they need, then,
to satisfy themselves that that set of findings is, in fact, as unbi-
ased and complete in the future with private funding as we now
have assurance that it is with public sector support.

Many of the points that are in my prepared statement, Mr.
Chairman, have already been raised today eloquently by others. So
rather than go forward any more, I would simply ask that my testi-
mony be entered into the hearing record and at the appropriate
time I'd be happy to respond to any questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Clarke follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FREDERIC B. CLARKE III

Hr. Chairm-in, my name is Frederic Clarke, and I am President

of Benjamin/Clarke Associates, a fire protection consulting firm

located in Kensington, Maryland. For three years prior to

establishing my firm, I was Director of the Center for Fire

Research at the National Bureau of Standards. During that time,

I was also Science Advisor to the United States Fire

Administration. I appreciate the opportunity to appear before

this Committee, and to share with you the perspective gained

from practicing modern fire protection techniques both in the

public and the private sector.

When the Federal program in fire began in 1975 with the

establishment of the U.S. Fire Administration, the Center for

Fire Research and the National Fire Academy, this Nation's fire

death rate stood at about 45 per million population, the highest

in the industrialized world. In 1985, America's death rate is

near 32 per million population: this is a decrease of over 25%.

Put another way, there are 14,000 people alive today who would

not be here if our fire death rate had not declined. Clearly,

there have been many developments which have contributed to this

reduction, but it is safe to say that the Federal role has been

important, not only in fostering new technology and fire

protection concepts, but in heightening the Nation's awareness

of its critical fire problem. At the same time, improved

understanding of how fires behave, and how people exposed to

fires react, has resulted in building codes which have become
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more flexible in their fire requirements, often permitting not

only increased safety but also decreased costs of fire

protection.

The Center for Fire Research has made many contributions to

reducing fire losses. Three of the most significant are:

0 the test methodology which underpins today's

residential smoke detector, a device which is present

in 75% of the Nation's households;

* Federal requirements for ignition resistance in carpet

and mattresses;

0 research which prompted a code of manufacturing

practice whereby the public can purchase ignition

resistant upholstered furniture.

Since mattresses and upholstered furniture together account

for over 40% of all fire deaths, one expects to see the

continuing benefits of these measures as the existing inventory

of furnishings in residences is gradually replaced by modern,

safer products.

These, however, are yesterday's challenges. That they have

been met successfully does not mean that the battle against fire

has been won - - far from it. Indeed, a tougher task, the

question of smoke toxicity, lies ahead.
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Today there is great public concern over the effects of

toxic fumes, generated when materials burn. The issue has a

strong emotional component; it raises troublesome commercial and

legal questions for materials manufacturers; and it is a

difficult area in which to develop technically sound

regulations. It's a very tough problem. The State of New York

is contemplating writing a toxicity testing requirement into its

building code, and other states, including Maryland, have had

similar legislation proposed. I do not plan to discuss the pros

and cons of smoke toxicity regulation here today, but it should

be clear that, if ever there was a need for an unbiased and

competent authority on this subject, it is now. This is a role

for which the Center for Fire research is uniquely suited.

The Center has been slated for elimination by the

Administration for the past four years. Each year, the Congress

has restored its funding. The Administration argues that the

work done by the Center can equally well be done by the private

sector. Well Mr. Chairman I have been a member of that private

sector for the past five years, and I can tell you that such an

assertion on the part of the Administration is simply false.

Products which are deemed "safe" have tremendous potential

commercial advantages over those which are not, and this is not

a determination which the private sector can, credibly, make for

itself. Furthermore, since the technical issues surrounding
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smoke toxicity are complex, today's regulators must be backed up

by modern fire hazard assessment techniques. In short, Hr.

Chairman, we need a neutral party, one which has no axe to grind

in the (largely commercial) debate over combustion product

toxicity, and one which is technically skilled enough to be able

to provide sound and practical advice.

This is not the sort of research which can be easily done at

the state and local level, since it requires sophisticated

experimental facilities, highly-specialized personnel and, for

the moment at least, sizeable computational capabilities. These

are, and have been, supplied by the Center for Fire Research,

which functions as an advisor to building code officials, fire

marshals, and others with a brief for public safety, as well as

to the private sector interested in maintaining and improving

the fire safety of its products.

In my view, it will be at least three, and probably five,

more years before we are able fully to make sense out of the

role toxic smoke plays in the overall fire hazard of materials.

There are many things that we can do right now, but more

fundamental work is needed. Like it or not, the only place

where this work can be done with sufficient credibility that it

will be quickly accepted and implemented, is in the government

sector. At the moment, this means the Center for Fire

Research.

I
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This is not to say thit the United States must maintain a

large fire research facility indefinitely, though I see a

continuing need for a fire research capability of some size,

even after the present emergency is over. Whatever size

capability is eventually decided upon, is is crucial that once

it is established, it be maintained. That is, the continual

chipping at the Center's budget, and the uncertainty which

arises from each year's budgetary high wire act, must be

stopped. Putting a research facility in an environment where

its funds are continually under attack, gradually eroding its

base by small cuts or failing to correct for the inroads of

inflation inevitably reduces the facility's capability. It is

also a poor environment in which to do research. It is hard to

expect even the most dedicated staff to concentrate unreservedly

on difficult technical problems when there is continuing anxiety

over who will have jobs at the end of the fiscal year. In my

view, the management of the Center, and NBS, have done a superb

job maintaining the quantity and quality of the research done by

the Center in the face of such uncertainty for the past four

years. It is, however, unrealistic to expect these stresses not

eventually to have their effect.

Deputy Commerce Secretary Brown has suggested that the

Center for Fire Research be established as an independent

research organization, and that it solicit funds from industry

for its continuous support. While I believe that some support

from industry is both reasonable and appropriate, making the
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Center a captive of one sector of the economy, i.e. the private

sector, or any forces within that sector, automatically makes it

beholden to one side in an area where public safety needs must

be balanced against private costs. In my view, this is poor

policy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for letting me express these views

before the Committee today. I will be more than willing to try

to respond to any questions at the appropriate time.
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Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much for a very helpful
statement. The entire statement will be included in the record.

Mr. Jackson, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF RALPH J. JACKSON, DIRECTOR, ADVOCACY
PROGRAMS, ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO.

Mr. JACKSON. My name is Ralph Jackson. I am director of the
advocacy programs for Allstate Insurance Co. My responsibilities
there include the identification of significant loss causes, the design
of programs to make measurable reductions in these losses, and the
formation of effective relationships, public and private, to try to
reduce these burdensome and tragic losses.

I've served for the last 7 years as a member of the National Fire
Protection Association Residential Sprinkler Committee 13-D and
most recently completed 2 years as chairman of the board of the
Insurance Committee for Arson Control.

I mention these two factors because I'm going to focus today on
two projects that I've worked with through the U.S. Fire Adminis-
tration. Both of these projects, by the way, were started many
years ago-residential sprinklers and arson.

I want to point out that in the conduct of these activities, the
U.S. Fire Administration showed a very businesslike concern for
three factors. The first was to make measurable progress. The
second was to leverage the Federal contribution to obtain consider-
able private sector contribution and involvement. And the third
was to hand these programs off to the private sector in such a way
that the level of Federal involvement could be lowered to one of
oversight rather than leadership and in the funding area.

The residential sprinkler activities in the late 1970's were aimed
at life safety and property protection. They used private sector con-
tractors to accomplish these particular research projects. In doing
that, they leveraged considerable private sector participation. The
Los Angeles Airport Authority donated the houses that were used
for the tests. The Copper Development Association donated the
piping to equip the facilities. The Grinnell Fire Protection Systems
people did the engineering. Marriott donated the furniture. Later
on, when we wanted to dress the houses out for full fire tests for
smoke damage as well as fire damage, the Allstate Foundation put
in $10,000 to buy furnishings. And the insurance industry supplied
ti a bit of manpower to help with the evaluation of the testing

that took place.
Now these tests were so successful that since that time, over

10,000 private residences have become equipped with residential
sprinklers.

On the commercial side, the Marriott Corp. has made a commit-
ment and carried out that commitment to put residential sprin-
klers and quick-response sprinklers developed in these tests in all
the habitational portions of their existing hotels and in all future
Marriott structures.

Also since that time, another spinoff of the original Federal ac-
tivity is the private sector testing being done by the National Fire
Protection Research Foundation of quick-response sprinklers as
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they apply to commercial applications such as high-rack storage
and the sprinklerization of distribution centers.

Now in doing this, they're protecting jobs. They're keeping mate-
rials from being destroyed. And they're keeping our distribution
system working well. All of this is to the general common good.

It also helps to protect the tax base as well as jobs. Fewer lives
are lost and fewer serious injuries are going to be suffered because
of these quick-response sprinklers.

Moving to the subject of arson, it was described in the mid-1970's
as America's fastest growing crime. Here, again, the U.S. Fire Ad-
ministration followed a common pattern of coordinating the study
group, funding promising pilot projects, and then handing it off to
the States and private sector groups to continue.

A brief example of one way that was done. In the early leader-
ship conference which they held back in the mid-1970's, they used
the Battelle Institute to bring together leaders from around the
country. There were several comments by people earlier today
about the role of the Federal Government in convening groups
which could not be convened at the State level. This was one of
those examples.

As a result, a book was published which served as sort of a blue-
print for the Nation to follow for the 10 years after that.

Just this last May, the Insurance Committee for Arson Control
sponsored a reconvening of a national group to carry on that
project. In that meeting, the U.S. Fire Administration took part,
but instead of as the funder and the originating organization, they
took the place as a valued adviser.

Now the States and regions who have picked up on this national
strategy against arson have formed task forces and they've demon-
strated that they can get more arrests and convictions, more hard-
time sentences of arson perpetrators and you can measure the
impact on economic arson.

But as someone pointed out earlier this morning, a very signifi-
cant problem is that of juvenile arson, and that's a problem which
remains to be addressed effectively.

Now for all the good work that's been done, our nation still has
the world's highest fire rate. As one of the gentlemen commented
earlier, we are better at suppression than we are at prevention.
That's one of the challenges that faces us now.

But the line firefighter faces a different type of challenge. The
materials that are used in building today are different. The types
of architecture are different and unless they have some training
program to help them to deal with these things effectively, we're
going to lose more of our good firefighters through deaths and inju-
ries. And we're going to pay an increased amount of taxes to cover
the workers' compensation insurance and the early pensioning of
the injured firefighters.

These are all serious considerations.
A comment was made earlier about the fact that if you don't do

a national training program and do it well, that you would have to
do it 50 times, and even though you endured the expense 50 times,
it wouldn't be as good.

There's another factor that bears on that, too, and that's that not
only is the Federal Government but the State and regional govern-
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ments are trying to get greater private sector involvement. And
that's not inappropriate. But the private sector cannot afford to go
around to 50 States to do the same job 50 times, either.

So it's important that we have some place where in a business-
like manner we can make the best contribution possible.

A comment was made on the national fire incident reporting
system. That's extremely important. If we don't have a national
system for uniformly collecting statistics, we'll have 50 States col-
lecting information in 50 different ways and with 50 different
levels of completeness. We need to know where we are if we're
going to do our programs well.

So, in summary, I'd like to say that we look for the U.S. Fire Ad-
ministration to do federally what. cannot be done effectively at the
State level, and to feed those pilot programs, to accelerate the test-
ing and acceptance of new technology which can then be picked up
by the private sector and by the States, and to be responsible for
the collection and dissemination of the best fire data available.

Two more points. There is a tendency to refer to private sector
money as new money and to say we'll hand this off to the private
sector.

I think it matters little to the individual citizen whether the
money is paid as taxes or whether it's paid as increased insurance
premiums or whether it's paid as increased local taxes. It all comes
from the same place.

What we should be searching for is the most effective and effi-
cient way to collect that money and apply it and make the best
contribution we can.

The second, and closing, comment has to do with the most pre-
cious resource anybody has, and that's the personnel. There was
some comment, a very good comment made earlier about the prob-
lem of the U.S. Fire Administration being perceived as under
annual attack and what this does to morale or what it does to a
person's willingness to come and serve the U.S. Fire Administra-
tion.

Right now, they're down to 20 people. That makes it extremely
difficult to work with them as much as you would like to.

We in the private sector want to make a contribution. We have
something at stake here, too. At one time in the insurance busi-
nesss, for example, it was seen as adequate if you simply sold a
good policy and serviced it well. That's no longer accepted by the
general public or by the industry. We now recognize that we have a
need to help identify the problems that make insurance expensive
and to work with the community to control the costs and make in-
surance not only affordable but available.

If we're going to do this, we need to be able to work with people
who are going to stay around. And I would urge that we not only
get proper funding for the U.S. Fire Administration, but give them
a feeling of confidence in their future so that we can keep the best
possible people.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to comment this morn-
in(The prepared statement of Mr. Jackson, together with an at-
tachment, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RALPH J. JACKSON

My name is Ralph Jackson. I am the Director of Advocacy Programs for Allstate
Insurance Company. In that position I am responsible for:

o identification of loss causes that contribute significantly to the cost
of insurance

o design of programs to make measurable reductions in these losses

o formation of effective relationships with fellow insurers, other private
sector groups and governmental entitles capable of helping reduce these
human and economic losses.

In carrying out these responsibilities, I have served for seven years as a
member of the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) subcommittee on
residential sprinklers. Also, for the past two years I served as Chairman for
the Insurance Committee for Arson Control (ICAC), an organization serving the
majority of property insurance companies doing business in the United States.
I presently serve on the ICAC Board of Directors.

I appreciate the opportunity to address this committee. My remarks are
confined to two U.S. Fire Administration projects in which I have personally
participated representing either Allstate or ICAC. At the conclusion. I will
make a general comment on the Fire Administration and the Fire Academy. I
hope that the narrow scope of my remarks will not be seen as a reflection on
those Fire Administration activities with which I'm not familiar enough to
comment.

In commenting on two projects, residential sprinklers and arson prevention, I
will focus on those aspects of the projects which demonstrate the Fire
Administration's determination to make measurable progress, their use of
federal prestige and funds to leverage substantial private sector
participation and their ability to hand-off the successful pilot programs to
state and private sector groups.
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RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLERS

At the time I joined the NFPA Residential Sprinkler Subcommittee, the Fire
Administration representative was already there interacting with technical
experts and industry representatives. They were working out the standards and
conditions for a series of test burns to measure the life safety potential of
a new generation of residential sprinklers. The decision was made to expand
the scope of the tests to demonstrate the ability of the new system to reduce
property loss as well as loss of life.

While the Fire Administration offered the starter money, the project received
the following private sector contribution:

o two houses from the Los Angeles airport authority

" the Copper Development Association donated and installed the necessary
tubing

o Grinnell Fire Protection systems donated the engineering design work

o the Marriott Hotels donated furniture

* the Alls-!Ate Foundation donated $10,000 to equip the tests with the
clothing, drapes and other personal items to make it possible to assess
the total economic impact of each test fire

o 14 men representing the property insurance trade associations and major
companies formed an ad hoc committee to serve as advisors and eight
companies contributed the services of ten adjusters to serve as a Jury
on the economic loss of each fire

* a copy of the ad hoc committee's report comparing economic losses in
sprinklered and unsprinklered fires is attached to the printed copies of
my remarks.
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The project demonstrated the validity of the theoretical work as It applied to
one and two family dwellings.

Since that time, the Marriott Corporation has cooperated In tests that
demonstrated the value of modifying conventional sprinkler installations with
the quick response sprinklers to cover the habitational sections of hotels.
Followihg-thbse tests Marriott made a commitment to retrofit all their
existing hotels with sprinkler systems and to make them a part of all new
Marriott construction. Cobb County, Georgia, has encouraged instAllation of
modified sprinkler systems in multi-family construction to improve the quality
of life protection.

The quick response sprinkler, developed and tested as part of the U. S. Fire
Administration project, is now being tested for beneficial applications in
business and industry. These extensive tests are being coordinated by the
National Fire Protection Research Foundation and is funded totally by the
private sector.

The result of the Fire Administration's leadership was to advance by many
years the refinement and acceptance of this new sprinkler concept. As Its use
becomes more wide spread, communities will suffer less loss of housing stock.
Fires will be less severe. Fewer firemen and civilians will be hurt and less
of a burden put on the social services units by fire victims. Such an
environment will not only be a friendlier one in human terms, the fire
protection costs will become more manageable for the communities.

ARSON PREVENTION

Early in he 1970s arson was referred to as the nation's fastest growing crime.
To help the country get a handle on this problem, the Fire Administration
sponsored a two-day meeting of public and private sector leaders. At this
conference the elements of the problem were identified and a long-range
strategy was developed. The recommendations were published In the book
Arson: America's Malignant Crime.
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Next, the Fire Administration sponsored a broader leadership conference at
Arlie, Virginia, to foster interaction between the private and public leaders
needed to implement the strategies. These leaders went back home and served
as program generators. Where the recommended programs developed, arson rates
have dropped and convictions have risen

With the general task force programs set in motion, the Fire Administration
turned its efforts to the development and encouragement of information based
programs capable of predicting whicb structures were unusually vulnerable to
arson.. .particularly fraud arson. The Administration followed the same
pattern as before. They assembled the appropriate leadership group to design
and implement programs at the community level. The Administration then
sponsored a number of pilot programs to test the concept and its value to the
communities.

There are two points to be drawn from the manner in which the Fire
Administration launched these state and local level task forces and arson
prevention programs. First, the strategies were not designed to be
implemented at the national level. They were guidelines for implementation at
the state and local levels. Second, the initiative has been passed to the
private sector. On May 21 and 22 of this year, the Insurance Committee for
Arson Control conducted a leadership conference to reexamine the problem,
assess progress made in the last ten years and develop a strategy for the next
ten years. This time the private sector was the host and the Fire
Administration attended as a respected guest-participant. The information
based arson early warning systems started with the Fire Administration's help
have inspired a second generation of programs under the sponsorship of the
Ford Foundation and the Insurance Committee for Arson Control. They are
nearing completion of a five-city programs to test the value of more direct
participation by neighborhood activists and local insurers in addition to the
participants common to earlier programs.
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GENERAL COMMENT

A reasonable person might ask why it is necessary for the Fire Administration
to continue if it has done such a fine job of inspiring effective action at
the state and local levels. To this I would respond that my experience with
the fire Administration has 'touched on only a few of their responsibilities.
While they have been able to reduce their level of involvement in those
activities I commented on, there are many remaining opportunities that present
themselves for significant reduction of the tremendous fire losses suffered
annually in this country.

The world's highest losses of lives and property due to fire are suffered in
the United States and Canada. These two countries also rank lowest among the
well-developed countries of the world in their attention to fire prevention.
The United States is very good at fire suppression. We should be; we get
enough practice. That last remark should not be taken as a slur against our
nation's firefighters. The tragic number of these individuals who die each
year is a testimonial to their heroism and dedication. But, every year
changes are made in residential building materials and the products stored in
commercial ventures. The challenges facing firefighters increase each year.
And yet, eighty percent of the firefighters facing these challenges are
volunteers.

A critical service to the nation and the states is the National Fire Incident
Reporting System (NFIRS). In the absence of this national collection and
dissemination of fire data by the Fire Administration, we would have 60 states
using 50 different systems. The absence of reasonably accurate data would put
state and regional planners In a position where well-intended programs could
waste resources and fail to provide the full measure of protection the
citizens had paid for. Data is essential to cost-effective planning.

There is a great need for national leadership to help develop strategi-s to
train fire service personnel for the job of prevention and public education as
well as suppression. There Is an equal need for strategies to improve the
citizen's role in the fire prevention. The role of the Fire Administration
and the Fire Academy in these activities Is pivotal. In the absence of
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intelligent national leadership to help local government devise local
solutions, there will be duplication of expenses in those states addressing
the problem. There will be increasing losses in terms of human suffering and
destruction of housing stock in those states that don't address the problem or
follow an ineffective plan.

Few recent problems have been as Important and difficult as the one facing you
as you develop a plan to bring expenses under control. I appreciate the
opportunity to come before you to urge that, as you consider what strategy to
follow, full consideration be given to the continuation of three types of
programs:

1) those federal activities which cannot be carried on effectively at the
state level

2) federal pilot programs to accelerate the testing and acceptance of new
technology

3) the collection and dissemination of fire data.

Thank you.
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FOREWORD

This report has been prepared for use by Insurance companies, Insurance trade associations and

related service industries in considering the impact of residential sprinklers on fire loss in dwelling

properties. Had more time, funds and manpower been available, a greater number and variety of

comparison tests would have been desireable. That the tests reported here did take place Is an

example of how federal and local governments and private Industry can cooperatively take advan-

tage of a unique, short-lived opportunity to develop beneficial Information.

It is likely that the greatest benefit of residential sprinklers will be the lives saved and the injuries

prevented. The focus of the ad hoc committee and this report, however, is on the single factor of

property loss reduction.

This report is based on the matched-pairs of fires designed to meet the mission of the ad hoc

committee These fires were a small part of the test series. Those Interested In the procedures,

results and conclusions concerning the performance of residential sprinklers will want to obtain a

copy of the report on the entire series.

November, 1980 Page 2
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BACKGROUND

During 1979 USFA sponsored over 60 tests to Investigate the benefits of residential sprinklers. A
key group advising USFAwas the Residential and Light Hazard Sprinkler Subcommittee (13D) of the
NFPA. It became a matter of concern that subcommittee discussions In two areas were vulnerable to
serious misunderstanding:

1. the USFA estimate that residential property losses would be reduced 60 to 80 percent by
sprinklers

2. the assumption that substantial Insurance Incentives would follow without question

Without speaking to the accuracy, or possible Inaccuracy of the above items, 130 members were
advised that public discussion of these Items could lead to problems because:

a. there would Inevitably be a media misunderstanding resulting In a statement about a 60 to 80
percent Insurance saving

b. even those people aware of the multi-peril nature of a homeowners policy are not likely to
know that the fire and lightning (F&L) portion of their policy may account for only 35 to 40
percent of the total homeowner premium

c. few people understand that claim expenses for a fire loss Include smoke damage, water
damage, additional iMng expenses, fixed claim expenses and a number of other items In
addition to direct fire damage

insurance companies prefer to develop rates based on experience with a large number of risks.

Lacking a large body of real world experience, a closely controlled set of comparison tests might
give Insurance companies something on which to base underwriting judgement regarding whether
a discount was Indicated. Such tests might also ive some guidance on the size of any such
discount.

November, 1980 Page 3
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FORMATION OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLERS

At the request of USFA, an ad hoc Insurance committee wascreated to design, oversee and help
conduct matched fire tests, with and without sprinklers. The committee was created with the ssis-
tance of the Alliance of American Insurers, the American Insurance Association and the National
Association of Independent Insurers. Each trade association provided several committee members
from theirclient companies and a member from their staff. Also, at their suggestion, members were
added from the Insurance Services Office, Schirmer Engineering Corp., Tech Cor and GAB Busi-
ness Services.

NEED FORA NEWSTANDARD

Since the existing NFPA standard on residential sprinklers (13D) was approved In 1975, no signfi-
cant number of residential sprinkler Installations has been made. It Is the concensus of those
concerned with the problem that the expense of meeting that standard was a major problem.

The sprinkler system Installed at the L.A. test site meets a proposed new standard scheduled for
consideration and approval at the NFPA November, 1980 Conference. Anyone wishing to review the
1975 13D or the proposed 1980 Standard may order a copy from:

National Fire Protection Association
470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA02210
617 + 482-8755

Since 1977, the Insurance Services Office (ISO) has had filings in many states providing a 5 (five)
percent discount on a homeowner policy covering a dwelling with an approved and properly main-
tained sprinkler system that covers all areas of the Insured structure. Their filings also allow a 2(two)
percent discount for a similar system that omits specified areas such as closets, attics and bath-
rooms.

There Is considerable interest In the establishment of larger discounts, particularly as an Incen-
tive to sprinkler Installation. While a significant discount would no doubt serve as an Incentive, rate
reductions need to be Justified In terms of lowered risk. Before such a move can be reasonably
considered, it Is necessary that a standard exist for reference In filings.

November, 1960 Page 4
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MISSION OF THE AD HOC COMMITTEE

- to cooperate with the U.S. Fire Administration and its test team to design and conduct a limited

number of matched-fire tests to Investigate the property loss reduction potential of residential

sprinklers Installed in accordance with the standards used at the Los Angeles test site

- to make the results of the comparison tests available to the Insurance Industry and other

Interested parties

Committee Observations

Based on the results of the comparison tests it was the observation of the ad hoc committee that

sprinkler systems Installed according to the standard used in the Los Angeles comparison tests

definitely have the ability to reduce claim payment expenses. The committee further noted that the

early ISO discount (19Th Is less than what seems to be Indicated by the 1980 tests.

Recommendation

That those corporate and association people with rate making responsibilities review this Infor-

mation with the Intention of making their own determinations of what discount might be Indicated by

sprinkler systems Installed to the specifications used at the Los Angeles test site.

November, 1980 Page 8
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FIRE DEPARTMENT NOTIFICATION

In order toachieve a near normal fire department response, the suppression personnel were not
brIefed on the nature or location of the fire within the test house. Their Instructions were to treat the
test house Just as they would treat any call. They were simply to deal with the fire and overhaul
according to normal procedures. They were aware, however, that the structure was unoccupied and
therefore a search for possible occupants was unnecessary. As a result, fire eJppresslon opera-
tions were started Immediately upon arrival. Normal shift rotations during the several weeks of the
test fires tended to eliminate the factor of firefighter familiarity with the test site.

The notification procedure for uneprinklered fires was: When smoke or flames were first visible
enough for notice by pedestrians or passing drivers, there was afive minute wait to simulate gaining
access to a phone and reaching the fire department. Two minutes after the notification call the first
piece of equipment arrived at the first scene.

In the sprinklered tests, although all evidence of fire was gone by the third minute of each fire, the
sprinklers were allowed to operate for ten minutes to simulate notification and response time. The
sprinklers were then shut off manually and any necessary overhaul performed. Operating this way
also met the ten minute water supply demand required by 130.

The two minute response time Is better than could be expected In most Instances. This and other
factors that may have affected the extent of fire damage and the amount of water used are men-
tioned under the heading, "Factors Tending To Affect Damage In Comparison Fire Tests"

November, 190 Pooe7
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FACTORS TENDING TOAFFECT DAMAGE IN COMPARISON FIRE TESTS

Note: While It Is not true In every Instance, generally, the longer a fire remains undetected,
the greater the supression challenge, the greater the damage and the greater theamount of
water needed to suppress the fire.

1. The training, equipment and manpower availability of the Los Angeles Fire Department enabled
a suppression response such as would be expected from a department that Is among the best In
the country. Any factor making the suppression response less prompt or less effective could be
expected to result In more extensive damage.

2. The responding companies did know that the structure was unoccupied and wereable to attack
the fires without delay.

3. All test fires took place during daytime. This may have contributed to the speed with which the
firefighters could move about the scene.

4. All tests took place during good weather. Rain, snow accumulation or below-freezing tempera-
turescould have tended to slow movement akthe fire scene. This Is particularly true of activities
on tIe roof.

5. In all fires, prompt notification was a factor. Had notification for the sprinkler tests been delayed,
greater water damage could have been experienced. Later notification for the non-sprinklered
fireswould most likely have resulted In more extensivefire damage and an increased amount of
water used In extinguishment.

Late notificationfor the sprinklered fire, however, would not be expected to resultin significantly
-"--ff ere-rTa"Wu -n"e s5rW kT61 6MOMlf Ofil Whe rf tht"nvlowar---

more.

6. All fires were unventilated prior to suppression team arrival. This probably tended to be a factor
in the fires, e.g., bedroom tests, where a great amount of smoke was generated.

November, 1900 pawe6
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPRINKLERED DWELLINGS

I. All sprinklered fires In the comparison tests took place In rooms having sprinklers. Greater
damage would have been expected If the fire took place In an unsprinklered area such as a
closet, attic or storage room.

2. Good weather eliminated the possibility that any ol the sprinklers would fall to operate because
of freezing.

3. The prinkler system was recenti.' nstalled and well maintained. In the real world, Industrial
experience Indicates that a percentage of malfunctions must be expected due to closed valves
and Inadequate maintenance. It Is likely that Inspection and maintenance on residential sprin-
klers will occur with less frequency than Industrial Installations. This, too, could be a factor.

If there Is a single water service from the street, however, It would not be possible to shut down
the sprinkler system without also cutting off the regular residential water supply.

4. The sprinkler activations reported here were all the result of fires. In considering the long term
use of sprinklers, malicious activation and leakage caused by freezing must all be taken Into
account. The Industrial sprinkler experience has been very favorable with regard to accidental
activation. This may provide some guidance.

OTHER FACTORS

The house was furnished with less furniture than might be expected for its size. The quality of the
furnishings was on the low side. Because the set-ups were the sme for all fires, this was not
-onsidered to be a significant factor -

The furniture used In the comparison tests was 9f th-e a-oricurrently available In most parts of the .
country. Had the furniture met the flammability standards of the State of California, the cigarette
fires might have never reached the open flame stage.

November, 1900 Page 9
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CLAIM PAYMENT ESTIMATES

The Jury

lb ensure the acceptability of the claim payment estimates, It was decided that a jury of three
experienced claim representatives would serve as a team for each fire event. Most adjusters took
part In two fire events; some took part in more than two. A representative of the Insurance Services
Office also took part as an observer.

GAB Business Services, Inc. assigned their Los Angeles Regional Office General Adjuster
William Orr who served as coordinator and lead adjuster on all the comparison fires. In addition to
scheduling the otherteam members, thecoordinator developed a set of data recording forms to aid
the team members In following a uniform pattern.

Damaged household Items were replaced prior to subsequent fire tests. This was necessary to
demonstrate that an Item's post-fire condition was not due to exposure in a previous test. For
example, following the kitchen (sprinklered) fire, the refrigerator was replaced even though It
appeared that simply cleaning It would have restored the pre-fire condition. When it was necessary
to replace the refrigerator after the non-sprinkler kitchen fire, there was no question that the
damage was all the result of the second fire.

Because of wide regional variations In the cost of ALE (additional living expenses), the committee
chose $150 a day for a family of five (two adults. three children Including both male and female). The
weekly ALE was seven times the dally expense and the monthly amount, 30.4 times the dally
expense.

The following companies du&ated the cooperation of their representatives for service on the
_..____*1dustUng Juries that exUrnated the claim payment expenses for each fire:

Allstate Insurance Company -Frank Wheeler
Firemen's Fund Insurance Company- Denise Dimln
GAB Business Services, Inc. -Wm. Orr (coordinator)
GEICO- Marty Schwebel
INA (2) -Paul Thurston and Jeffory Weiss
Insurance Services Office -OrvIlle Sherman (observer)
The Kemper Group- Keith Vint
State Farm Insurance Company (2) -Larry SprogIns &

Jeffery M. Sprogins

November, 1 gPage I11
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CLAIM PAYMENT EXPENSE

Comparls4n summary

Kitchen Livingroom Bedroom Average

non-sprinkler $35,245 $34,110 $8.650 $26,002

sprinkler $ 3.364 $ 8.617 $6,250 $ 6.077

ratio* 10:1 4:1 l :1 4 :1

*non-sprinkler damage
sprinkler damage

For ease of review, the following fIre scene damage reports have been summa-
rized. Those needing detail or clarification should write to:

Ralph J. Jackson
Allstate Plaza F-3
Northbrook, IL 60062

November, 1980 Page 12
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LIVINGROOM

Spdnklew*d narrative

A cigarette was placed under a throw pillow on an upholstered couch. There was considerable
smoke buildup throughout the room proceeding flame and heat sufficient to activate a sprinkler.
One sprinkler opened and extinguished the fire. The water suppy specifications In this test, as in all
L.A. sits fires, called for the first sprinkler to deliver 18 gallons per minutes.

Observers Indicated the fire was extinguished before the end of the third minute sprinkler actlva-
tio. At that point, 54 gallons of water had been released by the sprinkler. The sprinkler was allowed
to operate a total of ten minutes and apply a total of 180 gallons (10 x 18) to simulate the five minute
notification time and the two minuteresponse period used In all the tests. The sprinklersystem was
then turned off manually.

Estimated claim payment of $8,617 Includes $1,050 of additional iMng expenses.

Non4prdnlded narrative

As In the sprinklered fire, a cigarette was placed under a throw pillowon an upholstered couch.
There was considerable smoke buildup for about an hour. At approximately an hour and twelve
minutes a small flame was visible. At that time the flame grew rapidlyand In less than ten additional
minutes the flames were visible from the street. After a five minute wait to simulate location of a
phoneand notificatlonof the fire department, the equipment wascalled in. they made a two minute
response and extinguished the fire using 80 gllons of water.

Estimated claim payment of $34,110 Includes $9,120 (two months) of additional iMng expenses.

- November, 1980 Page 13
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LIVINGROOM

Lower level
study

both

rumpus room

SPRINKLER

AMOUNT
In dollars

491

352
0

NON-SPRINKLER

AMOUNT
In dollars

540

375

0

MId-level
IMng room 2,767 6.947

den 329 1 333
entry 56 326

diningroorn 245 63D

kitchen 141 517

breakfast room 53 48

bath 77 77
service (utility) room 00 60

Stairs l18 513

Upper level
hall area 79 483

bedroom 1 510 3,272

closet 1 67 102

master bath 6 66

bedroom 2 444 2,804

closet 2 368 53

bedroom 3 315 1,62

closet 3 46 83

hall bath 86 86

Exterior 0 2,406

Misc. 1,220 3.973

ALE 1,050 9,120

html 8.617 34.110

Gallon* of water used - 180 80

Noveft 190 P*0e14
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BEDROOM 2

Spdnklared narrative
Awastebasketofcrumpled newspaper placed between the bed and nightstand was Ignited with amatch. After the paper flame subsided, the mattress smoldered and generated considerablesmoke. The mattress finally broke Into open flame and activated a sprinkler. This single sprinklerextinguished the fire.
Observers Indicated the fire extinguished before the end of the third minute from sprinkleractivation. At that point 54 gallons of water had been released by the sprinkler. The sprinkler wasallowed to operate a total of ten minutes and apply a total of 180 gallons to simulate the five minutenotification time and the two minute response period used In all the tests. The sprinkler system wasthen turned off manually.

Estimated claim payment of $8,520 Included one week of additional iMng expenses ($1,050).

Nen-afldere narrative
Awastebasket of crumpled newspaper placed between the bed and the nightstand was Ignitedwith a match. After the paper flame dieddown, the mattress flamed fora while producing aconsider-able amount of smoke. Heat and smoke continued to build but lack of ventilation and heavy smokeappeared to limit the amount of flame damage. Lack of flaming also tends to explain the smallamount of water needed for suppression. Six and a half gallons of water were used.
Esiae a"ME6'S,1616i fadf iin expenses ($2,100).

November, 10 Page Is
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BEDROOM 2

SPRINKLER

AMOUNT
In dollars

0

NON4PRINKLER

AMOUNT
In dollars

0

bath 0 0

rumpus room 0 0

Milevel
IMng room 0 80

den 865 0

entry 0 0

dinlngroom 0 0

kitchen 0 0

breakfast room 0 0

bath 145 0

service (utility) room 152 0

Stairs 183 183

Upper level
hall area

bedroom I
closet I
master both

bedroom 2

79
1,006

102

ie190

63
315

48
go

closet 2

bedroom 3

closet 3

hall bath

79
830

64
as

$66

63
315

46

Exterior

ALE

Ghra
Gadlons of water used -

0

516

1,060

6.520

3
645

2.100

850
180 6

November. 1e01
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KITCHEN

Spdnklred matilve

The source of Ignition was an electric coffee maker with the thermal limit switch bypassed. The
continuous heating produced smoke and flame. As the plastic body melted, the fire transmitted to
the overhead cabinets. The melted, flaming plastic damaged the counter top and some of the
flaming puddle ran down the side of the base cabinet and burned a small area of the floor covering.
At this point the heat was sufficient to activate a sprinkler. This single sprinkler extinguished the fire.

Observers Indicated the fire was extinguished before the end of the third minute from sprinkler
activation. At that point, 54 gallons of water had been released by the sprinkler. The sprinkler was
allowed to operate a total of ten minutes and apply a total of 180 gallons to simulate the five minute
notiflcation time and thetwo minute response period used In all the tests. The sprinklersystem was
then turned off manually.

Estimated claim payment was $3,364. No additional iving expense was provided as the house
could be used after a brief cleanup activity.

Non-apdnklierd narrative

The Ignition source and fire pattern was Identical to the sprinklered kitchen fire except that the
fire continued to build considerable flame and smoke. The buildup was rapid and at the point where
the smoke could be seen from the street, the fire department was notified after the five minute wait
to simulate locating a phone and giving the nece srInforration. The firem tw..

-- minute response:

Smoke buildup was so severe by the time the fire department arrived that the fire appeared to be
Inthe upper level of the house. This, plus normal fire suppression precaution In checking the room
above the source of the fire contributed to the damage on the upper level.

670 gallons of water were used to suppress this fire.

Estimated claim payment was $35,245 and Included two months ($9,120) of additional living ex-
penses.

November, 1980 Ps"e 17
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KITCHEN

SPRINKLER

AMOUNT
In dollars

0
Lowt uy4

study

NON-SPRINKLER
AMOUNT
In dollars

0

bath 0 0
rumpus room 637 1,031

Mid-level
lMng room 50 1,390

den 0 321

entry Incl 357

dlnlngroon 594 2.325
kitchen 1.203 6.167

breakfast room 190 934

bath 0 77

service (utility) room 0 69

Stairs 0

hall area

bedroom I
closet 1

master bath

bedroom 2

closet 2

bed room 3

closet 3

0
0

0

0

0

0

-0
0

156
2,771

111

2,939

53

1,692
46

hal bath 0 so

Exterior 0 161

Ml. 000 3,742

ALE none 91120

vowa 3,364 35,245

Gallons of water used -

November. 1a01
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HARDWARE RELIABILITY

Some concern has been expressed regarding the reliability of the proposed hardware, specifi-
cally Its potential for leakage and accidental actlvation.

Knowing that high reliability would be a keyfacto( to acceptance, the U.S. Fire Administration let
a contract bringing the resources of both FactoryMutual Systemsand Underwriters Laboratories to
bear on a proposed performance standard. The Items listed below were extracted from drafts
presented In April of 190 by FM and UL. While those were early drafts, they indicate the severity of
the tests recommended. The few Items selected for demonstration are by no means complete and
perhaps not among the most significant parts of the proposed performance standards.

(Excerpts from 31 pages & appendix of the draft standard)

5.3 Leakage -To verify compliance to paragraph 4.3, at least twenty residential sprinklers are to be
Individually filled with water and subjected to a slowly rising hydrostatic pressure. The pressure Is
to be Increased to 500 psl (3447 kPa) at a rate not to exceed 300 psi (3068 kPa) per minute and held for
one minute. During this phase there shall be no weepage or leakage.

5.4 Hydfiotatl Strength - If all samples comply with the requirements of paragraph 4.3, each
sample Is to be further subjected to an Increasing hydrostatic pressure up to70 psi (4826 kPa) at a
rate not to exceed 300 psi (2068 kPa) per minute. If during this test leakage becomes evident, the
pressure at which It was observed will be recorded. The test is then to be continued up to 700 psi
(4826 kPa), if possible, and held for one minute. The sprinkler shal not rupture.

5.5 30 Day Leakage - Tb verify compliance to paragraph 4.5, five previously untested sprinklers are
to be installed on a water-filled test line which Is to be maintained under a constant pressure of 300
psi (2068 kPa) for 30 days. The sam _/lgg LtQ.bLewnIned-weekly duingthe teet-perwl for

. evIdence6f Ibka-6of rwateratthe seal. Following satisfactory completion of this 30day test period,
the samples are to be tested to determine the weep and leak points. The samples are then to be
examined for any evidence of distortion or physical damage.

5.6 Wter Hammer- To verify compliance to paragraph 4.6, five previously untested samples are to
be Installed on a water filled test line and subjected to changes In pressure from 50 to 500 psi (345 to
3447 kPa) at 0 cycles of pressure change per minute. The test piping Is to be filled so that there Is
waterat the sprinkler seat. Observations are to be made for evidence of water hammer, the samples
are to be hydrostatic tested to determine that the weep and leak points are In excess of 500 psI (3447
kPa). The samples are then to be examined for any evidence of distortion or physical damage.

November, 1960 Page 20
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HARDWARE RELIABILITY, continued
5.17 Vibration

5.17.1 Compliance to the requirement as stated In paragraph 4.17 shall be determined by subject-
Ing a minimum of four residential sprinklers to a vibration of 0.02 in. (0.5 mm) amplitude at a varying
frequency ranging from 10 to 35 Hz for a period of 5 hours. If one or more resonant point(s) can clearly
be detected, the sprinklers will be vibrated at such frequency (frequencies) for proportionate pe-
nods of the remaining 115 hours ol the test. If no resonant frequency is detected, then the sprinklers
are to be vibrated at an amplitude of 0.02 in. (0.5 mm) and a frequency of 35 Hz for a period of 115
hours.

5.17.2 For this test the sprinklers are to be attached to a steel mounting plate and the plate bolted to
thq table of a vibration machine so that the sprinklers are mounted vertically. The test sprinklers are
then to be vibrated In the vertical direction.

5.17.3 This test Is to be conducted with the sprinklers unpressurized.

5.17.4 For these test, amplitude Is defined as the maximum displacement of sinusoldal motion
from position of rest to one-half of the total table displacement.

5.17.5 Following the vibration test, the sprinklers shall not weep or leak at or below 500 psi (3447
kPa) and shall operate normally when subjected to the sensitivity test, see paragraph 4.20.

5.18 Rough Usage

5.18.1 Compliance to Paragraph 4.18 shall be determined by Individually placing one out of every
four sprinklers to be tested In a drum containing 20 blocks of wood and tumbled for a period of one
minute.

5.18.2 The drum, orany suitable container, should be so designedas to provide a tumbling action.

5.18.3 The blocks shall.pe 1 In. (38.1 mm) cubes made of hardwood (i.e. oak, maple, etc.).

5.18.4 Following tumblig, they are to be tested for conformance with the requirements for leakage
(see paragraph 4.3). After being tested for leakage, each sprinkler shall be tested for conformance
with the requirements for sensitivity (see paragraph 4.20)

The above examples demonstrate that the performance requirements for residential
sprinkler components will significantly exceed those of normal household plumbing fix-
tures and fittings.

Underwriters Laboratories Is presently ready toconductperformance tests on residential
sprinklers submitted for listing..
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RESIDENTIAL SPRINKLER TEST FIRES
Comments from Harry Shaw, U.S. Fire Administration

Technoekgial Advance
The residential sprinklers developed for use In the Los Angeles fire teats represent a majortechnological breakthrough. The sprinklers were developed by Grinnell Fire Protection Systems

and used in the tests by the Los Angeles Fire Department under the sponsorship of the U.S. FireAdministration. Prior to the development and use of these sprinklers the fastest time constantof anapproved and listed sprinkler was In the order of 110 seconds at five foot per second gas velocity.
The slowest time constant was approximately 300 seconds. The new sprinkler used In the L.A. testswas five to 15 times faster than the sprinklers used In approved residential sprinkler Installations
meeting the current standard. The Improved sensing is considered to bethe primary reason for the
success of the sprinkler system In the L.A. fire test series.

Another characteristic of the new sprinkler is the Improved water distribution pattern. Furtherdistribution pattern Improvements are expected. The Improved distribution provides adequate cool-Ing and reducesthe probable actuation of second and third sprinklers. Such actuation could greatly
reduce the effectiveness of the system.

Further Developments

One of the more recent developments for residential sprinklers Ia the on-off feature. After the LosAngeles tests were concluded an on-off sprinkler" was submitted to the Factory Mutual ResearchCorporation for evaluation and testing. The performance of this sprinkler, as Indicated by the Fao-tory Mutual tests, was encouraging, however, additional tests and evaluation are necessary.

Another development may result from a research and development program with the BattelleMemorial Research Laboratories under the sponsorship of the U.S. Fire Administration. Battellewill Investigate the use of Nitlnol as a sensing element. Nitinol (a nickel titanium alloy) makes a
sensor which will convert heat energy Into mechanical energy. The objective of the R&D support Is
to develop a more effective and reliable sensor actuator for realdenlial sprinkler systems.

the on-off sprinkler will stop the flow of water when the temperature Indicates sprinkler operation
Is no longer needed. In the event of a re-kindle, the sprinkler would turn on again when the
temperature reached the activation level.

November, 19ag Page 22
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H. Shaw comments, continued

Mobile Home Spinkler Tets

The first test of the North Carolina Mobile Home Sprinkler 13rogram was conducted August 27,
1960 In Charlotte, NC with the help of the Charlotte Fire Department. The tests are under the
sponsorship of the U.S. Fire Administration with NFPA as the program manager and McNekry
Insurance Consulting Services providing sli" management. Technical support was provided byWthi"-
Factory Mutual Research Corporation.

The Los Angelesand Charlotte tests were necessaryas supportfor the proposed 1980 revision of
the NFPA13D Resldential Sprinkler Standard scheduled for consideration atthe November meeting
of NFPA In San Diego, CA.

While the results of the 16 mobil6 h6m.testfires ar&stil being analyzed, the reaction of the test
team was that the sprinkler system met and exceeded their life-safety expectations. Since all 16"
sprinklered fires took place In the same mobile home unit, the team felt this gave strong Indicationot
the property loss reduction potential of sprinklers. According to the test team, sprinkler activation
limited the mobile home propertydamage tofurniture, drapes and moderate scorching in thearea of
origin.

. . A full report on the Charlotte tests will be avallable later through the U.S. Fire Administration.
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Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bryan, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN L. BRYAN, PROFESSOR AND CHAIRMAN,
DEPARTMENT OF FIRE PROTECTION ENGINEERING, THE UNI-
VERSITY OF MARYLAND
Mr. BRYAN. Senator, I want to tharik you for the opportunity to

appear here this morning. I want to go through my prepared state-
ment and just highlight what I feel to be the essential points.

The first thing I want to emphasize is that this is my personal
statement and the opinions, concepts, and assumptions should not
be in any way attributed to the university or any other profession-
al organization that I belong to. Most of those professional organi-
zations have had their own representatives here this morning.

On your question relative to the increased costs from the reduc-
tion in Federal support, I want to emphasize, as has already been
mentioned here, that these programs under the-U.S. Fire Adminis-
tration, the Center for Fire Research, and the National Fire Acade-
my have never been funded by the Congress at their recommended
or authorized levels.

So from the very beginning, these efforts have been working at a
reduced level. From that very excellent report of "America Burn-
ing," the recommended Federal support has never appeared.

So now what we're trying to do is salvage the very little bit
that's been continually, reduced.

What would be the most severe effect of further reductions? I
think it's to the attitudes and the morale of the dedicated local and
State fire officials that you've heard from today. These reductions
send a signal to these individuals and their organizations that re-
gardless of what they've accomplished in the past decade, as shown
here and as has been referred to by the speakers, that this is not a
national problem as perceived by the Federal Administration and
our Federal Congress.

So it's a morale and attitude problem.
Second, I think, the point you raised earlier, it implies a demon-

strated unworthiness of-these programs which affects your local
and State funding for these programs as it now exists and makes
the creation of more fights to maintain your level of funding at
those areas because you have to try and counter the argument,
well, if it's not important for the Federal Government, why is it
important for the State and local governments?

The appropriate Federal role, I believe, in fire safety and fire re-
search should be to provide educational and technical support with
the development of pilot programs for State and local governments,
essentially, the recommendations of the National Commission on
Fire Prevention and Control presented in 1.973, 13 years ago.

The technical support has been developed through the Center for
Fire Research. They've developed basic research necessary for ini-
tial understanding of fire ignition and propagation, development of
computer simulation and prediction of these characteristics has
been achieved. These programs are now being disseminated to the
designers of buildings by fire protection engineers to predict fire ef-
fects within a specific building configuration and design.
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We've had the technical support from the U.S. Fire Administra-
tion, as you saw outside, with the quick-response residential sprin-
kler head. Other speakers mentioned the fire projects for improved
protective clothing and breathing apparatus for firefighters. And
there has been much private sector development out of the residen-
tial sprinkler head, as Mr. Jackson just mentioned.

Right now, under the National Fire Protection Research Founda-
tion, there's been developed the early suppression, fast-response
automatic sprinkler, which is a commercial, industrial adaptation
of the residential -quick-response head, which is probably going to
revolutionize the entire sprinkler design for commercial and indus-
trial properties, including high-rise hazards.

The National Fire Academy has supported and developed educa-
tional programs, as you've heard, for the development, most impor-
tantly, of fire prevention officers and fire marshals. Remember,
"America Burning" emphasized the development of fire depart-
ments into fire prevention organizations and as a result of this
training and their conferences, the National Fire Protection Asso-
ciation recognized the interest of these personnel with the forma-
tion several years ago of the Public Fire Educators Section. This
section meets semiannually now and exchanges ideas and concepts,
all as an outgrowth of the National Fire Academy's work.

What are the needed funding levels and suggested improve-
ments? First off, I strongly believe we'll never have an effective, ef-
ficient U.S. Fire Administration or National Fire Academy, until
we separate the agency from the Federal Emergency Management
Agency into a separate agency, as they were created prior to 1979.
The National Fire Academy and the U.S. Fire Administration have
suffered irreplaceable losses in qualified personnel-I mean out-
standing people have taken retirement or left because of the con-
tinued threat of zerofunding-the lack of adequate leadership, as
you mentioned earlier, while under FEMA.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency is staffed with ex-
military personnel. They've never understood the continuing fire
problem in the United States and the need for Federal support of
fire research, fire safety, and fire prevention.

In essence, they're planning and dealing with large-scale disas-
ters and possible disasters while the fire service has to answer the
immediate, everyday needs of the citizens who have personal and
local emergencies throughout the United States.

As I was getting ready to leave to come up here this morning,
the fire apparatus arrived at my office at the university. This is a
continuing example of the need that the fire service answers. It's
not a large disaster that occurs six times a year or may occur once
in our lifetime. It's the emergency that occurs daily.

We're talking about response from the fire service in seconds and
minutes and FEMA talks about responding in hours and days and
weeks.

The two are not compatible. It was a political marriage and, un-
fortunately, it's time for a divorce.

In relation to the support of fire research by the Federal Govern-
ment, when one looks at the expenditures for fire research, the
United States is the lowest in expenditures when compared with
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Japan, which was referred to earlier, Sweden, Finland, the United
Kingdom, Norway, Denmark, and the Netherlands.

The Conference on National Fire Research Strategy in 1984 indi-
cated the Center for Fire Research is essentially the only agency
supporting basic fire research. I've given some numbers as a mini-
mum figure that I believe need to be added to the National Fire
Academy of $20 million, the U.S. Fire Administration, $22 million,
and the Center for Fire Research of $20 million, to do their jobs as
originally carried out in the mandate from "America Burning."
That would be the minimum to carry out their effective jobs and
possibly to retain and attract back to them effective personnel.

I've indicated a lot of minor specific suggestions for the programs
at the National Fire Academy, the U.S. Fire Administration, and
the Center for Fire Research.

Finally, I would like to say that what's really needed, as I indi-
cated, is back to a separate agency where they have their own
management. They are responsible directly to their funding

-- agency; Congess, and thus given adequate funding and recognized
permanence, getting rid of this continual threat, the Center for
Fire Research, the U.S. Fire Administration, and the National Fire
Academy can again attract the needed educated and capable per-
sonnel to fulfill their originally mandated missions.

In essence, the Federal Government'created these organizations
to do a job, funded them inadequately and has continually, by plac-
ing them into an unsympathetic agency, hampered their fulfilling
the mandate they gave to them.

I'll be glad to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bryan follows:]

.3
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN L. BRYAN

PREFACE

This statement should be understood to be the opinions,

concerns and assumptions of the author and should not in anyway

be attributed to the University of Maryland or any other

professional organization affiliated with the author.
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INTRODUCTION

This statement will be directed to the following three

questions of concern to The Joint Committee: 1- The economic and

social costs of the reduction in Federal support for fire

prevention, research, and safety? 2- The appropriate Federal

role in fire safety, research, and prevention? 3- To achieve an

appropriateFederal role in these areas, what level of Federal

funding and program resources would be needed? What improvements

can be made in Federal programs that support the efforts of state

and local governments?

THE COSTS OF FEDERAL SUPPORT REDUCTIONS

It should be recognized the existing Federal programs

consisting of the U.S. Fire Administration, The Center for Fire

Research and the National Fire Academy have never been funded at

their recommended (8) or Authorized levels (6,2). Therefore,

from their very inception, these programs have been operated with

funding resources inadequate for their assigned responsibilities.

Thus, the reduction of these Federal programs in personnel or

funds would probably not result in an immediate change in the

life and property loss from fire in the United States in 1987.

However, upon examining the economic and social costs of

reducing the existing limited federal support over the

forthcoming decade, there would undoubtly be a disastrous loss of

research momentum, educational efficiency, and fire prevention
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effectiveness. Probably, the most severe effect would occur to

the attitudes and morale of the currently dedicated local and

state fire officials respresented in this assembly today.

Federal funding reductions send a signal to these individuals,

that regardless of their demonstrated results in reducing the

fire losses over the past decade, the fire costs and losses they

experience 4n their communities are not perceived as a national

problem.

Thus, the development of improvements and creativeness in

fire prevention accomplishments over the past decade would be

lost. The emerging emphasis in local and state organizations on

fire prevention programs and education would be stagnated. The

fire research initiatives in the areas of fire hazard and

toxicity assessment, computer simulation and prediction, and

basic fire phenomenon would be severely restricted or completely

curtailed.

Over the forthcoming decade there would obviously be a

recognizable significant increase in both the frequency-and

severity of fires, with a resulting increase in the human

fatalities and injuries. However, one of the most significant

costs from a reduction of Federal funding for fire safety would

be the implied and demonstrated unworthiness of fire research,

fire prevention and fire safety programs for Federal funding.

This conceptualization would have very adverse implications for

the continuity of private sector support and state or local

government funding of activities involving fire research, fire

prevention or fire protection education and training.
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THE APPROPRIATE FEDERAL ROLE

The Federal role in fire safety, fire research and fire

prevention should be to provide educational and technical support

with the development of pilot programs for the states and local

governments. Essentially, the recommendations of The National

Commission on Fire Prevention and Control presented to The

Congress of the United States thirteen years ago, in 1973 (8).

The technical support has been developed through the fire

research projects at the Center for Fire Research of the National

Bureau of Standards. The basic research necessary for an initial

understanding of the primary characteristics of fire ignition and

propagation within a compartment and the development of computer

simulation and prediction of these characteristics has been

achieved (5,10). These computerized programs are now being

adapted and utilized by fire protection engineers and designers

in predicting the fire effects within a specific building

configuration (11).

Applied technical support has been provided by the U.S. Fire

Administration with the development of Improved protective

clothing and breathing apparatus for fire fighters, and the

development of the quick response residential automatic sprinkler

head. This Federally supported research effort has provided the

basis and emphasis for the private sector development of

Underwriters Laboratories and Factory Mutual approved plastic

pipe for automatic sprinkler systems in the residential type of

occupancies (1,3). This Federal research project also provided
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the basic sprinkler head and the design concept for the privately

supported National Fire Protection Research Foundation project

for the development of an early suppression fast response (ESFR)

automatic sprinkler head (3,4). This automatic sprinkler head,

now being developed and listed, may significantly improve the

effectiveness of automatic sprinkler systems in commercial and

industrial properties.

The Federal role in fire prevention has been supported from

both the U.S. Fire Administration and the National Fire Academy.

The Fire Administration has developed and presented effective

conferences for the interchange of successful concepts and

techniques related to fire prevention in local communities. This

communicative support was extended with the use of a fire

prevention exchange newsletter.

The National Fire Academy has supported and developed

educational programs for the professional development -and

education of fire prevention officers and fire marshals. The

Open Learning Fire Service Program, established and funded by

the National Fire Academy has provided an efficient and effective

means for fire service and fire preventioh personnel to complete

their baccalaureate degrees in fire related education programs

throughout the United States.

These efforts have developed a cadre of highly technical and

academically educated personnel in both volunteer and career fire

departments with sole responsibility for fire prevention

education. The National Fire Protection Association recognized
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the professional interests of these personnel with the formation

of the Public Fire Educators section.

Thus, the Federal fire research and fire prevention efforts

for the support of local and state government agencies has been

well established and has resulted in significant accomplishments

over the past decade.

NEEDED FUNDING LEVEL AND SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS

To achieve an efficient and effective Federal support

program to local and state governments for fire safety, fire

research and fire prevention, the U.S. Fire Administration and

the National Fire Academy should be separated from the Federal

Emergency Management Agency into a separate agency as they were

prior to 1979 (6). Both the National Fire Academy and the U.S.

Fire Administration have suffered irreplaceable losses in

qualified personnel and needed funding while in FENA. The

Federal Emergency Management Agency is an organization primarily

staffed with military personnel, who have never understood the

parameters of the continuing fire problem in the United States

and the need for Federal support of fire research, fire safety

and fire prevention.

The federal funding levels should be restored to the levels

initially recommended by the National Coamission on Fire

Prevention and Control (8) with a minimum of $20,000,000 for the

National Fire Academy and $22,000,000 for the U.S. Fire

Administration.
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In relation to the support of fire research by the Federal

Government, when one examines the expenditures for fire research,

the United States is the lowest when compared with Japan, Sweden,

Finland, United Kingdom, Norway, Denmark and the Netherlands.

As indicated by the conference on a National Fire Research

Strategy in 1984, the Center for Fire Research is essentially the

only agency supporting basic fire research.(9) It would appear a

minimum appropriation of $10,000,000 would be needed to provide

an effective fire research program.

When one examines the accomplishments of the past five years

from the Center for Fire Research, the U.S. Fire Administration

and the National Fire Academy while under the continued threat of

zero funding, with reduced funding and a resultant loss of

critical personnel it is truly remarkable_. Smoke detectors are

an acceptable fixture in 75 percent of the residences; Toxicity

and fire hazard assessment protocols have been developed;

Computerized simulation and prediction programs have been

distributed; Fire service personnel are completing training

courses at the National Fire Academy in record numbers, and the

Open Learning Fire Service Program had approximately 1,400 fire

service personnel enrolled in academi--studies toward

baccalaureate degrees at eight institutions of higher education

in 1985-86.

The following suggestions might improve the efficiency and

effectiveness of the U.S. Fire Administration, the National Fire

Academy, and the Center for Fire Research:
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1. As previously indicated, the greatest improvement could

be achieved with the separation of the U.S. Fire Administration

and the National Fire Academy from the Federal Emergency

Management Agency into an autonomous agency.

2. Additional programs should be initiated in the Center

for Fire Research to facilitate the transfer of the research

results and technological developments in fire research to the

local and state agencies more expeditiously, with a format as

demonstrated at the National Fire Research Strategy

Conference (7).

3. Courses should be initiated at the National Fire Academy

in the previously neglected areas of: Fire research

accomplishments, human behavior in fires# the evaluation of fire

prevention, and the applications of artifical intelligence.

4. The transfer of fire prevention techniques, procedures

and knowledge should continue to be emphasized in every resident

and outreach program of the National Fire Academy.

5. A greater emphasis in terms of personnel and funding

should be provided to the oureach programs of the National Fire

Academy until this effort is equivalent to the resident programs.

6. Additional faculty and staff at the National -Fire

Academy should be selected with qualified educational as well as

fire service prerequisites.

7. The fire suppression priorities of existing courses at

the National Fire Academy should be balanced with fire prevention

and administration-management courses.

70-823 - 87 - 7
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8. Improved coordination and cooperation should be

initiated by the National Fire Academy with the existing academic

programs in fire related education at both the local and state

level, as is currently achieved with the Open Learning Fire

Service Program affiliated institutions.

9. The National Fire Academy should initiate a program of

matching grants and educational loans to enable academically

qualified fire service and fire prevention personnel to obtain

baccalaureate or graduate degrees in fire related education

programs from local or state institutions.

10. The grants and contracts awarded bjthe U.S. Fire

Administration to local or state organizations should emphasize

fire research, technology transfer and fire prevention.

11. The programs of research in the Center for Fire Research

should be expanded to include the undeveloped areas of:

Operations and systems research, human behavior, fire prevention

analysis, and artifical intelligence.

12. More permanence must be provided to all three agencies

by removal of the annual threats to their existence, which have

plagued them for the past five years, and created a critical

drain of both personnel and economic resources.

In summary, the removal of the U.S. Fire Administration and

the National Fire Academy from the disinterested and ineffective

administration of FEMA is essential for the needed Federal

continuity and improvement of fire prevention and safety in the

United States. Given adequate funding and recognized permanence,

the Center for Fire Research, The U.S. Fire Administration and
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the National Fire Academy should again be able to attract the

needed educated and capable personnel to fulfill their originally

mandated missions (8).
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Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Bryan. It's a very
helpful statement and we may come back to some of those specific
recommendations that you listed. But first, I think we'll hear from
Mr. Ber.

STATEMENT OF WALTER G. BERL, MEMBER, PRINCIPAL STAFF,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNI-
VERSITY
Mr. BERL. Well, I have the unenviable position of being the last

one in line. Everything that I had planned to say has been said and
lunchtime is approaching fast.

I've turned in a prepared statement which is much too long to
read in detail. I'd like to summarize some thoughts and hope that
you'll ask questions afterwards.

I've grown old enough now to have seen the development and
what may well be the demise of a fire program in the United
States. Shirtsleeves to shirtsleeves, it used to take three genera-
tions. Now it seems only to take half a generation. In less than 10
years, funding that was very small or zero has risen and has now
gone back officially to zero once again.

There's a Murphy's law which says that anything that can go
wrong will go wrong. There's a corollary to this which says any-
thing that can burn will burn. We, in the last year or two, have
seen two new wrinkles to this statement. One is the disaster in the
Soviet Union, where a nuclear reactor burned. We've seen the
Challenger disintegrate as an unwanted result of a fire. And we
have not yet seen, but we may see, nuclear winter, another fire
problem, on a scale beyond anything that people have had experi-
ence with, and when it happens, it leaves the fire departments,
which are supposed to respond to Chernobyl, wondering what to do
next.

So the country, and the world, as such, has gone through this de-
velopment of a number of acute cases beyond the imagination of
people working in the day-by-day problem areas, but not so remote
that one could not have done some preliminary work and prepara-
tions for them.

In addition, one is confronted by the chronic problem of fires
which go back, way back, and which are unfortunately so familiar
to us all, that one takes them very lightly. And somebody men-
tioned early on the fire losses in this country are the equivalent of
the Vietnam losses per year.

It's so chronic, that we've become accustomed to them.
However, I do believe the public has accepted the proposition

that the safety of the public is one of the functions of the Federal
Government; that is, protection from hazards ought to be carried
out somewhere in the Federal Government. And it does not neces-
sarily restrict itself to fires. We want to be protected against earth-
quakes. We don't know quite how to do it yet. But nobody would
quarrel with research on earthquake protection. We want to be
guarded against hurricanes. Everybody is very pleased to be told
when a hurricane comes.
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So I think it's accepted by the public at large that protection
from hazards, the safety of the public, is an acceptable public func-
tion.

Now we have all heard about the Public Fire Safety and Control
Act of 1974. It is still on the books. I do not know why a political
scientist or the Congress itself does not look back on its own func-
tions to analyze why it is not working or what parts of it work,
which parts are incomplete, and what yet needs to be done to fulfill
its goals.

There has been in the period of time in which I was involved in
the fire business, and we at the applied physics laboratory got out
of it 6 years go simply because we could see that the funding
would be so difficult that to maintain even a small team was
almost too much trouble. It couldn't be done.

Significant advances have been made. People do now know about
how to design better furnitures, which at one time was considered
by the furniture industry to simply be economically impossible. It
would put everybody out of business.

It turns out about 50 cents' worth of good design, perhaps a
dollar, makes a piece of furniture now nonflammable, whereas in
the past, it would ignite with cigarettes.

There's much potential in the work being done now on the
design of buildings, where if you can design buildings, you can
design ships equally well, or if you can design ships, you can design
mines, simply to understand how fires spread, how smoke spreads
and what one can do to overcome it.

This work is incomplete. It needs another 10 years, perhaps, an-
other 20 years to become conventional practice, but it's being done.

I do take some issue with the statistics that are being quoted. I
might be quite mistaken, but I was still involved in the fire pro-
gram in 1979 when the fire death statistic was suddenly downgrad-
ed by 2,000 people from what was then 9,000 or 8,500, to 6,500, be-
cause somebody had discovered that the old statistic, which was ex-
trapolated from very limited data-people had thought that 2,000
people died in automobile fires.

So the number that you see on these charts prior to 1980 includ-
ed 2,000 fire deaths which really turned out on detailed investiga-
tion never to have taken place.

So a lot of the initial drop, I think, is figmentary. It was an ad-
justment of bad numbers to become somewhat less bad.

So I'm not persuaded yet that we have turned the corner on fire
deaths until I see the numbers, which I have not done lately. I'm
familiar, though, with how much turns up if one makes detailed in-
vestigations of very specific cases to see whether things are really
getting much better.

They might, but I'm not quite certain.
To respond to your specific questions, Senator Sarbanes, the eco-

nomic and social cost of reduction in Federal support, that's very
difficult to evaluate. I begged off. I do know, however, that when
the mine fires 20 years ago were a serious concern and the mine
union really insisted that something be done, the fire deaths in
mines went down from about 1,000 to about 100 or less. By doing
what the civilian population ought to be doing more of, which is
good inspection, good preparation, these major savings of peoples'
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lives can be done, and have been done in specific cases. They're not
yet being done for the civilian population, a much more difficult
problem, but not impossible to sOlve. Other countries have man-
aged to do a better job.

What is the appropriate Federal role in fire safety research and
prevention?

It clearly should only do those things that it can only do and
where it has a unique role. Twenty years ago there was much fear
from many of the people you've heard today that there would be an
unfair involvement of the Federal Government in doing things that
the private sector can do well. I hear nothing about harmony
today. I think people have changed their minds.

The Federal Government does have a unique role in the acquisi-
tion of good statistics and follow up the statistics to know what it
says. It has a role in development of tools. I do find that even
today, compared to the military, with which I have some familiari-
ty, there's no place in this country where advanced techniques are
being worked out. There is no Federal establishment that does en-grneering development of promising ideas, evacuation of people
From high-rise buildings-I mean, where are the helicopters and
rocket platforms that could do this job?

There are no tools to look at people lying on the floor in a burn-
ing building to find out what they are actually suffering from, how
should they be treated when treatment can only be done in the
next half hour or hour.

It's essential to get better techniques in this area.
And the research is quite obvious. The military spends billions of

dollars on CQ3I, command-control, operations research. A fire de-
partment like New York City, which spends a half-billion dollars of
city funds, to the best of my knowledge, has zero people on its staff
whose job it is to evaluate the operations of the New York City
Fire Department. At one time, they hired the Rand Corp. and ran
out of money and have given up.

This is essential for a half-billion dollar operation, to spend a
little of its funds to have some trained people who can oversee
where the fires are, how to respond, what could be done.

It's not being done. And the Federal Government could help in
financing these things, and they certainly should because they
can't do it themselves.

The same thing has to do with the treatmentof injuries. We
hear about 100,000 injured people-I don't quite know what it
means, but the National Institutes of Health has a very small pro-
gram, if any, on fire toxicology and therefore, many people are lost
who could i saved with better support.

So I'm really pointing out to the future. What we've heard today
is quite true. Lots of work that needs to be done.

Question 3 had to do with the appropriate Federal role and what
level. It's quite clear, as Professor Bryan has stated, that the
p resent zero budget, of course, is indecent, but even the funds that
have been scratched together by Congress are hardly sufficient to
do more than a modest effort, which, compared to other countries,
is modest.

I was asked to comment in addition to what the importance of
Federal fire research grants are to universities. They simply
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cannot be involved in any work of this kind unless there are Feder-
al grants available. At Johns Hopkins University, as of yesterday,
on Friday, when I checked, there was no work being done in the
school of hygiene and public health, no work done in the medical
school, no work done at the applied physics laboratory, no work
done at the Homewood campus.

It just cannot be expected for universities to become involved
without some tie-in into a grantmaking organization.

I really have no recommendations to make that haven't already
been made, except to do two things. One is, I think it is essential to
reestablish some kind of an organization that can overview the
entire fire field.

What we have heard today is the civilian section. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture is interested in forest fires. The Nuclear Regu--
latory Commission is interested in nuclear power plants. The FAA
has an interest in fires in airplanes. The Coast Guard is interested
in LNG.

So the Federal Government is involved, but there are many
things going on where people don't speak to each other, so there's a
certain amount of overlap, which is not altogether bad. But when it
comes to looking into the future to see what programs ought to be
pushed, there's nothing like what used to be on deck, which was a
committee of the National Academy of Sciences, the Fire Research
Committee, who looked at everything, whether it was civilian or
nuclear or forest, and have some input into what ought to be done,
guidance about the future.

The second recommendation I would make is it ought to be possi-
ble to look at the Fire Safety and Control Act of 1974 and find out
what parts of it have been accomplished, what parts of it still have
to be done, and then make a public statement about how a public
law ought to be administered over the long pull.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berl, together with enclosures,

follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER G. BERL

I am pleased to respond to the request of the Joint Economic

Commmittee to present my views on the "impact of budget restric-

tions and policy changes on our ability to protect the public

from fire".

The letter of invitation stated:

*In the past several years, deep cuts have been proposed in

the budgets of the U.S. Fire Administration, the Center for Fire

Research at the National Bureau of Standards, and the National

Fire Academy at Emmitsburg, Maryland. Although Congress did not

allow these proposed cuts, the recent enactment of Gramm-Rudman,

the impending elimination of General Revenue Sharing funds which

municipalities have used effectively and extensively for fire

protection, and the Administration's plan to reduce government

regulation will seriously erode Federal support in the future for

fire safety and prevention".

It went on to ask:

1. OWhat are the economic and social costs of the reduction in

Federal support for fire prevention, research, and safety?"

2. "What is the appropriate Federal role in fire safety,

research, and prevention?"

3. *To achieve an appropriate Federal role in these areas, what

level of Federal funding and program resources woullbe

needed? What improvements can be made in Federal programs

that support the efforts of state and local governments?"
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Introduction:

To insure 'domestic tranquility' the Federal government is

expected to play an active role in reducing hazards to which cit-

izens are exposed in the increasingly technological world in

which we live. High-quality health protection is foremost, fol-

lowed by remedies for environmental degradation. The Federal

government has a role to assist in the avoidance of death and

injuries from collisions in the air, on the sea or on highways,

in protection from excessive radiation and from hazardous chemi-

cal substances, and with provisions against the consequences of

natural disasters (earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, floods, and

wind storms).

Protection from unwanted fires and explosions is also of

concern. While individual actions and self help can do much to

forestall potential incidents and mitigate their severity inputs

from other, more organized, sources are also needed. The Federal

government must accept responsibility for those aspects of the

fire problem that cInnot readily be solved on a personal or local

scale or where assistance from voluntary associations is either

inadequate or insufficient.

The Federal government has a particularly important role in

building a broad base of informed understanding from which reme-

dial or preventive measures can be designed. To provide the

proper leadership and funding, to select appropriate approaches

and to translate them into meaningful actions represents the uni-

que and compelling role of enlightened governmental involvement.

It does not currentl! exist in the fire field.
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Unwanted fires touch the lives and fortunes of all citizens.

Murphy's law ('If anything can go wrong, it will') can be

extended to say 'Anything that can burn - will'. One needs to

recall the enormously disruptive and costly consequences of

unwanted fires in:

the Challenger shuttle explosion (1986)

the explosion and subsequent burning of the Chernobyl

nuclear reactor (1986)

the threat of Nuclear Winter caused by mass fires

the costly rash of fires in public occupancies (MGM

Hotel Fire 1980, Beverly Hills Supper Clubs 1977)

the collision, burning and total loss of two 747 jets

in the Baleares Islands

the disaster potential of a liquified natural gas (LNG)

ship accident

the gutting by fires of naval ships in peace (USS

Belknap) and in war (HMS Exeter, Falklands Islands)

the repeated fire threats in high-rise buildings

(Sao Paulo, Brazill Seoul, Korea)

the week-long disruption of a large section of New York

City by the Bell Telephone Exchange building fire

(1983)
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the enormous destruction of cities by fire in both war

and peace (Hamburg 1944, Tokyo 1923, Chicago 1871)

the 3,500,000 household fires annually

the yearly fire death rate of nearly 8,000 persons in

the U.S. and serious injuries to 50,0001 the

need for 2,000,000 fire fighters to be on alert

and the $10 billion annual fire cost to the U.S. eco-

nomy.

1. What are the economic and social costs of the reduction in

Federal support for fire prevention, research and safety?

The Federal role in fire safety and research was formulated

more than 10 years ago with the establishment of the National

Fire Prevention and Control Administration (NFPCA) as a result of

the 1974 Fire Prevention and Control Act. Due to inadequate ini-

tial funding, virtually negligible raises in support in subse-

quent years (expressed in constant dollars) and a seemingly

continual change in the str 4cture of this Federal agency (removal

from the Department of Commerce to become an Independent Agency,

and subsequent incorporation into the Federal Emergency

Management Administration) it has not fulfilled the promise of

its stated goals and the expectations of its supporters. Its

budgets for the past several years have been reduced to zero, as

have been the Administration requests for the principal Federal

fire research arena - the Center for Fire Research of the

National Bureau of Standards.
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The costs of this neglect and of missed opportunities are

difficult to quantify. The fire safety record of the U.S. has

been (and is) among the poorest of all industrialized countries.

The efforts during the past decade, underfunded as they were,

provided some hope of improvement. But such improvements, espe-

cially when there is such a comparative low level of activity,

can be expected to come only gradually. One must conclude that

the stated goals of the 1974 Act (which were to reduce U.S. fire

losses by 50% in one generation) will not be reached.

Even with adequate support and an effective organization, it

takes time to build competence in such diverse areas as the gen-

eration and analysis of reliable statistics, the development of

cost-effective design standards and codes, the introduction of

new tools and operations into the fire source, the training of

senior fire officials to apply novel operations methods, the

advancement of the understanding and scholarship in the applied

physics, engineering and medical/public health aspects of fires,

and the teaching of the fundamentals of Fire Science in colleges

and universities. Without them we are likely to revert to the

state of passivity that was deemed unacceptable 20 years ago.

For lack of adequate support competent people are forced to look

elsewhere. New people will not be motivated to devote their pro-

fessional careers to this field. The consequences will be that

the already enormous social costs from fire losses can be

expected to rise above the current levels.
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2. What is the appropriate Federal role in fire safety,

research, and prevention?

Responsibilities for keeping unwanted fires in check are

widely dispersed within the social structure. While individual

errors are responsible for the majority of civilian fire fatalit-

nes, large human and economic losses also occur in industry, in

the transportation sector, in forests - in fact, anywhere where

combustible materials are present. Elaborate protection mecha-

nisms to minimize these losses have been built up in the past

hundred years. Fire departments have been organized, building

codes have been promulgated, burn centers have been established,

and so on. Many of these efforts are clearly local and, at most,

State-wide responsibilities. Others depend on the effort of vol-

untary standard-setting organizations, on inputs from industrial

trade associations or on government departments with responsibil-

ities for specific problem areas (such as the Department of

Agriculture for forest fires; the Department of Transportation

for airplane, and vehicle transportation fires and for rail and

motor cargo fire protection; the D~partment of Defense for fire

hardening of combat ships, planes, and vehicles; the Coast Guard

for ship cargo fire safety; the Department of Interior for mine

fire safety, the Consumer Products Safety Commission for products

fire safety,etc.).

Despite these widespread specific concerns, there remains an

overriding Federal responsibility for crucial components of the

fire field. As mentioned above, (and spelled out in detail in
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'America Burning') there is urgent need for satisfactory slu-

tions to the following:

A. Reliable nation-wide statistics and their intelligent

evaluation on all aspects of fires gathered consistently and over

a long period of time to provide guide lines for trends and for

future remedial actions. For example, the benefit of the recent

introduction of residential fire detectors and sprinklers can

only be assessed and improved on if their effectiveness in reduc-

ing fire incidents can be measured in detail. This requires

careful attention by people who are experts in statistical analy-

sis and, at the same time, acquainted with fire phenomena and

human responses. No local establishment is in a position to

carry out such an in-depth study without federal guidance and

support.

B. The development and evaluation of better tools (both in

equipment and in tactics) are beyond the resources of any local

fire fighting department. It should be noted that the New York

ity Fire Department, with a complement of 20,000 members and an

annual budget in excess of $0.5 billion per year, is not pursuing

any instrument or equipment development or carrying out opera-

tions research and analysis that would benefit its own perform-

ance as well as those of Fire Departments elsewhere. The

industry involved in the sales of fire extinguishment equipment

is too fragmented and too small to carry out forward-looking

developments and seeing them applied in practice. This is in

sharp contrast to Japan, where Fire Departments and Fire Research
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Establishments are closely linked to develop and evaluate new

ideas in the laboratory and in the field. No such technology

transfer mechanism exists in the U.S.

Thus, the development of novel ways of evacuation of sky-

scrapers (via, say, rocket-propelled platforms), the design of

portable instruments that would measure, in real time, the toxic

nature of the space in which fire fighters are working, the

employment of helicopter-supported fire command and control posts

on the fire scene, the use of rapid medical diagnostics to treat

fire casualties, the design and evaluation of ,iovel fire detec-

tion and control systems to minimize losses in high-rise and

public-occupancy buildings - all these and many other approaches

cannot be done at the local level. They require Federal sponsor-

ship and support. Solutions would benefit the entire society.

In addition to these potential technological developments

Federal responsibility also extends to the continued support of a

vigorous research effort whose objective is to understand fire

phenomena and to train a highly professio nal corps of prac-

titioners. The 'hard' sciences of physics, communications and

operations research, chemistry, the medical branches of fire

pathology, toxicology and treatment and the understanding of the

psychology of people under stress can make invaluable contribu-

tions to the design of cost-effective building codes, to the

development of rational test methods, to the synthesis of new

materials and to the modeling and prediction of fire growth and

extinguishment under the myriad conditions where costly accidents

are possible.
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Such a program, too, is difficult to carry forward within

the uncoordinated and fragmented approach that has been the

custom. The creation and support of an adequately large group of

exper-enced people and of research teams is fatally flawed if

annual budgets are inadequate or fluctuate widely from year to

year.

3. What level of Federal funding and program resources would be

needed?

The level of Federal funding for the operations sketched out

above depends on the ingenuity of the organization (or, rather,

the persons) that carries the responsibility for working out and

administering an acceptable and realistic program. The current

level of support is probably too low by a factor of 5, based on

the number and competence of available persons, the urgency of

the practical problems and the state of understanding of prin-

ciples. It is iieither necessary nor desirable to create and

staff a large federal agency. Many of the most desirable pro-

jects c~n be contracted out to established organizations (using

tVie Fire Research Center/NBS and strong university departments

for building-related research; assigning to the New York for

other large city) Fire Department responsibilities for equipment,

tactics and operations development and evaluation; providing the

National Fire Protection Association with funds for statistics

gathering and evaluation; requesting selected universities and

medical schools to teach fire science courses and train students;

funding the National Institutes of Health to provide guidance on
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the treatment of toxic gas inhalation and burns; and employing

not-for-profit establishments to undertake coordinated investiga-

tions on the causes and consequences of fires). But it is impor-

tant to have one place that can view the fire problem as a whole

and can design, fund and exploit strategies for its amelioration.

The current level of support for these activities is totally

inadequate to make even minimal progress. The effects of the

Gramm-Rudman Act, the elimination of General Revenue Sharing

funds and the repeated zero-budget requests for the Center for

Fire Research at the National Bureau of Standards (which has

played a distinguished role on an academic as well as applied

level of research) are bound to make an already marginal situa-

tion intolerable to the point where public safety will be seri-

ously at risk and the costs to the economy will escalate. The

U.S. record in per capita fire losses will not change and remain

dismal.

4. The importance of Federal fire research grants to the univer-

sity's ability to conduct fundamental fire zeseprch:

The public expects its experts to search out ways to reduce

hazards (whether they come from natural causes or from man-made

mishaps) and to apply them in practice when they promise clear

benefits at not too great a cost.

In the 1950's the Federal government was urged to play a

more vigorous role in the fire ileld. This was, in part, trig-

gered by massive forest fires that taxed the capabilities of
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available resources and by concern about protection against urban

nuclear disasters that became a possibility with the development

of transcontinental ballistic missiles.

Initially, the National Academy of Sciences was asked by the

US Forest Service and by the Office of Civil Defense to enlist

the help of the scientific community which, with rare exceptions,

did not appreciate that there were problems of interest to be

thought about and to be solved. Lack of financial support for

such work also was not helpful. There was little concern then

with the day-by-day "traditional" urban fire problems, even

though they were present for everyone to see and caused by far

the greatest losses to the nation.

This request resulted in the formation of the Committee on

Fire Research of the National Research Council, spearheaded by

Professors Hoyt C. Hottel (MIT) and Howard W. Emmons (Harvard)

One of its first acts was to establish Fire Research Abstracts

and Reviews in 1958 of which I was the editor for the first 6 of

its 18 years existence (when the Committee had to be dissolved

for lack of funds!).

In 1961 an extended summer study was convened at Woods Hole,

MA. to survey the scientific opportunities in the fire fields and

to give some thought on how to provide the financial support that

was almost non-existant at that tiie. It was proposed that a

full-time fire group be established in the Federal government

with a first-year budget of $3M and with primary emphasis on the

urban fire problem. Alas, neither the effort to secure this
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funding nor the parallel effort to persuade skilled academic

research workers to turn their attention to fire problems were

successful. (Enclosure I)

However, ten years later, in part stimulated by this effort,

the National Science Foundation initiated a novel program RANN

(Research Applied to National Needs). Fire research (in addition

to earthquakes, energy, tunneling and other applied topics with a

tie to fundamental principles) was an integral part of this

forward-looking undertaking, with a budget allocation of $1.5M.

Together with three other universities (Harvard; University of

California, Berkeley, Uuiverslty of Utah) The Johns Hopkins

University/Applied Physcis Laboratory (APL/JHU) became one of the

four principal grantees.

When this part of the RANN program was terminated two years

later and its functions and funds transferred to the newly estab-

lished National Fire Prevention and Control Administration

(NFPCA) there was justifiable hope that the United States was on

the verge of a sustained and fruitful path - with the much

enlarged Center for Fire Research at the National Bureau of

Standards as the key Federal research agency.

Indeed, for a number of years spectacular developments made

their appearance: The Harvard group (together with the Factory

Mutual Research Laboratory) made bold forays into the modeling of

fires in compartments and buildings, laying foundations for a

rational design of fire-safe structures. The University of Utah

concentrated on the toxic products of combustion that are ulti-
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mately the greatest danger to humans. The University of

California pushed forward the understanding of fire-test proce-

dures to the point of representing real life situations. The

Center for Fire Research/NBS developed an impressive research and

development program to provide to better design standards.

APL/JHU's major contribution was a 7-year study on the causes and

consequences of fatal fires in the State of Maryland, undertaken

jointly with the State Fire Marshall's office, with Fire

Departments throughout the State of Maryland and with the Johns

Hopkins School of Hygiene and Public Health. This massive study

was recognized world-wide for its path - breaking methodology and

suggestive results.

Alas, toward the end of the 1970's financial constraints

became troublesome. In 1979 APL/JHU, unable to maintain a

research team of 'critical mass' with the then available funds,

made the reluctant decision to leave the fire field. A promising

extension of the Fire Fatality Study to a state-wide investiga-

tion of serious firelinjuries (with the participation of the

Shock/Trauma Center of the University of Maryland Medical School

had to be abandoned). The publication of a bimonthly Fire

Technology Abstracts journal covering the world-wide technical

literature in the fire field was stopped, as was research in the

physics and chemistry of ignition, fire suppression and heat

transfer. The skilled team was dispersed in other assignments.

The productive network with the fire practitioners in the State

of Maryland was disolved. Other divisions of The Johns Hopkins

University also abandoned research on fires for lack of support.
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Not much later, the Center for Fire Research at the National

Bureau of Standards found itself without budget support from the

Federal administration. For the past four years it had to main-

tain its functions (but at a substantially reduced scale) with

the help of Congressionally-mandated funds and with research

grants transfered from other Federal agencies and, of late, from

industrial and trade associations. This uncertainty of funding,

coupled with concern about the impending effects of Gramm-Rudman

legislation on the financial ability of other Federal agencies to

support the on-going programs bodes ill for maintaining a respon-

sible fire program at the Federal level in the years ahead.

Epilogue and Recommendations

During my period of active involvement with fire problems

interactions with colleagues in other countries were vigorous.

Since fire knows no national boundaries, all countries have deve-

loped strategies to minimize losses. making allowances for dif-

ferences in climate and weather much can be learned from an

intelligent analysis of world-wide fire activities. The sucsTess

of Japan to maintain an enviable record of relatively small

losses, while at the same time profiting economically by a vigor-

ous pursuit of developing salable products (such as control rooms

that monitor the fire-safe status of high-rise buildings and pro-

vide rapid countermeasures in case of accidents)is an example of

benefits that can be derived from an approach in which individual

initiatives, community interactions and an enlightened public

support reinforce each other to bring about desirable results.
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The appended reflections from a US/Japan meeting held in 1979

probably still express the current state of affairs. (Enclosure

II)

In Madison's words 'the situation is too serious for

despair'. What lessons can be learned? In contrast to the

1950's when it was difficult to find capable people in both

research and practice, who were willing to think about fire

research and technology, the situation at present is reversed. A

large number of experienced people are available. Potential

users in the fire service, in industry and in design are aware of

benefits that could be achieved. Misconceptions and friction

among competing interests regarding goals have, by and large,

been removed.

What is lacking now is a consistent, steady, imaginative

effort on the Federal level to formulate and support an extended

technical fire program. The goals of the 'American Burning' the-

sis that led to the Fire Control and Safety Acts of 1974 have

largely been abandoned. Inadequate funding (a national program

at $13M per year at its peak!) was one'cause. Another is the

declining fortune of the organization that was charged with the

execution of the proposed program and that has now lost nearly

all ability to lead. The annual rescue operation by the

Congress, to maintain a technical program at the National Bureau

of Standards in opposition to the Administration's wish to

withdraw all fiscal support, cannot long endured.

It would appear well to review what lessons can be learned

from the stalled U.S. effort to solve problems that were clearly
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visible even in the 1970's and which are threatened by lack of

support in the 1980's. (See Enclosure III). The Fire Prevention

and Control Act of 1974 should be thoroughly reevaluated. An

account should be given of the parts that succeeded and those

that failed. Objectives that have not been met should be care-

fully analyzed as to their importance. Budgets and structure

should be revamped to overcome past problems and be in concert

with current realities.

A 'watchdog' group (along the lines of the Committee on Fire

Research) should be made available to point to opportunities in

research and development where the assignment of personnel and

funds can make a substantial contribution to the easing of the

fire problem.

Most important is to think clearly about the role that the

Federal government should play in mitigating the consequences of

losses to life and to the economy from all unwanted hazards.

Once this role is clearly recognized a cooperative strategy can

be drafted that permits all participating contributors (from the

individual to the Federal, or even world-wide, level) to make

their unique contributions.
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Enclosure I

Rvt'pt from-

A STUDY OF FIRE PROBLEMS
(A Study held at Wood, H0le. Ma-iachipsert, July 17 to Augoit 11, 1%1, under the
guidance o( the Committee on Fire Research o4 the National Academy of sciences-
National Research Council, Division of Engineering and Industrial Research.)

Conclusions and Recommendations

During the course of the summer study on hostile fire, certain features of the
over-all fire problem have been clarified in the minds of the participants; the
purpose of this section is to discuss these features briefly.

The problems of fire suppression and prevention have been under study for
a great number of years by a wide variety of private and governmental organiza-
tions, and at the present time some 20 million dollars are spent annually in fire-
related research and development work in the United States. However, most
of this effort is applied work, a good deal of which is directed toward problems
of satisfying code requirements and finding remedies for very specific problems.
In addition, because the effort is supported by a wide variety of organizations, the
direction of the total effect is diffuse, and areas of economic interest to the whole
nation are often of insufficient interest, to any one group, to produce a desirable
over-all level of attention.

The consensus of the summer study group is that a fire group should be estab-
lished within the structure of the Federal Government to ensure that the national
effort is a balanced one. This group would have as its prime functions the following:

1. The continuous assessment of the complete program of fire prevention and
suppression, including the fire-related research and development work being
carried out in the nation.

2. Based on the assessment of the national effort, the group should arrange
for the execution of work not adequately supported. Where possible, this arrange-
ment should take the form of encouragement and/or financial support to the
private and public organizations already carrying out work in the deficient areas.
Where necessary the fire group should actively support new work either by
contract with existing organizations or by work within the organization of the
fire group itself.

To carry out these functions effectively, the fire group should consist of a
staff of technical people who devote full time to the project. Although the use
of consultants and advisory committees may be desirable, the existence of a
permanent organization with full-time director and technical staff is necessary.
Of equal importance is the assurance of a budget which would permit a sustained
effort.

An attempt has been made to estimate a reasonable budget for the fire group.
It is felt that an initial annual expenditure of about three million dollars would be
required. Of this sum, approximately one-third would be spent on fundamental
research problems, one-third on problems associated with obtaining information
of a fundamental and applied nature from large-scale controlled or natural burns,
and one-third on studies of fire-related problems in the areas of economic and
operational research. As the program develops, greater effort in these areas would
be possible, and problems of an applied nature could be attempted in following
years. The sustained effort required to support this fire group work may become
as great as three times the initial effort.

I
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It should he emphasized that the study g"oup was aware of the efforts pres-
ently being made-in industry and by government groups to support and to encour-
age fire-prevention and -suppression work. One of the major functions of the
proposed fire group should be to stimulate such work; and where feasible, the
resources of these organizations should be used in carrying out the proposed
program.

The purview of the fire group should include all aspects of the fire problem.
Thus, the group should be free to sponsor investigations of any problem which,
in its judgment, is critical. These investigations should specifically include funda-
mental research problems in the pertinent fields of science, applied and develop-
mental problems, operations research, economic analysis of problems at various
levels of government, and educational problems.

The summer study group feels that a number of specific programs are required
and should be initiated as soon as possible by the proposed fire group. These
suggested programs reflect the potentially broad scope of the work of the fire group.
General areas of interest will be discussed in the following paragraphs; specific
recommendations for action are given later in this chapter.

At the present time there exists a-great body of knowledge concerning fire-
prevention and -suppression activities. This information includes areas such as
techniques for good public educational programs, good fire-fighting tactics, and
good professional training programs. Such information is used well in some areas
and not at all in others. One of the important actions of the fire group should
be to search for ways and means of achieving the adoption by state and local
fire authorities of the best techniques available. Similarly, the fire group should
also encourage the dissemination of fire-prevention information through the avail-
able communications media, to reach the general public, and through the support
of regular and continuing programs in schools, to reach the young people of the
nation.

In any study of fire problems, from the point of view of operations research
or economics, it immediately becomes apparent that a tremendous amount of
information is available but that this material is often incomplete, nonuniformly
reported, or inaccurate, and that pertinent corollary data are often not collected at
all. In order to facilitate the useful collection of data, two programs should be
initiated. First, sufficient studies of the important economic and operational prob-
lems should be carried out to identify the desired information, and second, this
information must be increasingly accurate, collected in a consistent and uniform
manner.

The economic problems of importance certainly include the determination
of the best level and distribution of expenditures for fire-prevention and -suppres-
sion measures at national, urban, and personal levels, and the examination of
the economic incentives which operate to reduce fire costs. In the latter category,
the determination, allocation, and regulation of fire costs, including insurance and
taxes, should be studied.

Both the economic and the operations-research studies should be directed
at the problem of establishing the best use of fire-fighting funds. For example,
there is at present no rational way of determining the relative value of funds spent
on fire-prevention work and on fire-fighting equipment. The fact that a great
diversity of practices exists in the fire departments of the United States suggests
that the best practices may be sorted out by the correct operational analysis. In

2
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an), event, the techniques of operational analysis should be used to extract as much
information as possible from the fires which annually destroy about 1.5 billion
dollars worth of property.

Available techniques should be used to construct model fires and educational
"games" for the training of firemen and for the evaluation of new fire-fighting
practices.

Controlled burning of condemned structures or selected forest areas can be
used to obtain quantitative information of interest in operational research and
fundamental and applied research. Information obtained from controlled burns
can be an invaluable supplement to information which can also be obtained from
hostile fires. A major effort should be made to develop appropriate instrumenta-
tion and necessary techniques for this type of investigation.

The fire group should investigate the present national effort in applied research
and should support needed work. Because most of the work being done in this
field is supported by industrial concerns with immediate objectives in mind, the
summer study group feels that supplementary efforts will be necessary.

Finally, the summer study group feels that the present effort in fundamental
research is relatively weak. The fire group should support work on fundamental
problems covering the entire purview of the group. For example, studies are
needed on such fire-related phenomena as pyrolysis, ignition, fire spread, atmos-
pheric interactions, fuel properties, effects of moisture, and extinguishment. These
projects should be supported by direct contracts, where possible, but where
necessary, should be carried out by the staff of the fire group.

le fire group should also have the responsibility of translating the results
of basic studies, as far as possible, into useful fire-suppression tools. Thus, the
ill-defined area between "fundamental" and "applied" work should receive particu-
lar attention.

As a principal part of the translation mentioned in the last paragraph, the
fire group should be responsible for increasing the dissemination of information at
all technical levels. The group should hold meetings and support publication.; with
the purpose of bringing the fire problem to the attention of the engineering and
scientific community, increasing the exchange of information between scientists,
engineers, and professional fire people. Although a technical ;ournal devoted to
fire problems may be inappropriate at this time, an abstracting journal such as
the Fire Research Abstracts and Reviews serves a very useful function.

In the foregoing discussion, the general problems falling within the purview
of the proposed fire group are discussed in general terms. More specific recom-
mendations follow.

Recommendations

I. A fire group should be established within the Federal Government to take
over-all responsibility for the fire problem. This fire group should note and en-
courage work now in progress as supported by diverse public and private units;
assess progress continually; seek, encourage, and develop new ideas on fire control;
arrange for the execution of work not now adequately supported.

For these purposes, the fire group should:

1. consist of a director with an adequate staff of full-time personnel,
2. be given authority and have responsibility to contract for necessary

3
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work with universities and nonprofit research groups, industrial con-
cerns, and government organizations, and

3. be provided with a budget adequate for the work.

A first year budget of $3,000,000 is suggested. Perhaps three times this sum
will be needed as the program deelops. The fire problem, costing society
$5,000,000,000 per year, deserves to be considered along with other national prob-
lems of this magnitude at the highest levels-the Departments and Congress.
The fire group should, therefore, have authority at this level.
11. The fire group should make use of existing public and private organizations
in carrying out its program.
Ill. The program of the fire group should include the following important
activities:

1. Search for ways and means of achieving universal adoption by state and
local fire authorities of the best techniques which have bcen developed
by the more progressive states and communities. These include fireman
training, prevention measures, and prefire planning.

2. Support public education in fire-prevention measures and fire conscious-
ness. Additional study will be needed to develop specific measures.

3. Collect, organize, analyze, and disseminate data on fires. The most urgent
need is a quantitative evaluation of the relative importance of organiza-
tional and operational factors in fire control, and their economic conse-
quences. To be useful, pertinent data of adequate accuracy must be
collected in a consistent and uniform manner. This will involve state and
municipal organizations, and urban and forest fires.

4. Study the economic aspects of fire, including common-pool problems and
cost-benefit relationships.

5. Study the effect on total fire cost of the variable factors of fire-control
organization and response. These factors include leadership, fire-fighting
tactics, prefire planning, and personnel training. To carry through this
study, a scale of "fire hazard potential" for area classification and a
general measure of "total fire cost" should be developed.

6. Examine the determination, allocation, and regulation of fire costs includ-
ing insurance and taxes, required to promote more equitable distribution
of costs and to produce an economic incentive to reduce risk.

7. Support a wide variety of fundamental research connected with fire
phenomena, such as fuel properties, pyrolysis, ignition, fire spread, atmos-
pheric interactions, effect of moisture, extinguishment, etc.

8. Support those special items of applied research that are of important
social consequence but poor economic prospect. These items include
special hazards, test methods and standards, and development of new
techniques lying between fundamental research and commercial ex-
ploitation.

9. Use controlled burning of condemned structures and selected forest areas
to acquire data on fundamental fire phenomena and the response of fire
to extinguishing agents. Data should also be obtained on the effect of the
various organizational and operational factors in (5) above.

4
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10. Develop playcr-participation gimes for the training of fire.fighting per-
sonnel, for the investigation of fire-fighting techniques, and for the planning
of interagency cooperation in fire-suppression activities.

11. Sponsor meetings and publications as required to bring the fire problem
to the attention of the scientific and engineering community and to dis-
seminate new knowledge to all interested parties.

S
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CFP-79-077 2 March 1979

To: File

From Walter G. Be4 ,

Subjects Highlights of United States/Japan Natural Resources
(UJNR) Meeting, Tokyo, Japan (February 4-8 1979)

I returned f~om the recent 4th Joint UJNR Panel
Meeting on Fire Research and Safety (Tokyo, February 4-8)
with a number of highly favorable impressions. The meeting
was very well organized, efficiently run and well attended.
The interchange of technical information was on a high
level. The hospitality was superb. A listing of the
schedule, attendance and contributed paper is attached.

1. In a manner that may be unique to their history and to
their way of organizing technical group efforts, the Japanese
have managed to fashion a public fire protection system that
should be a model to all. They are confronted by a highly
urbanized society, serious natural hazards (volcanic activity,
earthquakes), crowded cities, large underground shopping
malls as part of a complex transportation system and the
widespread use of highly combustible materials in their
buildings and heating systems. Japan's fire record, by all
expectations, should be poor. But, in fact, it iS so extra-
ordinarily good that the Tokyo Fire Department should be
dismantled for lack of a job to do, were it not for providing
a busy ambulance service (255,000 calls/year) as a substitute
for fire suppression (7900 calls/year) and as a standby
force in the event of a major natural disaster.

2. Despite the enviable excellence of their fire record,
public expenditures on the fire-fighting service, on fire
prevention, public fire education and on fire research and
development are high (comparable to most U.S. cities). The
budget of the Tokyo Fire Department for 1977 is the equivalent
of $500,000,000. These investments are justified on the
likelihood of projected major earthquakes, with numerous
fires contributing to the expected damage. Detailed disaster
planning is evident (including water supplies, escape routes).

• The somewhat outdated and dispersed Japanese fire
research and development facilities are currently being
completely modernized. In the new Science City of Tsukuba,
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laboratories are being provided for Building Research and
Forest Products Research studies that are superior in scale
and equipment to anything existing or planned anywhere in
the world. When completed, this vast complex of laboratories
and teaching facilities will be an extraordinarily valuable
resource for the Japanese R&D effort. (Plans are afoot for
the holding of a World Technology Conference in 198, at
which time the Science City will be connected to Tokyo and
to the Narita International Airport by a magnetic suspension
railway with speeds as fast as 200 m.p.h.)

3. While specific fire problems are assigned to the research
teams and laboratories of the most directly concerned minis-
tries and universities, there appears to be a good interchange
of information among them via coordinating panels, working
groups and frequent technical meetings. Architectse in
particular, are closely linked with the fire research effort
and are frequently in the vanguard of developmental activities.
What is surprising is the rapid adoption of fire regulations
in the area of building design and the labeling of materials,
thus providing for quick introduction of new techniques and
protective systems. Few buildings outside of Japan can
match the fire protection systems and control cemkoxp that
are now installed in Japanese public buildings.

4. The Japanese attitude toward fire investigations can
best be described as 'instant archaelogy'. Every fire
incident of any significant size is carefully investigated,
beginning with the fire outbreak itself, to obtain insights
into fire fighting tactics, fire development and, particu-
larly, into human behavior. This is followed by a detailed
reconstruction of the fire event. The results are fed
promptly into a well-developed data processing system.

Detailed annual 'White Books' on the national fire
problem are published quickly. They contain useful statis-
tical data that allow comparison of trends with previous
years. In addition, they provide detailed descriptions of
fire service organizations, fire prevention, and future
planning. The Fire Service of Tokyo publishes its own
Annual7Report (also in English) with interesting details
about its organization, and the accomplishments of this
remarkable organization. A new Fire Reference Information
Research Center dealing with fire data analysis and operations
research will begin functioning in 1979.

-2-
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5. The efforts expended on fire service training and on
public education are substantial. A National Fire Academy
provides advanced training for several hundred fire officers
as well as the teaching of advanced specialized courses.
The public is constantly involved in fire education through
extensive use of the news media (all ten channels of Tokyo
television bring some reminders of fire related matters to
their viewers as a constant programming item), through
public displays and festivals and through intensive home
inspection and visitation programs. This outreach to the
public is considered a vital function of the Fire Service
and a substantial fraction of the personnel (as much as a
third) are contributing to this preventive activity as part
of their regularly assigned tasks.

6. With regard to fundamental research on fires and their
consequences, it is fair to say that the U.S. effort is in
the lead, both qualitatively and quantitatively. There are
exceptions to this, particularly in the investigation of
human behavior under stress. The work in U.S. universities
and research establishments is more detailed, more thorough,
and more ingenious. As a consequence, contributions to the
understanding of principles (inhibition, toxicity, modeling)
come mainly from the U.S. (and Great Britain). However, the
conversion of this U.S. effort into useful developments and its
integration into design principles or practical devices for
the Fire Service lags. A crucial 'translation' step that
facilitates the flow of information and ideas from the many
research sources to the potential users is, by and large,
lacking. By contrast, the Tokyo Fire Department has its own
research and development facility where new ideas of an
applied nature can be developed and tested. Novel devices
and tactics can be carried rapidly from the idea stage to
field evaluation, with few barriers standing in the way.

Detailed Observations:

Professor T. Handa (Tokyo Science University) is developing
room temperature semiconductors that are sensitive to carbon
monoxide. The tin oxide/antimony oxide system, enhanced by
platinum or palladium, appears to be effective and specific
to CO. Variations in sensitivity due to sample preparation
have yet to be overcome. But the concept is valuable and
may lead to detectors that respond only to specific products
of combustion.

-3-
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Professor Y. Murozaki (Kobe University) is carrying out
experiments on the psychological and physiological responses
of people exposed to hazardous conditions. A light-weight,
portable equipment has been developed that monitors blood
pressure and pulse rate by an attachment to the ear. Data
are transmitted by telemetry. This system is available
commercially for the remote measurement of vital functions
under stress.

A number of interesting programs on human behavior
during escape from fires are in progress. An analysis is
being made on the evacuation of buildings (S. Horiuchi,
Kyoto University) under simulated and actual fire conditions.
Degradation of human performance in smoke-filled rooms is
measured as well as the recall power of people in mazes
(Fire Research Institute). A particularly novel evaluation
of pedestrian movement in obstructed spaces was carried out
in which people and obstructions are simulated by magnetic
charges (Fukui University). Movement around obstructions,
corners, bottlenecks can be visualized and displayed. If
fire behavior (smoke movement) is superimposed, semiquanti-
tative modeling of evacuation and survival in toxic atmospheres
is possible.

Toxicity data on the combined effect of carbon monoxide
and hydrogen cyanide appear to agree with the postulate that
in mixtures of the two gases an additive effect expresses
the effective tolerance. Toxicity screening is carried out
for structural materials on a relative basis (using Japanese
cedar wood as a base line). Tests are carried out in a
modified Kishitani Apparatus. The time to loss of activity
of mice in a rotating cage is measured at two specified
decomposition temperatures in a constant flow of air
(K. Kishitani, Tokyo University). The use of materials that
are 'substantially' more toxic than the base material is
prohibited in specified applications (hospitals, underground
shopping malls) where their involvement in fires would add
to the toxio level of the combustion products.

Professor Y. Nishimaru (Yokohama City University) is
carrying out detailed autopsies of fire fatalities along the
lines of the Maryland study. Seven of fifteen cases show
elevated carbon monoxide intakes. Two had, in addition,
strongly elevated blood cyanide levels.

It was pointed out that suicides by fire contribute
nearly one third (!) of the total reported Japanese fire
fatality losses.

70-823 - 87 - 8
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The Japanese work on smoke movement and on fire-safe
building designs has had a long history of accomplishments.
At present, much useful work is being done of the assessment
of actual buildings with respect to safety (Building Research
Institute) and on the effectiveness of active fire protection
systems (Fire Research Institute).

Conclusions:

In matters related to Fire Technology and its
integration into the national economy, the Japanese efforts
are outstanding. Many useful lessons can be learned. It is
a pity that the language barrier makes it difficult to keep
up with their work, even though the Japanese are making an
effort to present some of their more important findings in
English.

I have discussed this problem with Dr. I. Wakamatsu
(who is on the Editorial Advisory Board of Fire Technology
Abstracts) and with Prof. T. Handa. They will explore at
could be done to make the Japanese work more accessible.
The Proceedings of the LNJR Panel are a step in the right
direction. However, its distribution is likely to be limited
in scope. Also, it covers only a portion of the ongoing
work and has a delay of several years built into its publica-
tion schedule. I believe that a modestly funded effort to
stay abreast of the Japanese work would be worthwhile.

-5-
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REPORTS AND TECHNICAL PAPERS

4th Joint UJNR Meeting (Tokyo, Feb. 5-9, 1979)

GENERAL OR TECHNICAL REPORTS
(Japan)

Building Systems and Smoke Control

JI A Quantitative Assessment on Smoke Safety
by T. Wakamatsu (Building Research Institute)

J2 Effectiveness of Active Fire Protection System
by A. Watanable (Fire Research Institute)

J3 Investigation on the Compartmentation against Smoke Spread in
Office Buildings

by Y. Hasemi & T. Shimada (Building Research Institute)

J4 Efficacy of Fire Compartmentation
by T. Moriwaki & T. Eda (Science University of Tokyo)

JS A Methodology for Evaluating the Life Safety planningg of Tall
Buildings in Fire Situations

by M. Kobayashi & S. Horiuchi (Kyoto University)

J6 Basic Problems on Evaluating Fire Safety in Buildings
by Y. Morishita (Building Research Institute)

J7 Development of an Evaluation System for Fire Protection Performance
of Dwelling Houses

by T. Tanaka (Building Research Institute)

Ftre and Smoke Retardants

J Current Studies on Fire Retardation of Polymers in Japan
by K. Akita 4 T. Mikado (University of Tokyo)

39 Restrictions on Building Materials for Fire Safety in Japan
by F. Saito (Building Research Institute)

3lO Flammability Regulations of Materials Concerning Transportation
by T. Miyamoto (Railway Technical Research Institute)

31 Regulations and Labelling Systems on Flame Retardance in Japan
by M. Furuya (Research Institute for Polymers & Textiles)

J11-2 Present State and Problems of Flame Proofing Control of-Fibre
Products in Japan

by Y. Uehara (Yokohama National University)

-6-
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Human Behavior

J12 Experiments on Emotional Instability under tndreasing Smoke Density
by T. Jin (Fire Research Institute)

J13 Experiments in Human Evacuation Behavior in a Haze
by Y. Watanabe (Fire Research Institute)

J14 A Study of Pedestrian Movement in Architectural Space
by S. Okazaki (Fukui University)

Ji A Psychological Analysis of Human Evacuation Behavior-Based on the
Continuous Measurement of Systolic Blood Pressure

by Y. Murozaki (Kobe University)

J16 An Experimental Study on Exit Choice Behavior of Occupant in an
Evacuation under Building Fire

by S. Horiuchi (Kyoto University)

J17 Analysis of Occupant Behavior in an Office Building under Fire
by M. Kobayashi and S. Horiuchi (Kyoto University)

jig Study on Man-Space Systems - Application of Automata Theory
by T. Watanabe, Y. Ikehara, R. Nakamura, K. Yoshida 4
K. Hamada (Wasida University)

Fire Investigation Technique

J19 Fire Investigation Technique in Japan
by A. Watanabe ( Fire Research Institute)

J20 Investigation of Fire Causes on Fires Occurred in Japan
by T. Takahashi 4 H. Matsuda (Tokyo Fire Department)

J21 White Book on Fire Service in Japan (1976)
by Fire Defence Agency, Japan

MISCELLANEOUS TECHNICAL PAPERS

01 Study on Checking Technique of Mine Fire Spreading
by K. atsuguma, M. Umezu 4 S. Yamao .(National Research
Institute for Pollution and Resources)

02 Combustion Hazard of Combustible Materials under High Pressure Gas
Atmospheres

by H. Naito, K. Komamiva 4 S. Morisaki (Research Institute
of National Safety)

03 Evaluation of Acute Toxicity of Smoke and Gases from Smouldering and
Burning Piastic Foams

by Y. Mishimaru et al. (Yokohama University)

-7-
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GENERAL OR TECILICAL REPORTS
CU.S.A.)

Building Systems and Smoke: Control

Ul Stairwell Pressurization Systems
by I. Benjamin (CFR/NationalBureau of Standards)

U2 A System for Fire Safety Evaluation o0 Health Care Facilities
by H. Nelson & A. J. Shibe (CFR/National Bureau of Standards)

Fire and Smoke Retardants

U3 Future Directions of Flame and Smoke Retardance Research

by F.B. Clarke (CFR/National Bureau of Standards)

Human Behavior

U4 Panic Behavior in Fire Situations: Findings and a Model from
the English Language Research Literature

by E.L. Quarcntelli (Ohio State University)

Fire Investigation Techniiue

US Fire Investigations for Loss Prevention Purposes
by A.F. Willey (National Fire Prevention Association)

BACKGROUND PAPERS
U.S.A.)

BI Experimental and Theoretical Analysis of Quasi-Steady Small-Scale
Enclosure Fires

by Quintiere, McCaffrey and DenBraven (CFR/National Bureau
of Standards)

B2 Some Theoretical Aspects of Fire Induced Flows Through Doorways
in a Room-Corridor Scale Model

B3 Coagulation of Smoke Aerosol in a Buoyant Plume
by Baum and Mulholland (CFR/National Bureau of Standards)

B4 Human Fatalities from Unwanted Fires
by Berl and Halpin (APL/The Johns Hopkins University)

PROGRESS REPORTS

Fire Modeling

PI (J) Japanese Progress Reports on Fire Modeling

P2 (U) The Status of Fire Modeling in the United States - 1978
by H.W. Emons, C.D. MacArthur & R. Pape (Harvard University)

-8-
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Fire Detection and Smoke Properties

P3 (J) Progress Report on Fire Detection and Smoke Properties
by A. Watanabe (Fire Research Institute), J. Nlyama (Sophia Univ),
F. Saito 4 M. Suzuki (Building Research Institute)

P4 (J) Pt and Sb Profiles in the Sintered SnO2-Pt-Sb 2 03 System and Their
Effect on I-V Characteristics

by T. Handa, H. Fukaya. T. Maruyama, K. Hoshino, K. Endo
& Y. Okayama (Science University of Tokyo)

PS (U) Areas of Progress in Smoke Detection and Aerosol Research
by R. Bukowski (CFR/National Bureau of Standards)

Toxicity

P6 (J) Present State of Research In Japan of Gas Toxicity
by K. Kishitani, F. Saito, K. Nakamura 4 S. Yusa
(University of Tokyo)

P7 (U) Progress Report on Combustion Product Toxicity
by W. Berl (APL/The Johns Hopkins University)

ADDITIONAL PAPERS

Qualitative Theory of Flashover
by Y. Hasewsi

Studies on Probabilistic Spread of Fire
by Y. Aoki (Building Research Institute)

SESSION REPORTS

Building Systems and Smoke Control
by K. Kamagoe (Science University of Tokyo)

Fire Modeling, Detection and Smoke Properties, Toxicity of Fire Gas
by K. Nekano (Building Research Institute)

Fire Retardants, Smoke Retardants
by H. Abe (Forestry and Forest Production Research Laboratory)

Human Behavior
I. Benjamin (CFR/National Bureau of Standards)

Fire Investigation Techniques
W.G. Berl (APL/The Johns Hopkins University)

J1
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9:40 - 10:00 From Hotel to ZENKYOREN-Building (Room No. 18) Hotel:
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10:00 - 11:00 Openin? Session

Opening Remarks

Mr. Toshio HATSUI
Secretary General of the Panel, Japanese Side
Director, Research Planning and Information Department
Building Research Institute, Iinistry of Construction

Opening Address

Hr. Shin-ichiro ASAI
Engineer General, Ministry of Construction

Mr. Justin L. BLOOM
Councelor for Scientifical and Technological Affairs,
American Embassy

Hr. Toshio SUGAWARA
Head, International Section
Science and Technology Agency

Dr. Kiyoshi NAKANO
Co-Chairman of the Panel, Japanese Side
Director General
Building Research Institute, Ministry of Construction
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Center for Fire Research, National Bureau of Standards
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Date/Timo Programme

Coffee Break

Joint Session

Agenda:
1. Confirmation of the schedule for the 4th Joint Panel

Meeting
2. Approval of the proceedings of the previous Meeting

3. Election of the chairman of each session
4. Appointment of the organizers for resolution

5. Any other business

Cont'd-
February Sth
(Monday)
11:00 - 11:15

11:15 - 12:15

12:15 - 13:30

13:30 - 17:00

17:00 - 17:20

From Hotel to ZErUKYORE-BuIding

Progress Reports on
"Modeling of Fire"

"Detectfon and Smoke Properties"
"Toxicity of Fire Gas"

Lunch

Technical Session
"Fire and Smoke Retardants"

From ZENKYOREN-Building to the Hotel

Reception dinner at "FAIRMONT HOTEL", offered by
Technology Vice-Minister, Ministry of Construction
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Technical Session

"Building Systems and Smoke Control"

From ZENKYOREN-Building to the Hotel

February 6th
iTuesday)

8:30 - 8:50

9:00 - 12:00

12:00 - 13:30

13:30 -'17:00

17:00 - 11:20

18:30 - 20:30
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Date/Time Programme

February 7th
(Wednesday)

8:30 - 9:30 From Hotel to Fire Research Institute

9:30 - 12:30 Technical Session
"Human Behaviour"

12:30 - 14:00 Lunch

14:00 - 17:00 Technical Session
"Fire Investigation Techniques"

17:00 - 18:00 From Fire Researuh Laboratory to the Hotel

FebrarX8th
(Thursday)
8:20 - 8:50 From Hotel to UENO Station

9:10 - 9:59 From UENO Station to TSUCIIIURA Station (Train: TOKIWA-lo.5)

10:00 - 12:00 Visit to Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute,
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fishery

12:00 - 13:00 Lunch

13:20 - 15:00 Visit to Building Research Institute

15:00 - 16:50 Visit to TSUKUBA Science City, and to TSUCHIURA Station

17:09 - 18:04 From TSUCHIURA Station to UENO Station (Train: TOKIWA-io.10)

18:10 - 18:30 From UENO Station to the Hotel

February 9th
UFr Iday)

9:00 - 09:20 From Hotel to ZENKYOREN-Building

9:30 - 12:00 Open Technical Session

12:00 - 13:30 Lunch

13:30 - 16:00 Closing Session

Reports of Technical Session

Resolutions
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Date/Time Programme
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(Friday)

(13:00 - 16:00) Closing Address

Dr. Frederic VL CLARKE
Co-Chairman of the Panel, U.S.A. Side

Or. Kiyoshi NAKANO
Co-Chairman of the Panel, Japanese Side

Closing Remarks

Dr. Kohei KUMANO
Sub-Chairman of the Panel, Japanese Side

16:00 - 16:20 From ZENKYOREN-Building to the Hotel
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S1THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY Enclosure III
J- APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY

IIJ ~ lHOQ~I ad LsVeT Ma'yland 20610
T.'ghOn@ 1301) 537100 &a. 1921800

C"P-77-116 23 NoveTber 1977

Mr. Jordan J. B.ruch
The Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology
United States Department of Camyerce
Washingto D.C. 20230

Dear Jordan:

I was vey glad that YOU, HMwrd Tipton and I were able to sitdown together to hear ny concerns about specific problems in the Fire
Field. Two stand out above the others.

(1) The most serious and pressing problem is the contidngunderfundlng (by an order of magnitude) of the Department of Cmerce'sundertakings in this area. Many others and I share the view that anNFPCAAS budget of $12-13/year is insufficient to bring into being andmaintain the comprehensive program that was envisioned in the Report ofthe National Comission on Fire Prevention and Cntrol (which suggestedan Annual Program operating aBdget in excess of $150Myear) and inPublic Lw 93-498. Even if the NWPCh effort wwr restricted to fire-related matters in residential structures, this funding limitationallows only a few program items to move forward with any Mmentum.

Only a little more R&D money is currently available than wasthe case prior to the passage of the Federal Fire Prevention and (ntrolAct of 1974 and inflation has also taken its toll. Instead of attractingcreative people from within and outside the Federal establishments andletting then solve problem the scarcity of funding is causing a dispersalinto other fields of the relatively few RSD team that have spent yearsaOting the necessary insights and skils. Many good ideas have hadto be postponed, particularly in technology, linking understanding,development and practical use. SuPPort is minimal in improving protectiveequipment, d&velop novel evacuation and warning devices and investigate g
the inhalation of toxic bst produce and treatent mthds.
There is little innovative wo~rk in equipatent design and evaluation forfire s~pression or in the quantification of fjrg d operations andtactics. Research in ignition, extinction, materials evaluation, testmethods and combustion dynamics is only marginally supported out ofDepartment of Camerce funds. And nost importantly, the translation ofresearch results into engineering principles and their rapid introductioninto practice remns to be accomplished.
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CFP-77-116 23 November 1977

(2) &a recent disestablishwmnt of the Committee on Fire
research of the National Academy of Sciences has left a serious void. We
are now without an independent group that can assess the entire Fire
field. Such cotinuous monitoring by knowledgeable people (including
ngers of the public) in needed to determine whther the coverage of
the various technical facets is done well or indifferently, whether the
pace of advance is rapid enough, whether the channels of owaiicatioms
among the concerned professionals and users are satisfactory. A re-
stituted Ommdttee, with a broad charter, could be of considerable value
to the Department of Ccmm.rce and other Federal Deparbrents and Agencies.

There have been so many spectacular warnings in recent years
(a current fire safety crisis In nuclear power plants, unprecedented
human l'osas in aircraft crash fires, the seond wost civilian public
uompancy loss in over fifty years, toxicity problem with fire re-
tardants, oil pipeline fires, fires in telephone exchanges in the middle
of Manhattan, forest fires near Santa Barbara, etc.) that it requires
little imagination to foresee ore unaooeptable losses in the future.
The prospects of having to cope with a Tokyo-like civilian fire disaster
in a West coast earthquake is particularly chilling.

We vust get a better hold on the problems. Could you help by
bringing these matters to the attention of Frank Press and the Office of
Science Vd Technology? Something nust be done to break this current

Yours sincerely,

Water G. Beri

Fire Problems Grop
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Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, sir. It's been a very
helpful panel. I have just a couple of questions, although I know
the hour is late.

Mr. Clarke, I know it's in the record because we included your
prepared statement, but I think it would be helpful for you to take
a moment just to cover in this open session your comments about
the impact on the Center for Fire Research of the constant chip-
ping at its budget.

Mr. CLARKE. I'd be happy to. At my time at the Center for Fire
Research, I would say it probably took us from the early 1970's up
until close to 1980 before we really had in place the inventory of
skills that you need to mount a first-class research program. We
had excellent people all the way along, but part of it was the ques-
tion of this being a new area arid, indeed, those people needed to,
while they may have had degrees in physics, they weren't necessar-
ily fire experts because there aren't that many places that one goes
to learn fire science.

One takes a good academic background and by doing research
over the years, you get the competence in combustion and fluid me-
chanics and all the interdisciplinary things which blend together
which make you, I guess for want of a better term, a fire scientist.

So they don't grow on trees.
At about the time that we thought we -had a critical mass for

this sort of research, the budgetary process began that has contin-
ued up until this point, which is OMB's proposing zero funding for
the Center for Fire Research, the funding eventually being restored
and, in fact, if it weren't for the Congress of the United States, the
Center for Fire Research would have been simply a footnote in the
history books for several years now.

But you cannot insulate your staff totally from the stresses of
the time between when the President's budget is published and
when the funding is restored. That's about an 8-month period
where, unless something happens, the staff knows they're all going
to be on the street at the end of the fiscal year.

To ask a staff to continue to work on very tough technical prob-
lems and to do the kind of job that the Center for Fire Research
and the Bureau of Standards requires, which it has to be the best
possible job to be done, to ask the staff to do that in that kind of
environment I think is an awfully big order.

And yet, for 4 or 5 years, as tar as I can see, both the quantity
and the quality of the work coming out of there has been excellent.

It has, however, to take its toll one of these days. Even when the
budget is restored, there almost always is a small-let's take our
piece of the general cuts, let's take a 5- or a 10-percent cut ac,ng
with other programs. When you do that two or three times at o or
10 percent compounded, a budget that was never very large in the
first place, again, you have the situation where they know at the
end of the year there is going to be a few less people around and
next year we'll start with a few less. And while I suppose some ten-
sion is okay, nevertheless, an atmosphere which is predominantly
tension and predominantly uncertainty is just a very, very difficult
way to operate, especially in a research organization.

Senator SARBANES. Three of you were members of the United
States-Japan National Resources Panel on Fire Research and
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Safety. I think, Mr. Clarke, you chaired the American delegation.
And I assume that, Mr. Jackson, you've had some exchange with
insurance companies overseas.

How do you all contrast what we are doing with what's taking
place in other countries on the fire safety and prevention front?

Let me put the question this way. Why is our rate so high com-
pared with other countries? And what is it that they do that I
assume were not doing that could narrow the gap?

Mr. BRYAN. Well, I think, Senator, essentially you have to look
at it historically. The countries that I'm familiar with, Japan, for
example, it's always had a federal focus and several federal agen-
cies. They've always had federal labs. They just completed a very
new, outstanding facility out at their science city outside Tokyo.

If you look at the local fire department, take Tokyo as an exam.
ple, they have their own fire research laboratory run by the fire
department working on empirical operations research problems. In
the area of prevention, they had over 250 fire prevention education
officers, most of whom were female, most of whom were educated
as educators and then trained to transmit fire prevention mes-
sages.

But then, beyond that, I think you have a different attitude in
both Japan and Europe relative to property and relative to the
transmittal of property as a tradition of handing down household
land and houses, and there's a different concept of the protection of
that property.

In Japan, if you have a fire, you have endangered the whole com-
munity and the neighbors. But in addition, you have robbed your
children of their inheritance.

In our country, where we have a different historical, social, cul-
tural perception, we change houses four and five times in a life-
time. It's an entirely different social, cultural climate.

There are also some differences in the enforcement of the laws
due to the different types of government, which I wouldn't want to
transfer to this country, but it's a whole different way. The Japa-
nese, in particular, when they talk about fire, they're referring to
the serious conflagrations they've had, and everybody in that com-
munity is aware of this fire. They have buckets designed in a trian-
gular shape that they put in the corner of the house that's to use
for immediate firefighting.

They did tests on kerosene heaters on shaker boards before UL
ever tested them on shaker boards to find out what happens when
the heater tips over, how you prevent the ignition, and they essen-
tially devised safeguards that are now on heaters everywhere, from
this local Tokyo Fire Department Research Lab and the Govern-
ment lab.

So, historically, fire prevention research has been a national
issue in those countries and it's only been in this country for 13
years.

Mr. BERL. If I can add to it, I'm a Japanophile in that regard,
too.

I think on this shaker business of oil burners, if I'm correct, they
.called these fire-causing things in and gave people a new version,
which was designed to not do the igniting, free of charge. So people
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would simply trade in what they had for something that they now
" have without any cost to the people.

So it was a very simple public gesture of making fire safety pay
off quickly.

Senator SARBANES. That was a nationwide program?
Mr. BERL. Well, I'm not sure. It may have been Tokyo only, but

it certainly was on a very large scale.
Mr. CLARKE. It was Tokyo inspired, I think. Wherever it was ap-

propriate, it was also followed.
Mr. BERL. In our instance, here, for example, if one would give

away a fire detector or two to every house in the country, it would
be a cost of $500 million, not very much.

So instead of waiting for people to buy, they simply ought to
have the equipment on deck and you'd save your $500 million in 2
or 3 years, several times over again. So you can make giveaway
programs pay off.

The other thing that the Japanese do very well, their technology
is very good. When they have a fire, they have a helicopter that
comes overhead and takes pictures of what goes on and where the
fires are and what the traffic is doing. Now you can get through
the traffic mess and it's all televised back to headquarters and
headquarters is in charge with an operations post to where the fire
is.

They're very well organized as far as knowing what to do; where-
as, in this country, I don't think anything like this exists. A fire
chief has to find out where the fire is and whether it is spreading.
They have technologies available to them which they're using.

In addition, every day they post in their fire station the record of
what happened the day before and the week before and the month
before and the year before in the country as a whole. So their fire
data collection system is quick. They know exactly where things
stand.

When something seems to go out of kilter, you know, some new
product gives trouble, they investigate very carefully and a blanket
that's badly designed shows up on a microscale most. You know,
every fire has somebody looking at it simply because they have
such an enormous number of people with so little to do that they
can afford to do this.

The Tokyo Fire Department has about the same number of
pple in it as the New York City Fire Department, the same
budget, but they have only about a tenth as many fires to respond
to. So they have not much to do, but spend most of their time in
inspecting and checking and followup and public displays and it
pays off.

When the disaster comes, you know, as in Los Angeles, an earth-
quake, they think they're ready. At least they try to be as ready as
they can be with this large number of competent people standing
by on a day-by-day, year-by-year basis. You couldn t justify 20,000
firefighters in Tokyo- and yet, it pays off, I think.

Mr. CLARKE. One thing to add and Mr. Berl touched on it.
In regard to the statistics, the Japanese have about the same loss

per fire as we do in the United States, either the dollar loss or the
likelihood of human loss. But they have about a tenth as many
fires. 

"
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So there's a difference in frequency, not severity, that seems to
be the difference.

Tha root causes are, to some extent, speculative because the best
you can do is hypothesize, as you've heard some of the discussions
in the different ways we approach regulation and what one popula-
tion is willing to tolerate versus another as far as intrusive fire
prevention measures.

But there is a tremendous cadre of local organizations in fire-
fighting and it is my view that a lot of fires get stopped when they
are so small that the fire department doesn't hear about them.

So while you may have the same number of ignitions in the two
countries, the number of fires that ever get reported to the fire de-
partment in Tokyo are a small fraction simply because the other 90
percent of the population stopped it when it was still this big (indi-
cating].

You can do that, a, with a fire-conscious population and b, if
you've given them the measures to address it.

We, as a matter of policy, sometimes decide not to do that be-
cause in this country you often hear, don't try to fight the fire.
Leave the building, call the fire department, let someone who we're
sure knows what they're doing handle it because there are risks.

That's a choice we made. We have other reasons for making that
kind of choice. But it all comes down to the same point that we
have the same severity of fires as the Japanese do, but they just
don't have very many.

Senator SARBANES. Mr. Jackson, do you have any observations on
that?

Mr. JACKSON. On Mr. Clarke's last comment about don't risk
yourself, get out of the building and let the fire department worry
about it, corollary to that is a rather painful one for me of don t
worry about it, it's insured. [Laughter.]

I would like to go back to an earlier point, if I might. It was re-
ferred to by several others, but not specifically stated. And that's
that the two projects I referred to, arson and residential sprinklers,
are excellent examples of the Federal Government starting some-
thing and handing it off, but keeping enough of an interest so that
they have control of it.

These are old projects; where are the new projects? These 20
people who are currently onboard are all trying to fulfill several
functions in order to make a platoon act like a company-size unit,
if you will. And it's not fair to them and it's not fair to the country.
We're not getting what some people would expect from the exist-
ence of a fire administration. I'd like to see it get back to where it
should be.

The second thing goes back to a comment that I believe Mr.
Bryan made-no, it was Mr. Berl--that spinoff of Murphy's law,
that things that can burn will burn.

I'd like to add to that, things that won't burn can be destroyed
by fire.

We had an exhibition hall in Chicago, McCormick Place, all steel
and masonry. Not a thing there that burned until you moved some-
thing into it. And then the fireload of exhibit items that were
moved in there for the show burned with, such intensity that the
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steel beams sagged, the roof collapsed and that dragged down the
walls.

So while it didn't burn, it sure wasn't worth anything when it
was all over.

Senator SARBANES. I'd say, just as an observation, that one of the
problems is we don't have a sense of social accounting. It goesback
to the point you made, Mr. Jackson, that either we are going to-
pay it in taxes at the Federal level or the local level or privately
through their premiums or losses or whatever.

So you have to add it all up. We tend to look at it from the point
of view that this is a government expenditure and therefore a cost
in the budget. But no one sets off against the budget expenditure
the money saved because we don't have the fire or check it earlier
on and therefore don't experience all that loss, which either the in-
surance company would pay or the private person would have to
sustain, or something of that sort.

If we think in those terms, you're clearly coming out way ahead
if we spend this government money. But that's a government
budget item. If you knock it out of the budget, the Government
benefits. But doesn't reflect the cost, because the cost comes down
somewhere else and is accounted for differently. The whole picture
is never put together so that we can really look at it and see that
there's an enormous savings to be realized here if we just have
sense enough to do it.

Mr. JACKSON. Just to give you an idea of how great the savings
can be, when I was working with the residential sprinkler subcom-
mittee of the National Fire Protection Association, the question
came up regarding if we had residential sprinklers in the homes,
how much of a discount could the people expect on their insur-
ance? How would this new protective device be reflected in the cost
of the insurance?

At the time, the insurance services organization, which is a
rating organization that many major insurers subscribe to, had rec-
ommended that a 5-percent discount be allowed for residential
sprinklers. At the completion of the 1980 residential sprinkler
tests, a copy of which, the insurance report on that is attached to
my comments that I submitted, ISO went back to their homeown-
ers' committee and asked them to review the results of the tests.
And this was one of the things that the Federal Government pro-
vided the environment in which the private sector could take place
and gave them a degree of freedom in how they participated so
that when it came time for the industry to say what is the value of
all of this, they were dealing with their own figures and the felt
they were entirely credible, or at least figures that were gathered
under government supervision, but with strong supervision by the
private sector.

They came back and said 15 percent is an appropriate discount.
Now that's not 15 percent of the fire insurance portion of the
policy. That's 15 percent of the total homeowner's premium. And
that covers theft, liability, windstorm damage. In your homeown-
er's policy, somewhere between 32 and 38 percent goes to cover the
fire losses.

So if 1you take that 15 percent of the entire premium and say,
what'ir that worth if you apply it to the fire insurance portion only,
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ou are getting close to 75 percent discount for residential sprin-
lers. That's certainly something that should be very helpful to the

individual homeowners.
It helps, again, to keep the cost of insurance affordable without

endangering the solvency of the insurer.
Senator SARBANES. That's exactly the point. That's very helpful

testimony. But somehow, we can't get that reflected in the Federal
budget, so to speak, or the thinking is not broad enough to encom-
pass that. That's one of our big problems.

Yes, Mr. Clarke.
Mr. CLARKE. Perhaps I can add something.
The private sector now spends a tremendous amount of money

on fire research and involves its own product development and uses
directly-my firm, in fact, my clients are almost all private compa-
nies. They're not governments. We are concerned with using
today's high-tech fire protection where you can burn down a build-
ing on a computer to solve specific problems for specific clients. An
architect wants to design a building that will not burn down and
that will give somebody an appropriate amount of escape time. But
because of the regulatory environment, we can come in all day and
make the rosiest words in the world, but the ultimate decision of
whether we're right or wrong and whether that building really, as
proposed, will or will not burn down by fire, is because we say so or
not.

We're not going to build the building and do it to find out.
So, therefore, the credibility of that work has to be very high,

which means that when the techniques were developed, they
shouldn't have been developed by the architect or they shouldn t
have been developed some place like the Federal Center for Fire
Research because then you're taking that tool, which it has been
agreed, is appropriate to make this kind of measurement, and
simply using it, maybe changing it a little for the application, but
you re not walking in with a story from top to bottom. You have
some independent point of reference.

So I think that's the part that this continuing slogan, let the pri-
vate sector do it, that's the part that has been misi that with-
out that potentiating effect, without the imprimatur, if you like, of
someone who is not involved or about to be involved in litigation or
a claim or getting a code approved, unless the techniques are devel-
oped in the absence of that kind of pressure, they're not going to be
credible and they will not be used.

But once they are, for every 10 cents you spend in developing
them, they're going to save the eventual users dollars.

The return is marvelous. It's a lot better to burn a building down
on a computer than to either not have any idea how it's going to
burn or burn it in reality.

Senator SARBANEs. Am I correct in my impression that the arson
rate in this country is very high compared with other countries?
And if so, why is that?

You've been working on the arson problem. You might want to
address that, Mr. Jackson.

Mr. JACKSON. There probably are no more fragile statistics in
this country than those on arson. The insurance companies, who
should have good figures on these, do not. One of the reasons is

I
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that you may not mark a file "arson" until the person has been
convicted and the appeals have run out, or you are in danger of
putting something in his file which later could cause him difficulty
and you can't substantiate the comments, so you would be very vul-
nerable.

As a result, insurers, who only, by the way, are concerned in
their records, even when they are, with economic arson, as opposed
to revenge, juvenile arson and others, which makes up a very sub-
stantial part of our problem, the insurers' records as a result are
not helpful.

This was one of the reasons why the insurance companies joined
the firefighters in urging the FBI to make arson a part 1 crime in
their uniform crime report.

But there, again, this has only been working for 2 or 3 years now
and the system for getting information from the firefighters to the
FBI is one which is loaded with problems of tradition and turf.

So we don't know how bad our figures are. We have a feeling,
based on the number of people who've been caught, convicted, and
the number of years of hard-time sentences that have been handed
out in some of the metropolitan areas, that we are doing a much
better job of apprehending. And all the people who are going to jail
are not lowly torch where the thing was brokered down to the
point where a wino or a doper gets his evening fix or $200 to go
burn a building down.

We're getting some of the conspirators, and some of the white-
collar people are going to jail. We feel that that is going to have a
helpful deterrent effect.

But there's a great deal that's yet to be done, not only on eco-
nomic arson, because a lot of the arsonists are part timers. They're
people who are-they're not professional arsonists. Some of them
are rather normal citizens who find themselves between a rock and
a hard place and they don't see a crime where nobody gets hurt as
being all that bad if the difference is that they go personally bank-
runt.So there are people who have lost their jobs and they're living in

a depressed market where there's little resale value for their
homes, who are trying to sell them to the insurance companies.

We're trying hard to resist. And sometimes it costs more money
to resist than it would to pay off. But we have to do it as a way of
sending a message out that this is not an acceptable social behav-
ior. But we're doing our part on this. We really need the leadership
of an organization like the U.S. Fire Administration to help over-
see what is being done and to help get the leadership together peri-
odically to review and see if last year's or last decade's plan is still
appropriate or whether it needs to be fine tuned and reenergized.

So, I'm sorry, I can't answer your question, Senator, regarding
whether we're better off or worse off than other countries. I know
there are some countries-well, they joke about Greek fire. They
forever have acts of God in their restaurants.

Arson has traditionally been a way of solving some financial
problems with certain groups overseas, just as much as scuttling
ships were as a way of raising money to finance new bottoms.

So arson is not a unique problem to this country as an economic
problem.
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Mr. CLARKE. It's virtually unknown, I think, in Japan from an
economic point of view.

Senator SARBANEs. Let me ask about the Consumer Product
Safety Commission. One of the things we're looking at in the rush
for deregulation is the exposure to health and safety problems. We
don't want to regulate simply for the sake of regulation, obviously,
but deregulation is being to the point of creating harmful health
and safety consequences.

Do any of you have any comments on the fire prevention prob-
lem that relate to the work of the Consumer Product Safety Com-
mission?

Mr. BERL. Well, I do have strong views because we've looked at
the fatal fires in detail which are typical of what goes on and tried
to look back to see what the causes are.

By and large, somebody makes a mistake, either a human being
makes an error or there's some design problems that are at fault. I
think the consumer products people, if they looked at the statistics
in much more detail than they can do now, would find pockets
where things are in need of repair where changes would be signifi-
cant, not so much as a baby's doll being made out of material that
burns too easily, but, say, home heating devices simply being inad-
equate to protect the people who buy them.

To explain what I'm saying, if you take the U.S. record apart to
find out-we look at the average across the country as a whole, but
that's rather misleading because the worst parts of the country are
10 times worse than the best parts of the United States. I mean,
there are places like Alaska and the District of Columbia and
places in the Deep South where the death rates are very high, and
then there are places npt far away, like Utah and Nevada and
pockets where the death rates are one-tenth as bad.

Then one wonders, what is the reason for this difference? It can't
be all just black against white because that isn't so.

It turns out in the South, one of the leading problems are domes-
tic heaters that are used infrequently because the country, by and
large, is warm, except occasionally there's a cold spell. People buy
temporary heaters which are installed and badly installed and they
cause a great many fires.

Well, it's a design problem of designing better heating devices.
And this difference of 10 to 1 isn't entirely due to heaters, but
there's a large part of that mixed up with heating devices that are
not built in as we are accustomed to having them in Maryland.

So, therefore, the Consumer Product Safety Commission would
say, well, look, here's a real safety problem. Let's do something
about it. I think one would see it very quickly in the statistics.

Senator SARBANES. Well, thank you all very much. It's been a
very helpful panel and we appreciate your testimony and your re-
sponses to the questions.

The subcommittee will stand adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 1:41 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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Hr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name is Martin Rouse and I am the
Maryland State President of the International Association of Fire Fighters. The
International Union has over 5,000 members in the state of Maryland. We
appreciate the opportunity to appear today to express our views concerning the
Impact of the budget cuts on the operation of the federal fire programs and the
country's ability to protect the public from fire and disaster. In order to
better understand our concerns on what we believe is the Inadequate funding of
essential goverr-ental fire safety programs, a brief review of the history of
the focus on the tire problem by our federal government would be helpful.

It has now been almost 15 years since the National Commission on Fire Prevention
and Control released its report entitled, "America Burning". The findings in
that report conducted by a distinguished Presidential Commission on Fire
Prevention and Control helped open the eyes of the American public and our
nation's government to some harsh facts. The United Statesp one of the most
advanced industrialized nations In the world, had the highest per capita death
and property loss rate as a result of fire of all the world's major
Industrialized nations. The report pointed out that there were 12,000 deaths
each year due to fire and more than $11 billion In wasted resources due to
destruction of property. To combat this Immense national problem, the
Commission recommended the following:

1. That Congress establish a U.S. Fire Administration to provide a
national focus for the nation's fire problem and promote a
comprehensive program with adequate funding to reduce life and property
loss from fire.

2. The establishment of a National Fire Academy to serve as the hub of a
national training and educational system for the nation's fire
services.

3. The implementation of a national fire safety education program.

4. The reallocation of local resources from primarily fire suppression to
fire prevention.

5. The Improvement of equipment and techniques to reduce fire fighter

death and injury.

6. Research into the urban fire problem.

7. The reinforcement of supporting programs In other agencies, Including
an Increase In burn treatment centers and programs in the U.S.
Department of Healthp Education and Welfare.

The Fire Prevention and Control Act of 1974 was structured to provide for a
United states Fire Administration, and a National Fire Academy within the
jurisdiction of USFA, to facilitate specialized training In areas subject to the
Jurisdiction of fire protection agencies and to assist state and local
governmental units in the planning and implementation of their own fire
protection programs.
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The recommended appropriations for planning, development and Implementation of
this proposed U.S. Fire Administration was $5 million for the first year, $50
million for the second year and $128 million for the third year.

For the first time our nation's fire services felt that the United States
Congress recognized that federal attention must be given to this terrible crises
occurring In our nation. Congress had made clhar that fire was an undue burden
affecting all Americans and that such losses of life and property from fire were
unacceptable to the Nation. Congress further stated that the unacceptable high
rates of death, Injury and property loss from fire could be reduced If the
federal government established a coordinated program to support and reinforce
the fire prevention and control activities of state and local governments.

The nation's fire service organizations were hopeful that Corigress' newly stated
commitment to combat the national fire problem would at long last turn around
the shameful trend toward astronomically high death and Injury rates and
financial losses as a result of fire. Unfortunately, the recommended funding
levels for this new Administration were never reached never even close. The
USFA has been funded at a miniscule level since Its establishment. During this
same time, our nation's fire service organizations, including the IAFF, through
the Joint Council of National Fire Service Organizations have strongly supported
the reauthorization of the Fire Administration and strongly supported Increased
funding for the Administration, the Fire Academy and the Center for Fire~
Research each subsequent fiscal year.

During the Carter Administration the USFA was removed from the jurisdiction
of the Comnerce Department and melded Into a super disaster oriented agency
known as FEMA. Now, after over 5 years of FENA, not only have we been faced
with Inadequate funding, but since 1982 we have been consistently threatened by
the current Administration with recommendations for the elimination of the U.S.
Fire Administration end the Center for Fire Research. Only through the efforts
of the Joint Council, Its member organizations and the continued and consistent
support of the U.S. Congress have these programs survived.

So, where are we today? Great strides have been made In reducing the number of
deaths and Injuries due to fire. The number of deaths and Injuries due to fire
has dropped by at least one third since the Institution of federal fire programs
In 1974. There are many reasons why this Is so, and the various federal fire
programs have contributed significantly to this success. The success came about
as a result of public educationg technology development, fire fighter training
and arson prevention. However, there Is still much more work to do. Despite
the successes, the United. States continues to have the highest death and injury
rate due to fire of all the Industrialized nations. Even so, we are
consistently looking at Administration budget requests which would effectively
end these critical federal fire programs. What will we lose If federal fire
safety programs are terminated or funding reduced?

- Vital research proJects conducted by the Center for Fire Research: The'
Center for Fire Research is the only national scientific center devoted to the
study of the chemistry and'physics of fire. The elimination of this Center
would make the U.S. the only Industrialized nation In the world without a
central fire research body. As an ample of Its critical work, the CFR has
played a critical role In the study And development of nationwide toxicity
standards for building materials.
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- Critical arson protect[oprgramsi The USFA has developed and maintained
an extraordinarily effective ant -arson program which Includes support for
community antl-a'so activities and an arson information bank.

- Fire Fighter safety and health support services: The USFA has sponsored
several Important programs contributing to the Inreased safety for fire
fighting personnel, Including the development of protective clothing standards
for fire fighters through Its "Project Fires" program. This program, In
conjunction with NASA, was responsible for the development of revolutionary safe
and lightweight protective clothing. Project Fires also worked with the private
sector to develop fire safe clothing.

- Elsential training for flre fighters: The National Fire Academy has
provided thousands of fire fighting professionals each year with essential
education and training programs. One of the many fine programs the NFA has
Instituted Is the Open Learning Fire Service Program. This program provides
fire fighters In all 50 states with the opportunity to earn a baccalaureate
degree In fire administration and fire prevention technology. Fire fighters are
able to learn at a distance from the college campus while guided and assessed by
faculty members. We believe that this program Is a critical component for
Increasing the level of professionalism of our fire service personnel. The IAFF
is very proud to be associated with the Open Learning Fire Service Program. It
Is a high quality cost-effective approach that provides the only higher
education bachelor's degree opportunity available to all of the nation's fire
fighters.

In our view, fire fighter health and safety Is the most Important programmatic
area within the U.S. Fire Administration. As you are well aware, fire fighting
Is among the nation's most hazardous occupations with one of the highest line
of duty death Injury and Illness rates. Congress must not abandon the nation's
fire fighters who risk life and limb daily in communities across the nation.

However, there are still many Important areas of fire fighter occupational health
and safety which need to be addressed, such as the development of a standardized
medical protocol for the treatment of injured fire fighters so that all fire
fighters can receive the highest quality medical care possible when they are
Injured. There is also a great need for research and development of Improved
equipment, such as ladders and ropes, to combat the number of needless tragedies
which occur each year as fire fighters fall victim to Inadequately built ladders
and ropes. Likewise, the need Is great for research Into the Impact of
occupational stress and exposure to burning synthetics and carcinogens on our
profession and the development of methods for limiting the adverse effects of
these exposures.

Another example of the ill-effects of budget cuts on fire programs Is the
Apprenticeship Training Program funded by the USFA. This program, managed by
the IAFF In cooperation with the International Association of Fire Chiefs,

related work In cooperation with municipal governments. The program Is vital to
the fire services and should be continued and adequately funded. At this time
Its funding has been terminated.

While some progress in combating the fire problem has been made, we must stress
the absolute necessity of Increased funding for the continuation and expansion
of the U.S. Fire Administration's effort If the unacceptable death and Injury
rates among fire fighters are to be reduced.
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Mr. Chairman, our Union well understands the pressures and politics of thebudget process. We also understand the enormous pressures on Congress to reduce
the deficit. We do find It Interesting# however, that at the same time that urcountry Is spending hundreds of billions of dollars to develop questionable
weapons and other civil defense systems, It is still only spending a few dollarstoward the protection of our citizens from the daily ravages of fire which takeslives, causes severe crippling Injuries and destroys tens of billions of dollars
in personal property in every state of this nation. The threat of fire Is oneof the most severe threats to the security and safety of our citizens. Money
spent to combat this problem will be money well spent.

We ask for the Committee's support not only for the reauthorization of federalfire programs programs but also for an Increased commitment in funding so that
we can continue the downward trend In death and Injury rates and devastating
financial losses which result from fire.

Thank you.
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MR. CHAIRMAN, DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE JOINT ECONOMIC

COMMITTEE'S SUB-COMMITTEE ON INVESTMENT, JOBS AND PRICES, MY NAME

IS LYNN D. GILROY AND I AM THE SECRETARY/TREASURER OF THE FEDERAL

FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION, A LABOR UNION THAT REPRESENTS FEDERAL

FIREFIGHTERS THAT WORK ON FEDERAL INSTALLATIONS.

I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK YOU FOR ALLOWING

US TO TESTIFY BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE ON THE VERY SERIOUS ISSUE AT

HAND.

IT IS THE POSITION OF THE FEDERAL FIREFIGHTERS ASSOCIATION THAT

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HAS A VERY IMPORTANT ROLE TO PLAY IN THE

SETTING OF STANDARDS FOR THE STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL

GOVERNMENTS, IN THE AREA OF FIRE PREVENTION, PROTECTION, RESEARCH

AND SAFETY. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST BE A LEADER IN THESE

FIELDS AS WELL AS THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES FIELD, AND IT.

MUST BE A LEADER IN ESTABLISHING AND SETTING UP FIRE FREE

ENVIRONMENTS IN THE HOMES AND WORK SITES OF IT'S PEOPLE.

WITH THE WORK THAT IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED BY THE U.So FIRE

ADMINISTRATION, OF PROVIDING EXPOSURE TO NOT ONLY FIREFIGHTERS,

BUT TO THE PUBLIC, OF THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY OF HOME SPRINKLER

SYSTEMS AND, THE INSTALLATION OF EARLY WARNING DEVICES (SMOKE

DEklTECTORS). IT SHOULD BE THE WORK OF THE GOVERNMENT TO CONTINUE

TO BETTER IMPROVE THESE AREAS THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF THIS AGENCY
AND IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS AND THE

70-823- 87 - 9
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CENTER FOR FIRE RESEARCH.

WITHIN THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS IT HAS BEEN THE POSITION OF THE

CURRENT ADMINISTRATION TO ZERO BUDGET THESE AGENCIES AND

THEREFORE ELIMINATE THEIR EXISTENCE. THIS WOULD HAVE BEEN A

TRAGEDY FOR ALL THE CITIZENS OF THIS NATION. ESPECIALLY WHkN

TECHNOLOGY IS IMPROVING, AND SO MUCH WORK IS BEING DONE TO

INCREASE THE KNOWLEDGE OF THIS NATION'S FIREFIGHTERS AND THE

PUBLIC ON THIS TECHNOLOGY.

WE REALIZE THAT THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE GRAMM-RUDMAN AMENDMENT

PLACES THESE AS WELL AS OTHER AGENCIES IN JEOPARDY, BUT IT IS OUR

OPINION AND POSITION THAT THESE AGENCIES SHOULD BE FULLY FUNDED

TO DO THE FUNCTION THAT THEY WERE SET OUT TO DO. IF NOT, ALL THE

TRAINING, RESEARCH AND STANDARDS WILL ALL BUT BE IGNORED AND WHAT

WE HAVE WORKED SO HARD FOR OVER THE YEARS WILL BE WHISKED AWAY

WITH ONE FELL SWOOP, MAYBE NEVER TO BE REGAINED AGAIN.

ANOTHER AREA OF GREAT CONCERN TO US AND OUR MEMBERSHIP IS THE

WHOLESALE CONTRACTING OUT OF FIRE FIGHTING FUNCTIONS WITHIN THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, THIS ASSOCIATION HAS BEEN FIGHTING

CONTRACTING OUT, IN DEFENSE INSTALLATIONS FOR MANY YEARS, AND

WITH THE HELP OF THE CONGRESS MORATORIUMS STOPPING SUCH

CONTRACTING OUT HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLISHED. HOWEVER, WE FIND THAT THE

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AND THE COAST GUARD ARE IN FULL SWING TO

CONTRACT OUT THEIR FIREFIGHTERS, AT THIS VERY MOMENT. WE FEEL
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THAT THIS IS PENNY WISE AND POUND FOOLISH. THE FEDERAL

FIREFIGHTERS OF THIS COUNTRY HAVE BEEN PROVIDING AN OUTSTANDING

SERVICE, FOR A LOW COST, FOR MANY, MANY YEARS. THEY ARE HIGHLY

TRAINED PROFESSIONALS. MANY OF THEM HAVE SPENT NUMEROUS HOURS AND

THEIR OWN MONEY TO RECEIVE TRAINING AT THE NATIONAL FIRE ACADEMY

AND OTHER STATE AND COUNTY TRAINING FACILITIES, WITH NO

COMPENSATION FOR THEIR ADDED KNOWLEDGE. THEY ARE PENALIZED, BY A

REDUCTION IN PAY, WHEN THEY TAKE A PROMOTION, BECAUSE OF AN

ANTIQUATED PAY SYSTEM THAT IS NOT COMPARABLE TO THE JURISDICTIONS

THAT SURROUND THEM, AND THEN TO SAY TO THEM THAT YOU ARE GOING TO

GIVE THEIR JOB TO THE LOWEST BIDDER IS JUST ANOTHER SLAP IN THE

FACE. IT IS NO WONDER THAT THERE ARE RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION

PROBLEMS NOW WITHIN THE FEDERAL FIRE SERVICE.

WITH THE ALMOST CERTAIN CUTS IN MANNING OF FIRE DEPARTMENT

APPARATUS BOTH IN THE FEDERAL SECTOR AS WELL AS THE COUNTIES AND

MUNICIPALITIES THERE IS AN EVER INCREASING NEED TO USE ALL

AVAILABLE RESOURCES WISELY AND EFFICIENTLY, AS WELL AS

EFFECTIVELY.

I WONDER HOW MANY CITY OR COUNTY FIRE CHIEFS ARE GOING TO SEND

THEIR PERSONNEL ON TO A FEDERAL INSTALLATION TO ASSIST A

CONTRACTOR FIGHT A FIRE KNOWING THAT HE IS USING THEIR SERVICES

TO HELP HIM HAKE A PROFIT. AT THIS TIME THERE ARE RECIPROCAL

MUTUAL AID AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE U.S GOVERNMENT AND THE CITIES

AND COUNTIES. THESE AGREEMENTS WOULD BE NULL AND VOID WHEN A
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CONTRACTOR TAKES OVER. HOW MANY BUILDINGS, ON FEDERAL

INSTALLATIONS DO WE LOOSE BEFORE WE BREAK EVEN ON THE SO CALLED

SAVINGS? HOW MANY LIVES DO WE LOOSE?

IN CLOSING WE WOULD LIKE TO SAY THAT THE MOOD OF FEbERAL

EMPLOYEES, WITHIN THE FEDERAL FIRE SERVICE IS POOR, THE

EQUIPMENT, MANNING AND LACK OF A ADEQUATE PAY SYSTEM IS

DEPLORABLE FOR THE HOURS THAT ARE PUT IN. THE PEOPLE THAT WE HAVE

IN THE SYSTEM ARE DEDICATED TO THE FIRE SERVICE IN GENERAL BUT

THEY ARE LOOSING GROUND BECAUSE OF THE MOOD OF THE AGENCIES AND

THE CURRENT ADMINISTRATION TOWARDS THEM. WE HOPE THAT THE TIDE

WILL TURN SOON, BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE.

THANK YOU AGAIN MR. CHAIRMAN FOR ALLOWING US TO TESTIFY BEFORE

THIS COMMITTEE.

A
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MINORITY REPORT
Minority Report of Anne Wight Philips, M.D.,

Harvard Medical School, Massachus Gen
eral and Youville Hospitals.

TO KEEP THEM SAFE

A Tribute--ThIs minority of the National Com-
mison on Fire Prevention and Control commends
the President and the Congress for their concern
for public safety and wishes to express her esteem
for the dedicated majority of the Commission with
some of whose recommendations she concurs al
though taking the liberty of disagreeing with others.

MINORITY REPORT OF COMMISSION'
ANNE W. PHILIPS, M.D.

Mr. President and Members of the Congress of
the United States:

This minority, although endorsing many of the
conclusions and recommendations of the majority of
the Commission, cannot approve the following:

I. The mMltude of the Orojected budget for themajority's program ($153,090,000)

U. The location of responsibility for all of the na-
don's fire problems within a single agency ad
department

UI!. The proposed paramount objective for the new
U.S. Fire Administration and the resulting dis.
trbuton of resources recommended

IV. The proposed Interim budget for the National
Bureau of Standards

L The Minority Opposes the Projected Budget
The saving of a single lfe is not justified, if for

the same expenditure of funds and effort, it is pos-
sible to save more than one. Neither In direction nor
mgtude can I support the majori s projected
= t for I believe that the saving intes, proper.

ty, and human suffering, which would be achieved
by the Commission majority's program, can be
equalled or exceeded with a significantly smaller
budget.

II. The Minority Opposes the U.S. Fire
Administration

At the end of the first hall year as a member of
the Commission I was in favor of the creation of a
single Federal agency to coordinate the activities of
all agencies concerned with fire In the Federal Gov.
ernment. The need for careful planning for the Na-
tion's fire programs and the prospect of economy
through reduced duplication and administrative
overhead seemed to justify it. Reluctantly, I have
come to take the opposite position for the following
resons:
1. Likelihood of neglet of important aspects of the
fire problem

In whatever department the propoe U.S. Fire
Administration settles, it must, inevtably,, unle it
Is, -~very- WO) - clf-ipW kftwredj&U 0ca
interest in those fire problems, which are primarily

.o..... concerned with the interests of other Federal de-
partmenmt Even with the best of Intentions, needed

am Indebted so fttyand he '. f-MITdm programs outside the major thrust of the Adminis-

edequaely t wrds c-- ptd hw u l sratim and the Interests of the chem department
problem. Ths picture was taksn at W ', e her will be down-lraded or neglected, receiving less
burn Injry,r attention and funding than they merit-in part be-

Top photo by Frank Kely, Sos Hasu Aamea cause the department and the administration will

IN1
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not save the background to see their importance and
in plr because the outside department will have
ess Interest in pursuing fire programs, considering

ftherh Fire Administration matters.
t Jdging from the proposed budget, down-
'grading process has already e. "

2. Limited national resources
At its first meeting, the National Commission on

Fire Privention and Control unanimously adopted
as its objective the reduction of the losses of life and

property from destructive fires. A glance at the ma.
jonty's proposed budget will indicate that any pros-
pects of financial savings, due to better administra.
tion or wasteful duplication, may be of fleeting
benefit in the face of the high costs of the proposed
programs, some of which may have little impact on
the losses of life and property from destructive fires.
In view of our limited resource it appears wise to
spend such funds as can be made available on solu-
tions to the fire problem, using existing agencies,
rather than on creating a new administration and
tiew demands for funds.

-3. Existing agencies could make sub.tantal strides
in fire prevention and control

.- It iL sound- policy-to give. repoaslity.fo.- any
enterprise to those with specil knowledge and abil.
ity in the field, but impossible in this case, since no
single department has "expertise" in all aspects of
the fire problem. There are many people wit such
specialized knowledge and ability in the various
Federal departments and In the private sector, who
are ready, willing, and able to go to work on re-
ducing the Nation's fire Ionses. -It seems the part
of wisdom to use them.

4. Loss of valuable volunteer efort
It is apparent frm the prorm proposed for

the U.S. Fire Admr i ntration tt, f Implemented
as written, the Administration would take over

_j-ny functions which are now carried out-with-
out cost to th taxpayer r iaTirle '
This minority cannot contemplate with com-
placency the demise of the National Fire Protection
Association, for example, which in the 78 years of
its existence, has, through its fire prevention efforts,
Its educational programs and its life safety codes,
become a world leader in the continuing war apinst
fire. No one will evel know the number of lves
obsand millions of dollars worth of property ued

by their endeavors.
If a U.S. Fire Administration Is to be, let the

enabling lelation be so drawn that m-idum
use Is made of such private "mencle* It would seem
simpler and cheaper and quicker to call upon them
for their expert auistance now, without th cre-
ation of a new Government agency.

152

5. Whit# knight effect
The fire problem has wide ramifications--oelal,

political, scientific, economic, and so on. The pro.
posed multifaceted U.S. Fire Administration, by
taking on al aspects of the fire problem, may, like
the white knight, gallop off in all directions spread-
ing itself too thin to prove the master of any. It
would seem that there Is more to be gained by
tackling smaller aspects of the problem and handling
that ttle well.
6. The Commission recommendations run rough.
shod over Title I

Congress, by Title I of the Fire Research and
Safety Act of 1968 (see App. I), authorized the
Secretary of Commerce to conduct, directly, or
through grants, fire research, educational programs,
a fire Information reference service, and so on. In
that act Congress also assured the continuation of
other existing Federal fire programs by stating that
"nothing contained in this title shall be deemed to
repeal, supersede, or diminish existing authority or
responsibility of any agency or instrumentality of the
Federal Government.' Coness, therefore, after
due deliberation, felt it unwise to remove all fire
problems to a single department, although Iving
the Department of Commerce the lion's share of
the responsibility. This Conmi ion minority finds
itself in agreement with them.

Fsoua 2
?atPTy' face on her Ant admission to the Shriners' Burns

Institute In Galveston. She underwent more than 3
months of re-ottructve surgery. costing approximately
A27.000. The darkening of her hair at ths age Is nor-
mal for her family colorIng). Figure 3 shows her ap-
pearme after many operations.

- -- g.,. '4g'"
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7. Inevitable delay applied research to produce a saer environme q
Statistics tell us that 300.000 children are going basic research on the nature of fire and smoke, thelr

to be riously burned Inth ounty the next behavior and control, improved education for lpem-to b -- ciouly brne In s cuntr inbers of the fire service, and 50 on.
years. Their suffering depends upon our speed b Te fe serin soon.

(Figs. 1, 2, and 3). Admittedly, we are never going The concept set forth in Chapter 19, Asist)
to prevent all fire accidents, but there is sound nc - ance to local fire services should be paramounf
dence that many of the victims can be spared if among the objectives of the proposed U.S. Fire
fire safety education programs are promptly initi- Administration I cannot accept.
ated. With swift and adeuate funding, the D. Tremendous credit should be given to the fire

partment of Commerce might have the multimedia service for its ready acceptance of the concept that
education campaign recommended by the Corn- firemen should serve primarily as "fire preventers",
mission well underway before hearings on the pro. rather than "firefighters." They will need help in
posed U.S. Fire Administration can begin, changing to this new poltion. Even before this

shif, there was a need for better education of the
8. Danger of pressure from special groups fire officer-better training in command, manage.

Although in the majority of instances the interests ment, educational and training techniques, fire sup-
of special groups in the fire field will run parallel presslon, community relations, arson, and so on, to
with the interests of the Nation, the situation should which the new emp on fire prevention must be
not be created where the Nation's fire interests added.
could be subordinated to those of any special group. I believe that creation of a National Fire Academy
IllI-A. The Minority Questions the Direction of is needed, but not as an objective ranking higher

Emphasis for the U.S. Fire Administration than all othe.. If a secondary objective Is to be as-
SCsigned, let it be to knowledge-new knowledge

This Commissioner believes that, if there i to be through research and dissemination of existing
an all-encompassing U.S. Fire Administration, Its knowledge. Widespread public education in ire
paramount objective should be the same as that safety principles should be our first concern.
adopted by e Commission: the reduction of the Them is an old saying In the fire service, cited in .
losses of life and property from destructive fires. the Commission report, that "The three principal

. such.as firesafety. eusation-for the general pub) c;---tbtIs-ib@Wc d out3 ' ng It crystal" clear that
most deaths, most injuries, and most fires are caused
by people. Since people are the cause of the over-
whelming majority of fires, it is reasonable to be-
lieve that people must be included in the solution.

Much can be done by making clothing fire re-
sbtant and by installing automatic extinguishing
systems and early detection systems--there have
been no recorded instances of multiple deaths in
buildings fully equipped with operational sprinklers,
for example-but man can, and does, circumvent
the devices installed for his protection, painting
over sprinkler heads, propping open smoke and fire
doors and putting a penny in the fuse box. There
is no substitute for understanding how to prevent
fies; and what to do when fires occur.
What do Americans Know About Fire Safety?

In the first months of the Commission's existence,
a search was made for data on the American pub.lic's knowledge of fire safety principles. Surprisingly,
the only studies discovered were made after small
fire education campaigns. No one had probed our
citizens' basic fire knowledge.

Since an incredible delay is necessitated by Fed-
Fuossaa S. end restrictions on questionnaires, a survey of our

Results after extensive plastic snstructif. MaY Ws citimse.' knowledge was undertaken independently
no further surgery at " time. of the Commission and without Its financial sup-

X:
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rtn Initially several hundred adults and children
d the Nation were-Titerviewed. The a

iiertionnaire was devised and is now being used in
$ ols, together with an answer sheet, so that stu.
'dens can learn, while correcting their own. papers.
'A copy of the questions will be found in Figure 4,
should the reader wish to sample his or her own
firesafety knowledge before reading further. The
answers appear at the end of this minority report.

Figure 4

FIRE SAFETY QUESTIONNAIRE
Student D Fire Safety Teacher 0 Age
Schooling: Public r0

Prvae 3

i. When is an electric cord dangerous? (live at least
two examples)

14. When 6s double plug dageous?
15. What should you do If you discover a luge fire In

your bassmett?
16. If you are trying to light a gas oven or burner and

the firt match gee out too soon, what should you
do?

17. What i meant by "spontaneous embustion" or
"spontaneous ignldoc"?

1S. How should you store oily or greasy rap?
19. Why should gasoline be stored only in metal cans with

self-cloeing caps?
20. Should you put out an electric fire with water?

Limited Survey Finds Alarming Voids in Public
Fire Safety Knowledge

leacher u, revious rire I auung,
Where (if any) school, Scouts, Army, Data from 2,109 Americans of all ages from

Industry, etc. Maine to Florida and New York to California fol.
Address: Sext MUle 0 Female 3 lows.' It would be presumptuous to generalize from

City State this small sampg to the Nation as a whole, but
I. If your house began to fill up with thick, black smoke, thus far the find s have been surprisingly consist.

what would you do? -(answer fully) ant from State to State and from one school district
2. What would you do If you woke up at night, smelled, to another; -

smoke, and found that your bedroom door was shut, Les than SO, out of every 100 teenagers questioned
but hot when you touched It? knew that In the presence of smoke they should

3. Will the clothing you have on now bumr? sto lo, or crawl o t t r e. ysul
4. What would you do right now If your clothing caught Half of the . out f t 18r uesat.,

on are? firev the younsters from 7 t 18 quesioe
5. If you were trapped In a bedroom en the fith floor would do snmthin dangerous i the frying pan

withlames, 0u45Id lale b au mui moo pourA .. .... , ttenptng .ca yJtorItQwwter..
in under the door (with no telephone and no ire on it. Teenagers were no more knowledgeable
capee, what would you do? than children from 7 through 12.

6. (a) When you go to a strange place (_movie house, Over 500 people questioned did not know that opet.
friend's house for the night, hotel, restaurat, ing a hot door during a fire would almost car-
etc.), do you check to wee where the exits or n mainly expose them to heat above human toler.
escapes a.? ance This group included 44out of 177 teachers

(b) it the answer to 6(a) was "Yes" do you depend Am.t no hilron iuder seven ke w. th at he.
on being able to see the exit to find it, or do you .... . ........... ...
figure out how to find It in the dark or in thick should drop and roll If their clothing caught fire.
smoke? Very iew fartes had a well thought out escape

7. Do you have a family ecape plan, including ways of plan, including a predesignated meeting place
setting out of your house if the stairs or doors are outside the house.
blocked by fire, essd d muelixg plW outside the Three-quarters of the adults questioned recom-
house? mended the use of too strong a fuse for an ordi.

8. What should you do (or should your wife or mother nary lighting circuit.
. do) iothe f I pan ced.yimtchon.lre. . . Asked what they would do if trapped in a fifth floor9., Carbon monoxide is produced by almost all room with flames outside In ,the hall anda smoke.

~- What effect does it have-on yous Weore it mae --. -poomniidetedo (with faeousdin te lpo andk
you sleepy and kills you? po s r " "'.'i" ' w i ,. te,.. p,,,-je .

10. Assume you plan to hang by your heads from a wW no foe escape), only out of 10, old or young,
dow ledge and then drop to the earth below. Rid. thought to stun anything into the death-dealig
mate in feet the distance you could drop and still crack. Some, of all ages, including teachers, said
have a 50:50 chance of surviving without serious they would jump
Injury. 39, out of every 100 adults questioned, would react

I I , (a) What I the reason for having fus tn an electric dangerously if their clothing lpi.ted many failing
circuit? to th-~ L L *r a

(b) What strength fuse should be us in an comprehend the speed ,with which fire can
ordinary lighdnrg crult? spread to the neck and shoulders from the trouser

12, What number-should you dial to res t a i by We. cuff or hemline (Fig. 5).
phme, and how sould you t-pmt It?

'This Coemissioner has pald for all printing and met
of the Postage from her own limited remurce. She is
indebted to Harvard Medical School for a sall supple.
mentary outlay for postage.

a The author of this report wishes tq exoe profound
gratitude for assistance in this survey tendered by Chief
Robert ly of Kirkland, Wash., and Chief Merrill Hand.
ricks of Dallas, T".

- r
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In Only @.... ,TENSECON z. .

FIovu 5

The need for public fire safety education is clear.
That it can be effective is documented by the Com.
mission in Chapter 15. Other evidence is available.
Hopefully, my objection to the direction proposed
for the U.S. Fire Administration now appears just.
fled.

What of the budget?

III-B. The Minority Oppoe the Budget
Allocations

My main objections to the propped budget ar
threefold:

I. Proposed ;udgel is vol respowve to its son.

cowt of the Nahion.- fire chiefs.-In the early days
-of this Commission, a questionnaire was sent out to
fire chiefs throughout the, Nation. Replies from
10,O00 chiefs have been tabulated. Under the head.
in; "Evaluation of Fire Department Problems" the
chiefs were asked to rank "in order from most seriow
to 'east serious" the problem areas of concern to
them. Unselfishy, the chiefs gave top ranking to
"lack of effective public education on fire safety."
Inadequate tuning and education for fire service
personnel was listed eighth and the need for Ir.
proved fire department apparatu and personnel
protective equlpnat ninth The proposed budget
fails to r t their considered opbngomt

'5,
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. 2. Ned for piot projects.-The majority of the
-.- Commission has recommended that every local fire

jurisdiction prepare a mut.: plan designed to meet
the community's present and future nees and $
million are budgeted for local master plan develop-
ment. SiWmirly $15 million have been sdt aside for
equipment upgrading and $10 million for detection
and alarm systems and built-in protection loan in-
surance. We do not know whether these program
will reduce the losses of life and property from de-.
structive property. These, and untr' d educational
programs, should be tested on a local or -%ional
basis through pilot projects, before investing large
amounts of money on their implementation nation.
wide. Training of bum specialists should likewise,
precede the development of bum center .

3. Inadequate provisions lor public educatiox.-
The budget allotment for public education will not
produce the type of program the Commisison has
envisioned in chapter 15. There are 25 million chil-
dren in this Nation between kindergarte and sixth
grade. The $6 million specified for elementary
school education on chart 15.2 is estimated by both
private and Government experts to be Insuftient to
put one piece of effective material in the hands of
each school child. Ten million would be required to
supply effective graded materials to each of the
Nation's 1.3 million elementary school teache.

-Other means, such as using existing filim and visual
aids, close-circuit 7V, etc. should be explored, but
it seems unlikely that the proposed budget will be
adequate to achieve the desired results.

IV. Minority Finds Interim Budget Insucient

The setting of the Interim budget at $3 million for
research and engineering programs fairly well pre-
cludes the National Bureau of Standards from act.
ing in accordance with most of its mandate under
Title I during the next year or two. Assigned an in.
adequate budget of $5 million at the outset and
underfunded at that, It can e reasonably expected
to continue to do only those things for which It bas
the greatest rea h and engineering ability. The
NIFE program (National Inventory of Fire Experi.
ence) for cooperative effort between the Bureau of
Standards and the National Fire Protection Asso-
ciation will probably be left In abeyance because of
the uncertainty of Its future. If a national fire data
system is to be set up under the U.S. Fire Adminis-
tration, and essentially independent of them both,
there may be little initiative to go forward.

Almost certainly 2 year and more will pas
before any real Federa fire sat7 education pro.
gram Is undertaken (whether through grants or
otherwise), while week after week more Pattys a-

Scarried into,

DISCUSSION
I. Budgt

Althou_ In my opinion the total budget pro-
dbythe majority of the Commission is too

big, yet what has been spent on fire prevention and
control by the Federal Government in the past
is too sma
II. Measures To Reduce Injuries and Loss of Life

-and Property From Destructive Fires
It Is the conviction of this minority that without

a coniuning mmaive program to educate the public
in simple fire safety measures, a substantial rfduc-
tion in our tragic American fire toll cannot be
expected. The principal measures recommended to
save lives, suffering and property are:

l.A massive mul-inedia, recipnent-oriented public
education campaign.

2. Fire education In the schools.

Comparisons of deaths In U.S. military personnel (Army.
Navy Coast Guard. Marine Corps, and Air Force) resulting
from actions by hostile forces In Vietnam, 1961 through
1972. and deaths from U.S. fires for the same period
(Statistics from the Department of Defense ard the
National Fire Protection Association).
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3. Fire departmentinvolvement in fire safety edu-
cation of crucial, industrial, and institutional

rsonnel and in an optional inspection program
for dwelns4 elo ent of a reliable and In

ke de detection system for dwe1ng
5. Reduction of the hazards of flammable wear

ing apparel.

6. use of noncombustible interior finish materials
In residences and places of business and assembly.

7. Complete automatic fire extinguishing syster7s
for homes (and hospitals) for the incapacitated and
for high-rise buildings.

8. A program of fire safety training for the health
educator aides of the Department of Health, Edu.
cation, and Welfare, who, because of their rapport
with the residents of high-risk areas may be able to
teach fire safety principles on a person to person
basis.

9. Increased research on smoke and smoke in-
halation injury which is responsible for more than
half of the Nation's fire deaths.

I1. Principal Measures To Improve the Fire
Services

1. Establishment of a National Fire Academy.
2. Research on better engineering of breathing

apparatus and protective clothing.
3. Federal suppo.t for State and local fire in.

spection programs.

Minority Recommendations

This minority opposes the creation of a new Fed.
eral fire agency at this time. During the
review in 1983 it would be approprite to cons4dr
whether the Nation's interests would be better
served by the establishment of a Federal agency for
fire r and education in the Department of
Commerce.

This minority urges the President and the Con-
gress in considering these recommendations and
those of the majority of the Commission, to use as
your yardstick, the probable reduction of life and
pro losses if the measures suggested am

In conclusion, I support the position of the ma-
jority of the Commison that expanded Federal
action Is needed in the fire field and that, properly
directed, the investment will pay off handsomely. A
few final words may emphawe the need:

As grim a were our Ioses due to enemy action
in Vietnam, they were small compare with our Na.
tion's fire casualties for the Sam eriod (Fig. 6).
Smoke and fire seriously injure 30.000 Americans
every year and kill nearly 12,000. How many are
12,0007 How many people could you call by name
if you met them on the street? 2,000? 4,000? In this
Nation, fire and smoke kill more people each and
every year than the average person knows and
gravely injures more than he has ever met.

Respectfully sAbmitted,

ANNE WOR PUILEPS.

1. Continued support of existing fire programs in SELF-SCORING THE F SAFETY
the Federal Government, QE ONNAIR

2. Reduction of the projected total additional $,fr store
fire budget by $'" million during the bui'd-up QS.,:iosu (p IC*?)

years and $75 rn..-ion during the operating years, Q en 1. ! .your/o beous is to w with
subject to subsequent review. .Akd, bl"e mote, what sould yes do? (sans

3. Retention of the DNpartment of Commerce tupy)
ad the principal focus ior the Federal fire effort, If yaw answer included getting beneath the moko
in accordance with the provisions of Title I of the by cmctg or crawling (to evade harmful
Fire Reearch and Safety Act of 1968. combustion products), ie y e... $

4. Swift and adequate funding of the Deprt. If included gettn out of the hous,
meant of Commerce to permit early Intitution of a Ive -y ------
massive, multimedia fire safety education campaign. If your answer Included rousing the rest of the

5. Enactment of new legislation to assign report. hoehd, giv yoursel..
sibility, for direct support to the fire services, to the 11 your answer Included calling the Ait depart-

Dearmet f ouin ad-rb evlomet, 1 mean, give 'yourself... .... . S
nincluded opening windows without

D e p a rtm e n t o f H o u s i g a n d -U rb a n D e v e lo p m t , "I " ---- -m ~ -a e o- ---n w i d o s it ou
including the establishment of a national fire t r do (to keep the air from the fin)
academy. Subtract S Points

6. Creation of a new temporry Cornimion In Quee 2. What would o o ite y " , we up
1983 to assess the effectiveness the Federal fire a i&, nmlki mete, and fond S yr bed-
programs and make recommendations to the Pres- room deor u -! shut, but hot whem ye ouhed it?
dent and the Congress for further steps to d'mnih If your awedid not lnelude opening the hot door
the Nation's annual tollfom fre. , (whIch would xpose ymu to ulg heat), give

7. Increased use of the oversigt function of the y__ne_ _ _ 4
appropriate committees to assure assessment of eo- If your answer hluded calling for help by phon
fectiveness and adequate planning by the depart- or from a window, or findIng an alsmrsdve way

dengt rinj_ - -ou, gle .
i '57
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APPENDIX I
PUBLIC LAW 90--259

(90th Congress, S. 1124, Mar. 1,: 1968)
AN ACT

To amend the O anic Act of the National Bureau
of Standards to authorize a fire research and safety
program, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
tentatives o/ the United States ol America in Con.

gress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the
"Fire Research and Safety Act of 1968".
TITLE I-FIRE RESEARCH AND SAFETY

PROGRAM

DMCLAATZOh OF POLICY
Se. 101. The Congress finds that a comprehen.

sive fire research and safety program is needed in
this country to provide more effective measures
of protection against the hazards of death injury,
and damage to property. The Congres finds that it
is desirable and necessary for the Federal Govern.
ment, in carrying out the provisions of this title, to
cooperate with and assist public and private agen-
cies. The Congress declares that the purpose of this
title is to amend the Act of March 3, 1901, as
amended, to provide a national fire research and
safety program including the gathedng of compre.
hensive fire data; a comprehensive fire research
program; fire safety education and training pro-
grams; and demonstrations of new approaches and
improvements in fire prevention and control, anet
reduction of death, personal injury, and property
damage. Additionally, it is the sense of Congress
that the Secretary should establish a fire research
and safety center for administering this title and
carrying out its purposes, including appropriate fire
safety liaison and coordination,

AUTHORIZATION OF PROGRAM

Szc. 102. The Act entitled "An Act to establish
the National Bureau of Standards", approved
March 3, 1901, as amended (15 U.S.C. 271-278e),
is further amended by adding the following sections:

"SzE. 16. The Secretary of Commerce (herein.
after referred to as the 'Secretary') is authorized
to-

,"(a) Conduct directly or through contracts or
grants-

"(1I) investigatiqns of fires to determine their
causes, frequency of occurrence, severity, and
other pertinent factors;

"(2) research into the causes and nature of
fires, and the development of improved methods
and techniques for firepreventio, fire control,
and reduction of deAvLksJ=nju,*an

lU0 APPENDIX I

"(3) educational V grams to-"(A) inform the public of fire hazards and
fire safety techniques, and

"(B) encourage avoidance of such hazards
and use of such techniques;
"(4) fire information reference services, in-

cluding the collection, analysis, and dissemination
of data, research results, and other information,
derived from this program or from other sources
and related to fire protection, fire control, and
reduction of death, personal injury, and property
damage;

"(5) educational and training programs to im-
prove, among other things--

"(A) the efficiency, operation, and organiza-
tion of fire services, and

"(B) the capability of controlling unusual
fire-related hazards and fire disasters; and
"(6 ) projects demonstrating-

"(A) improved or experimental programs of
fire prevention, fire control, and reduction of
death, personal injury, and property damage,

"(B) application of fire safety principles in
construction, or

"(C) improvement of the efficiency, opera-
tion, or organization of the fire services.

"(b) Support by contracts or grants the develop-
ment, for use by educational and other nonprofit
institutions, of-

"(1) fire safety and fire protection engineering
or science curriculums; and

"(2) fire safety courses, seminars, or other in.
structional materials and aids for the above cur-
riculums or other appropriate curriculums or
courses of instruction.
"Sao. 17. With respect to the functions authorized

by section 16 of this Act-
"Ca) Grants may be made only to States and

governments, other non-Federal public agen-
cies, and nonprofit institutions. Such a grant may
be up to 100 per centum of the total cost of the
project for which such grant Is made. The Secre.
tary shall require, whenever feasible, as a condition
of approval of a grant, that the recipient contribute
money, facilties, or services to carry out the pur.

_oefor which the grant is sought. For the purposes
of this section, 'State' means any State of the United
States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Guam, the
Canal Zone, American Samoa, and the Trust Terri.
tory of the Pacilc Islands; and 'public agencies'
Mneudes comnbinations or groups of States or local
government.

4'(b The Secretarya swith and r'm-iburtse t of -othe Fed e e e- m ind
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agencies for the performance of any such function,
and, as necessary or- appropriate, delegate anyf
his powers under this section or section 16 of thisAct with respect to any part thereof, and authorize*
the redelegation of such powers.
. "(c) The Secretary may perform such functionswithout regard to section 3648 of the Revised

Statutes (31 U.S.C. 529).
"(d) The Secretary is authorized to request anyFederal department or agency to supply such sta.tistics, data, program reports, and other materialsas he deems necessary to carry out such functions.

Each such department or agency Is authorized tocooperate with the Secretary and, to the extent per.mitted by law, to furnish such materials to theSecretary. The Secretary and the heads of otherdepartments and agencies en ;ed in administer.Ing programs related to fire safety shalJ, to the rnai.mum extent practicable, cooperate and consult inorder to insure fully coordinated efforts.
'(e) The Secretary is authorized to establishsuch policies, stancrards, criteria, and proceduresand to prescribe such rules and replations.as hemay deem necessary or appropriate to the admin.istration of such functions or this section, including

rules and regulations which-"(1) provide %hat a grantee will from time totime, but not less often than annually, submita report evaluatin$ accomplishments of activities
funded under section 16, and

"(2) provide for fiscal control, sound account.
ang procedures, and periodic reports to the Secre.tar) regarding the application of funds paid under
section 16."

NOINETRYZNC WITH ExISTINO YZDZRAL
PROGRAMS

Stc. 103. Nothing contained in this title shallbe deemed to repeal, supersede, or diminish exist-ing authority or responsibility of any agency orinstrumentality of the Federal Government.
AUTHORIZATION OF APOPILATtONS

SEC. 104. There are authorized to be appp
ated, for the purposes of this Act, $5,000,000 forthe period ending June 30, 1970.
TITLE 11-NATIONAL COMMISSION ON

FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL
INDINOS AND PURPOSE

Szc. 201. The Congress finds and declares that
the growing problem of the loss of life and oropertv

become progressively mor complex and frequently
beyond purely local cal~jbiletis; and that thereis a clear and present need to explore and develop
more effective fire control and fire preventionmeasures throughout the country in the light of
existing and foreseeable conditions. It is the pur.
pose of this title to establish a comrpshion to under.take a thorough study and investigation of thisproblem with a view to the formulation of recom.mendations whereby the Nation can reduce the
destruction of life and property caused by fire inits cities, suburbs, communities, and elsewhere.

ZSTARUSUMNT Of ooMMssSIO
Sic. 202. (a) There is hereby established the Na.

tional Commission on Fire Prevention and Control
(hereinafter referred to as the "Comin,;:ion)
which shall be composed of twenty members as fol-
lws: the Secreitry of Commerce, the Secretary ofHousing and Urban Development, and eighteen
members appointed by the Piesident. The individ.ual to aOInted as members (1) shall be eminently
well qu efied by training or experience to carry out
the functions of the Commission, and (2) shall beselected so as to provide representation of the viewsof individuals and organizations of all areas of theUnited States concerned with fire research, safety,control, or prevention, including representatives

drawn from Federal; State, and 16eal Fovernments,
industry, labor, universities, laboratories, trade as.sociations, and other interested institutions or orga.nizations. Not more than six members of theCommission shall be appointed from the Federal
Government. The President shall -designate theChairman and Vice Chairman of the Commission.

(b) The Commission shall have four advisorymembers composed of-
(I) two Members of the House of Representa.

tives who shall not be members of the same po.litical party and who shall be appointed by the
Speaker of the House of Representatives, and

(2) two Members of the Senate who shall notbe members of the same poEtical party and who
shall be appointed by the President of the Senate.

The advisory members of the Commission shall not
participate, except in an advisory capacity, in theemulation of the findings and recommendations
of the Commission.

(c) Any vacancy in the Commission or in its ad.-visory membership shall not affect the powers of the
Commission, but shall be filled in the same manner
as the original appointment.

from fire is a matter of grave national C ; D-TS 07 T OMMISSIONthat this problem is paxticuarly acute In the Natin'surban and suburbai areas where an inrealdngpr0 Sia. 203. (a) The Commission shall undertake apon~rtion onthepoltionU resides ut it EIalsof comprehensive study and investigation to determinenational concern In smaller communities and rural practicable and effective measures for reducing theareas, that as population concentrates, the means destructive effects of fire throughout the country in
fo sg~~ nLrvnigdestrtacdve fin*. ha.- aition-to the step un-undertfrl1wd17
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of the Act of March 3, 1901 (as added by title I of
this Act). Such study and investigation sha!l include,
without being limited to-

(1) a consideration of wayi In which fires can
be more effectively prevented through technolog-
ical advances, construction techniques, ind im-
proved inspection procedures;

(2) an analysis of existing programs admin-
istered or supported by the departments and agen-
cies of the Federal Government and of ways in
which such programs could be strengthened so as
to lessen the danger of destructive fires in
Government-assited housing and in the redevel-
opment of the Nation's cities and communities;

(3) an evaluation of existing fire suppression
methods and of ways for improving the same, in.
cluding procedures for recruiting and soliciting
the necessary personnel;

(4) An evaluation of present and future needs
(including long-term needs) of training and edu.
cation for fire-service personnel;

(5) a consideration of the adequacy of cur.
rent fire communication techniques and sugges-
tions for the standardization and improvement of
the apparatus and equipment used In controlling
fires;

(C-) an analysis of the administrative problems
affecting the efficiency or capabilities of local fire
departments or organilatioji; and

(7) an assessment of local, State, and ?ederal
responsibilities in the development of practicable
and effective solutions ?or reducing fire losses.
(b) In carrying out Its dutici under this section

the Commission shall consider the results of the
functions carried out by the Secretary of Commerce
under sections 16 and 17 of the Act of March 3,
1901 (as added by title I of this Act), and consult
regularly with the Secretary in order to coordinate
the work of the Commission and the functions car.
ried out under such sections 16 and 17.

(c) The Commisison shall submit to the Presi.
dent and to the Congress a report with respect to its
findings and recommendations not later than two
years after the Commission has been duly organized.

POWERS AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS

Szc. 204. (a) The Commission or, on the authori-
ration of the Commission, any subcommittee or
member thereof, may, for the purpose of carryIng
out the provisions of this title, hold hearings, take
testimony, and administer oaths or affirmations to
witnesses appearing befdre the Commission or any
subcommittee or member thereof.

(b) Each department, agency, and instrumental-
ity of the executive branch of the Government, In.
c.uCing an independent agency, Is authorized to
furnh to the Commission, upon request made by
the Chairman or Vice Chairman, suds information

as the Commission deems necessary to carry out its
functlon under this- title.

(c) Subject to such rules and regulations as may
be adopted by the Commssion, the Chairman, with-
out regard to the provisions of title 5, United States
Code, governing appointments In the competitive
service, and without regard to the provisions of
chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter 53 of such
title relating to classification and General Schedule
pay rates, shall have the power-

(I) to appoint and fix the compensation of
such staff personnel as he deems necessary, and

(2) to procure temporary and intermittent
services to the same extent as is authorized by
section 3109 of title 5, United States Code.

COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS

Se. 205. (a) Any member of the Commission,
includ*pg a member appointed under section 202
(b), who as a Member of Congress or in the execu-
tive branch of the Government shall serve without
compensation In addition to that received in his reg-
ular employment, but shall be entitled to reimburse-
ment for travel, subsistence, and other necessary
expenses incurred by him in connection with the
performance of duties vested in the Commission.

(b) Members of the Commission, other than
those referred to in subsection (a), shall receive
compensation at the, rate of $100 per day Ior.ach
day they are engaged in the performance of their
duties as members of the Commission and shall be
entitled to reimbursement for travel, subsistence,
and other necessary expenses incurred by them in
the performance of their duties as members of the
Commission.

EXPENSES OF THE COMMISSION

Szec. 206. There are authorized to be appropri-
ated, out of any money in the Treasury not other-
wise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary
to carry out this title.

EXPIRATION OP THE COMMISSION
Sz. 207. The Commission shall cease to exist

thirty days after the submission of its report under
section 203(c).

Approved March 1, 1968.

Legislalivit hilory
HOUSE REPORT No. 522 accompanying H.R.

11284 (Comm. on Science and Astronaut ics).
SENATE REPORT No. 502 (Comm. on Com-

merce).
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD: Vol. 113

(1967): Aug. 16, considered and passed Senate.
Vol. 114 (1968): Feb. 8, considered and passed
House, amended, in lieu of H.R. 11284. Feb. 16,
Senate agreed to House amendment.
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APPENDIXIV
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON

FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

CHAPTER I only to those fire jurisdictions that operate from a
federally appthe master plan for ire protection.

I .... the Commission recommend% that Con- 12. The Commission recommends that the pro.
gress establish a U.S.Fire Administration to provide posed U.S. Fire Administration act as a coordinator
a national focus for the Nation's fire problem and of studies of fire protection methods and asdsit local
to promote a comprehensive program With adequate jurisdktions in adapting findings to their fire pro.
funding to reduce life and property loss from fire. section planning.
2.... the Commission recommends that a na. CHAPTER 4

tional fire data system be established to provide a
continuing review and analysis of the entire fire 13. The Commission recommends that the pro-
problem. posed U.S. Fire Administration provide grants to

C-. local fire jurisdictions for developing master plans
,;'CHAPTZR 2 for fire protection. Further, the proposed US. Fire
I Administration should provide technical advice and

3. The Commission recommends that Con qualified personnel to local fire jurisdictions to helpenact legislation to make possible the attainment oftria. ' of them develop master plans.
25 bum units and centers and 90 burn programs
within the next 10 years. CHr= 5

4. The Commission recommends that Congress,
in providing for new burn treatment facilities, make 14.... the Commission recommend that the
adequate provision for the training and continuing proposed U.S. Fire Administration sponsor research
support of the specialists to staff these facilities. in the following areas: productivity measure of fire
P.ovisson should also be made for. special training .....-departments, job analyses, firefighter Injt , ...nd
of those who provide emergency care for bum vic- fire prevention efforts.
times in general hospitals. 15. . .. the Commission urges the Federal re-

5. The-Commission recommendsthat th- Na- search agencies, such as the National Science
tional Institutes of Health greatly augment their Foundation and the National Bureau of Standards,
sponsorship of research on burns and burn treat. to sponsor research appropriate to their respective
meant. misions within the areas of productivity of fire de-

6. The Commission recommends that the Na- partments, causea of firefighter injuries, effectiveness
tional Institutes of Health administer and support a of fire prevention efforts, and the skills required to
systematic program of research concerning smoke perform various fire department functions.
inhalation injuries. 16. The Commission recommends that the Na.

tion's fire departments recognize advanced and
CHArmsa 3 specialized education and hire or promote persons

with experience at levels commensurate with their
7. The Commiuion recommends that local gov- skills.

emnments make fire prevention at least equal to sup. 17. The Commission recommends a program of
presion in the planning of fire department priori. Federal financial assistance to" local fire wvies to
ties. . upgrade their training.

8. The Commission recommends that commus. 18. In the administering of Federal funds forties train and utilize women for fire service dut17 1.I teamnsern fFdra.ud otraining or other assistance to local fire departments,
9. The Commission recommends that laws which - the Commissio,- recommends that eligibility be

hamper cooperative arrangements among local fire limited to those departments that have adopted an
jurisdictions be changed to remove the restrlction&. effective, affirmative action program related to the

Vr, 'he Commission recommends that every employment and promotion of members of minority
jurisdictit prepare a master plan de- groups.
'seet the ioinmunity's present aid future 19. The Commission recommends that fire depart.

nt .protection, to serve as a bash for Pro. ments, lacking emergency ambulance, paramedical,
grf. dng, and to identify and implement the and rescue services consider providing them, es.
optimt. cost-benefit solutions in fire protection. pecially if they are located in communities where

I I.. . . the Commission recommends that Fed. these services are not ad uely ved by other
. eral grants for equipment, and training be avaableaend.

AMERICA BURNINO M7
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CxAPra6

20.... the Commission recommends the estab-
lishment of a National Fire Academy to provide
specialized training in areas important to the fire
services and to assist State and local jurisdictions In
their training programs

21. The Commission recommends that the pro-
posed National Fire Academy assume the role of
developing, gathering, and disseminating, to State
and local aron investigators, information on arson
incidents and on advanced methods of arson
1nVCsti'gati~rnL

22. The Commission recommends that the Na-
tional Fire Academy be organized as a division of
the proposed U.S. Fire Administration, which would
assume responsibility for deciding details of the
Academy's structure and administration.

23. The Commission recommends that the full
cost of operating the proposed National Fire Acad.
emy and subsidizing the attendance of fire service
members be borne by the Federal Government.

CHAPTER 7

24. The Commission urges the National Science
Foundation, in its Experimental Resarch .nd De-
velopment Incentives Program, and the National
Bureau of Standards, in its Experimental Technol-
ogy Incentives Program, to give high priority to the
needs of the fire services.

25. The Commission recommends that the pro-
p.osed U.S. Fire Administration review current prac-
tices in terminology, symbols, and equipment de-
scriptions, and seek to introduce standardization
where it is lacking.

26. The Commission urges rapid implementation
of a program to improve breathing apparatus sys-
tems and expansion of the program's scope where
aP ropriate.

PR The Commission recommends that the pro-
posed U.S. Fire Administration undertake a con-
tinuing study of equipment needs of the fire services,
monitor research and development in progress, en-
courage needed research and development, dissem-
inate results, and provide grants to fire departments
for equipment procurement to stimulate innovation
in equipment design.

28 .... the Commission urges the Joint Coun-
cil of National Fire Service Organizations to sponsor
a study to identify shortcomings of firefighting
equipment and the kinds of research, development,
or technology transfer that can overcome the
deficiencies. I

CHAPTER 8

No recommendations.

CHAPTRv 9

29. The Commission recommends that research

strongly increased to provide a foundation for de-
velopIng improved test method.

30. This Commission recommends that the new
Consumer Product Safety Commission give a high
priority to the combustion hazards of materials in
their end use.

31. ... the Commission recommends that the
resent fuel load study sponsored by the General
rvices Administration and conducted by the Na.

tional Bureau of Standards be expanded to update
the technical study of occupancy fire loads.

32. The Commission recommends that flamma-
bility standards for fabrics be given high priority by
the Consumer Product Safety Commission.

33. The Commission recommends that all States
adopt the Model State Fireworks Law of the Na-
tional Fire Protection Association, thus prohibiting
all fireworks except those for public displays.

34. The Commission recommen& that the De-
rtment of Commerce be funded to provide grants

or studies of combustion dynamics and the means
of its control.

35. The Commission recommends that the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards and the National
Institutes of Health cooperatively devise and imple-
ment a set of research objectives designed to pro-
vide combustion standards for material to protect
human life.

CHATRa 10-

36. The Commission urges the National Bureau
of Standards to assess current progress In fire re-
search and define the areas in need of additional
investigation. Further, the Bureau should recom-
mend a program for translating research results
into a systematic body of engineering principles and,
ultimately, into guidelines useful to code writers and
building desgnrs37. ThesComerission recommends that the Na-

tional Bureau of Standards, In cooperation with the
National Fire Protection Association and other ap-
propriate organizations, support research to develop
guidelines for a systems approach to fire safety in
all types of buildings.

38. . .. the Commission rec9azrends tat in
all construction involving federal money, awarding
of those funds be contingent upon 'the approval of
a fire safety systems analysis and a fire safety effec-
tiveness statement.

39. This Commission urges the Consumer Prod.jet
Safety Commission to give high priority to matches,
cigarettes, heating a pliances, and other consumer
products that are significant sources of burn In-
juries, particularly products for which industry
standards fail to give adequate protection.

40. The Commission recommends to schools giv.
ing degrees In architecture and engineering that
they include in their curricula at least one cours
in fire safety. Further, we urge the American Insti-

ja.the,.sic pmcesmof ignition and combustion be--tute-of- Architects, pioesam l-engineering m-ock
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ties, and State registration boards to implement
this recommendation.

41. The Commission urges the Society of Fire
Protection Engineers to draft model courses for
architects and engineers in the field of fire protec-
tion engineering.

42. The Commission recommends that the pro-
posed National Fire Academy develop short courses
to educate practicing designers in the basics of
fire safety design.

CHAPTER 11

43. The Commission recommends that all local
governmental units in the United-States have in
force an adequate building code and fire preven-

tion code or adopt whichever they lack.
44. The Commission recommends that local gov-

ernments provide the competent personnel, train.
ing programs for inspectors, and coordination
among te various departments involved to en.
force effectively the local building and fire preven.
tion codes. Representatives from the fire depart-
ment should participate in reviewing the fire safety
aspects of plans for new building construction and
alterations to old buildings.

45. The Commission recommends that, as the
model code of the International Conference of
Building Officials has already done, all model codes
specify at least a singk-station early-warning de.
tector oriented to protect sleeping Weas in every
dwelling unit. Further, ihiiiiodA codes should
specify automatic fire extunp.ishing *systems and
early-warning detectors for high-rise buildings and
for low-rise buildings in which many people
congregate.

CHATmR 12
46. The Commission recommends that the Na-

tional Transportation Safety Board expand its
efforts in issuance of reports on transportation acci.
dents so that the information can be used to im.
prove transportation fire safety.

47. The Commission recommends that the De-
partment of Transportation work with interested
parties to develop a marking system, to be adoptednationwide, for the purpose of identifying trans.
portation hazards.

48. The Commission recommends that the pro-
posed National Fire Academy disseminate to every
fire jurisdiction appropriate educational materials
on the problems of transporting hazardous materials.

49. The Commission recommends the extension
of the Chem-Trec system to provide ready access
by all fire departments and to include hazard con.
trol tactics.

50.... the Commission recommends that the
Department of the Treasury establish adequate
fire regulations, suitably enforced, for the transpor-
tation, stmte, and transferofhgg us m~teyiAL_in intenioniias commerce.

51. The Commission recommends that the De-partment of Transportation set mandatorystandards that will provide fire safety in privateautomobiles.
52. The Commission recommends that airportauthorities review their firefighting capabilities and,where necessary, formulate appropriate capital im-provement budgets to meet current recommended

aircraft rescue and firefighting practices.
53. The Commission recommends that the De-partment of Transportation undertake a detailedreview of the Coast Quard's responsibilities, au.thority, and standards relating to marine fire safety.54. The Commission recommends that the rail.roads begin a concerted effort to reduce rail-caused

fires along the Nation's rail system.
55 .... the Commission recommends that theUrban Mass Transportation Administration requireexplicit fire safety plans as condition for all grantsfor rapid transit systems. L

CHAT 13
56. . . . the Commission recommends that ruraldwellers and others living at a distance from fire de-

partments install early-warning detectors and
alarms to protect sleeping areas.

57. The Commission recommends that U.S. De-partment of Agricuture assistance to. (community
fire protection facilities) projects be contingent upon
an appro ,d waster plan for fire protection for localfire jurisdictions.

CHAPTERt 14
58. . . . the Commission recommends that the

opposed U.S. Fire Administration join with the
Forest Service, U.S.D.A., in explonng means tomake fire safety education for forest and grassland
protection more effective.

59. The Commission recommends that the Coun-cil of State Governments undertake to developmodel State laws relating to fire protection in forestsand grasslands.
60. The Commission urges Interested citizens andconse nation groups to examine fire laws and theirenforcement in their respective States sad to prsfor strict compliance.
61. The C6mmision recommends that the ForestService, U.S.D.A., develop the methodology to makepossible nationwide forecasting of fuel buildup ai aguide to priorities in wildland management.
62. The Commission supports the development

of a National Fire Weather Service in the Nationa
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and urges
its acceleration.

CHAPTER 15
63. The Commission recommends that the De-

partment of Health, Education, and Welfare In-clude in accreditation standards fire safety educa-
-AimS Wsontbool throughout t e schooetyear.ctly -
schools presenting an effective fire safety education
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program should be eligible for any Federal financial....assistance.-
64. The Commission recommends that the pro-posed U.S. Fire Administration sponsor fire safety

education courses for educators to provide a teach.
ing cadre for fire safety education.

65. The Commision recommends to the States
the inclusion of fire safety education in programs
educating future teachers and the requirement ofknowledge of fire safety as a prerequisite for teach.
ing certification.

66. The Commission recommends that the pro-
posed U.S. Fire Administration develop a program,
with adequate funding, to assist, augment, and
evaluate existing public and private fire safety edu-
cation efforts.

67. . . . the Commission recommends that the
proposed U.S. Fire Administration, in conjunction
with the Advertising Council and the National
Fire Protection Association, sponsor an all-media
campaign of public service advertising designed to
promote public awareness of fire safety.

ment of the necessary technology for improved auto.
match eetlnlshing systenfstMat would find readyaccept by Americans In all kinds of dwelling
unsta

76. The Commission recommends that the Na-
tional Fire Protection Association and the American
National Standards Institute jointly review the
Standard for Mobile Homes and seek to strengthen
it, particularly in such areas as interior finish ma.
terials and fire detection.

77. The Commission recommends that alipolitical jurisdictions require compliance with thePA/ANSI standard for mobile homes together
with additional requirements for early-warning
fire detectors and improved fire resistance ofmaterials.

78. The Commission recommends that State andlocal jurisdictions adopt the NFPA Standard onMobile Home Parks as a minimum mode of protec-
tion for the residents of these parks.

CHAP= 17
W0. -ne hCommison recommends that the pro-. 79. The Comnission strongly endorses the provi.posed U.S. Fire Administration develop packets sons of the Life Safety Code which require specificof educational materials appropriate to each occu. construction features, exit facilities, and fire de-pational category that has special needs or oppor- section systems in child day care centers and recom.tunities in promoting fire safety, mends that they be adopted and enforced immedi.

CHAPM 16 ately by all the States as a minimum requirementfor licensing of such facilities.-69.The Commission supports the Operation 80. The Commission recommends that early.
EDITH (Exit Drills In The Home) plan and warning detectors and total automatic sprinkler-- recommends its acceptance-and implementation protection or other suitable automatic extinguish.both individually and community-wide. ing systems be required in all facilities for the care70. The Commission recommends that annual and housing of the elderly.home inspections be undertaken by every fire de- 81. The Commssion recommends to Federalapartment in the Nation. Further, Federal financial agencies and the States that they establish mecha.assistance to fire jurisdictions should be contingent nisms for annual review and rapid upgrading ofupon their implementation of effective home fire their fire safety requirements for facilities for theins etion programs. aged and infirm, to a level no less stringent than71. The Commission urges Americans to protect the current NFPA Life Safety Code.themselves and their families by installing approved 82. The Commission recommends that the specialearly-warning fire detectors and alarms in their needs of the physically handicapped and elderly inhomes. institutions, special housing, and public buildings be72 ... . the Commission recommends that the incorporated into all fire safety standards and codes.insurance industry develop incentives for policy. 83. The Commission recommends that the Statesh--bolders to Install approved early-warning fire do- provide for periodic inspection of facilities for thetectors in their residences. aged and infirm, either by the State's fire marshal's73. The Commission urges Congress to cons;,er omce or by local fire departments, and also requireamending the Internal Revenue Code to ,ermlt approval of plans for new facilities and inspectionreasonable deductions from income tax for the by a designated authority during and after construc.cost of Installing approved detection wad alarm tion.: systems in homes. 84. The Commission recommends that the Na.74.... the Commisfion recommends that the tional Bureau of Standards develop standards forproposed U.S. Fire Administration monitor the the flammability of fabric materials commonly usedprogress of research and development on early- in nursing homes with a view top- ling the high.warning detection systems in both industry and gov eat level of fire resistance compatible with the state..- emient and provide additional support for research of-the-art and reasonable costs.and development where it is needed. 85. The Commission recommends that political/T. 75. The Commission recommends that the pro.- subdivisions regulate the location of nur' homes

U US. Fire-Administration support the develop.: In'hBUl~fof U-lde dy-anreqat fire
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alarm systems be tied directly and automatically to
the local fire department.

CHAPTMr 18

86. The Commission recommends that the Fed-
eral Government retain and strengthen its programs
of fire research for which no non-governmental al.
ternatives e)ist.

87. . . the Commission recommends that the
Federal budget for research connected with fire be
increased by $26 million.

88. ... the Commission recommends that as.
sociations of material and product manufacturers
encourage their member companies to sponsor re-

searchdirected toward improving the fire safety of
the built environment,

CHAPTER 19
89 .... the Commission recommends that the

proposed U.S. Fire Administration be located in
the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment.

90. The Commission recommends that Federal
assistance in support of State and local fire service
programs be limited to those jurisdictions comply.
ing with the National Fire Data System reporting
requirements.

CnArr 20
No recommendations.
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APPENDIXV
1971 FIRE LOSS DATA

Life loss Property loss Fires

Category Number Percent Million Percent Numoer Percent
of total Dollars of total of total

Residential (houses, apartments and hotels) ...... 6.600 56 $874.1 31.9 699,000 25.6
Commercial (public assembly, educational, Instl. 580.5 21.1 141.400 5.2

tutlonal, mercantile and office) .................. 97 *
Industrial (basic industry, storage, manufacturing 2.97065

and miscellaneous ......... ...................... 811.6 29.6 156.500 5.7

Building fires (total) .......................... 7.5701 64 $2,266.24 82.6 996.900, 36.5

Brush, rubbish. grass ............................ () 1 () (1) 1,076,300 39.5
Forest fires .................................. 20 0.2 $119.0 4.4 111,500 4.1
Other outdoor fires ................................. () (1) 26.0 0.9 22,000 0.8
Aerospace vehicles and aircraft ................ 125 1.1 192.0 7.0 200 .....
Motor vehicles-farm/construction. ... . 3.. 33.3 16.12 0.6 19.200 0.7
Molor Vehles-plesure/transportation ..... 96.54 3.5 482,400 17.7
Ships, railroads, etc ............................ 185 1.5 27.60 1.0 20,000 0.7

Non.building fires (total) ..................... 4.280, 36.1 $479.26' 17.4 1,731,600' 63.5

Orand total.................................. 11,850' 100 $2,743.46' 100 2,728,500' 100

* NFPA unofficial estimate for 1971.
'No separate estimates; totals Included In other categories.

NQ loss assumed for this type fire.
'N FPA official estimate for 1971.
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APPENDIXViI
ESMMATE U.S. MRE RESEMCA FUNDS

Funds
Sponsor Program area (thousand)

TOTAL ....................................................... .................. j .................... $10 5200

Federal Government ............................................................... 26,600
Atomic Energy Commission ............ Nuclear plant fire protection............................... 500
Agriculture ............................. Forest fire prevention end control, fire weather modification... 5,900
Commerce ........................... Fabric and building fire safety, fire behavior, combustion... 2,600
Defense ................................ War and disaster.related fire end countermeasures, fuel ma. 3.600

trials and ammunition.
Health, Education, and Welfare...%.... Burn treatment, prevention and rehabilitation, epidemiology 2,200

and-urveilalnce.
Housing and Urban Development ...... Urban building fire safety ..................................... 700
Interior ................................. Fire weather modification ...................... ................. 4,700
National Aeronautics and Space Ad. Space systems fire protection ............................. 2,800

ministration.
Nallortal Science Foundation .......... Fire behavior, materials flammability ............................. 2,200
Transportation ......................... Aircraft Inflight fire and crash fire protection, ship fire protec. 1,300

tion, railroad end hazardous materials fire safety, motor vs.
hicle fire safety.

U.S. Postal Service ..................... Postal facility fire protection ..................................... 100

Private and Public Sector ........................ ......................... ............. ............... 78.600
Wood and wood product Industries ..... ( 600
Paper Industry ................... ! 5,000
Plastics industry ....... ............... 40,000
Fabric and carpet industry ............. Fire characteristics of products and materials ....... 10.000
Gypsum Industry ..................... I 600
Metals industry ........................ I 1,300
Cement Industry .................... 100
Fire protection Industry ................ Fire detection end suppression equipment ...... 14,500
City fire departments, private labora- Operational fire prevention and control ...................... 1,500

tories, etc.
Insurance industry ..... ............... Loss prevention ............................................. ..... ,000
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FUNDING FOR FEDERAL FIRE PROGRAMS

FT 82
Adnin.

Actual

FY 83
Admin.

Actual

FY 84
Admin.

Actual

FY 85 1

Admin.

Actual

request [CARTER)

appropriation

request

appropriation

request

appropriation

request

appropriation

FT 86
Admin. request

Actual appropriation

Granta-Rudaian-Hollings

FT 87

Actual appropriation

(FY 82 - FY
(in millions of

USFA

$8.497

$5.308

'7)

NFA CFR TOTAL

$8.594 $5.343 $22.43

$7.594 $4.928 $17.83

$0 $8.0 $4.991 $12.99

$4.160 $9.150 $5.976 $1S.29

$4.185 $10.535 $0 $14.72

$5.198 $9.826 $5.827 $20.85

$7.713 $13.27 $0 $20.98

$9.736 $13.217 $5.827 $28.78

$7.685

$7.696

$7.364

$0

$11.637

$11.816

$11.308

$0

$5.827

$5.576

$9.041 $0

$19.32

$25.34

$24.29

$9.04

USFA -- US Fire Administration

NFA -- National Fire Academy

CPR.-- Center for Fire Research

/

I



YEAR:

Total Funding:
USFA, NFA, CFR
(Actual approp.)

(millions $)
(by fiscal year)

$11.0

$12.4

$13.9

$17.0

$23.1

$22.8

$17.8

$19.3

$20.8

$28.8

$24.3

Civilian Fire Deaths
(by calendar year)

8800

9950

7710

7575

6505

6700

6020

5920

5240

not available

not available

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

976 1
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CHAPTER 11. THE CENTER FOR FIRE RESEARCH*

CNERVIEW

The Center for Fire Research (CFR) was formally established in 1974

by the Federal Fire Prevention'and Control Act (P.L. 93-498). The Act

is explicit: i

There is hereby established within the Department of Commerce a
Fire Research Center which shall have the mission of performing
and supporting research on all aspects of fire with the aim of
providing scientific and technical knowledge applicable to the
prevention and control of fires.

P.L. 93-498 was passed in response to the frightful fire problem that

was publicized by the National Fire Prevention and Control Commission in its

1973 report, America Burning. The report pointed out that the United States

suffered (on a per capita basis) the worst fire death rate in the industrial-

ized world-approximately 9,000 deaths every year. According to the National

Fire Protection Association (NFPA), the toll in 1984 was 5,240 deaths. Ad-

ditionally, fire was responsible for $6.7 billion in property damage. V/

Prior to 1974, most fire research conducted in the United States was ap-

plied and short-term in nature and was oriented towards protecting property.

The CFR was established to focus primarily on protecting life safety and to

*Prepared by Lenmard G. Kruger, Analyst in Science and Technology.

!/ Karter, Hichael. J. Fire Loes in the United States During 1984.
Fire Journal, Sept. 1985. p. 14.
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promote and conduct basic fire research which would contribute to the funda-

mental understanding of how fires start, spread, and kill. The stated goal

of the CFR was (and remains) "to provide the scientific and technical

basis for reducing fire losses and the costs of fire protection by 50

Budget and Organization

The CFR is one of six Centers in the National Engineering Laboratory

(NEL) at NBS. It is the smallest Center in NEL, both with respect to funding

(approximately 8.7 percent of NEL's total) and personnel (approximately 8.3

percent). Y Every year, the National Research Council's Board on Assessment

of NBS Programs publishes an Evaluative Report on the National Engineering

Laboratory. As part of the NEL evaluation, a special panel visits CFR

annually and assesses its program.

CFR's total funding for FY1986 is $8,909,000. Of this aount, $5,827,000

(65 percent) 4/ is directly appropriated to NBS, and $3,082,000 (35 percent)

is reimbursible funding from other Goverrment agencies. The appropriation

includes $2,000,000 for university grants. CFR's appropriation of $5,827,000

constitutes approximately 4.8 percent of the total NBS appropriation.

The Center is staffed by 91 full-time employees (including 60 profes-

sionals). Additionally, there are 17 part-time employees, and 30 guest

/ Snell, Jack. Long Range Plan--Center for Fire Research. Unpublished
document. Nov. 1984.

Y National Research Council. Board on Assessent of NBS Programs.
An Evaluative Report on the National Engineering Laboratory, Fiscal Year
1985. Washingtcn, 1985.

4 Mien Gram-RAaa sequestration goes into effect for FY1986,
this amount will be reduced by 4.3% to $5,576,000.

7-MA2
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workers and research associates. Researchers at CFR represent a wide

range of disciplines, including fire protection engineering, physics,

chemistry, mechanical and chemical engineering, coffputer sciences, toxi-

cology, operations research, and psychology.

Prorams

CFR's long-range plan presents a technical strategy that involves:

prcoting advances in basic fire science; developing and promoting the

widespread use of scientifically based fire protection engineering prac-

tices; and providing technical support for the resolution of major fire

issues and problem.

Basic fire science is performed both in-house and through a $2 mil-

lion per year university grant program. Both chemical and physical pro-

cesses that underlie macroscopic fire phenomena are explored. For example,

highly technical areas, such as soot formation and growth kinetics and

smoldering combustion propagation, ae currently being studied.-

Over the pastidO years, the deepening understanding of basic fire

phenomena, coupled with the tremendous increase in the capabilities of

microoavputer technology, have made it possible for CFR to begin developing

scientifically-based ccvmuter fire models. These models can predict,

within different types of buildings or enclosures, the growth and spread

of fire and smoke and the resulting hazards to building occupants.

Predictive computer modelling based on the results of fundamental

fire research is the central thrust of the CFR program. Conuter fire

models can be used to assess quantitatively the total fire hazardof a

- -.. ... -70-4823 - -87 - 10 ..... . . . ........... ..... . . . .... . ..
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given structure. Important variables (such as building geometry; type of

material burning; location and performance of smoke detectors and sprinklers;

and occupant location and response) can be adjusted to simulate real-life

situations. Predictive fire modeling is still in its infancy: further data,

understanding of fire phenomena, and validation are needed before these models

can realize their full potential.

Ultimately, CFR envisions that predictive fire models could be used

to formulate scientifically based building and fire codes. Similarly,

this tool could be used to help resolve some major issuesFin f{re safety,

such as whether building materials should be regulated based on the

ticlc gases they emit when burned. Many in the fire community like to

point out that those in other fields, such as bridge building or aerospace

design, already enjoy advanced computer-modeling capabilities. Fire

safety code-making is viewed as an art which is on the threshold of

becaing a science.

CFR is camposed of two laboratory units: the-Fire Safety Technology-

Division and the Fire Measurement and Research Division. Each division

consists of several distinct groups which reflect different aspects of

fire research. However, none of the groups are self-contained; a project

may typically involve researchers from several different groups.

The following lists each group, its function, and the number of In-

house researchers working within that group:

Fire Safety and Technology Division

1, Fire Simulation Group - integrates models and necessary data
into fire simulation iM prediction techniques, and acts as an interface
between computer based activities of CFR and interested parties in the
public and private sectors (five researchers)

0
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2. Hazard Analysis Group - analyzes fire risk by developing research
models and associated computer codes to predict fire hazard development
and people movement in buildings (eight researchers)

3. CcOpartment Fire Model Group - is developing a benchmark fire
growth computer code for describing fire development in one or more roa
(four researchers)

4. Fire Growth and Extinction Group - develops models and algorithm
to describe the comprehensive dynamics and elemental processes of fire
growth and extinction as related to gaseous, liquid, and solid fuel
combustion, and the performance of fire safety systems (nine researchers)

Fire Measurement and Research Division

1. Fire Performance and Validation Group - develops the methodology
to assess the accuracy and limitations of fire models, and designs experi-
ments to guide the evolution of fire models (six researchers)

2. Flammability and Toxicity Measurement Group - develops measure-
ment methods and underlying principles for characterizing the combustibil-
ity of furnishings and building materials, and the impact of combustion
products on living organism (eight researchers)

3. Exploratory Fire Research - develops scientific knowledge of
fundamental fire phenomena down to the molecular level; furnishes funda-
mental scientific information to support the other activities within
CFR (thirteen researchers)

Facilities at CFR

Construction of a special fire test building was completed at CFR

in 1974 at a cost of more than $1.5 million. Experimental facilities

within the fire test building include: a two-story "townhouse* burn/smoke

facility, a flexible burn room and rocm/corridor configuration, an

intermediate-scale fire resistance furnace, a furniture calorimeter, a

computer-based data acquisition and analysis system, and an array of

special fire test apparatus. Much of the instrumentation at CFR is

unique and is not available elsewhere in the United States. 5/

§/ U.S. General Accounting Office. Opportunities and Constraints
for Expanding Use of Research Facilities at the National Bureau of
Standards; Report to the Congress by the Comptroller General of the
United States. RCED-85-55, Mar. 1, 1985. Washington, 1985. p. 45-47.
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Possible Elimination of CFR

Whether or not CFR should exist has been an issue before Congress

for the past three years. Starting in FY 1984, the administration's

budget requests have reamiended the elimination of CFR, claiming that

CFR's activities are more properly the role of state and local governments

and the private sector.

More recently, the Administration has added the argument that in the

interest of deficit reduction, the CFR must be sacrificed in favor of

more pressing research priorities at NBS. Congress restored funding for

the CFR in fiscal years 1984 through 1986. The President's FY1987 budget

again recomends no funding for CFR.

ESTABLISHMEW OF ThE CFR

The Center for Fire Research at the National Bureau of Standards was

formally established by the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act of

1974 (P.L. 93-498). However, the roots of fire-related research at NDS

go all the way back to 1904. In that year, a huge fire in Baltimore

oonswed 70 city blocks despite the efforts of 1700 firefighters who had

ca from as far away as New York City to fight the blaze. Unfortunately,

the out-of-towners could not hook up their hoses to Baltimore hydrants

because there was no standardization of coupling threads. §/ This incident

dramatized the need for a hose-hydrant coupling standard and suggested

§/ Advisory Commission on rntergovernmental Relations. The Federal
1le [n the Federal System: The Dynamics of Growth. The Federal Pole

in Local Fire Protection. Prepared by Mavis Mann Reeves, University of
Maryland, Oct. 1980. kiashington, 1980. p. 32.
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that the newly formed National Bureau of Standards could play a role in

fire prevention and control.

In 1914, Congress appropriated funds to NES for a special study on

the fire resistance of building materials. There was concern at that

time that many newly built, supposedly fireproof structures were burning

as easily as older buildings. NBS surveyed city building codes and found

them riddled with bad information about the fire characteristics of

building materials. For example, the codes did not take into account the

different melting points of different materials and the ways that fire

would affect their structural integrity; most codes assumed that brick,

plaster, mortar, cent, and metals were equally fire-resistant. 7/

In a joint venture with the National Fire Protection Association and

Underwriters Laboratories, NBS began to study the fire safoy of building

materials used in all types of construction and under all kinds of fire

conditions. The study furnished architects, builders, State and city

building bureaus, and insurance companies with fundamental data on the

fire safety of building materials. This effort was housed in a fire

resistance section in the Heat Division of NBS. However, because of the

broad scope of the undertaking, other NB$ divisions-the chemistry, struc-

tural materials, weights and measures, and electrical divisions-became

involved. Yf In 1931, building construction standards were published

which are still used in State and local building codes.

21 Cochrene, Rexmond C. Measures for Progress, A History of the
National Bureau of Standards. Washington, U.S. Dept. of Ccwmrce, 1966.
p. 130-131.

P/ Ibid.
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In the 1920s fire research constituted a significant part of NBS

activities. However, as NBS grew, the amount of fire research refined

fairly coxstant and became a smaller part of the Bureau's work. In 1947,

fire research program were transferred from the Heat Division to the

newly formed Building Technology Division. 9_/

During the 1950s, the National Academy of Sciences formed the Ccm-

mittee on Fire Research which was to focus on the need for basic fire

research. After an extensive study, the Committee recommended an expanded

Federal role in performing and supporting fundamental fire research.

These recommendations were favorably viewed by the Federal Council on

Science and Technology, which designated the Department of Commerce as

the agency responsible for coordinating and sponsoring a comprehensive

fire research program. Because of the (albeit limited) amount of fire-

related work NBS had been doing in its building technology program,

interest in expanding NBS fire program grew.

Fron 1960 to 1966, NBS received $895,000 from various defense agen-

cies for specific fire research contracts. However, attempts to obtain

increased funding from Congress for expanded fire activities proved

unsuccessful. In 1963, NBS requested an additional $1.2 million for

building a fire research laboratory, increasing out-of-house research

contracts, and establishing regional fire centers which would help local

authorities with firefighter training, firefighting equipment evaluation,

information dissemination, and other fire prevention and control tasks.

21 Reeves, The Federal Role in Local Fire Protection. p. 32.
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The request died in the House Appropriations Committee in the face of

opposition from the National Fire Protection Association and some in-

surance and fire service groups who charged that NBS was attempting to

federalize the fire departments and would duplicate activities in the

private sector. 10/

In the latter half of the 1960s, Congress enacted two laws which

had an impact on fire research activities at NBS. The Flamable Fabrics

Act of 1967 (P.L. 90-189) authorized the Secretary of Commerce to:

(1) conduct research into the flarmability of products,
fabrics, and materials;

(2) conduct feasibility studies on reduction of flam-
mability of products, fabrics, and materials;

(3) develop flammability test methods and testing
devices; and

(4) offer appropriate training in the use of flam-
mability test methods and testing devices.

Under the flammable fabrics program, NBS worked with the Department of

Health, Education, and welfare (HEW) to help formulate Departzrent of

Commerce flammability standards for children's sleepwear in the early

1970s.

In 1968, the Fire Rteearch and Safety Act (P.L. 90-259) was signed

into law. In Title 1, the Act amended the Organic Act of NOS to provide

for:

a national fire research and safety program including the
gathering of comprehensive fire data; a comprehensive fire
research program fire safety ediction and training prOg'auu
and dimetrations of n roaches and ieprovuients in fire
prwvntion and control, and reduction of death, personal
injury, and property dmmge.

It ye the sense of the Congress that the Secretary of Comsrcs "should

establish a fire research and safety center for adainistering this title."

.LO/ Ibid., p. 33-37.
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The Act authorized $5 million for FY1969 and FY1970. Meanwhile, Title 11

of the Act established the National Camission on Fire Prevention and

Control which was charged to study and determine effective masures

which could be taken to reduce the destructive effects of fire in the

United States.

Support for the Fire usexwr and Safety Act was widespread among

fire service groups, insurance companies, and fire equipment manufacturers.

The National Fire Protection Association opposed the bill because it

feared Federal infringe nt on its data collecting and code making activ-

ities. jj

Title I of P.L. 90-259 had provided for a acmprehensive fire program

at NBS which advanced well beyond the scope of fire research. However,

appropriations ware not forthoming to initiate many of the programs

spelled out in the legislation. Ironically, it was Title II which ulti-

mately had a far greater Impact on NBS fire research activities. In

1973, the National Commission on Fire Prevention and Control produced

its laelvark report, America Burning. The report urged the establishment

of a M,'ad States Fire AdMinistration (USFA) which would provide a

national focus for the Nation's fire problem. Arnica Burnina suplied

the impetus for sucessful passage of the National Fire Prevention and

Control Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-498), which established the National Fire

Prevention and Control Aministration within the Duparbsnt of Omro.

(later renimmed the U.S. Fire Adpinistration and tra erred to the Federal

MmnM MaN MMnt AQKY).

.LV ibid., p. 46.
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Regarding NBS, P.L. 93-498 replaced Title I of the Fire Safety and

Research Act of 1968 with a new section mending the NBS Organic Act.

There is hereby established within the Department of Ccmrce a
Fire Research Center which shall have the mission of performing
aAd supporting research on all aspects of fire with the aim of
providing scientific and technical knowledge applicable to the
prevention and control of fires. The content and priorities of
the research program shall be determined in consultation with the
Administrator of the National Fire Prevention and Control Admin-
istration.

whereas in 1968, NBS was authorized to perform a wide range of fire

prevention and control activities, the 1974 Act limits its scope to

research: the program was to include *basic and applied research for

the purpose of arriving at an understanding of the fundamental processes

underlying all aspects of fire" and Rresearch into the biological, physio-

logical, and psychological factors affecting human victims of fire, and

the performance of individual mowers of fire services." The bill author-

ized $3.5 million for the Center for Fire Research in FY 1975, and $4.0

million for FY 1976.

During legislative consideration of the National Fire Prevention and

Control Act, there was almost universal agreement that a Federal role in

fire prevention and control ws appropriate. This concept had already

received congressional approval six years earlier with the passage of

the Fire Research and Safety Act of 1968. Support was solid in the fire

community (the NFPA, that had previamly opposed the bill in 18, now

supported the measure). Both houses of Congress aPPred the bill over-

wthelingly: in the Senate, the bill ws passed by a vote of 62 to 71 the

House passed it by a vote of 352 to 12. Ninor opposition to the bill w-s

bend on the oo-rn ver Uniting Fed ral pxdinq.
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Disagreelnt over the bill centered on the organizational makeup of

the new agency. The Commission report, America Burning, recomended that

the NFPCA be placed in the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

However, the Aministration wanted the Agency placed within the Department

of Commrce partly because of ongoing NBS fire activities within that

department. The Administration's view prevailed.

In the Senate version of the bill, all NBS activities would be trans-

ferred and located at the newly created fire agency within the Department

of Commerce. The House version kept basic fire research program at NOS,

and the Conference Committee eventually adopted this aspect of the House bill.

P.L. 93-498 combined NBS programs under the Flammable Fabrics Act,

the Fire Research and Safety Act, and the well established building fire

research program into the new Center for Fire Research. Some program

reorganization soon began. In 1975, the Fire Service Technology Program

of MS (initiated under authority of the Fire Research and Safety Act)

was transferred to the NFPCA, and Flammblo Fabrics Act funds were trans-

ferred to the Consmer Product Safety Cmmission. Also in 1975, the House

Committee on Science and Tehnology directed that the part of the National

Science Foundation's university grant progrm in basic fire research (within

the program known as Research Applied to National Needs (RANNI) be trans-

ferred to CPR. In 1977, the NsF fire research grant program was omplstely

transferred to CPR and funding was set at a level of aqppoximately $2.0

million.

Attract To glininate CPR

Beginning in fiscal year 1984, the Administration ha repestey re-

quested no funding for CR. Cngrew Na restored funding for fiscal
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years 1984, 1985, and 1986. The official rationale for CFR's proposed

elimination is spelled out in the FY 1987 NBS budget request:

Budget priorities for NBS were formulated with particular concern
for areas where the Federal Government may be undertaking efforts
that are more properly the role of private sector and State and
local governments. Fire safety is traditionally overseen by State
and local governments. In addition, industry, insurance companies,
and associations have economic incentives to assure improved fire
safety.

The Administration's assertion that CFR activities could be performed

and funded by the private sector and State and local governments has been

vigorously attacked by a broad base of organizations and groups involved

in fire safety and research; they assert that CFR's activities could not

be picked up elsewhere if CFR is eliminated. Table I lists the wide variety

of groups that have gone on record to support CFR before the House Committee

on Science and Technology and the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science

and Transportation. Prominent among these groups are the industries, in-

surance companies, and associations which the Administration deem likely

to assume CFR programs.

The Administration has argued that many of these groups are unlikely

to acknowledge their ability to take over CFR activities as long as

Federal money continues to flow into program from which they benefit

and would otherwise have to fund themselves. Hard evidence on whether

CFR's role could or would be filled by others is not forthoaing at this

point in the debate.

During the past year, the Administration has added the argument that

elimination of CFR is a simple matter of NBS research priorities during

times of very tight budgets. At the House Fire Act Authorization hearings

on March 21, 1985, this argument was advanced by NBS Deputy Director Raymond

G. Kammer, who testified that CFR's termination was necessary *to allow
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TABLE I. Organizations Opposing the Elimination of CFR, 1983-1986

Insurance-Related Fire Research Laboratories

Factory Mutual Research Underwriters Laboratories

Fire Service

Joint Council of National Fire Service Organizations
International Association of Fire Chiefs

International Association of Fire Fighters
National Volunteer Fire Council

Standards and Codes

National Fire Protection Association
American Society for Testing of Materials

National Conference of States on Building Codes and Standards

Building and Construction

American Institute of Architects
National Association of Home Builders

National Institute of Building Sciences
Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers Association

Amrican Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers

Materials

American Iron and Steel Institute
Allied Tube and Conduit Corp.

Society of the Plastics Industry
Man-Made Fibers Producers Association

Carpet and Rug Institute
National Forest Products Association

Wod Heating Alliance

Other

Society of Fire Protection Engineers
U.S. Chamber of Ctmierce

Consumer Product Safety Commission
General Electric

Citizens Committee for Fire Protection
American Health Care Association
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NBS to undertake new program addressing critical new technologies [such as

advanced ceramics or fiber optics] with greater economic potential to the

United States without increasing the NBS budget." L2/

With the President's FY 1987 budget request again eliminating funding for

CFR, the future of the Center remains uncertain.

FUNDING AND PROGAMATIC HIS-VRY OF CFR

Since its establishment in 1974, the CFR has undergone sane significant

changes, both in funding sources and in program strategy. This section will

present a budget history of CFR and a brief summary of how the CFR program has

evolved over the past decade. CFR activities in the areas of standards and

code support, regulatory support, problem solving for other Government agencies,

and information dissemination will be described. Additionally, CFR's involve-

ment in two particularly controversial fire safety issues, combustion toxicity

and fire safe cigarettes, will be briefly discussed.

Budget History of the CFR

Fran 1975 to 1979, the CFR received nearly all of its direct appropria-

tions through the tSFA, even though it was physically located at NS. CFR

was a part of both the USFA and the NBS, and both of those Agencies were

housed in the Departdnt of Commerce. over, in FY1980 the USFA was trans-

ferred to FEMA, and the CFR'S appropriation *as split between NBS and USFA.

IV U.S. Congress. House. Coiittee on Science and Technology.
Subomnittee on Science, Research and Technology. Hearings, 99th Cong.,
Ist Sees., Mar. 21, 1985. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1985.
p. 69.
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Finally in 1983, CFR's direct appropriation was supplied solely by NBS through

the Department of Casmerce appropriation. Table II shows a breakdown of CFR

appropriations from fiscal years 1974 to 1986. For each year, 'pass through"

funding from USFA and funding from NBS are shown.

Table II. Direct Appropriations for CFR, 1974-1986
($ Thousands)

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

increase

P/

NBS USFA Total Appropriation

4,052 0 4,052

1,181 2,100 3.281

0 3,195 3,195

0 4,578 4,578 A/

0 4,664 4,664

0 4,988 4,988

1,214 3,894 5,108

1,290 4,018 5,308

1,391 3,537 4,928

5,976 0 5,976b/

5,827 0 5,827

5,827 0 5,827

5,827 0 5,827

Increase of $900,000 transfered from NSF; $389,000 programmatic
for grants program.

Increase of $350,000 for toxicity research.

Sources National Bureau of Standards.
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In addition to directly appropriated funding shown in Table II,

CFR also has received reiuibursable funding from other Goverrnent agencies.

Table III depicts total funding for CFR, including direct appropriations

and other agency funding. As shown in Table III, the percentage of total

funding that is derived fran other agencies is significant, averaging at

about 36 percent over the past 13 years.

Appropr

4,05

3,28

3,19

4,57

4,66

4,98

5,10

5,30

4,92

5,97

5,82

5,82

5,82

Table III. Total Punding for CFR, 1974-1986
($ Thousands)

nation Other Agency Total Funding Other Agency, %
of Total Funding

2 1,750 5,802 30%

1 2,500 5,781 43

5 2,542 5,737 44

I8 2,547 7,125 36

4 2,445 7,109 34

8 2,807 7,795 36

0 3,107 8,215 38

0 3,108 8,416 37

8 2,487 7,415 34

6 3,586 9,562 37

:7 2,727 8,554 32

7 2,288 8,115 28

7 3,082 A/ 8,909 35

avg. * 35.71
/ FY1986 estimate.

Source: National Bureau of Standards.

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986
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Programatic History of CFR

The scope of CFR's program has shifted considerably since the Center's

establishment in 1974. At that time, there was a focus on using fundamental

knowledge to develop, modify, and improve standard test methods for specific

item (e.g., furnishings, smoke detectors, building components, etc.).

This focus was reflected by the internal structure of CFR. Its Fire Safety

Engineering Division contained the following formal programs: Products,

Furnishings, Construction, Fire Detection and Control Systems, and Design

concepts. EY
CFR has never had the authority to translate its findings into regula-

tions, standards, or codes. However, CFR was authorized to convey its find-

ings to voluntary standards organizations or other Federal agencies which

are free to base regulatory or standard-making decisions on CFR developed

information. Until recently, about one-fourth of CFR's authorized budget

funded standards and codes support activities. L4/ Standards support can

be synonymous with regulatory support-a voluntary standard is often adopted

as regulation by governmental entities. CFR's standards-facilitating role

(as opposed to a standards-generating role) was prescribed by the Fire Pre-

vention and Control Act (P.L. 93-479):

The Secretary shall insure that the results and advances arising
from the work of the research program are disseminated broadly.
He shall encourage the incorporation, to the extent applicable and

V3 U.S. Dept. of Ccamrce. National Bureau of Standards. Center
for Fire Research. Attacking the Fire Problem: A Plan for Action. NBS
Special Publication 416, May 1975. Washington, 1975.

1_4 Snell, Jack E. NOS Center for Fire Research Program and Their
Implications to the NFPA. Fire Journal, July 1984. p. 70.
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practicable, of such results and advances in building codes, fire
codes, and standards. The Secretary is authorized to enoourage
and assist in the development and adoption of uniform codes, test
methods, and standards aimed at reducing fire losses and costs of
fire protection.

Today, CFR's focus has shifted away from laboratory test method develop-

ment and towrds fundamental research in support of establishing a fire

simulation and prediction capability. Reasons for this shift are both sci-

entific and political. Advances over the past decade in fire science, co-

puter technology, and electronic sensing equipment have made computer based

predictive modeling feasible for the first time. Laboratory test methods

are based on established applications and can only provide information about

specific fire scenarios. Predictive models, on the other hand, are generic

and not limited to one particular application or set of conditions. Further-

more, a laboratory-scale test can cost several thousands of dollars and take

a week to set up, whereas a computer test, once developed, may cost $100 or

less to run. IJ Developing predictive models does not, however, preclude or

replace laboratory work. On the contrary, the experimental test facilities

at CFR are needed to both create and validate the computer models.

Otanges in Federal R&D policy implemented by the Reagan Administration

have also precipitated the programmatic shift at CFR. The Administration

views most technology development, dmnstration, and implementation as local

and private sector responsibilities. Using this rationale, one could argue

that developing specific test methods and standards for standards organiza-

tions is an activity that these organizations should pay for themselves.

W_/ U.S. Dept. of Commrce. National Bureau of Standards. NBS
Research Reports: NBS Fire Research is Framework for Safer Buildings.
NBS Special Publication 680-3, July 1985. p. 15.
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The recent shift in emphasis of the CFR programs has implications

for activities related to information dissemination, standard and code

support, and regulatory support. These implications as well as past

achievements in these areas will be discussed. Additionally, some past

examples of problem solving for other Federal agencies will be presented.

Information Dissemination

CFR's information dissemination capability is largely a by-product

of its interaction with a variety of public and private sector groups.

Through participation in consensus standards-writing and building code

organizations, grants to universities, project work for other Governmtent

agencies, collaborative agreements with private sector research labora-

tories, and cooperative programs for visiting research associates and

guest workers, CFM has established many links to the fire community.

Throughout its existence, a portion of CFR's budget has funded more

formal mechanisms for information dissemination and technology transfer:

conferences, symposia, workshops, publications, and a CFR Information

Service. However, since CFR has directed its limited funding towards

basic research and predictive computer modeling, there is little left to

finance information dissemination activities. W Nevertheless, technology

transfer remains as important as ever, because predictive fire models will

not reduce fire loss unless they are accepted and used by the fire omwunity.

Consequently, CFR is seeking voluntary private sector participation in

MY Snell, NBS Center for Fire Research Progra and Tir InplicatLons
to the NFPA, p. 72,

~~1
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disseminating its work. External organizations can serve as intermediaries

to channel CPR research results towards code-making, public education, or

other fire safety related activities. For exuiple, the Society of Fire

Protection Engineers (SrP}) is now distributing fire model software developed

at CFR and is conducting seminars on the use of these models, similarly,

the Amrican Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers

has published a Smoke Control Handbook based on CF computer fire models. 17/

To help foster private sector interest and participation in the advent

of predictive fire modeling, CFR, USFA, and the NFPA began sponsoring a

National Fire Research Strategy Conference in August 1984 (the second Con-

ference was held in July 1985). The Conference provides a focal point for

the disparate elements in the fire ocmiunity and seeks to formulate a co-

ordinated national strategy for fire research. Participants include: the

fire services engineers and architects; researchers in the Federal Govern-

ment, academia and private industry; state and local officials; manufac-

turers; and many others. L8/

As part of its efforts to disseminate computer fire models to end-

users, CFR has established a Fire Simulation Laboratory within its Fire

Technology Division. The laboratory teaches individuals frcm the pub-

lic and private sector how to use and adopt fire and smoke models for

a variety of applications. CFR's recently developed fire and smoke

1?/ U.S. Congress. House. Comittee on Science and Technology.
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology. Prevention of Resi-
dential Fire Fatalities. Hearings, 99th Cong., 1st. Ses., Oct. 9, 1985.
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1986. p. 28.

i/ U.S. Dept. of Cmrce. National Bureau of Standards. Center
for "re Research. National Fire Research Strategy Conference Proceed-
ings. NBSIR 85-3290, Dec. 1985. Washington, 1985.
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transport (FAST) model has already been widely distributed to fire safety

professionals.

Standards and odes Support

CFR staff members have participated in many voluntary consensus stan-

dards writing committees and fire code organizations, including the NFPA,

the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASI), the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers (ASE), and the American National Standards Insti-

tute (ANSI). The shift in CFR priorities means that the level of technical

support for the laboratory testing which is provided to standards committees

will be reduced. According to the NFPA, standards committee will be

forced to rely more on the private sector for new test methods. These

tests will then have to be "run through" various standards organization

ccartittees to insure that the Industry-generated test methods are free of

bias. Though workable, the process could take longer than using CFR test

methods, which are perceived to be already free of industry bias. Although

the shift in CFR activities will complicate standards-making in the short

term, NFPA points out that the development of predictive fire models will

ultimately be a much more powerful and versatile tool for formulating

standards. 19/
one of the major impacts that CFR has had on codes and standards

in the past stew from development of the Fire Safety Evaluation System

(FSES). Traditionally, building designers are required to adhere rigidly

ly Arthur E. Cote, Assistant Vice President-Standards, National
Fire Protection Association. Personal commnication, Jan. 31, 1986.
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to applicable building and fire codes. The FM assigr points for dif-

ferent fire safety features of a building, thereby allowing designers the

flexibility to choose cost effective alternate routes towards achieving

an equivalent level of fire safety. By making tradeoffs-such as sub-

stituting sprinklers for heavy doors-significant reductions in fire

protection costs can be made.

The FSES has been incorporated into the NFPA's Life Safety Code for

health care facilities; board and care homs for the disabled and mentally

retarded; detention and correctional occupancies; and other types of

facilities. It is hoped by the standards ommnity that computer fire

models will eventually be used to help develop these system.

Test methods developed at CFR are often submitted to AM for possible

adoption. Examples include: the use of a cone calorimeter to measure

heat release rates, and a test method for evaluating the acute inhalation

toxicity of combustion products. 10/

sAQulatory Suport

Despite the fact that CPR has no regulatory authority, test methods

developed at the Center can be adopted by other agencies that do promulgate

regulations. CPSC flamability regulations for carpets, rugs, children's

sleepwear, and mattresses specify flammability tests that CFR developed

during the 1970s pursuant to the Flammable Fabrics Act.

CFR products" have also found their way into Govrnmnt regulations

through a more indirect route. As previously discussed, the CFR-<eveloped

M/ NBS Pusearch reports, July 1985. p. 17.
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Fire Safety Evaluation System has been extensively adopted by the NFPA's

Life Safety Code. In and of itself, the Life Safety Code does not have

the force of requlation. However, it is often adopted as regulation by

States, localities, or Federal agencies. For example, the Health Care

Finance Administration at Ff1 requires that hospitals and nursing hams

met Life Safety Code standards (which include the FS!S) in order to

qualify for medicare and medicaid certification.

In the current deregulation climate of the Administration, CFR's

work is also used to support alternatives to regulation (such as CPSC's

voluntary flammability standard for the furniture industry) and to deter-

mine whether regulatory action may ultimately be necessary. An example is

CFR's participation on the Technical Study Group on Cigarette and Little

Cigar Fire Safety. The Cigarette Safety Act of 1984 (P.L. 98-567)

established the Study Group and directs CFR and other Government and

private groups to "determine the technical and commercial feasibility,

economic impact, and other consequences of developing cigarettes and little

cigars that will have a minimum propensity to ignite upholstered furniture

or mattresses." Whether or not a "fire safe" cigarette is feasible, and

whether cigarettes should be mandated to meet certain standards of self

extinguishment has been a highly controversial issue in Congress for many

years. In support of the Study Group, CFR recently received $150,000

frou the CPSC to test ignition characteristics of different cigarettes.

An equally controversial fire safety issue that involves CM is smoke

toxicity. Some States and localities are considering regulatory measures

which could ban, limit, or restrict the use of particular building materials

based on the toxic products they emit when burning. New York State, for
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example, is considering regulations that would rewuire toxicity testing

and data filing of materials as a prerequisite for their use in buildings.

Sam in the fire community (such as metals industries and the fire-

fighters union) assert that burning plastics and synthetic materials con-

stitute an excessive hazard to life safety. The plastics industry

vehemently opposes this view, arguing that all burning materials emit

poisonous carbon monoxide and that a realistic appraisal of a material's

fire hazards must address many other factors and properties in addition

to toxicity.

CFR conducts basic research in combustion product toxicity. Re-

searchers at CFR feel that predictive models based on this research could

assess the life safety hazards of various materials, and wuld provide

Governmnt officials with an objective scientific base on which to make

regulatory decisions. As a first step toward resolving this very sensitive

issue, C has recently proposed to work with the USPA and NFPA to promote

a nationally accepted smoke toxicity screening test which oould identify

those materials or products which have smoke toxicities sufficiently

beyond the range of ocmmonly accepted products to warrant special, further

study of their smoke toxicity hazard potential and possible restriction of

use." I A national fire and moke toxicity hazard database is also

W Proposed National Response to Public Concerns about Sere
Toxicity. Coordinated by United States Fire administration, Center for
Pirs Research, and National Fin Protection Asociation. ikVublished
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Problem Solving for Other Agencies

As mentioned earlier in this section, about 35% of CFR's funding comes

from other Federal agencies. Agencies that have sponsored CFR work include

the D apartment of Health and Human Services, Federal Aviation Ad inistration,

Navy, Coast Guard, Defense Nuclear Agency, Consumer Product Safety Commission,

U.S. Geological Survey, Veterans Administration, U.S. Park Service, and many

others. Examples of agency sponsored projects are:

-- work done for the U.S. Park Service which developed a computer

based fire test simulation for a typical National Park tourist acoomodationi

- a Coast Guard sponsored study which analyzed the degree of fire

hazard in the hold of large ships used to transport flammable liquids and

gasf;

- a series of tests conducted for the Veterans' Administration which

evaluated smoke movement in hospital type facilities; and

-- a project for the Defense Nuclear Agency which addressed the

nuclear winter* issue (climatic effects of fires which could result from

nuclear war) through research into smoke production from large fires.

Obviously, much of the agency comistioned work that CPR perform is

ey closely tied to the mission of the sponsoring agency. Given that a

significant amount of CR's funding is supplied by other agencies, it nut

be roognied that much of this work, though potentially worthwhile and us-

ful to the funding agency, doe not roosearily have a direct effect on re-

ducing residential fires, which are the leading cam of fire deaths. No-

rver, other agency pwjects mey provide an opportunity to develop or test

qaproeches that m~qet y han a wm gemral apliestion.
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FIRE RESEMM AC rVTMT .fSIor CFR

This section will briefly outline fire research capabilities outside

of CiI and the extent to which sme of these group could absorb CFR pro-

gram. Fire research capabilities in the private sector, standards organi-

zations, universities, states and localities, and other Federal agencies

will be discussed.

Private Sector Fire Research

Private sector fire research generally tends to be applied, short-

term, and oriented toward protecting property and resonding to immediate

crmmercial needs. The three companies nmt cited in any discussion of

private sector fire research are Factory Ritual Research Corporation,

Southwst Research Institute, and Underwriters Laboratories. All three

house a significant fire research and testing capability and all offer

fire testing and research services to interested clients. Of course

many other individual companies conduct different formu of fire research.

1heir projects are directly oriented toward the Lission and goals of

that particular fir.

Factory Ritual Research Corporation (FIU4), with headquarters in

Norod, Massahusetts, is the Nation's largest private sector perfowor

of fire research. A group of .ztual inuranc companies that "rise

the Factory itual Systm established FW to provide services for the

benefit of Factory Hutual insurance policyholders. ro also perfoce

research, under aoiract, for iz,1.trial and Govrnmit clients.
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VIW has extensive experimental facilities, including a test center

in West Glooester, Rhode Island, where full-scale fire and explosion tests

are performed. The internal research budget is approximately $3,000,000.

Of this amount, about 80 percent is aimd primarily at improved protection

of industrial and commercial properties. The remaining 20 percent funds

long-term or basic research which could be ultimately relevant to either

protecting property or reducing life loss. 22

CFR and the UFA have funded both basic and applied research at FNRC

which is closely linked to life safety concerns. Under a USFA contract,

FW developed an affordable residential sprinkler system for the hoa.

With CFR grants, FMR's basic research group has worked on fire model-

ing. Interaction between CFR and EM is strong in fact, Fl'W's Basic Re-

search Department started its work at NBS in 1965, and-Moved to Massachusetts

in 1968. Aooording to "M Vice President and Chief Operating Officer Paul

Fitzgerald, *Without the Center, our own program would be seriously impaired.

Certainly, no single organization has the resources to duplicate the Center's

and the loss of those resource would greatly diminish the output of all

U.S. fire researchers."

Aside fran Factory Mutual, Southwet Research Institute (SWRI) and'

thederwriters Laboratories (UL) are other private institutions with a

2Z/Eaterfrca Paul H. Fltae.1d, Chief Operating Officer, Factory
l su search Corporation. In: U.S. Congress. House. Ocamittee on

Science and Technology. Suboittee on Science, Pearch and Technology.
1986 National Buzi of Standerd Authorization. Hearings, 99th Cong.,
lst Sees., Mar. 6, 1985. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1965.
p. 487.

MYbd., p. 488.
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significant fire research or testing capability. The Southwest Research

Institute's Departmnent of Fire Technology (San Antonio, Texas) is staffed

by 31 people who conduct experimental work for commercial and government

clients. About 90 percent of the department's work is concerned with

solving specific problems for commercial clients, who range from small

entrepreneurs to large corporations. 24/ Additionally, the Institute

performs toxicity research, under contract, for CFR and the Federal

Aviation Administration (FMA).

SWRI employs a 'build and burn" approach; that is, it is hired by a

client to run a largp-scale fire test for a certain product or structure

that is specified by that client. Although SW is currently exploring

ways to use computer fire models, it cannot conduct the basic research

necessary to develop these models. According to an SWRX official, while

the elimination of Cr would seriously hinder the development of computer

fire models, it would not significantly damage SWRI's business, because

they could continue to sell their experimental services to itustry. 25/

Thus it appears that SWRI would have no incentive to absorb the basic

research activities of CFR.

Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (Northbrook, Illinois) is strictly a

testing laboratory which is claimed to conduct more fire testing than

any other organization in the United States. L6/ As an independent

third-party laboratory, UL provides testing, evaluation, inspection,{ and

2/ Jess Beitel, Southwest Research Institute. Personal communication,

Feb. 12, 1986.

j25 Ibid.

2§/ Letter from Jack Bonw, President, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
In: 1986 NES Authorizations, House Committee on Science and Technology.
p. 575.
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marking services for a variety of products, equipment, and materials.

UL utilizes established laboratory test methods, many of which wre

developed with the cooperation and support of CFR. Currently, UL is

beginning to use computer fire models in conjunction with its historical

testing services.

Like FMR and SWRI, UL takes the position that it would be unable to

absorb CFR's role in basic research. According to Jack Bono, President

of UL, "Our work, like much of that in the private sector, is oriented

to specific products and consists of practical but narrowly oriented

efforts. 1* look to the Center for Fire Research for leadership in de-

veloping the scientific and theoretical information on which practical

implementation of engineering knowledge can be based." 27/

Fire research in the private sector presents some important dif-

ferences from the work done at CFR. Private sector research is more ap-

plied, more oriented towards protecting commercial property, and more

susceptible to conflicts of interest since it is funded by private com-

panies that have a stake in the results. Some basic research principally

oriented towards protecting lifesafety has been performed in the private

sector, but this work is generally furded by Goverrment agencies (often by

CFR).

Standards Oraanizations

Approximately 30 voluntary standards organizations in the United

States are concerned with sae aspect of fire safety. 2f Some, such

17/ Ibid.

LB National Fire Protection Association. The 1984 Fire Almanac.
Quincy, Massachusetts, NFPA, 1983. p. 567-577.
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as the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning

Engineers or the Compressed Gas Association, are concerned with fire safety

only to the extent that it may affect thoir overall mission. Others, such

as the National Fire Sprinkler Association or the Fire Equipment Manufac-

turers Association, focus on a specific aspect of fire safety.

Only the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) appears to focus

solely and comprehensively on fire safety. The NFPA characterizes itself as

a "technical and educational membership organization" which has developed

over 200 consensus codes and standards related to fire protection.

Standards-making organizations such as NFPA or ASIN convene conittees

of experts who formulate fire codes by consensus. Traditionally, these

coiaittees have depended on CFR and on private labs for technical informa-

tion on which to base code-making decisions. Standards organizations do

not have any inhouse research capability that is even remotely similar to

CFR; their role is to translate information developed elsewhere into

practice.

NFPA does operate a small research foundation, which receives money

from industry and channels it into areas of interest to those industries.

However, this research is, of necessity, applied and oriented towards satis-

fying the specific needs of the industry sponsors. 22/

Universities

Fundamental long-term fire research is conducted at approximately 25

universities throughout the United States. However, nearly all of this

Arthur Cots, NFPA. Personal comunication, Jan. 31, 1986.
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research is funded and coordinated through CFR's $2,000,000 grant program.

Table IV lists universities currently funded by CFR.

TABLE IV. University Recipients of CFR Research Grants

U. of Virginia U. of California U. of Mississippi
U. of Maryland Louisiana State U. of Pittsburgh
Rutgers U. Michigan State Clemson U.
U. of Michigan Brown U. Princeton U.
Case-Western Reserve Johns Hopkins Marquette U.
Penn State U. of Dayton U. of Montana
Cal Tech

The expertise required to develop predictive fire models does reside

within the universities. For many years, in fact, the theoretical aspects

of fire modeling have been studied by university researchers (who were

moetly funded by CFR). However, universities do not have large-scale

experimental facilities such as those at CFR or Factory Mutual, which are

necessary to support a comprehensive modeling effort. Also, no single

university has the kind of broad-based, interdisciplinary, centrally

focused program that CFR has established.

For the most part, university fire research can be characterized as

a scattering of individuals or small groups, each specializing in a very

specific area of fire science. An exception is Worcester Polytechnical

Institute (WPI) which has established a Center for Firesafety Studies.

The program at WPI tends to occupy a middle ground between the basic

research done at CFR and the product-specific work done in the private

sector. For example, WPI will take a model developed at CFR, and make

it more "user-friendly" by adapting it to intnediate, real-world industrial
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needs. An important part of this process is training graduate students

(future fire protection engineers) to use cayputer-based fire models.

Like other universities, WPI has no large scale experimental facilities

for fire research. 30/

If CFR were eliminated, it is difficult for many observers to foresee

where universities would get the support necessary to conduct fundamental

fire research, and to train young fire scientists and engineers. It is

felt that the private sector will not fund long-tern generic research.

Sone have suggested that perhaps NSF could provide seed money for a

fire center at a university. In fact, WPr's Center for Firesafety Studies

was a candidate for NSF's 1986 Engineering Research Center program. Under

this program, NSF would provide wpI with S5 million over a four to five

year period. Ironically, WPI's bid was rejected, because of NSF's policy

of funding research that Is strongly linked to enhancing the industrial

competitiveness of the United States. 31/

Even if funding were available for university fire research, critics

assert that it would be difficult to establish a fire research capability

similar to that at CFR. A grant program that stands alone rlght be unco-

ordinated and unfocused on national needs. By contrast, because CFR funds

current university research projects, it can Integrate this work into its

in-house program objectives.

I/ Richard Custer, Associate Director, Center for Firesafety Studies.
Personal communication, Feb. 3, 1986.

I/ Ibid.
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On the other hand, establishing a centralized fire center at a uni-

versity could also present problem. Fire research is inherently inter-

disciplinary, whereas universities tend to favor research within a subject-

specific, disciplinary framework. It may be difficult for a university to

assemble a high-caliber group of scientists and engineers with the diversity

of backgrounds and expertise that would be necessary to sustain a significant

national fire research effort. Observers speculate that such a center

could possibly nucleate, but it would take much time and expense to recreate

scmthing that already exists.

State and Local Governmnents

while States and local governments have always implemented and enforced

fire codes, they have never maintained any significant fire research capabil-

ity. In 1984 and 1985, the National Conference of States on Building Codes

and Standards (NCSBCS), which is an executive branch organization of the Na-

tional Governers Association, surveyed State goverrients on their capability

to fund fire research. Out of the 35 States that responded, only two (New

York State and Texas) reported that they had ever funded any kind of fire

research. Based on the survey, NCSBCS concluded "that the states individually

or working together cannot and will not be able to build, staff and fund or

contract such research." 22/

NCSBCS adds that even if the States were able to launch their own

fire research program, "we would have a chaotic and unproductive research

P. 2+3 1986 NBS Authorization, House Ccmmittee on Science and Technology
4P.
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system in which each state that could find resources for testing and

research, quite probably, would duplicate research being done in another

state or states. This wIld clearly be a waste of taxpayers' dollars." 33/

On the other hand, the Administration argues that as long as Federal

program are in place, there is no incentive for the States either to

initiate research programs or to indicate any willingness or capability

to do so.

Other Federal Agencies

Other Federal agencies perform or fund fire research. However, these

activities are not directly geared towards reducing residential fire deaths

and inJuries; rather, they are closely related to the specific mission of

the agency.

An agency that does have the mission of reducing residential fire

loss is the Consumer Product Safety Cqomission (CPSC). The CPSC, which

has funded much CPR research, has been active in a number of fire safety

issues including smoke detectors, heating appliance fires, and toxicity

of burning materials. The Comission has a limited ability to do applied

research on heating appliance fires and uses a CF-developed protocol

to test different materials for fire toxicity. However, CPSC does not

have the capability, facilities, or expertise to upgrade or modify this

protocol. L/

13 Ibid., p. 241.

SJames Hoebel, Program Manager, Conomr Product Safety Cmission.
Personal communication, Jan. 31, 1966.

70-823 - 87 - 11
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GEF44EAL FUNCrICNS OF ThE CFR

As discussed earlier in this chapter, both the National Academy of

Science's Committee on Fire Research and the National Commission on Fire

Prevention and Control have urged maintaining a Federal role in fire re-

search. Historically, Congress has affirmed this view, passing the Flam-

mable Fabrics Act in 1967, the Fire Safety and Research Act in 1968, and

the Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act in 1974. However, in light of

the Administration's continuing attempts to eliminate the Center, it may

be approriate to reexamine the question: Is fire research, and specifically

the CFR program, an appropriate activity for Federal involvement?

On a functional level, this chapter has discussed CFR's activities

in several uniquely governmental pursuits such as regulatory and standards

support, basic research, information dissemination, and problem solving

for other Goverrnent agencies.

On a more philosophical level, one can address this question on three

fronts. First, is the nature or mode of research at CFR consistent with

the Aministration's definition of appropriate Federal R&D? Second,

are the ultimate goals of CR appropriate for a federally funded program?

And finally, is CFR uniquely qualified or positioned to contribute to

fire loss reduction in ways that cannot be duplicated by any other group?

Is the Nature of Research at CF1R Appropriate?

Obviously, opinions vary on what types of R&D deserve Federal

support. However, it may be mest relevant to rely on the Administration's

own definition of appropriate Federal R&D when contemplating the
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logitmevcy of a current Federal research program such as that at CPR. The

Administration sees a Federal role in wipporting long-tern research which

is fundaemntal and generic, that is, potentially relevant to a wide range

of aplicatiors and far rod from normal market remmration. The din-

istration also favors R6D which is needed to su essential governmntal

ronpo abilities, such as national defense.

Supporters of CFR point out that the Center's research efforts

are undeniably fundamental and long-ter. In fact, one could argue that

the recent shift- of CM awsy from specific test method devlope nt and,

toaards predictive fire modeling further aligns CFlR's program with the

Administration's R&D philosophy. Predictive modeling is certainly

generic in nature it is not tied to any one particular application,

industry, or fire scenario. Additionally, CYR contitutes a central fire

research resource that is heavily used by other Government agencies, both

civilian and defense.

Are C's Goals Aroriate for Federal Involvement?

Congtes established CYR to oabet the loss of life that wms publi-

cited by America S.aznina. his view of government as protector of the

public safety ws nurtured by the conwumrism of the 60a and 709. Con-

tributing to this view was the knowledge that thoes hit hardest by fire-

the elderly, the very young, the pr-Aere least able to attract private

assistance in creating a more fire-safe environmnt.

Ihe onmamerim of years past has waned in the MOs. The Administration

no favors research that is oriented toward stimulating the m ietitivenes

of damuntic Lndksty and the ecenmic health of the nation. Io nslyO

the Adinistration argus that the fire ppgri at M mt be Jettisone
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In favor of areas such as advanced ceramics and fiber optics which have

greater bearing on future industrial cowettiveness.

It must be pointed out, however, that CFR activities do contribute

to the reduction of fire protection costs, thereby providing economic

benefits to certain industries (e.g., building, materials, and insurance

industries) as well as to the public. The Administration has acknowledged

this and argues that perhaps some of these affected industries could

fund work that benefits them.

Interestingly, CFR is caught in a peculiar Catch-22 situation. 7b

the extent that CPRs primary goal is improving public safety, the

Administration argues that NBS must opt for higher research priorities

related to industrial competitiveness and the economic health of the

United States. But# to the extent that CFR does provide economic benefits

to certain industries, the Administration argues that these industries

should shoulder funding responsibilities. Compounding the dilema is the

fact that industry typically shuns the type of fundamental, long-term fire

research that the Administration asserts is appropriate for Federal involve-

ment and which CFR performs and supports*

Is CPR Uniquely ualified?

whether or not the CM program is an appropriately "Federal* activ-

ity might be irrelevant if some outside group could obviously assume

CFR's responsibilities. Among the diverse interests and organizations

that compose the fire ocmunity, none have expressed a willingness or

admitted a capability to assme a significant part of the CFR program.
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For mumle, the private sector is primrily interested in protecting

property and will ftind only very applied, short projects which are

closely tied to their ommercial intets. Universities are interested

in perfoming long-tern basic fire ressearche but they rely on Federal

funding (mustly from C R) to aport this research. And standard organize-

tiom, while ontributing to life safety in buildings ad onmer products,

lack the facilities ad resources to perfom fwidinnal fire research.

Finally, even if private mctmr funding o Cr-type fire research were

forthc~uin, its value would be qamstionable ecame daMes could be wade

that the founder has unduly influenced the research results. solving

fire safety issues may involve decisions which oould bnefit one industry

at the 2penw of another. A good example is the omustion toxicity issue.

Curtly the plastics industry is engage in a fierce battle with the metals

industry and the fire fighters union ovr whether synthetic building materials

should be regulated based on the toxic products they at during c utin.

Clearly, research funded by either side, even if it were conducted objectively

and fairly, cold be perceived unfavorably. This perception oould ultimately

hinder its usefulness to policyers when king regulatory decisions.,.

Acoordingly, many in the fits omwuity cite the value of having a Fd-

eral agency that can sit abwe the fray of special interests and aometing

industries and can provide objective and authoritative scientific aid tech-

nical informtion that is repeo-d by all parties.
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The Administration has not presented to Congress any evidence that

outside groups would satisfactorily adopt the CFR mission. L/ However,

the Administration argues that it is unrealistic to expect these groups

to indicate any possibility of assuming CFR functions as long as they

continue to benefit from Federal dollars. one might speculate that the

only way to resolve the issue of whether outside groups could perform

and support CFR tasks is to eliminate CFR and force the fire community

to seek alternate mechanism of support. Whether or not such an "experi-

ment." is worth conducting will ultimately be decided by Congress.

Eliminating CPR would help reduce the Federal deficit and could "free

up" additional funding for other NBS activities that are more related to

industrial competitiveness. But, on the other hand, the prospect of

others absorbing CFM program seems to many observers both unlikely and

undesirable. If CFR is eliminated and support for basic fire research

fails to materialize, advances in fire safety technology ould be hampered.

Also, if at some point in the future a decision were made to reestablish a

national fire research center, it could take many years to reasseimble

the capability that CFR currently offers.

LS/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Comittee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation. Subcaittee on Science, Technology, and Space. Na-
tional Bureau of Standards Authorization. Hearings, 99th Cong., 1st
Sess., Mar. 26, 1985. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1985. p. 8,
23.
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FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROLs THE FEDERAL ROLE

INTRODUCTION

The Nation's fire problem Is most strikingly exposed through one

statistic--according to estimates provided by the National Fire Protection

Association (NFPA), 6026 people were killed by fire@ in 1983. Of these

fire deaths, 106 were firefighters. Other statistics help round out a

description of America's fire experience: in 1983, the number of fires

reported was 2,326,500; civilian (i.e. non-firefighter) injuries stood at

.31,275; and property loss wa estimated at almost $6.6 billion. I/

This record can be Improved. The United States Fire Administration (USFA)

reports that the U.S., has the second highest death rate per capita (after

Canada) of all the world's industrialized nations. 2/ A city-by-city

comparison can be especially revealing. For example, Hong Kong, a tightly

packed, 4enseiy 2opulaced :ity f 5.6 million. averages '1 fire deaths a

year. Meanwhile, Chicago, with a population of 3 million has suffered at

least 120 fire deaths per year in recent years. 3/

1/ Karter, Michael J. and Joan Lo Gencarski. Fire Loss in the
United States During 1983. Fire Journal, Sept. 1984. p. 49.

2/ Federal Emergency Management Agency. U.S. Fire Administration
(USFA*Y. Fire in the United States (Second Edition). July 1982.
Washington, 1982. p. 21.

3/ Scheenmn, Philip S. and Edward F. Selts. From Tokyo to Down Under:
International Approaches to Fire Prevention. Fire Chief, Dec. 1984.
p. 27.
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Fire prevention and control is traditionally a State and local

responsibility. But statistics such as those cited above have motivated

Federal involvement in the fire problem during the past 20 years.

In 1968 Congress passed the Fire Research and Safety Act of 1968

(P,L. 90-259), which: (1) established what is now called the Center for Fire

Research at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS); and (2) established the

National Commission on Fire Prevention and Control. The Act charged the

Commission with undertaking "a thorough study and investigation of [the

fire] problem with a view to the formulation of recommendations whereby

the Nation can reduce the destruction of life and property caused by

fire in its cities, suburbs, communities, and elsewhere."

In 1973 the Comission issued a report called America Burning, which

recommended that "there should be an entity in the Federal Government

where the Nation's fire problem is viewed in its entirety, and which

encourages attention to aspects of the problem that have been neglected." 4/

While calling for a Federal role in fire protection, the Commission

made it clear that such a role should be limited to "lending technical

and educational assistance to State and local governments, collecting and

analyzing fire information, regulating the flammability of materials,

conducting research and development in certain areas, and providing finan-

cial assistance when adequate fire protection lies beyond a community's

mesans." 5/

4/ National Commission on Fire Prevention and Control. America Burning.

May, 1973. Washington, 1973. p. X.

5./ Ibid.
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In response to America surnins, Congress passed the Federal fire

Prevention and Control Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-498) which established the

USIA and the National lire Academy (NrA). In keeping with the theme of

coordination set by the Commission, the Act stated: "The unacceptably

high rates of death, injury, and property loss can be reduced if the

Federal Government establishes a coordinated program to support and

reinforce the fire prevention and control activities of State and local

governments."

The Act established the National Fire Prevention and Control

Administration (the NFPCA was later renamed the USIA) in the Department

of Commerce. The NYICA initially consisted of five divisions: the

National Academy for Tire Prevention and Control, the National Public

education Office, the Rational fire Data Center, the Rational lire Safety

and Research Office, and general administration. Vhen the IWCA began

operation, fire deaths were estimated at 9,000 per year.

During fiscal year 1975 the budget of the Center for Fire Research (CIn)

.ias consolidated ' ith :hat of the NFPCA "n order t* !cster 3 :.cze zeordna-

tion with the MICA. 6/

Since 1975 the Federal fire program has undergone many changes.

These include the following:

1979-USFA is reorganized into the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (!PA);

1981-USFA and IFA budgets are separated;

6/ International Society of Fire Service Instructors (181I).
Evaluation of Program of the United States Fire Administration 1974-1983.
Prepared for the USIA, Federal Emergency Manageent Agency. 1983. p. 51.
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1982-USFA is targeted for elimination and most of its staff
departs. Under pressure from Congress, a last minute decision is made to
continue the USFA with reduced funding. The USFA is transferred to the
National Emergency Training Center in Emitsburg, Maryland;

1983-USFA is totally restaffed with 20 employees, primarily with
fire service backgrounds; and

1983--The Center Ltr Fire Research budget is completely separated
from the USFA budget.

In 1981, USFA's budget was $13.5 million. The Administration is

requesting $7.68 million for fiscal year 1986. Currently the USFA consists

of four offices: Fire Policy and Coordination, Firefighter Health and

Safety, Fire Prevention and Arson Control, and Fire Data and Analysis. A

description of USFA programs is provided in the appendix. Fire deaths

today stand at nearly 6,000 per year.

The Federal Fire Prevention and Control Act assigns to the USiA the

task of defining and fashioning a coordinated fire program on the Federal

level. The challenge for Federal'fire policynakers comes with determining

the specific approaches and strategies which can most effectively reduce

the Nation's fire loss, given budget limitations and the prescribed

Federal role as a supporter and reinforcer of state and local fire

:revencion ano ontroi efforts. :his involves aoc aniy jeiecting sire

loss reducing approaches that work best, but also choosing the most cost

effective means for implementing these approaches.

This report is divided into two parts. The first part presents the

multiplicity of approaches and strategies which are often cited as

being necessary for reducing the toll of destructive fire. The second

presents fire com unity views on the extent that Federal fire entities

are equipped to fashion objectively and judiciously a coherent policy to

reduce the Nation's fire loss.
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REDUCING THE NATION'S FIRE LOSS

There are many approaches and strategies available for reducing

the Nation's fire loss. The following assortment of factual statements,

often cited in discussions of America's fire problem, convey the com-

plexity of fire and the vide range of "pressing needs" or "promising

solutions" that many feel demand attention:

1. Sprinklers: "Excluding deaths caused by explosion or flash
fire, there are no known occurrences of multiple loss of life in a
fully sprinklered building due to fire or smoke." -- U.S; Fire
Administration 7/

2. Smoke detectors: ". • . data show that when a fire occurs,
the risk of dying in a home where detectors are not installed is.
twice the risk in homes where detectors are installed." - USFA 8/

3. Arson: "Experts have estimated that the incidence of arson
in this country has tripled or quadrupled in the past decade. . , In
terms of losses, arson is fast becoming the leading crime in America."
-- Richard Bland 9/

4. Firefighter safety: "Deaths and injuries suffered by the
..Nation's firefighters continue to be the highest of any occupation."
-- International Association of Fire Chiefs 10/

5. Toxicity of burning materials: "Most fire deaths occur in
homes from either smoldering coisbustion or a large- flaming room fire.

..1 ?ederai imersency Aanagement Agency. U.3. Fire Administration.

An Ounce of Prevention. Washingcon, 1983. p. 51,

8/ U.S. Fire Administration. Fire in the United States. p. 176.

9/ Bland, Richard E. Toward a State Level Strategy for Destructive
Fire control. Office of Fire Safety Services, Pennsylvania Emergency
Management Agency. Jan. 15, 1983. p. 29.

10/ Statement of Charles Kamprad, International Association of
Fite Siefs. In: U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and
Technology. Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology.
Earthquake and Fire Act Authorization. 98th Cong., 1st Seas., March 15,
16, 1983. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1983. p. 286. [Hereafter
referred to as Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology, Fire
Act Authorization)
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lBhty percent of theme deaths are doe to the inhalation of smoks or
hot Ses and are not a result of burso - Center for ire Research It/

6* lire-safe cigarettes: oNre than a third of all dAericas
killed by fire die in fires ignitod by one comma sources cigarettes
•. •. . In 40 percent of these cases, those Ma died wore not smoking
and were not responsible for starting the fires. The available data
indicates that cigarette-ignited fires are far and away the leading
cause of fire deaths in the United States." - Senate Comittee on
Governmental Affairs 12/

7. Alternative haeting fires: lihile portable heatingi fires
account for only 2 percent of all structure fires, the chances of dying
should such a fire occur is four ties* greater than in the average
fire ." - USiA 13/

The array of approaches and problem area suggested by the above

statements are by no means complete. Other fire issues involve:

biullng codes and standards, flammability of clothing and furniture,

rural fire protection, emergency respo managmeat, transportation

fire hazards, and many others.

On %uich fronts, then, can the fire problem be bot attacked, and

Lin tich are" should federal emphasis be placed? Obviously no single

approach offers a straightforward cure-all. The fire problem reflects the

cmpleity of derica* society, and there are countless tradeoffe and

complicating factors to be coildered when contemplating a comprehensive

fire loss reduction strategy.

11 U.S. Dept. of Commerce. National ureau of Standards.
Coste for Fire Research. Further Development of A Test Nethod for
the Asessmet of the Acute Inhalation Toxicity of Combustion Products
(MUIR1 82-2532), June 1982. Washington. 1962. p. 1.

12/ U.S. Congress. Senate. Committe oan Governomental Affairs.
CiSar 'ete Safety Act of 1984 (Senate Rapt. 96-597)g report to accompany
S. 1935, 9"th Cong., 2nd See.. Sept. 10, 1964. p. 1.

13/ federal emergency Manageent Agency. United States Fire
Adinltration. Preliminary fire Statistics for 1983. Washington,
1964. p. 17.
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Fire prevention versus fire suppression is perhaps the classic

tradeoff question discussed in the fire coamunity. Should efforts be

focused more on properly reacting to, responding to, or putting out a

fire; or on preventing a fire before It lets started? Of course, pre-

vention is desirable, but given the fact that human carelessness is

responsible for most fires, can prevention efforts be successful

enough to reduce the need for an expanded suppression capability?

Obviously, both are critically important; it is not an "either-or"

proposition, but how should the question of "suppression vq. prevention"

influence priority-setting when assigning relative emphasis to dif-

ferent fire reduction strategies?

Within the two generally cited categories of "suppression" and

"prevention" are additional variables and questions which further

cloud the picture. After a fire starts, many factors can mitigate

its growth and effect. These include automatic suppression and

detection systems (sprinklers and smoke detectors), an adequate

emergency response capability (fire departments), people's ability

to react intelligently in a fire situation, and building construction

designed to control the spread of smoke and flames.

Fire prevention also offers differing approaches. To prevent a fire,

is It more feasible to change people's behavior, or to change the physical

environment (furniture that won't ignite, cigarettes that won't smolder)

so that people are less likely to start fires in spite of their

carelessness?

Modifying the physical environment is hardly straightforward

either. A typical fire death scenario usually Involves a carelessly

dropped cigarette smoldering in a chair or sofa which produces the
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smoke and toxic gases that kill the occupants sleeping in another room.

Which component of the scenario should be altered, th cigarette or

the furniture? Further tradeoffs con to mind. A properly maintain-

ed and installed smoke detector, a sprinkler system, and/or occupants

who are fire safety conscious could also prevent the deadly scenario.

Target groups are another complication which must be factored

into fire loss reduction strategies. Fire strikes all segment of

society. A particular approach which might work for one group may

not work for another. For example, despite the demonstrated effec-

tiveness of smoke detectors on the general public, they are less

likely to help high-risk groups such as senior citizens and young

children. These groups are less likely to hear and understand the

alarm, and they have a limited capacity to escape a fire. Another

high risk group Is low-income comnunities. Often this group lacks

the mans to purchase, install, and maintain automatic supresslon

and detection equipment.

Besides tradeoffs and target groups, there Is yet another factor

which complicates !ire policymaking. lany of che approaches and strat-

eSies available for reducing fire loss touch on highly controversial

issues which could significantly affect major industries such as to-

bacco or plastics. Behind others are a variety of groups, all vying

for federal support for their particular solution to the fire problem,

which more often then not, reflects the special interests of their

conatituencles. Thus the setting of an objective and comprehensive

federal fire policy can be complicated by the controversies, and

often conflicting interests, of the fire comnmIty.
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An examination of two particular fire loss reduction approaches-

installing sprinkler systems and controlling the toxciity of burning

materials-can provide a good example of how fire protection strategies

are complicated by the kinds of factors discussed above. The Federal

Government is involved in both areas. Sprinkler systems are a mostly

developed technology and the USFA conducts programs designed to pro-

mote their application. The CFR performs basic research on the

toxicity of burning materials; the issue is highly controversial and

the phenomenon is poorly understood.

Much broader in scope than combustion toxicity or sprinklers are

the more generic areas of fire research and public education. These will

also be discussed, since they hold Implications for all of the specific

approaches listed earlier.

Sprinklers

According to Harry Shaw, former Acting Administrator of the

USFA, "The residential sprinkler system, working off the domestic

water supply is probably the ultimate answer to residential fire

protection.' 14/

Sprinkler systems have been used in the United States for over

one hundred years, primarily in commercial buildings. But because 80

percent of all fire deaths occur in private residences, a Federal

effort has been and is being made to develop and promote residential

sprinkler systems using a highly sensitive quick response sprinkler

head which will activate before lethal amounts of smoke and heat

accumulate in a fire. The USFA has worked with the private sector to

14/ U.S. Fire Administrationq Ounce of Prevention. p. S.
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successfully develop a residential sprinkler system that can be built

into new homes or installed in existing ones.

The problem i cost and incentive. The USIA estimates that the

cost of a residential sprinkler system is one to two percent the cost

of a new homa. 15/ Homeowners lack motivation and the necessary

awareness of the fire problem to spend the many hundreds of dollars

necessary to retrofit their homes. Likewise, many developers and

builders are more willing to accept fire risks than pay for Installa-

tLon, maintenance, and repair of sprinkler systems. Proposed economic

incentives for promoting sprinkler systems are "trade-offs" or regula-

tory building code concessions which would allow less restrictive fire

protection requirements for construction in exchange for sprinkler

installation. Controversy exists as to whether the result of these

trade-offs would be a building which is equally (or more) fire safe.

Significant trade-offs could include reductions in fire resistance

ratings of structural building components, or the elimination of

compartmented construction In certain types of occupancies. 16/

The USIA is currently conducting research with the National

Association of Home Builders (NAHB) to examine these tradeoif issues

and to develop a model f3r cost/benefit analysis which can be applied

to several standard types of construction. Other components of USIA's

residential sprinkler program include research on installation stan-

dards for fast response sidewall sprinklers, local fire tests, region-

al and local demonstrations, and retrofit demonstrations.

15/ U.S. Fire Administration. Fire in the United States. p. 180.

16/ Barris, James P. and Dario L. Coate-Ruasian. Sprinkler
Trade-offse Are They Justified? Fire Journal, May 1960. p. 64.

V
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The impact of sprinkler systems could conceivably affect other

fire protection areas apart from building codes. For example, in

1980 the city council of San Clements, California confronted a limited

municipal budget for its fire services because of the tax reforms of

California's Proposition 13. A tradeoff was made: less spending for

fire services in exchange for an ordinance requiring sprinklers in all

new homes. This was one of the first compulsory sprinkler ordinances

in the country. 17/

It must be acknowledged, however, that the tradeoffs and fire

reducing approaches taken in one community do not necessarily translate

to other communities. For instance, San Clemente is an affluent com-

munity, whose population could presumably bear the added cost of sprin-

kler installation. What kind of tradeoffe, measures, or incentives

would be necessary to promote the installation of sprinklers in an

aging, crowded tenement building in an inner city?

Although the ability of sprinklers to reduce fire loss is unde-

niable and Straightforward, complexity and controversy creep in when

one confronts the problem of how to out these devices into people's

homes. Aucn research remains to be done on craaeoifs. .ow mucn

will the addition of sprinkler systems to a particular environment

outweigh the subtraction of other fire protection approaches?

Toxicity of Burning Materials

All burning materials, whether natural or synthetic, produce

carbon monoxide (CO), which is the toxic gas most responsible for

17/ The Journal of Commerce. Combating Fire Losses. Feb. 19,
1980. p. 4.
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fire deaths. Never, many synthetic materials and plastics produce

slnificant amounts of additional toxic gaes during combustion or

pyrolysis (heat decompoition). Burning polyvinyl chloride, for ex-

ampie, produces hydrogen chloride gas, hidde polyurethane generates

hydrogen cyanide.

1esnuhlep plastics have become increasingly popular as building

materials. According to Prdicsts, a Cleveland based marketing re-

search firm, the percentage of plastics used in all building materials

rose from 2.2 percent In 1967 to 10.2 percent in 1981. Predicasts

estimates that plastics' share of the building market will be worth

$18.4 billion by 1990. 1S/ Fierce competition between the plastics

and metals industry for markets such as electrical wiring conduits

has fueled the debate on toxic hazards of combustion products.

Some interests claim that the Increased use of plastics in

buildings constitutes an extraordinary threat to life because of

the toxic gases these synthetic materials emat during combustion.

Combuscion product toxicity tests performed at the University of

Pittsburgh show that, on the averse, moke from synthetic polymers is

ac least live co six .!sea more coxic chan smoke from wood and that

smoke from synthetics will kill twice as fast as wood smoke. 19V

Additionally, it is charged that plastics (which are hydrocarbon

based) behave like "solid fuel,, burning much hotter and faster than

other materials.

18/ Green, Charles. Plastics fire Haard Issue Aired. The

JournsT of Commerce, May 18, 1983. p. 22S.

19/ Ibid.
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Others argue that regulation of plastics as building materials

based on combustion product toxicity may be premature, if not com-

pletely unnecessary. While conceding that plastics produce certain

toxic gases that other materials do not, they assert that it is

uncertain whether any special toxic hazard exists from plastics,

since carbon monoxide is produced in sufficiently lethal quantities

by all burning materials.

On a sore general level, it is argued that assessing the fire

safety of a material based only on its toxicity is misleading; a

meaningful approximation of a materLal's fire hazards must address

many other factors and properties in addition to toxicity. These

include: ease of ignition, volume of smoke generation, rate of heat

release, flame spread, and rate of burning. Tradeoffs must be con-

sidered when judging the relative fire safety of a particular mat-

erial. The question-has been raised-what is sore hazardous: a

material that ignites slowly, burns slowly, and 3ives off harmful

gases; or a material that ignites and burns quickly (thus causing the

fire to spread faster), but 3ives off relatively non-toxic oases?

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), for example, burns very quickly and evolves

deadly hydrogen chloride gas. But it must be exposed to an open

flame to ignite, whereas cloth or wood can be more easily ignited by

a soldering cigarette.

Another argument used to counter the attacks on plastics is this:

despite the increased use of plastics in buildings, fire deaths have

actually decreased in recent years. It is further asserted that tar-

geting plastics is a misdirection of effort towards solving the Na-

tion's fire problem -- that focusing on such issues as public
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education, smoke detectors, and sprinkler systems would have a much

greater Impact on fire safety.

Those in favor of regulating plastics in buildings respond that

the effects of burning plastics in fires shouldn't be expected to

ahow up in statistics of fire death loss for 20 to 30 years, since

most fires currently involve older buildings which contain mostly non-

synthetic materials. It is also argued that the number of fire deaths

has fallen mainly because the number of reported fires in the United

States has dropped, and because the use of smoke detectors in the home

has skyrocketed. Thus, benign effects of plastics should not neces-

sarily be inferred from the decrease in fire deaths.

Any attempt to regulate materials based on their combustion pro-

duct toxicities depends on the existence of adequate test methods.

Much controversy surrounds the question over what constitutes an

adequate test and whether such a tost now exists. Presently, there

is no consensus on any one test method that is appropriate for broad

application. The CYR has developed a method which can determine

relative toxicity levels of various materials. However, the CPU has

made it clear that its test method Is primarily intended for research

and preliminary screening purposes and stresses that the method is

not intended to be used alone in evaluating the fire safety of a

material since additional factors must be considered for a given

situation.

Since every fire situation offers a different combination of

combustion factors and conditions, the problem of creating a meaning-

ful test method in the laboratory environment is extremely complex.
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Most observers agree that no test successfully recreates real

world conditions and that the mechanics of combustion product toxicity

require much more research. However, disagreement centers on the

question of whether current tests can or should be used for regulation.

Opponents argue that a standardized toxicity test requires arbitrary

setting of combustion conditions. This leads to arbitrary toxicity

ratings of materials, which, though reproducible, fail to apply to

real-life situations in which combustion conditions vary greatly. It

is further asserted that fire technologists and toxicologipts do not

yet know how to incorporate data from smoke toxicity tests into a

total fire hazard assessment.

Proponents of toxicity tests counter that the usefulness of ex-

isting tests does not necessarily hinge on their ability to faithfully

recreate real-world conditions. They point out that flmmability

tests and standards suffer from the same limitations, yet are used

widely; flamability of mattresses and carpets, for example; are

governed by Federal regulations. They claim that existing combus-

tion product toxicit7r testn tre *ood enough to enable builders. regu-

lators, and manufacturers to draw useful distinctions among materials.

At the very least, these tests could eliminate materials which are

such worse than the rest, from the standpoint of toxicity.

Amid the controversy, arguments, charges, and countercharges

surrounding combustion product toxicity, there are two points that

almost all parties seem to agree on. One Is that the fire death rate

in the United States is too high and that actions oust be taken to

reduce it. The second poiqt is that scientists do not yet fully
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understand the effect of the total fire environment on how a fire

.starts,.spreads, and kills people.

Debate is shaped around these two general areas of agreement.

Those in favor of tilting the Government machinery toward regulation

may then ask the question: doesn't the immediate threat to life

safety from burning plastics outweigh the objection that existing

test methods are not yet fully developed? And those opposed to reg-

ulatory action can frame the question this way: if scientists deter-

mine that the total fire hazard resulting from synthetic materials is

no greater than that of other materials, are we not needlessly divert-

ing attention from other options (such as public education, sprinklers,

and smoke detectors) which can much more effectively and immediately

reduce fire deaths and injuries? Perhaps as scientific understanding

of fires progresses, the answers to these questions will become more

apparent.

Public Education

America Burning identified a lack of public awareness as one of

the major causes of the fire problem. Unfortunately, the Coumisslon's

assessment of public concern about fire is as true today as it was in

1974:

; 0 & the American public is indifferent to and Ignorant of the
heavy toll of destructive fire. The problem has not reached the
American consciousness with the same force as, for example, the
far les lethal problem of air pollution. . * . Indifferent to
fire a a national problem, Americans are similarly careless
about fire as a personal threat. There is an old saying in the
fire protection field, to the effect that fires have three causes:
men. women and children. It takes the careless or unwise action
of a human being in most cases, to begin a destructive fire. 20/

20/ National Commission on Fire Prevention and Control. America
Surnig. p. 4.
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Some believe that educating the public about fire offers more

promise than any other approach for reducing fire loss. Dr. Anne

Philips, in her minority report in America Burning, stressed that

"widespread public education in fire safety principles should be our

first concern" and cautioned:

Much can be done by making clothing fire resistant and by
installing automatic extinguishing systems and early detection
systems . . . but man can, and does, circumvent the devices in
stalled for his protection, painting over sprinkler heads, prop-
ping open smoke and fire doors and putting a penny in the fuse
box. There is no substitute for understanding how to prevent
fires and what to do when fires occur. 21/

Public awareness can often determine the effectiveness of some

of the seemingly "technical" approaches to reducing fire loss that

were mentioned earlier. For example, at a recent national conference

on fire prevention, Mr. Armour Floyd, a fire prevention specialist in

the Philadelphia Fire Department, lamented the difficulty in persuading

inner city residents in Philadelphia to install free smoke detectors

in their homes. 22/ A lack of awareness can also cause people to

improperly install and maintain their detectors. And even if the

,ececcor :s properly installed and operating, people often aon't :now

how to escape after the alarm goes off. Thus, a technological means

for reducing fire loss can be limited by people's indifference and

ignorance of the fire problem.

Not everyone enthusiastically endorses public education as the

primary answer to the Nation's fire problem. Some see public education

21/ Ibid. p. 153.

22/ Floyd, Armour. Remarks delivered at the 1985 National
Partnerships Against Fire Conference sponsored by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Feb. 1, 1985.

70-823 - 87 - 12
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as a fruitless exercise and point to the ineffectiveness of the seat

belt campaign as an indication that no particular program can sig-

nificantly alter people's behavior or cultural patterns. 23/

Federal public fire education programs were shifted from the USFA

to the NFA after both were reorganized into the National Emergency

Training Center in 1983. 24/ Additionally, the USFA has launched the

Community Volunteer Fire Prevention Program (CVFPP) which distributes

small grants ($10,000 to 25,000) to local volunteer service organiza-

tions across the country. The organizations use the grants to involve

citizens, the fire service, and the private sector in developing on-

going public education and fire prevention programs.

Critics of the program, while acknowledging its benefit to the

communities that receive grants, wonder how the program will raise

public awareness of fire on a national level. They feel that the

money would be better spent on developing a public fire education

program that would be applicable nationwide. 25/

USFA officials claim that the local programs will be evaluated

!or ]eneric jse. They also ioint out that since American society is

culturally diverse, it is necessary co try different public education

approaches in many different local communities.

23/ Personal communication with Arthur C. Delibert, Citizens
Committee for Fire Protection. Dec. 18, 1984.

24/ ISFSI. Evaluation of Programs of the USFA. p. 183.

25./ Randleman, Bill. Is it volunteerism or pork-barrel politics?
Fire Chief, Dec. 1984. p. 25.
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Fire Research

Research can be seen as a means of increasing an, understanding

of the problems and solutions related to fire. According to Dr. Jack

Snell, Director of the Center for Fire Research, the purpose of CFR

is "to provide underpinning knowledge, data, and Information to all

of those in the fire community to bring about the reduction in (fire)

losses." 26/ The Center's stated objective is to supply the scientific

and technical basis for reducing fire losses and the costs of fire

protection by 50 percent. Besides CFR, other Federal agencies (such

as the Federal Aviation Administration, the Bureau of Mines, and the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration) are also involved in

basic fire research. However their research is directly related to

the specific missions of those agencies.

Much of CFR's work addresses many of the fire loss reduction

approaches mentioned earlier. For example, CFR currently investigates

fire toxicology and smoke hazards, furniture flammability, and wood

stove fire safety. CFR places a major emphasis on the development

;r :opu;r:=ed boceis "hicn :!an quantitactveiy jescribe :he dynamics

of fire. In testimony before the House Science and Technology Com-

..mittee Dr Snell explained how this tool could be used to solve

some of the difficult tradeoff questions of interest to the fire

community:

26/ Statement of Jack Snell, Director, Center for Fire Research.
In: U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology.
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology. Fire Prevention
and Control. 98th Cong., 2nd Sees., June 22, 1984. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1984. p. 145.
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The problem that the . . fire official faces nov in look-
ing at a new technology, for example the residential sprinkler is
a case in point, is a very difficult ones What means does he have
available to tell what the trade is going to be? Adding a sprink-
ler #nd reducing the cospartmentation or self-closing doors or
what have you? Many feel that no such tradeoffs should be made.
To resolve those disputes, we need a means or tools for evaluat-
ing in quantitative terms and estimating exactly what the effects
would be on smoke propagation, on fire development, access to es-
cape routes and means of effective rescue. Those are precisely
the tools that are in tb development stage right now. They are
computer based simulation models that provide quantitative means
to answer precisely those types of questions. 27/

It is believed that if the complexities of a fire scenario can

be simulated in a computer model, the impact on fire safety from the

many variable in a given environment could be predicted. This in-

formation could be used for structural design and engineering, in

the formulation of building and fire codes, and in materials and

product development.

A National Fire Research Strategy Conference was recently conven-

ed by the CYR and the National Fire Protection Association. At the

Conference's first meeting in August 1984, participants included

representatives from industry, trade and professional associations,

academia, research and tescing qrganxzacions, 'ederal agencies, ind

Congress. The Conference proposes to examine the impact that new

technological approaches eight have on the fire problem and the fire
c.... ..omity. Uititely~the"Conferencev l attempt tofashion a

planned strategy for fire research in the United States.

It is Important to note that the research activities of the CFR

do not Involve a critical aspect of the fin scenario--human behavior.

17/ Ibid. p. 161.
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An extensive study on fire research needs conducted for the National

Science Foundation found that "the most pressing need is for well-de-

signed and well-executed research on the effectiveness of different,

carefully conceived fire prevention strategies. Although fire preven-

tion education programs are carried out in almost all communities,

they are conducted without regard for experimental design and statis-

tical evaluation." 28/

Richard Bland, former Chairman of the National Commission on

Fire Prevention and Control also stressed this need and listed some

pertinent behavioral questions in 1983 testimony before the House

Science and Technology Committee:

the concerns of human behavior extend far beyond the human
habitat. The National Commission recognized that point and rec-
ommended the structure of the U.S. Fire Administration be such
as to support an appropriate human behavioral effort. That was
to be an important part of the research effort within the USFA.

That effort never really got off the ground and I see little
in the current literature related ta these issues.

Among the still current questions are:

'7hat ire the incial narsmeters in -ncreised fire ;,cidenc'?
Joes ,)ur ioc .ai ind -cunomtc vstom .iavp .ncencivps .jr

fire, and if so, how can they be affected?
What information sources and methods efficiently and

effectively carry fire safety messages to various sectors of our
society?

What are the human engineering requirements of our appliances,
machines, transportation and comfort environment that can reduce
misuse and abuse?

How does the public perceive fire risk?

These and many others deserve at least an effort toward resolu-
tion. 29/

28/ Swersey, Arthur J. and Edward Ignall. What does Fire Research
Have to do with Fire Protection? Fire Journal, Jan. 1980. p. 73.

29/ Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology. Fire Act
AuthorTzation. p. 319-320.
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FIRE COMMUNITY VIEWS ON FEDERAL FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL 30/

The first section of this report attempts to convey the point

that the Nation's fire problem is highly complex, and that approaches

for reducing it can involve many difficult tradeoffs. Fire problems

and solutions embrace many different sectors of society, and can adver-

sely or favorably affect a wide array of special interests.

Studying, evaluating, and implementing the various approaches for

fire loss reduction is costly; Federal entities specifically devoted

to reducing the Nation's overall fire loss (i.e. USFA, CFR, NFA) are

funded at levels significantly lover than what was envisioned by the

Commission. America Burning recommended a budget of $153 million

for the Federal fire program. Currently, the Administration is re-

questing for fiscal year 1986: $7.685 million for the USFA, and

$11.637 million for the FA. The Administration has unsuccessfully

requested zero funding for the CFR in the past three years.

Given then a limited budget and a variety of fire loss reduction

paths to pursue, is the Federal fire prevention and control effort

equipped to select objectively and systematically the mixture of ap-

proaches (In terms of emphasis, direction, and funding) which can

best comprise an optlum strategy for reducing fire loss?

Whether the USFA, CFR, and NFA are properly oriented to achieve

such a goal, and the degree to which this goal can ever be achieved is

a matter of subjective judgment. Accordingly, a cross section of the

national fire community was queried by CRS, particularly on how they

view the USFA as being the kind of Federal focus for fire prevention

30/ Except where indicated, views quoted in this and the following
section were obtained as responses to CRS queries.
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and control as envisioned by America Burning and the 1974 Fire Act.

Respondents quoted and referred to in this report represent firefighters

groups, professional and trade associations, community organizations,

fire protection engineers and researchers, academia, private industry,

and the Federal Government. Although opinions expressed are subjective

and may reflect the special interests of the respondent, a general

sense can be derived of how the USFA is perceived in the fire community

with which it must deal.

A Comorehensive Fire Research Policy is Lacking and Necessary

In 1974, America Burning characterized the need for some sort of

coordinated fire research policy:

There ought to be a clear set of priorities in federally spon-
sored research. Presently there is no group in the Federal
Government looking at the total picture of fire research needs--
including the physics and chemistry of fire, as well as medical,
behavioral, and technological problems--and advising the budget-
makers on what programs deserve what level of support. This is
an important function which the proposed U.S. Fire Administration
would perform. As it is now, every agency's research program
is, in effect, competing for dollars with every other fire
research program. 31/

nUi ant or nx?.r. - .c,; -,,u:n -:Z :1Ear~' 7eecs"

certainly falls under the purview of the Center for Fire Research (CFR),

not at the USFA. According to Dr. Jack Snell, Director of CFR, the CFR

Is logically suited to coordinate a national fire research policy, since

it is housed in NBS, an institution specifically oriented towards re-

search. USFA, on the other hand, is located at FEMA, an emergency

response agency not specifically oriented to research.

31/ National Comission on Fire Prevention and Control. America
Burning. p. 136.
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CFR currently maintains regular contact with other federal agen-

cies engaged in their respective alssion-oriented fire research pro-

jects. To the extent that communication channels are open between

fire researchers throughout the Federal Government, there is some

level of informal coordination. CFR is attempting to expand radically

the coordination of fire research through the National Fire Research

Strategy Conference. The Conference's stated objectives appear to

be in harmony, at least in part, with the spirit of the Commission's

prescription for fire research policy quoted above. The C;nference's

objectives are to:

1. Assess the current status of fire research;

2. Identify factors affecting progress in fire research;

3. Review the technologies that are now available for fire re-
search;

4. Relate needs in fire research to capabilities to fulfill
those needs; and

5. Recommend a course of action that will lead to development
and implementation of strategies to meet the fire research
needs of the Nation 32/

souotfui neitherr 7R'3 :oie is i .oordinaror )i i Lra

research plan vould Involve any direct budgetary influence on research

priority setting. It would not, as the Commission says, "advise the

budgetmakers on what programs deserve what level of support." Dr.

Snell makes it clear that the Strategy Conference's intention Is

to coordinate fire research through a process of consensus end co-

operation, not direction or coercion.

32/ Center for Fire Research and National Fire Protection
Association. National Fire Research Strategy Conference. Quincy,
Mass. Aug. 28-29, 1984. p. 5.
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Host of the respondents agreed that America Burning's statement

on a desired Federal coordinating role in fire research is still valid,

and that the problem of fire research performed in a vacuum of priority

still exists. Some acknowledge the role of CFR as a fire research

focal point, and cite the promise of the National Fire Research Strategy

Conference. Harold Nelson of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers

(SFPE) presents this viewpoint:

In summary the society feels that progress, primarily fo-
cused in the Center for Fire Research (as opposed to the
USFA) has been made in the proposing and prioritizing 6f re-
search needs. The objective reference(dJ from America Burning
has not been met. It Is our belief however that the effort to
bring a sense of coordination involving both private and govern-
mental research activities as being attempted by the National Fire
Research Strategy Conference can potentially attack the underlying
concerns that caused the National Committee on Fire Prevention
and Control to make the statement.

Other respondents are quick to point out, however, that the

ability of CFR to coordinate a comprehensive fire research policy may

be hindered by the limited institutional scope of NBS. NBS is geared

almost exclusively towards the "hard sciences" and activities in

behavioral sciences have been curtailed. As a result, CFR's research

is )riented cowards modifying the 2hysica1 anvironcent 2ssociaceu

with a fire scenario. It does not, for example, address the problem

of how to modify people's behavior in order to prevent that scenario

from getting started. According to John Bryan, Chairman of the

Department of Fire Protection Engineering at the University of Maryland:

The statement (of the Comuission) is still true today in: a
sense, there is no federal priority in relation to fire research.
The National Bureau of Standards, Center for Fire Research has
set their priorities within the Center. However these priorities
do not consider the critical areas in medical, behavioral and
operations research since these areas are not considered primary
objectives within the scope of the National Bureau of Standards.

I r
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Tom Castino of Underwriters Laboratories projects a similarly

cautious note when speaking of CFR and the Strategy Conference:

The recently convened National Fire Research Strategy Con-
ference may be able to carry out such a coordinated fire
R&D policy); however It may not be in a position to address
all fire safety concerns within all agencies of the Federal
Government . . . We feel, as many in the fire field do, that
the U.S. has a substantial technological base in place for
mitigating the fire problem. Although there are areas of
technology in need of improvement for both technical and
economic reasons, we do not believe that significant reduction
in fire deaths and economic losses can be achieved by purely
technological solutions without considering the socioeconomic
aspects of the problem.

At an initial, exploratory meeting on August 28-29. 1984,

participation at the Strategy Conference was largely comprised of

industry, code-making, insurance and testing groups whose products or

activities could be impacted by the successful development and

application of computer fire modelling technology. It must be pointed

out, however, that the Strategy Conference is a new initiative, still

in a preliminary stage. conference organizers plan to expand its

scope and include other groups in the fire community who have an

'.nt'rist tn f±rn research. Certainly the Conference does acknowledge

a broader definition of fire research than one confined to studying

the physics and chemistry of ignition and the dynamics of fire growth.

A Strategy Conference participant's comments presented in the conference

proceedings acknowledges the need for fire research policy to reflect

the complexity of the Nation's fire problem:

Fire research is not seen to be just pure or basic research but
rather all-encompassing; it must include finding solutions to
the small but frequent fire problem as well as the occasional but
spectacular incident. It must Include the need to deal with the
educational and attitudinal barriers that shape the behavior of
people, not only en masse but Individually when faced with fire.
It must also focus on the whole question of determining the
level of protection that should be provided, and on methods of
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assessment of risk that can be properly and judiciously

accepted or not accepted. 33/

Whether CYR and the Strategy Conference will be able to address

this "all-encompassing" definition of fire research cannot yet be

judged at this early exploratory stage of the project. The Adminis-

tration has proposed to eliminate CFR in FY 1986. Certainly, the

elimination of CFR would abort any attempt to formulate a national

direction and strategy for fire research through the Strategy Conference.

Given CFR efforts to coordinate fire research, how does the USFA

fit in to the total picture of fire cesearch needs? Respondents agree

that the USFA has a legitimate role to play in both advancing specific

research programs and in formulating a fire research policy, but they

disagree as to whether the USFA is equipped or willing to fill that

role.

Such disparate groups as Factory Mutual Research and the National

Volunteer Fire council l diVFC) are complimentary of JSFA research efforts.

Says Paul Fitzgerald of Factory Mutual (which receives grants from the

While there is no one group overseeing the Government's R & D
need, both the CFR and the USFA have established clear priorities
which have been mutually supportive. . . The research efforts of
the USFA directly and aggressively attacked the residential loss
of life problem, particularly through the development of residen-
tial sprinklers. The USFA R & D effort has been focused on the
life safety issue and has been veil coordinated with other USFA
activities (e.g., educational and public awareness campaigns).
There is no comparable effort available in the private sector.

James Monihan of NVFC presents a similar view and cites the

importance of applying developed technologies:

33/ Ibid. p. 10.
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The research and development that Is being performed
by the USFA seems reasonably well coordinated and has good
results, the most outstanding of which, I feel to be, the
quick acting residential sprinklers. I do feel that it is
important that the Administration not be confined ti) research
and development stage but be permitted to carry Ito programs
through to completion ....

Favorable comments such as these seem to focus on specific

applied research projects that the USFA has successfully pursued (such

as the residential sprinkler). Critical comments tend to cite the

inability of USFA to Implement an overall, general research policy. For

example, Underwriters Laboratories asserts:

The USFA has not established a coordinated integrated
R&D policy for federally funded fire research. Ai presently
constituted, the USFA would not appear to be able to carry out
such a policy; there is a need for such a policy.

John Bryan of the University of Maryland echoes this opinion:

The United States Fire Administration has not been
research oriented for at least the last 2 years% The U.S.
Fire Administratiorr does not appear to have had a research and
development policy since the departure of Dr. B. J. Thompson as
administrator, possibly due to the extensive use of acting ad-
ministrators. It would appear to be necessary and appropriate
for the U.S. Fire Administration to establish research and
development priorities in consultation with other federal
agencies to coordinate a systematic, organized, effective and
economic approach ro Zederai supported -3searcn ind Ieveiooment
In fire protection.

Romeo Spaulding of the International Association of Black

Firefighters cites political factors which limit USFA's ability to

develop a research policy:

It has been my impression that the USFA has attempted many times
over the past four years to develop a coordinated, integrated
R & D policy. However, it appears that prevailing attitudes
among our Government and national fire service leaders have served
to keep this attempt extremely frustrated. . . One of the major
problems that I have seen occurring over and over in the USFA Is
that of identifying what research is to be done and who is going
to do it at what cost. This area usually gets into some heavy
politics and the result Is not usually the beef for the fire
service or the reduction of the fire problem.
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Thus far, comments have been presented which attribute "fire

research" and "fire R & D policy" to both the USFA and the CFR. A

distinction must be made between the type of research activities each

agency is equipped to perform, and the nature of their respective

roles in forming a research policy. While research at the CFR is

basic and directed towards the chemistry and physics of fire, the re-

search at USFA tends to develop and apply established technologies

like residential sprinklers or improved firefighter clothing and

equipment. A need to link these two-different types of researchh"

was Identified at the National Fire Research Strategy Conference:

"The Federal Emergency Management Agency is also seen as having a

major role, particularly in the transfer of the results of research

to field applications. 34/

Ir a sense, then, the USFA is seen as playing a role at the very

end of the research cycle--taking established technologies and ap-

plying them to the "real world." But in another sense, some see

the need for the USFA to figure prominently at the very beginning of

the research :7c!e. To -his ind. -- esearch" !3 :een 3n t -uch -ore

general level--it is the studying and evaluation of what the fire

problem is, which areas need attention, and which fire loss reduction

approaches would work best.

Phil Schsensan, former Associate Administrator of the USFA, ac-

knowledges that while CFR is in the best position to set a detailed

fire research policy, there should be coordination above CFR regarding

where research efforts should be directed. According to Schaenzan,

34/ Ibid. p. 8.
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this higher coordination used to be done at the USFA. A fire research

policy should be one component of an overall fire protection polity,

and says Schaenman, such an overall policy should be based on a sys-

tematic evaluation of the fire problem and an objective risk analysis

of fire loss reduction strategies.

Richard Bland, former Chairman of the National Commission on

Fire Prevention and Control, confirms that "the coordinating and

integrating function envisioned by the Commission for the USFA was

to be the cornerstone of the Federal fire program." To effectively

guide research directions, Bland cites the necessity for the USFA to

have "a capacity to develop and assimilate a knowledge base (R S D)."

According to Bland:

The fundamental problem remains a lack of statistically
valid fire experience structured, gathered and analyzed as a
research and policy guidance instrument. The design and execu-
tion pf a comprehensive data system is absolutely necessary for
effectively identifying and addressing knowledge gaps; hopefully,
the result would provide for USFA leadership in solving the fire
problem.

Putting such a system In place and establishing its validity
will be no small data gathering and analysis undertaking; it will

"thoughtful aind :rained observers" at :.ie .icluent . c 
control of the data system must be closely held within USFA if
resulting policy Is not to be biased.

Until a data system is developed the engineering and science
as proposed by NBS/CFR Is a best guess. Pdrhaps an advisory
committee to USFK from the industries and professions could be
constructive.

Thus, the more accurate and comprehensive the fire data, the

easier it is to systematically and objectively identify approaches

which will most effectively reduce fire loss.
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The USFA is Perceived as an Agency Primarily Oriented to the Fire

Service

All respondents viewed the USFA as being primarily oriented to

the fire service, which by virtue of Its mission is historically

geared more towards fire suppression than fire prevention. Under-

writers Laboratories presents a typical view:

There is validity to the assertion (that Federal fire pro-
tection efforts have been tipped more towards fire suppres-
sion! but that is to be expected, given the present make-up and
organization of USFA and in view of the fact that the major thrust
of their current efforts is working with fire departments and those
associated with fire suppression.

It is also stressed that the National Fire Academy embodies the

orientation towards fire suppression forces. Richard Bland explains:

There is a validity to an assertion that the U.S. Fire
Administration program is tipped toward the U.S. Fire Acidemy
and that the Fire Academy is oriented zovard the fire suppres-
sion forces. That began when the U.S. Congress bought campuses
and appointed fire suppression personnel as administrators and
Academy personnel; that wAs assumed to be a considered choice.
Suppression is a spectacular engineering effort and the Fire
Department is highly visible and active in responding. As a
result, fire department must be recognized as influential
political and social entities; firefighters have been politi-
cally active at all levels of Government for more than 200 years.

Whether the USFA ind the NFA'1 *rientation towards the fire

service is appropriate remains a matter of opinion. Hr. Bland

acknowledges the importance of the KFA to the fire service but cites

a need to expand its activities to the entire fire community:

An important function of the U.S. Fire Academy is to
provide the organized fire suppression services with Infor-
nation; they are at risk and are the first responders to
incidents, But of equal importance is providing information
to the total fire loss management community. Within It are
architects, engineers, materials experts, code enforcement
officers, constructiQn tradesmen, researchers, burn special-
fats and elected public officials. The Academy staff has
little representation from these disciplines.
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Fred Ringler of People's Firehouse Inc., a community based

organization involved in arson and fire prevention isues, stresses

the need for more community involvement in the fire program. He

depicts a very critical picture of the fire service bias he perceives

within the USFA:

The USFA is heavily influenced by the national and inter-
national fire protection and research establishment which
is dominated by the fire services. As a result, fire service
representatives are privy to budget meetings, access to deci-
sion makers, input into the development and implementation
of projects and programs, and have influence by nature of their
proximity to the decision makers to changing program directions
and priorities. They are truly insiders to an otherwise closed
process. The USFA is dominated by staff from the fire services
who have little expertise In program management, monitoring or
evaluation. . e no one sector should control a national fire
program dedicated to the prevention and control of fires in our
communities. The perception that only "professionals" understand
the fire problem is a myth that has been perpetuated for too
long. This type of perception must be eliminated to insure a
truly integrated and effective approach to preventing and sup-
pressing fire.

Running counter to this argument is the belief that the USFA and

NFA should be oriented towards the fire service because the fire

service is more intimately acquainted with the Nation's fire problem

:nan 3ny )cner group . _J .cCornac-, r xecu:e DIec:or r :e

International Society of Fire Service Instructors advanced this

argument in a November 5, 1984 letter to USFA Administrator Clyde

Bragdon:

The major fire service organizations in this country which
represent the members of the fire community, two million strong,
have fought long and hard for the creation of, salvation of and
increased funding for a cost effective Federal Fire Program. @
These same organizations . . . know best what the problems are

problem. It is these same organizations that know best what the
solutions are and still the same organizations which can most
cost effectively put the expertise of their membership to work
in providing these solutions. It is strongly urged that Federal
fire dollars be first made available to those organizations and
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agencies that can Immediately and cost effectively address the
fire problem. Experimenting with or training others to do what
others already know how to do and in fact do wall is not cost
effective.

It is also argued that the fire service Is becoming more and

more involved in fire prevention and a total fire loss manaqement

approach. Thus, the orientation of the USFA and NFA towards the

fire service does not necessarily mean an orientation towards fire

suppression alone.

Related to the perception that the USFA is oriented towards the

fire service, is the belief that the reorganization of the USFA from

the Department of Commerce into FEMA has adversely affected the agen-

cy's ability to function as an entity in the Federal Government which

can view the Nation's fire problem in its entirety. Richard Bland

assesses the reorganization within the context of the Commission's

original intentions for the USFA:

The National Commission recommended an administrative level
for the USFA. That vas a deliberate decision intended to:

1. provide for budget support at a cabinet level;
2. provide a recognized vehicle for communicating st

deoartmental levels;
issure in -. r-us::ce ~~ .a ~ ~ :e
In paraileled departments; and

4. place the focal point in a department where program impact
was measurable (Housing and Urban Development or Commerce).

The reorganization violated most If not all of these intents.
The solution to America's fire problem is neither another, a
higher trained, a larger, nor a better planned emergency response;
that point seems brushed over at all levels of government.

Others, Including Harold Nelson of SFP9, John Bryan, and James

Monihan of the NVFC also address the end result of reorganization.

According to SFPE:

From the view of the Society the U.S. Fire Administration
has repeatedly retrenched with each of the several reorganizations
and reassignments of personnel. It has changed from a broad
overview agency to a subordinate organization primarily (though
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not totally) concerned with the specific needs of fire
departments particularly those from small and medium size
communities. Initially the Society had enthusiastic contact
with the USFA (then NFPCA) and an expectation of advances in
technology. Presently they are not a factor in the engineering
sphere. This Is in no way to detract from the work that was
initiated in one of their earlier phases that encouraged and
funded much of the development of the fast response sprinkler
head.

John Bryan is more blunt:

Reorganization of the U.S. Fire Administration into FEMA
was the beginning of the end of the U.S. Fire Administration
as an efficient, effective, and accomplishing organization.
Every aspect of the agency has been diminished since this
reorganization . . . The consolidation of the U.S. Fire
Administration into FEKA was based on political considera-
tions and not operational or management attribuces..

And James Monihan adds:

Unfortunately, I do feel that reorganization of the USFA
-t-do FEMA has diminished the prominence and effectiveness of the
Administration. It was only 1982, in fact, that FEMA decided ;o
zero fund and effectively eliminate the USFA and the remuanti of
what remains after that reorganization are extremely 9!skl The
existing leaders of FEHA have been very supportive atid respectful
of the fire programs, though it was only after Congress reinstated
the USFA in 1983 that this respect was engendered. Our concern
is that future leaders of FEMA may not be so cooperative but may
be more effective in the elimination of the USFA.

There seems to be a widely held view in the fire community that

the reorganization of USFA into FEA reduced the agency's effectiveness.

What remains unclear, however, is the extent to which this reduction

in effectiveness was due Ito the turmoils associated with an Institu-

tional reorganization, or to placement of the Federal fire prevention

and control entity into an agency devoted to emergency response.

A Federal Role is Nceassry in Fire Prevention and Control

America Burning stressed that while fire prevention and control

SIhould remain a primarily local responsibility, a Federal role in fire

prevention and control is needed. All respondents seem to agree with
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this assertion, and many identify research and development-as an ac-

tivity for which the Federal Government is uniquely suited. Factory

Mutual cites the importance of Federal initiatives in addressing the

residential fire problem:

Past history strongly suggests that without Federal Initia-
Ives and leadership, there will be little research done to
attack non-industrial fire problems. Because of cutbacks
in local level fire department funding in many parts of the
country, it is unlikely there will be substantial improvement
in the future. Even if local initiatives were to develop,
without the central focus point provided by the USFA, they
would likely be diverse in nature and not as productive as
has been the history-demonstrated by the USFA'b residential
sprinkler program.

SFPE adds that local governments and private industry are limited

in the kinds of research they can perform:

It is the observation of the Society that local govern-
ments seldom have the resources or facilities to undertake
any lasting fire research. While some important work has
been done by communities such as Los Angeles and New York City
it has been sporatic and widely spaced in time. Generally it
has also been very pragmatic in that it solved a particular
problem at hand but produced little basic technology that could
be confidently tKanrerred to other situations.

Important work has been done by the private sector. Most
of this however has related to protection of the large invest-
ments )r zne rivace .ieccor )ronuctlve :apaoiLAt±es. ?2nVy3±a3
..nvescments, and toed stock. The private sector has 1ictle

incentive to invest its resources in research that is primarily
directed at protection of life or other general safety consider-
ations. Historically these areas of fire safety research have
been concentrated in the Federal Government.

Again, a distinction must be made between the types of research

referred to. SFPE is addressing the type of basic fundamental research

conducted at CFR. CFR performs much of this research in-house, and

also funds work done at universities. Factory Mutual is referring to

USFA applied research activities. USFA's primary mode of operation

is to contract out projects to various sectors of the fire community.

For example, John Gerard of the National Fire Protection Association,
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sees the USFA as a "broker" of programs and a "clearinghouse" of in-

formation. USPA staff is positioned more towards managing programs

than actually conducting the programs themselves.

Some see this mode of operation as fully appropriate given the

size of the USFA staff (only 16 full time professional employees),

the emphasis in the Fire Act on a federal program which supports and

reinforces State and local fire protection efforts, and the prevail-

ing philosophy In the current Administration that encourages joint

private/public sector initiatives and volunteerism. USFA $s applying

this philosophy to its fire prevention efforts, and is currently

examlnlng-ways- -o-expnd-private-se tor-euppor --- Addit onaly-the--"--

Community Volunteer Fire Prevention Program and the Partnerships

Against Fire Program seek to increase the scope and effectiveness of

local fire prevention efforts.

Because USFA's mode of operation largely involves the funding of

external projects, some observers feel that the selection process

designating which research areas and approaches will be pursued may

be vulnerable to nolitical influences w 4led ' Y_ hoq 931P5 2..,t

for funding. James 4onihan oi NVC expresses this concern as follows:

The Federal Government's role needs to be supportive of
local, state and private sector efforts but continuity of plan-
ning is important. For that reason, it is vital for the adminis-
tration to be insulated as well as possible from political pressures
which can cause fragmentation of its efforts by repeatedly shifting
its focus from program to program.

Fred Ringler of People's Firehouse offers specific criticism of

what he views as a closed process in setting priorities for fire loss

reduction approaches:

. . it is important to have a Federal focus that can ini-
tiate and respond to innovative and cost effective research
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and development projects and to develop models for local Imple-
mentation. The transfer of these models and technology is
probably one of the most Impottant reasons for USFA's existence.
However, its present methods of resource allocation, lack of
competitive bidding for contracts, non-existent grant policy,
and methods of soliciting input into programs explains why the
process does not york for some sectors and does for others.
These include the fire service and research communities.

Many of the USFA programs reflect reactive perceptions of
the fire problem and do not encourage outside input, feedback, or
criticism. To insure its effectiveness, the USIA should continue
to support reactive programs at the local and state levels be-
cause these are important at all levels. Further, USFA should
make a comittment to develop local initiatives, develop community
based programs, and reaffirm its comalttment to developing pub-
lic/private sector partnerships.

While limited staffing at USFA may require the extensive use of

contractors, It also creates a problem in managing those externally

conducted programs. USFA officials admit that because of the very

small size of their staff, proper on-site monitoring and detailed,

analytical evaluation of the programs they fund is often impossible.
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DISCUSSION

Over ten years after the National Commission on Fire Prevention

and Control issued America Burning, the Nation's fire problem, though

partially reduced, still persists. Also persisting is the question:

how should the Federal Government best be positioned to support and

reinforce State and local efforts to reduce fire loss?

Federal fire policymakers face a formidable challenge. They must

be able to sort through the many complex, conflicting, and often con-

troversial fire loss reduction approaches; and they must be able to apply

a limited budget towards composing an overall program which can most

quickly and effectively lessen the fire problem. Many in the fire

community sees to feel that the Commission's intended principal

Federal fire entity, the USFA, is positioned In a way that makes it

difficult for this challenge to be met. A criticism, often heard, is

that the USFA does not possess an objective, analytical means of

coordinating and setting priorities for determining which fire

loss reduction approaches should be investigated and acted on.

rhe united ;cpve and ;tacure ')f :he S*FA zould )e :eaconsible
for its perceived inabfllty to-c Irdnte an overall Federal fire

policy. America Burning identified the need for a USFA with a very

broad scope: "there should be an entity in the Federal Government

where the Nation's fire problem Is viewed in its entirety, and which

encourages attention to aspects of the problem that have been

neglected." Views presented earlier on the importance and relative

neglect of behavioral fire research raise doubts as to whether'the

USFA fits the Commission's image of comprehensiveness. Behavioral

research is deemed too long-term and theoretical for USFA involvement,
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while the CFR cannot address this need because "soft science" activities

do not fall within the charter of CFR's parent organization, NBS.

The limited scope of the USFA is reflected in the fire community's

perception that the USFA is primarily oriented towards the fire service.

Critics wonder how this fire service orientation (in terms of both staff

h"- and focus) squares with the Commission's intention that the USFA should

view the fire problem "in its entirety," and may ask if it is fitting

for one particular (albeit crucial) portion of the fire community to

set priorities for solving a problem that encompasses many different

sectors of society.

The limited stature of the USFA is also seen as a problem.

According to Richard Blandeata ihie htJ1 flaaauccaful

focal point for Federal fire prevention and control "will depend

upon positioning USFA in a manner to establish authority. By authority

is meant organizastion and staffing to become a recognized and respected

resource for fire related information."

Many feel that the many reorganizations of the USPA have robbed

:ne ienc, )f :he :nscizucional naturl.y .ecessarv lo '.ec=e zeco -

nized and widely respected Federal fire presence, A .. k9 establish

a broad-based comprehensive fire policy. In this regard, Harold

Nelson of SPFE expresses a common opinions

Our general view on the situation at the U.S. Fire Adainis-
tration is surprise that it has survived a series of reorganiza-
tion, attempts at abolishment, total restaffing, and progressive
reduction in relative position and authority and still has ap-
parently been able to perform an important function for the
fire services of the Nation.

A tangible effect of the USFA's organizational turmoil has been

a drastic reduction in staff size. For example in 1978, before USIA'e
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move from the Department of Commerce to FEKA, the agency was authorized

for 68 full time employee (FTE) positions (not including NWA staff).

Currently there are only 20 FTE's at the USFA. Many feel that such a

reduction must necessarily have an effect on agency programs. For

example in 1978, USFA's national data center employed 25 people. The

Fire Data and Analysis Office of today is authorized at 6 positions.

It funds a data exchange agreement with the NFPA and relies on a

voluntary data collection organization (the National Fire Information

Council). Has this reduced in-house capability affected the quality

and completeness of fire data?

A lean staff has dictated a different mode of operation for the

USFA--contracting out programs instead of performing them In-house.

Contracting, by its very nature, is susceptible to criticism that the

process could be subject to influences from various groups vying for

funding. For example, many of the community based organizations involved

in fire prevention have charged thac because the USFA is oriented co

the fire service, contracts are mostly awarded to fire service groups.

-as ie. irn -

order to decide which and to what extent different fire loss reduction

approaches should be pursued seems worthwhile.

Ironically, the small staff size which creates the need for a

program management approach, at the same time, limits USFA's ability,

to monitor and evaluate the programs they fund. USFA officials also

acknowledge that their small size and excessive workload (which

consists of managing outside programs) limits their ability to

formulate any long range fire prevention and control strategies.
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There are those who defend USFA's fire service orientation.

They maintain that it is appropriate for the USPA to be oriented to

the fire service because the fire service is in turn oriented to

reducing the Nation's fire loss. Given Its limited budget and

staffing, the USFA must rely on an outside network of people, and the

fire service is the logical choice because its members are the most

intimately acquainted with the Nation's fire problem. Also the

present incarnation of the USFA is relatively new--the agency was

totally restaffed in 1983. Therefore, some observers fee that a

.wait and see" stance must be adopted before an accurate assessment

of USFA's current effectiveness can be made.

The question of Federal involvement in fire prevention and

control is as complex as the fire problem itself. Two legislative

options have been discussed in the past year which are intended to

better position the Federal Government's fire effort. Some groups

have suggested cnat the Fire Act be rewritten to emphasize Zire

prevention and to expand explicitly its scope beyond the fire service.

%"ve ;vccxzt :1e :-ratton )f i iew Thmmission "hith - uid

critically examine the Nation's fire problem and look at bow the

Federal Government fits into a solution. All parties agree that

fire loss is too high and that more mist be done to stop America from

burning.
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U.S. FIRE ADMINISTRATION

The Federal Emergency Management Agency's (FEKA) U.S. Fire
Administration is divided into four Offices: Fire Policy
and Coordination; Firefighter Health and Safetyl ,Fire
Prevention and Arson Control; and Fire Data and Analysis.
With input from the members of the Joint Council of Fire
Service Organizations, priorities were established for each
of these program areas to guide allocation of the resources
of tne Fire Administration most effectively to meet its
primary goal: Improving fire safety in the United States.

Following Is a discussion of the priorities and programs
for each office:

OFFICE OF FIRE POLICY AND COORDINATION

Responsible for overseeing the management and administration
activities of the USFA and conducting programs which Impact on
fire and rescue service management practices.

Leadership Conferences

Leadership Conferences are planned for a number of groups including
State Fire Marshals, Public Fire Educators,'Netro Chiefs and others.

Private Sector Initiative

Initiate several new programs to broaden the participation of the
private sector in fire programs. A particular empnas4s will ae an
attracting private sector resources for local fire service programs.

Integrated Emergency Management System (IENS)

The USFA is worx:ng witn the nation's fire servic,- on - AA ;.ng
range strategy for improving program implementation in developing
Emergency Management capabilities of state and local governments
across all hazards. ".

Volunteer Fire Service Initiative

USFA will carry out an effort to support the volunteer fire service
including activities to improve the retention of personnel at the
local level and enhance volunteer fire service roles in the total
fire program.

Fire Executive -Fellowships

USFA Is conducting a number of activities to support the develop-
ment of the working fire executive roles. This will include
cooperating with the National Fire Academy in the development of
their Fire Executive Management Program. For example, in

Sources U.S. nire Aiminijtration
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FY 1984, the USFA/NFA has Initiated a FEKA Fire Executive

Fellowship Program with Harvard University.

Coordinated National Fire Prevention Program

USFA will Initiate a variety of health and safety, tire prevention
and data activities to carry out a national coordinated strategy
including public education, residential sprinklers, community
volunteer, private sector initiatives and others. In FY 1984, the
National Community Volunteer Project was initiated.

Regional Fire Representatives

Regional Fire Representatives have been established in each
of FEMA's 10 regions. The USFA will utilize the Fire
Representatives in a variety of supportive activities including
the NFIRS Program, community based fire prevention efforts,
relationships with state and local fire services and other areas.

OFFICE OF FIRE PREVENTION AND ARSON CONTROL

Responsible for all fire prevention and public education programs
------ And-responsible--for-miVigatIon- of-the -arson-probtem. in-the-Unttev--

States.

The following are various projects within this office:

'ommunitv Sased Volunteer Fire Prevention Program

The purpose of the Community Volunteer Fire Prevention Program is
to increa:e the scope and effectiveness of local fire prevention

forts through a -intue merger 6f local. State, and Federal

community fire ?revention, education ina ?rotzc::in , rr- .

Residential Sprinkler Systems Program

The purpose of the project is to improve the public and
private sectors awareness of the benefits and technological
improvements in residential sprinklers, and promote their
adoption and use at the local level. Through the increased
use of this technology, the level of life and property loss
due to residential fires will be significantly reduced.

Juvenile Firesetter Progrim

This on-going project has resulted in the development of two
handbooks for Juvenile counselling. These handbooks help
to provide guidance to personnel dealing with Juvenile
firesetters. A final manual and monograph are being developed
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and will culminate In a complete program that will offer
direction for personnel when dealing with Juveniles from the
youngest of children through those In adolescence.

Arson Information Management System

AIMS is an on-going project that provides a balanced management
format for handling arson data utilizing microcomputers. The AIMS
system provides data which can be utilized for proactive and
reactive strategies. That is, reactive strategies that consist of
timely investigation management decisions and proactive analysis
used to predict arson prone buildings or situations.

Rural Arson Project

-Two projects in the rural arson area are in progress. The
one deals with identifying the arson problem, suggesting
strategies to mitigate the problem and finally measuring
the success of those strategies. The second project is
studying the feasability of using an AIMS approach in
rural arson investigation. Both projects are being closely
coordinated so that all information is being utilized by
both projects.

AIMS Enhancement- Program,..,

The purpose of this project is to develop AIMS software
t'hat-will be compatible with the most commonly usea
microcomputers in use by law and fire service organizations.
This will allow the AIMS system to be available to the
'majority of both services throughout the U.S.

Sesame Street Fire Safety Program

project, designed to nelp communities eyeip I .c-
educational programs for preschool children, will further
expand the project to include older children and also develop
tools for local fire departmiats and other organizations
to use In establishing Sesame Street Fire Safety Programs
locally.

OFFICE OF FIREFIGHTER HEALTH & SAFETY

Priorities for this office include assisting in the development
of improved protective clothing and equipment, enhancement
of personnel safety through improved training and improving
diagnostic and immediate care procedures for fire victims.
Various projects within the office are:

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Apprenticeship Training

Managed by the International Association of-Firefighters,
In cooperation with the International Association of Fire
Chiefs, is a continuation of support for development and
tracking of basic fire training and related work in cooperation
with municipal governments.

Project FIRES (Firefighter Integrated Response Equipment
Systems)

Through grants to the International Association of Firefighters,
the IAFC and fourteen cities across the United States, the
USFA is continuing research, development, and testing of an
Improved turnout suit for structural firefighting. The
USFA is working closely with industry to encourage the
incorporation of new innovations into commercially available
equipment.

Low Profile Breathing Apparatus

The USFA will continue to work with the U.S. Bureau of Mines,
the U.S. Coast Guard, and the U.S. Divers Corporation in the
research and development of a long duration (2 hour) positive
pressure, rebreather system. A prototype of this system is
currently undergoing manned testing.

Medical Mantgement of Victims of Smoke Inhalation

)is ontinuing iroJect will orovide a diagnosis and treatment
protocol for smoke inhalation victims oased upon informa:ion
derived from a clinical, e.g., emergency room setting. The
American College of Emergency Physicians will publish and

Firefighting Tools and Equipment Research and Development

This Initiative is aimed at idkntifying innovative tools and
equipment applicable to firefighting, modifying or improving on
designs where appropriate and transferring that technology
to departments across the country.

Fire Department Safety Officer's Reference Guide

An Increasing number of fire departments are expected to
establish fire department safety officer positions. The USFA
is working with the National Fire Protection Association to
develop a safety officer's guide that promises to be a
valuable resource for fire department personnel with responsi-
bilities for establishing and managing programs directed at
decreasing the incidence of firefighter illness, injury and
mortality.

~1EST AVAILAB1T~OPV~~
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Hazardous Materials Suit

FEMA Director, Louis 0. Gulffrida, has directed the USFA to
support and participate in the development of a hazardous
materials suit for the fire service.

One of the critical requirements that this suit pust have
is that it be capable of being donned in a reasonably quick
time. The suit will be fully encapsulating and Should pro-
vide protection against a wide range of chemicals. Protection
against the widest range of chemicals will increase the
utility of a super Ior hazardous materials suit.

Smoke Detector Effectiveness Research Project

The primary objective of this study is to determine problems
effecting smoke detectors. Specific areas of concern Include:
determine service life; sensitivity, and calibration of smoke
detectors.

Firefighters Short Range Communication System

Through a cooperatives agreement with the National Aeronautics
Space Administration and the U.S. Coast Guard, the USFA is
developing a hands-free communications system for firefighters.

Sidewall Residential Sorinklers

In cooperation with Factory Mutual, the USFA is performing
fire test on sidewall sprinklers. The results of these
tests will oe maae avaliaoie .o the concensus zade oran1.3tions.

OFFICE OF FIRE DATA AND ANALYSIS

Priorities for this office are to ensure effective fire data
collection on a national basis; to develop a data bank of timely,
accurate and retrievable information; and to continue analysis of
major and/or unusual fires.

National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS)

To ensure the collection of accurate fire data throughout
the Unitetl States. The NFIRS program will focus on upgrading
the quality and completeness of current data.

Technical Improvement & Support

Working-with FEMA's Office of Information Resources Management,
the USFA is continuing to collect, process and feedback to users
data on the U.S. fire problem. Initiatives in this area will be
aimed at developing more useable formats for data feedback,
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